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FOREWORD

Corps economists and social scientists perform diverse roles in managing

and implementing the Corps planning for its Civil Works mission. A conference
for Corps economists and social scientists, from time to time, provides an

.1 important communication and motivation opportunity. Dr. Blakey's keynote
address emphasized that economists and social scientists are full members of
the Corps multidisciplinary planning staff. They can become planning and
program managers of new skills and interests, trend to management, or they can
perform the numerous technical studies required for successful planning.

Emergence of the new Principles & Guidelines (P&G), along with the
Regulation Reform Action Program (RRAP), is the primary motivation for this
workshop. The importance of economic analysis in project formulation and
recommendations of alternatives is stressed in the P&G. At the same time
increased cost sharing of planning, construction and operations, and

maintenance between Federal and non-Federal interests have increased the
necessity for Corps planning to address the problems and alternatives that are
within the interests and capability of non-Federal interests.

The Corps continues to provide leadership in articulating non-traditional

(often called nonstructural) approaches to problem solving. Limited economic
resources require more deliberate management measures which address all or

part of the Nation's water resources problems. Economic and social analysts
can supply productive skills in identifying and evaluating alternatives.

At every meeting of Corps economists and social scientists, the

_ productivity and innovation of division and district personnel is
demonstrated. They are the people who are confronted by the daily challenge to
find workable answers to real water resources problems. Because of this
tradition, the divisions were asked to develop and chair most of the
sessions. Division personnel delivered interesting and challenging sessions,
raised important issues, and suggested significant approaches to improve the

problem solving capability of the Corps.
Several people from outside the Corps family made important contributions

- to the workshop. Dr. G. Edward Dickey (Senior Staff Economist for the
" Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil Works), presented a timely

description of the context and content of the Principles & Guidelines. The
workshops on navigation (coastal and inland) were also enhanced by the

presence of and presentations by shipping and state transportation interests.
The workshop was organized under the auspices of Robert Daniel, Chief of

*" the Economics and Social Analysis Branch, Planning Division, Office, Chief of
Engineers. His staff contributed much to the planning and implementation of

the workshop. Workshop and program arrangements were managed by Dr. L. George
Antle, U.S. Army Engineers Institute for Water Resources, with the substantial
cooperation and assistance of the St. Louis District. The District Commander
and Planning Division, especially the Economics staff, provided both
administration support and a very successful tour to the construction site of
the new Lock and Dam 26. Special thanks should also be given to the staff of

*. the Market Street Holiday Inn in St. Louis, for providing friendly and
competent support of the conference.
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT

In order to obtain a better sense of the range of problems encountered

by those doing or reviewing economic and social analyses, a needs assessment
was performed. For this assessment the meeting participants were first
asked to silently generate a list of the most important problems, questions

* .° or issues they had in performing or reviewing economic and social analysis
studies for Corps projects. Next, participants were asked to work in small
groups comprised of those sitting at each meeting table. Each small group
was composed of three to four persons. Small groups were asked to review
each persons list of problems, to discuss them, and from these lists to
produce the three most significant problems for the small group. This process
of reviewing the individual lists and developing a group assessment took
approximatly 15 minutes. Finally, each small group presented its list to
the larger group. These problems and needs were recorded on flip charts.
After all entries had been listed, wording and definitional clarifications
were made, and duplicates struck out. The following list represents the
particpants statement of the most significant problems, needs and issues
in performing or reviewing economic and social analyses for Corps studies.

Econ/Social Analysis Problems

1. Doing small area studies, using big area criteria.

2. Changes in regs, policies, especially when studies are nearly done.

3. Disenchantment of COE economists with Corps mission -- What is our mission?

4. Lack of continuity between districts in their benefit analysis (Flood, etc).

5. Personnel policies as they relate to economists -- training, pay.

6. Lack of guidance from higher authority -- too late -- until project is
S-o done wrong.

7. Plan formulation fragmentation -- economic input not successfully p
integraged.F,,

8. Lack of consistent comments from OCE -- too much opinion, not enough
policy.

9. Defining the without project condition explicitly enough to perform
benefit analysis.

10. Monetizing resources not traditionally monetized.

11. What will our future work be as economists, and OCE?

12. Quantifying local and regional benefits in an acceptable manner.

• i ' ." '-_ '".i • i . : ,o~ i, ,. . .* .., .. ., .* ._ . . . ,,,*



~ 13. Fragmentation: Economists view too routine and narrow-social scientists
need to assert themselves in planning process.

* 14. Role of economists in financial feasibility studies -- mandated by
Gianneli -- also in military studies.

15. We now use nominal interest rates -- we should use real.

16. Lack of guidance on: Updated vessel costs -- projected fleet recreation --

surveys.

17. No consistent guidance on growth by commercial contents and industrial
contents.

18. Definition problem: Fine lines between financial, associated and
economic costs.

19. Need for non-project -- specific funds to collect historical
damage data.

20. We are now directed to choose NED Plan -- How to reconcile local
preferences with this requirement.

21. Tunnel vision by various study components, division and OCE.

22. Limited funds and unlimited study criteria.

23. Conflict between economic analysis and real world financial analysis --
50 year project life -- vs -- 5-10 private horizon, interest rates, etc.

24. Role of COE economists as consultants to local interests.

25. Conflict between NED optimization and SPF protection in urban areas.

26. Should NED plan be formulated unconstrained. (Public acceptance), etc.

27. Utilization of other social effects in planning reports.

28. Freeboard analysis should be separated between levee and channel
related projects.

2
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NATIONAL WATERWAYS STUDY WATERBORNE COMMERCE FORECASTS I
~~Arlene L. Dietz

- Manager, National Waterways Study

*. This term, forecasts, immediately conjures up mental pictures of
beautiful math models and hungry computers. Most of you have certainly
embraced one or more models during your career. Each probably discovered one
or more major flaws or weaknesses in your models. The National Waterways

'" Study (NWS) produced forecasts for every major United States waterway and for .
each major commodity group. NWS also produced a wealth of experience,

learning from the successes and failures of the approaches and models. This
presentation today will briefly discuss the NWS approach and touch on the
success and failure of the forecasting effort.

DESIGN OF FORECASTS

The original NWS Plan of Study called for preparation of 10 separate
forecasts of traffic for 66 geographical segments and for over 40 commodity
groups. Each of these was to be based on several national-level macro
economic models prepared by Data Resources Incorporated (DRI). These models
embodied demographic, economic and policy assumptions. The output of these
macro economic models was input into industry models which provided growth
rates for key commodities moving in waterborne commerce. These industry
models received input from DRI industry research groups, from industry
interviews and Corps and public reviews.

The industry forecasts were then regionalized for production and
consumption centers. Information on some commodities had to rely entirely on
Corps experience since DRI had no industry research which could capture growth
ot very site specific movements (e.g. local sand and gravel). DRI also had to
bridge the existing regionalization for specific industries into NWS segments
and reaches. Particularly for this regionalization the value of Corps and
public review proved itself. The review caught a conversion which placed
major growth of soybeans in North Dakota.

The base historical waterborne commerce flows by commodity were for years
1969-1977. These data served as the base to apply regionalized industry
growth rates. These growth rates were adjusted by the input obtained from
industry regarding firm's logistics decision making process, new plant
location or abandonment among others. The results of applying regionalized
industry forecasts to waterborne commodity flows were forecasts for 22 reaches
and 14 commodity groups for the period 1978-2003.

ECONOMIC FORECASTS REFINED BY SCENARIO ASSUMPTIONS

Scenarios assumptions (assumptions about external events which could
greatly influence traffic growth and flows) were overlaid on the four base
sets of economic forecasts to arrive at the final forecasts used in the
evaluation of the system. The NWS report "Traffic Forecasting Methodology"
provides the documentation of the economic forecasts while the report
"EvaLuation of the Present Navigation System" reproduces the output of the

scenario forecasts.

3
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All forecasts were to be unconstrained by waterway capacity contratnts.
These constraints were introduced into the evaluation phase along with

r. . solutions.

The scenario approach to forecasting sought to develop a wider breadth of
forecasts by incorporating into the methodology plausible sets of policies and

external events which would influence the growth of individual commodities.
The assumptions of the seven scenarios (all major assumptions are shown in
table 1) are as follows:

-.' Baseline This scenario continued past trends. Its only
purpose was to serve as a reference benchmark. It
was not intended to be the most likely. For

example, future coal exports under this scenario

show no growth beyond the 1980 level.

High Use This scenario used the same micro economic

assumptions for the nation as Baseline, but had
greater levels of domestic and export coal

movements. The Gulf's share of coal exports

increased compared to Baseline.

Low Use The Larger Government macro economic assumption was
used in this scenario to influence a slowdown in the
private sector and consequently waterway traffic.

An unlikely assumption of no growth in corn yield,

for example, was used to contribute to this low
forecast. Crude oil imports dropped below both the
Baseline and High Use levels Coal exports for year
2003 fell below the present level with the Gulf's

share actually falling.

Bad Energy The macro economic input was DRI's "Bad Energy"
forecast. The economics assumed an energy crisis in
the mid-1980's. Crude oil inputs dropped to a low
of 200 million tons while coal exports and the
Gulf's share were assumed to be the same as High
Use. Domestic coal use was depressed below the
Baseline reflecting a depressed economy. Seven coal
slurry pipelines were assumed with one diverting
over 4 million tons of water transported coal.

High Coal The same macro economic forecast used for Baseline

Export was assumed for High Coal Export. This scenario,
unlike all others, assumed coal exports rising to
290 million tons by 2003. It had the Gulf's share
of coal exports growing to 35 percent.

Miscellaneous This scenario incorporates the High Use assumptions.
Adjustments are made to account for data base errors
not corrected in any other forecast base for the
Ohio and Gulf Coast East reaches. It also introduced
alternative forecasts for the Arkansas and rhe
Columbia-Snake Waterway reaches.

4.- *** % . *.- . . .



Table I

THE NATIONAL WATERWAYS STUD' PRINCIPAL ASSUMPTIONS FOR NWS SCENARIOS'

Principal Assumptions Baseline High Use Loss Use Bad Energs Defense High Coal
Esports

I. Macroeconomic Trendlong Trendlong Larger Bad Energy Wartime Trendlong
Government Economy-

2 Corn Yields by 121 121 110 121 121 121
2003 (Bushels
per Acre)

3 West Coast 14 14 141 14 Overall Decline 14
Share of Farm During Conflict
Products Exports
(Percent)

4. Phosphate Decrease After Constant After Decrease After Decrease After Constant After Constant After
Exports 1985 1985 1985 1985 1985 1985

5 Steel Imports Decrease After Decrease After Increase to 26 by Decrease After Decline Sharply Decrease After
(Percent of Total 1990 from 17 to 1990 from 17 to 2003 1990 from 17 to During Conflict 1990 from 17 to
Consumption) 15 15 15 15

6 Crude Oil Prices 3.8 3.8 3.8 4.8 3.8 3.8
*O (Average Annual

Price
Increase-Percent)

7. Crude Oil 290 290 240 200 Decline of 100 290
Imports by 2003 Million Tons per
(Millions of Year During
Tons) Conflict

8. Coal Exports by 107 156 107 156 156 290'
2003 (Millions
of Tons)'

9 Gulf Coast Share 19 23 J1 23 23 35 iS
of Total Coal
Exports in 2003
(Percent)'

10. Domestic Coal 1.794 2.360 1.625 1.728 2,360 2.360
Consumption by
2003 (Million,
of Tons)

11, Synfuel Plants 10(50), I1 (61) 6(30)1 15 (81) 11 61) II (61)
on Water (Coal
Consumption in
Millions of Tons
bN 2003)

12 Coal Slurry None None None 7 None None
Pipelines

13 Eastern Coal Use Present Present Increased Use in Present Present Present A
;Lake Erie Technology and Technology and Great Lakes Technolog and Technologs and Technologv and
Loadings of Coal Regulations (20) Regulations (22) Area (24) Regulations 12th Regulations i _, Regulations (22)
by 2003 in
Millions of
Ton s

I The Miscellaneous scenario incorporates all the assumptions of the High Use scenario The adjustments are made to account for lata
base errors (Ohio and Gulf Coast-East reaches) or to introduce alternative regional forecasts (Arkansas and Columbia-Snake
Wateroas reaches)

2 Based on Federal Emergency Management Agency forecast.
3 Great Lake, share drops 10 percent
4 O.erea, and Canadian destinations
5 Based on National Coal Association high forecasi and modified b> Data Resources. In, (DRIh
6 An additional demonstration plant (not included in these numbers, on the Monongahela Riscr is assumed in operation from I t,

19W) and consumes 3j0Xi.0(XX) to 6.000.(XK) tons of coal each s.ear Hossescr. alter l)40. it is diontiued
7 One of these sesen pipelines (ETSII i sill disert 4 5 million tons of coal from the ater" aNs bs, 21(90

5-
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Defense - The macro economic forecast for a wartime economy
was assumed. It shifts production and consumption

froia consumer oriented goods ti defense materials.
Petroleum and steel imports decline during the

conflict. Domestic petroleum and iron ore and steel

movements greatly increase.

CONCLUSIONS: FORECASTS AND THE IETHODOLOGY

The output range by commodity by reach is provided in the NWS final
report and in great detail in Appendix A to NWS report Evaluation of Present
Navigation System. A summary of reach forecasts is shown in table 2. The

generalized conclusions for the methodology and for the seven scenarios are

discussed below.

The initial four scenarios - Baseline, High Use, Low Use and Bad Energy
provided an inadequate range nationally and regionally for selected
commodities (e.g. coal exports). Therefore, a fifth scenario, High Coal Export
(dCX), was added. As designed in the Workplan, scenario development was to be

based in part on public and Corps input. This would help reflect commodities
not genrally modelled by DRI or those that were unique to a region.

Consequently, the specialized traffic passing through the Inner Harbor Canal
Lock (IHCL) and Columbia-Snake Waterway and on the Arkansas were reassessed in
view of local knowledge. The results of this new information helped form the

basis of a Miscellaneous scenario. Similarly, underestimates of Waterborne

Commerce statistics were identified midway through the NWS for the Ohio River
and several of its tributaries. The base traffic was consequently adjusted

during this sensitivity analysis phase and was also reflected in the
Miscellaneous scenario. The concept of allowing for not only post review

revisions to basic forecasts but actually adding full scenarios based on the

review process proved a valuable concept for such an involved national study.

The Defense scenario, always a key point in NWS, was the most complicated

for DKI to produce. It was basically a major collection of sensitivity tests
run on the High Use scenario for the 1985-90 period. This allowed for direct
comparison with a peacetime scenario. Several reaches were surged with

defense sensitive commodities. The greatest surge was at the Great Lakes
Sault Ste. Marie Locks, next on the Ohio River and then on the Illinois

Waterway. All three areas serve key iron and steel making centers of
nation. The Gulf Coast petroleum movements increased under the scenario.

The NWS approach to forecasts aimed at establishing the boundary
conditions for forecasts nationally, regionally and by industry regions.

Because of the uncertainty surrounding world and national events which

significantly influence the waterborne flows the scenario approach was

selected. The sensitivity concept was incorporated to test newly identified

events which would influence forecasts. The major finding regarding the

expost analysis of the steps in the forecasting process was the real value of
the thorough public and Corps review. Benefits were reaped from review of the

methodology, of preliminary and final forecasts. The provision of adequate
time for adding new information and changing forecasts proved to be invaluable
step in the planning process.

6
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Table 2
WATERBORNE COMMERCE: TOTAL OF ALL COMMODITIES BY REACH, 1977 AND SIX

FORECASTS FOR 2003'

(Millions of Tons)

1977 Forecas- 2003

Reach Base Year Baseline High Use Low Use Bad Energy High Coal Misc.
Export

Upper Miss 30.9 66 0 68.7 58.8 67.9 68.7 69.4
Lower Upper Miss 77.5 162.0 167.3 147.7 163.3 169.6 170.7
L. Miss: Cairo to BR. 123.6 222.3 231.0 190.7 235.9 246,6 248.4
L. Miss: B.R. to Gulf 344.4 534.9 548.7 492.1 543.7 591.4 570.4
Illinois Waterway 60.4 103.5 106.4 95.6 108.4 106.4 107.2
Missouri River 6.7 7.8 7.8 7.4 7.0 7.8 7.9
Ohio River System 172.5 307.5 345.2 280.3 324.5 359.6 382.9
Tennessee River 26.5 66.9 79.5 61.7 67.3 86.4 81.4
Arkansas River 9.4 14.4 15.0 10.8 16.5 15.8 26.2
Gulf Coast-West 341.3 385.7 389.0 376.9 362.2 404. I 391.5
Guf Coast-East 108.7 152.1 168.2 141.3 140.5 168.5 177.9 I
Mobile River and Trib. 43.7 119.0 137.4 108.9 120.4 177.6 141.5
South Atl ... c Coast 69.8 69.6 71.1 65.1 63.8 71.1 71.1
Middle Atlantic Coast 436.8 438.0 469.2 409.8 427.5 514.7 469.2
North Atlantic Coast 87.4 68.9 68.9 64.6 63.0 68.9 68.9
Great Lakes System 189.9 385.7 411.1 345.2 392.7 411.1 411.3
Washington/Oregon Coast 68.4 121.2 121.2 109.4 113,0 132.9 121.2
Columbia-Snake Waterway 43.5 58.6 58.6 57.9 54.6 58.6 63.7
California Coast 138.3 143.6 143.6 115.0 113.3 153.4 143.6
Alaska 28.8 86.2 86.2 86.4 95.4 86.2 86.2
Hawaii 15.3 21.5 21.5 20.9 21.1 21.5 21.5
Caribbean 89.8 74.5 74.5 49.4 68.0 74.5 74.5
Total' 1.914.9 2.585.6 2,727.2 2,379 8 2,514.3 2.889.6 2,789.2

"-.. I Unconstrained forecasts of waterways tonnage
2. These figures reflect national totals, not the -..m of reaches. Reaches are not additive because many individual shipments pass 3

through more than one reach.

Analysis of forecasts showed narrow bands of forecasts for certain

commodities in certain regions. Further work in this area is needed as is the

need to focus on this in future forecasting efforts. It may well mean that it

is very certain that certain traffic levels will be achieved or it may imply a
weakness in the methodology which did not generate wider spreads of traffic in
each region.

The scenario/sensitivity approach of fers an alternative to the

traditional high-medium-low approach. It demonstrates there may well be a

higher probabilities of very high (or very low) growth for certain commodities

in some regions and hence provide strong support for scheduling of remedial
actions.

CONTRACTING LESSONS

Contract problems was a topic the speakers were asked to address. Based

on NWS experience the Corps should try to avoid, if possible, having

prime/subcontractor arraagement where performance of one is linked to

pertormance of another. The government is the looser for this arrangement.

many of the delays which occurred in NVIS can be traced directly back to a

failure of the sub or prime to p-)duce data as scheduled. Although the

contract li-nited the changes in key personnel, this clause was impossible to

enforce. (e.g. one key performer, because of other obligations, was 7 months

. . Late in beginning his work).

7
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Overv ew
Navigation Systems Analysis Methods and Procedures

Presented at O
Economic and Social Analysis Workshop

St. Louis, MO

..7 20 September 1982

_ oBy

Ron Keeney
* Huntington District

Navigation Planning Support Center

The purpose this paper is to provide an overview
of the inland navigation systems analysis procedures I
which are being used in the Ohio River Division (ORD).

The responsibility for system studies in ORD has

been assigned to newly formed navigation planning
support centers located in the Huntington District and
the Louisville District. The Huntington center is
responsible for economic system studies, while the
Louisville Center is responsible for physical and
environmental system studies.

A major systems analysis study was recently
completed for the Phase I GDM on Replacement of
Gallipolis Locks and Dam.

Development and application of the systems approach for
the Gallipolis study was costly and time consuming.
All of the districts in ORD together with the Division
office contributed to this effort. However, with a
common data base and analytic procedures in each of the
four dLstricts, it is now possible to perform system
studies throughout the Division much more efficiently.
The Gallipolis methodology, tools and data are now
being used in navigation system studies at several
projects in ORD. including:

(1) L/D 52/53 on the lower Ohio River

(2) Lower Cuberlani River

(3) Kanawh3 River

(4) 9ig Sandy Riier

(5) Monongahela River

(6) Emrworth, DaThields nl Montgomery L/D's
the Upper Ohio River
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Significant applications also have been made in
support of the O&M program, including assessments of
reJuced operating hours, and reduced government
services at various locks.

The major problem in the economic evaluation of a
lock and dam project is the interdependence of traffic
flows among the nany projects qithin the system. A
chane in the performance of one project can affect the
efficiences of other components of the system in at
least two ways: (1) By increasing service demands at
the other structLres and (2) by changing the economic
and physical characteristics of the demand at other
structures. Conversely, the capabilities of other
components of the system can restrict traffic flows at
the project under study and prevent the materialization
of expected benefits.

Therefore, system studies which take into account
these interactions are of major inportance in the
planning and design of navigation projects as well as
their operation and management. Basically, systems
analysis has three major objectives:

(1) Measure Total System Perfor'nance. First it
is necessary to be able to measure total system

performance in order to estimate the incremental
benefits and impacts of a change to the system (e.g.
larger locks). What is meant by system performance?
Any number of variables can be used to describe how a
project or syste is performing, including tons or ton-
miles moved, number of tows and barges locked, lock
delays and processing times and numerous others. All
o these are important.

However, the most important measure of system perfor-
mance is system rate savings or the total savings in
transportation costs for all of the traffic that
moves. And, contrary to "conventional wisdom", the
most efficient level of traffic on any given system is
not necessarily the highest possible level. High -
traffic levels nay result in delays and other ineffi-
ciencies of such a magnitude that total system savings
coild actually be increased by restricting traffic on
the sys te .

(2) Pleasure Incremental System Benefits and
Impacts. After measuring total system performance, the
incremnental system benefits for individual projects or
nlass are near3ored by varying the key operational vari-
abes such as lockage time, lock capacity and tonnage-
Jelay relationships for the specific project being

k 10
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considered and then tabulating incremental changes in
system rate savings. The procedure is applicable to
structural as well as nonstructural measures.

(3) Determine Optimum Plan. Benefits computed in
this manner, which take into consideration the added
system efficiencies created by the plan as well as any
inefficiencies, form the proper basis for determining
the economic optimum plan.

The Principles and Guidelines (P&G) for water
resources planning (ER 1105-2-40) prescribes 10 major

* tasks or steps to be followed for economic studies of
*" inland navigation projects, starting with identifying

the study area and ending with estimating NED benefits.

These ten tasks can be conveniently summarized SN

into three major types of economic studies.

(1) Commodity Flow Studies

(2) Transportation Rate Studies

(3) System Modeling/Benefit Studies

Specific efforts for each of these major studies
for the Gallipolis Study will now be summarized.

The primary study area for each study was defined 1#
as the entire Ohio River navigation system. The system
includes some 2,600 miles of navigable waterway
controlled by 71 lock and dam projects along the main
stem Ohio River and its major tributaries, including
the Monongahela, Allegheny, Kanawha, Green, Kentucky,
Cumberland and Tennessee Rivers. Based upon a study of
the shipping patterns for Gallipolis traffic, this area
was judged to be more than adequate for capturing any
significant system impacts resulting from an improve-
ment at Gallipolis. Additionally, this definition
provided for a consistently developed systems data base
for use in navigation studies in all four of the ORD
districts, as this, too, was considered to be an
important objective.

The commodity flow studies were concerned with
analyzing existing and historical commodity flows andshipping patterns for the Ohio River system, and the "

projection of future barge traffic demands. For this
analysis, several years of traffic data were obtained
from the Waterborne Commerce Statistical Center in New
Orleans. For study purposes, these data which reported
detailed dock-to-dock shipments were aggregated in
several ways to meet study needs. First, total innual
traffic flows were developed between unique port/do.<
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pairs. Further aggregation was then performed to
provide port equivalent-to-port equivalent flows
(PE-PE) and BEA-to-BEA flows.

The individual 4-digit commodity tonnages were also
aggregated to nine major commodity groups for study
purposes. These three levels of geographic aggregation
(dock, PE and BEA) provided basically all of the barge
traffic data required to initiate the economic studies.

Obviously a major ingredient in any navigation
study is the projection of future traffic demands.
Three independent traffic projection studies were
initiated for the Ohio River system, again through the
cooperative efforts of the four district offices and
the division office. Each study was performed by an
outside consulting firm using separate projection
techniques. The scope, complexity and timing of these
studies was phased in such a manner that traffic
projections were available during each key phase of the
Gallipolis study and were commensurate with the level
of formulation.

The studies in order of accomplishment and the
responsible contractor include:

(1) Short-term commodity forecasts based on
correlation and regression analysis of historical
commodity flows on the system and regional growth indi-
cators by Consad Research Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pk;

(2) Short-term commodity forecasts derived
through a structured survey of all system users by
Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio; and

(3) Short- and long-term projections of traffic
demands based upon a detailed market edemand study,
commodity resource inventory and modal split analysis
for waterborne commodities in the Ohio River Basin by
Robert R. Nathan Associates, Washington, D.C.

The end result of all three studies was an esti-
mate of future demands on the system by commodity group
and origin-destination area (PE and BEA). Specifica-

tion of origin and destination areas was critical for
later use in system studies as it permited tracing the
flows through the system to describe traffic demands at
each lock and dam. It must be emphasized however, that
the projections represent traffic demands and not what
can actually move on the system.

The second major element of the economic studies
was transportation rate surveys, also developed for the
entire Ohij River system. The objective of the rate

12



surveys was to develop a transportation rate matrix
which described the rates and charges for each origin-

destination traffic movement on the system. Obviously,
it was not feasible nor desirable to perform detailed
a" rate studies for every dock-to-dock movement. Conse-

quently, statistical sampling methods were used to
develop the rate matrix.

A sample of over 1500 individual dock-to-dock movements

were chosen for detailed rate studies. Rates and

charges were then developed for each of the 1500
movements for (1) the existing water-routing, (2) least
costly all-overland routing, and (3) alternative land-
water routings. The firm of Charles Donley and
Associates conducted the necessary rate studies for the

sample movements.

Rates for all unsampled movements were subse-
quently developed using the data for the 1500 sample
movements and well established statistical methods.
For each commodity movement on the system, the matrix
describes 4 key items of information:

(1) The existing barge line haul rate per ton,
(2) All other charges associated with the exist-

ing water-routing, (e.g. loading, unloading
aid transfer charges and any prior or subse-
quent overland hauls),

(3) The total transportation cost per ton for the
existing water routing (sum of above items;
and,

(4) Total transportation charge per ton for the
least-costly overland routing.

The segregation of the barge line-haul rate from
the total water-routing cost was critical to our
systems analyses. As will be stated momentarily, the
barge line-haul rate is the only portion of the total
water-routin-g charge which is assumed to change in
future years in response to changes in systems use
(e.g. tonnage) or a change in the system itself (new
lock) .

At this point, then, it is known what future
deanls are likely to be anJ the relevant rates for
shipping in the present market. In order to estimate
how much of the future deorands could actually move by
barge, it was necessary to have some knowledge of
future barge shipping costs relative to overland modes.

As waterway traffic increa:ses through time, congestion
will cause additional delays and result in. increases in
barge rates. Traditionally, in navigation studies it
had been is:3u,-ned that future increases in barge rates

13
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would be matched by increases in overland rates and,
therefore, today's rate differentials would remain con-
stant over time. Current policy does not permit this
simplifying assumption with regard to barge rates. It
requires an assessment of future system delays associ-
ated with the projected traffic volumes and the impact
of those delays on barge rates. Current policy does,
however, permit the assumption that overland rates will
remain unchanged through time, and this assumption was
used in the analysis. The task, then, was to develop a 14
procedure for evaluating the incremental impact of a

'- single improvement in the system (new locks at
Gallipolis) which uses prevailing rates and at the same
time realistically considers the impact of future
system congestion.

The "model" utilized by the Huntington District in
estimating future barge line-haul costs, rate savings
and traffic levels, was the Tow Cost Model and a number

- of supporting programs. The Tow Cost Model is actually
a refined and expanded version of the Flotilla Model
which was developed under the Corps' INSA program. It
was later modified by the Department of Transportation
for use in their initial user charge studies and
further refined by the Huntington District for the
Gallipolis study.

The Tow Cost Model is a set of computer programs
and data files designed specifically for use in system-
wide navigation economic studies. Using detailed input
data which describes (1) the waterway system being
evaluated, (2) the equipment used for towing opera-
tions, (3) the costs to industry for owning, operating
and maintaining the towing equipment, and (4) the
commodity flows and shipping patterns on the system,
the model calculates the towing equipment required and
the cost for moving the traffic.

The number and types of barges and towboats are
selected by the model on a least-cost basis. The
least-cost means of shipment for each origin-
destination movement is determined by the model by
evaluating the costs for all possible shipping plans

- end allowable tow sizes. The costs are determined by
[ first tabulating the time required for the logical

combination of events needed to move the tow from the L
shipping point to the receiving point, accounting for
interaction of tows at commonly shared facilities such
as locks. The major time elements include (1) time
spent loading and unloading barges, (2) tow transit
time in open river situations, (3) lockage time and
lock delay, and (4) time spent in refleeting opera-
tions. These times are then translated into the cost
of transport by application of equipment costs ner unit

14
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of time which is input to the model. These costs are
obtained from the annual equipment cost surveys
conducted by the Water Resources Support Center and
verified through contacts with local shippers.

'41 Input data necessary to run the Tow Cost Model is
large. The major items of required data include:

(1) Waterway Physical Description

* Rivers & River Segments (Length, Depth,
Velocity)

* Locks (Location, Capacity, Lockage Time,
Delay Function)

Ports (Location, Loading, Unloading &
Fleeting Times)

i Refleeting Points (Location & Refleeting
Times)

(2) Towing Equipment Descriptions
" Towboats (Physical Dimensions, Horsepower,

Fuel Consumption Rate, Fuel Price,
Operating Costs)

_ Barges (Physical Dimensions, Capacity,
"''- Costs)

(3) Commodity Transportation Class
* Commodity Names
" Handling Class (e.g. Dry Bulk, Liquids,

- Speciality Products)
Density
Value/Ton

. Barge Type
i Inventory Holding Costs

(4) Commodity Shipment List
- Commodity Name
. Origin Port

Destination Port
Tonnage By Season
Percent Dedicated Equipment

(5) Waterway User Charge Specifications
" Federal Costs By River
* Costs to be Recovered by River

- "Collection Mechanisms

- Lockage Fees
- Segment Tolls
- Fuel Tax
- Tow anl Barge Registration Fees

The primary output from the Tow Cost Model is a
file which contains data describing the costs for each
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origin-destination movement. Hard copy reports are
also provided which summarize the model results,
including:

(1) Annual Towboat Utilization and Costs
(2) Annual Barge Utilization and Costs

(3) Tow Size Distribution
(4) Lock Utilization
(5) Lock Costs
(6) Port Utilization
(7) Port Costs
(8) Segment Cost Summary
(9) User Charge Summary

(10) Fuel Tax Analysis
(11) Lockage Fee Analysis (not pertinent to this

study)
(12) Segment Fee Analysis (not pertinent to this

study)
(13) Registration Fee Analysis (not pertinent to

this study)
(14) Tow Speeds by Waterway
(15) Tow and Barge Loading by Class at Desired

Locks
(16) Number Loaded Empty and TotaL 9arges By

Class at Desired Locks
(17) Towboat Size Distribution at Desired Locks

The movement-specific costs which are produced by
the Tow Cost Model are used by supplemental post-
processors to adjust barge line-haul rates and rate
savings through time. This is accomplished by
computing the percent change between present and future
modeled costs for each origin-destination commodity

movement and making corresponding adjust,ients in the
existing barge line-haul rate as determined through the
rate survey. The revised line haul rates re then
added to the other (fixed) components of cost stored in
the base rate matrix to yield a revised total water-
routing cost for each movement.

The revised total cost for each movement is then
compared with the base overland rates to determine the
revised rate savings. The post-processor then ranks
all of the movements in the input shipment list from
highest-to-lowest unit savings and provides running
totals for system tonnage, ton-miles, total water-
routing costs and total system rate savings. Similar
rankings are provided for the subset of system traffic
that transits Gallipolis Locks.

Having defined exislin7 anJ future Jemands for
waterway traffic, existin7 transoort costs by bar-e and
the least costly alternative, a1 a Itho for
estimatina future brye shi ooin.i cost:s, th a remainder
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of the evaluation involves anolication of supolv-demnand
analysis to estimate the level of system performance
under with and without plan conditions.

Since the model is designed to represent stati0
conditions, the important element of dynamics in the
supply-demand analysis is interjected through
repetitive model runs. The primary objective in the
supply-demand analysis is to define the e.uilibrin
level of system traffic for "with" and "without" clan
conditions and the associated system rate saings.
Equilibrium traffic levels means that level of system
use at which average system rate savings or the last
added movement just equals the average s-ystem towing
costs. Theoretically, tonnage would not exceed this
point since cheaper transport alternatives would be
available.

For basically all future year :nodel runs, it was
found that system traffic demands exceeded the
equilibrium level, resulting in prospective negative
rate savings for many movements. Since these
uneconomic movements impact the efficiency of all other
movements with common routings, it was necessary to
delete these movements from the input shipment list in
small increments and repeat the modeling process.

Movements were selected for diversion from highest-to-
lowest dis-savings. The diversion process was repeated

until the system traffic level was reached at which all
movements exhibited a positive average rate savings.

This process was used to define the equilibrium
traffic level for each decadal traffic projection and
each project change being evaluated at Gallipolis.
Gallipolis project changes evaluated include increased
capacity at the existing facility by implementation of
non-structural measures and by the addition of new lock
structures. Non-structural measires, incluling helper
boats also were evaluated at other congested locks in
the system as conditions warranted. Iy varying the
model input parameters such as lock capacity and
lockage time one at a time to reflect these i'nrove-
ments, incremental difference3 in system performance
assignable to each improve,nent were estimated.

Potential benefits for a lock cngestion fee at
Gallipolis also was evaluated . Thi asa po nlishe I
by diverting additional increments of Gallipoli:; l
traffic beyond the equilibrium level until the :oint
was identified at which iiarginal towin - cos3t7 ?,ualel
rate savings (social optimum traffic level). The,.
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difference in system rate savings between the equilib-
rium and social optimum traffic levels represent the
benefits for the congestion fee.

NED benefits for each alternative were then
determined by constructing a time series of system rate
savings for the without plan condition and for each I
plan of improvement from the model output. These
values were then used to calculate the incremental
system rate savings attributable to each alternative
over time. Average annual benefits were then computed
by converting these values to equivalent annual
amounts. "

NED costs were computed in a similar manner.
Costs for the with and without plan conditions include
all actions required to produce the system rate savings
that were measured for each condition. The incremental
costs for each Gallipolis replacement alternative
represents the difference between "with" and "without"
plan system costs.

Once the modeling process was completed,
sufficient data had also been generated for system
impact evaluations. Data are readily available to
evaluate the impact of each alternative on (1) total
system traffic levels, (2) traffic at critical
projects, (3) system lock delays, (4) delays at other M
critical projects, and other variables.

Data are also available on the specific
commodities diverted from overland transport modes
under each alternative including annual tonnage and
origin-destination points. -

These data together with information on the financial
and operating characteristics of affected modes can
form the basis for overland mode impact assessments.

In addition to its value in basic formulation, the
model also can be used to evaluate the sensitivity of
the recommended plan to:

(1) Alternative Traffic Demand Scenarios;
(2) Changes in Overland Rates;
(3) Changes in Barge Rates;
(4) Changes in Fuel Prices;
(5) Future Lock Improvements Elsewhere in the

System; and
(6) User Charge Recovery.

18
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Concerning user charges, the Principles and
3uidelines require that a sensitivity test be performed
to determine the impact of 50 percent and 100 percent
recovery of system costs.

The guidelines further specify the use of a fuel tax as
the collection mechanism. A uniform system-wide tax
was assumed for the analysis. Segment-specific fees
were not evaluated. The costs to be recovered w,re
defined as the without and with plan system costs that
were discussed hereinbefore.

Starting with the equilibrium traffic level in
each decade for the without plan condition, an initial
estimate was made of the fuel tax required to recover
50 percent of the without plan costs. This tax was
then input to the model and the equilibrium traffic
level was re-ran. The model output was then inspected
to determine if the target recovery level had been
achieved and whether or not there were any uneconomic
movements at the higher shipping costs. If uneconomic
movements were found, they were then diverted in the
same manner as previously stated and a new tax was
estimated for the lower traffic level.

This process of gradually increasing the tax and
diverting uneconomic traffic was repeated until the
model showed sufficient revenue being generated to
recover first 50 percent and then 100 percent of
without project costs in each Iecade; The same steps
also were used to estimate the required tax for
recovery of with plan costs. The incremental system-
wide taxes necessary to recover 50 percent and 100
percent of the incremental annual costs for the plan S
recommended in the Gallipolis report were then
estimated by comparing the without plan and with plan
taxes in each time period.

In summary it can be stated that:
-S

(1) Even though initial obstacles appeared to be

formidable, systems analysis can be performed with
available technology and a tremendous amount of work;

(2) The analysis can be tailored to provide
results that can be easily and effectively incorporated
into project-specific formulation;

(3) Although Gallipolis is the most critical
bottleneck in the Ohio River system, several other
locks were found to be problem spots early in the
planning period and prevented the full realization of
the benefit potential at Gallipolis for all of the
plans that were evaluated;
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(4) Nonstructural traffic management measures can
provide sizable benefits in relation to the benefits
for lock replacement alternatives;

(5) Even though the model is a very valuable

tool, the key elements of the analysis are the traffic
projections, the rate studies and the lock capacity
analysis. Therefore, study efforts should focus on
these items, at least early on in the study;

(6) Considerable time should be spent early in
the evaluation in scoping the system to be studied,
tailoring the data collection efforts, and in
calibrating and testing the model.

(7) Accurate and consistently collected PMS and
WCSC data are absolutely essential to proper system
evaluations.
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SYSTEM EQUILIBRIUM EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
----- ' Donald Sweeney, Regional Economist, St. Louis District

1. Model Rationale and Methodology

Measurement and allocation of transportation savings, benefits and
costs for alternative system configurations in the Upper Mississippi River

Basin requires the consideration of several important issues. Foremost
" ~ amongst the3e issues is the inter-relationship between locks in the system

and the manner in which alterations at one lock affect the operational

performance of the entire navigation system. This issue is generically
referred, to as systems analysis and is concerned with the analysis and
description of impacts within a system resulting from the modification of
some portion of the system. From an analytical viewpoint, it is useful to
conceptualize systems analysis as a delineation of the scope of impacts
that a model is designed to address rather than as a specific model that

* must be used in evaluation.

S _ Once a framework for a systems analysis is selected, two issues
surface that impact the efficacy of this framework. The first is

- concerned with data availability and accuracy for use in this framework.
For example, data on tonnage volumes shipped on the waterway are readily
available. gowever, the true origins or destinations of these shipments
and their associated transportation rates charges are not, so that the

. availability and accuracy of information on these data items must be

evaluated. The second issue concerns the construction and solution of a
S model based an this framework.For example, how large is the system which

the model must encompass and what constitutes a solution to the model?

The data issue is addressed in earlier sections and will not be dealt
with here. The second issue does impact on the construction of the
systems analysis model and is a focal point of this section. The
remainder of this section will discuss the theoretical underpinnings of
the model developed and used in this study and the nature of the solution
generated by this model. For purposes of tractability we begin this
discussion 'y focusing on a one lock system and then expand the discussion
to the nature of relationships between locks that need be satisfied within
the systems analysis framework.

Evaluation of a One Lock System

The asic evaluation framework of navigation projects is an
exain~tai.o. of incremental project benefits and costs under the "with" anl
S "wit ut" project conditions. Costs of the project represent
c onS; 2-'-, operating, and maintenance outlays associated with th,

ns are not included in the modeling of benefits directly. Ti s
is ai_;: . function of the cost recovery mechanism currently in effect o1
the ar-ys, although conceptually these costs can be incorporate t1
the -e- of benefits with various alternative cost recovery mechnislc.
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Benefits for navigation projects consist of two components,
transportation savings and lock delay reductions resulting from a
navigation improvement. For example, let the demand for lock usage be a
function of transportation costs by various modes and lock supply a
function of the operating characteristics of a particular lock. When
demand for lock usage exceeds the available supply of the lock, some
traffic cannot utilize the lock. In particular, as the amount of traffic
passing through a lock increases, delays at the lock increase due to
increased levels of congestion. This raises the cost of transportation on
the waterway. At some point the increased costs will exceed those of some
alternative mode for some movements, and shippers of these movements will
find it more economical to use an alternative mode.

This idea is graphically demonstrated in Figure 1. The damand curve
DD shows for each ton of commerce desirous of lockage the difference
between total water transportation costs with no lock delays and the total
costs of movement via the next least costly alternative mode of shipment.
This difference will be called the Gross Rate Savings of that ton's

potential movement via the waterway. The supply curve SS is simply the
delay costs incurred by each movement as different levels of tonnage
transit the lock. It is upward sloping to represent the notion that as
more tons pass through a given lock, greater levels of congestion occur,
and consequently, higher per ton costs of delay are incurred. The
equilibrium price or congestion cost is P with tonnage of T actually
transiting the lock. All tonnage to the "left" of T find it still cheaper
to move on the waterway than on the next cheapest alternative mode,
whereas all tonnage to the "right" of T find it economically more
advantageous to use soMe transportation mode other then the waterway.
Hence, T tons will pass through the lock and incur congestion costs of P
dollars.

This simple model can be expanded to illustrate the computation of
project benefits under the "with" and "without" project conditions. Let S
be the "without" project supply and S' be the "with" project supply curve -
for the lock. Since navigation projects are undertaken to alleviate
waterway constraints, S' lies to the right of S. That is, for a given
level of tonnage transiting the lock lower levels of congestion costs are
incurred per ton under the "with" project condition. For each condition
the benefit3 are the total gross rate savings for traffic traversing the
lock m.nur lelay costs associated with that level of traffic. Thus the
increment.al benefits associated with S' are the increased net
transport-:ion savings of any increase in traffic plus any delay
reduci: for traffic that traverses the lock under the "without"
condi4''-. In Figure 2 the transportation savings are represented by the
area AU *x the delay reductions by the area ACP1 P.

.Vfe:::vely, this methodology will eliminate movements by
org.i .... :-:--1nation in a systematic fashion. The level of lock delay time
in rela:-",7 to the gross rate savings, including accessorial costs, is
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used as the economic variable to divert traffic from the system. This
rationale stems from optimizing behavior on the part of shippers and

carriers and the nature of the lock supply curve. (As high levels of lock

utilization are reached, the delay costs at the lock will increase due to

increased levels of congestion). Assuming that shippers are price takers,

the increased delays will increase their shipping costs on the waterway.
At the poin where the gross rate savings on the waterway equals the delay

costs on the waterway, the shipper is indifferent between various modes.

However, any additional delays will make it less costly to utilize some

alternative transportation mode and the movement will be diverted from the

waterway.

Evaluation of System With More Than One Lock

The evaluation methodology for a one lock system is straightforward

and can be conceptually extended to the evaluation of a system with two or

more locks. However, this evaluation requires that the total system be

modeled simultaneously. That is, the equilibrium at each individual lock,

as discussed above, is dependent on the equilibrium at every other lock

included in the system. This results from multi-lock movements in the
system tying together the demands at the individual locks. Thus the

determination of any individual lock equilibrium requires knowledge of the

equilibrium at all locks in the system. While the conceptual basis of

measuring benefits is the same for both cases, the consideration of a
multi-lock system requires the use of significantly more advanced
computational techniques than need be applied to the single lock system.

The need for more advanced computational techniques is rather easily _41
demonstrated. In a single lock system, demand is specified as a function

of transportation rates (total transportation cost differentials) with no
demand effe:ts arising from other components of the system. This is an

obvious simplification unless there is no multi-lock traffic utilizing a

* particular 'ock, which is certainly not the case for the majority of locks

on the Uppe:r Mississippi River System. Effectively, this specification a
ignores other system components under the assumption that modifications at
one lock do not significantly affect any operational aspects of other
components in the system. For small changes at a particular lock, this

method is probably sufficient and is certainly a method whose use is
supported ny the bulk of theoretical work performed in microeconomics.

However, aih rather large changes in a system, the assumption that
systems effects are quite minor becomes much more difficult to
rationai:ze, requiring an explicit consideration of other system

compone--_ and the relationship between system components.

- . *reased sophistication necessary in this evaluation stems from

the fa it (i) a movement will divert from the waterway when total

system3 --=ays for the portion of the system used by the movement exceed

rate 'i-s, rather than delays at only one lock, and (ii) the delays and

traffic c;mputed for each component for the system must be logically
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consistent with the delays and traffic computed for all other locks in the
system. This requires that the equilibration at all system component take
place simultaneously. In the evaluation procedure used in this analysis,
this simultaneous equilibration is achieved through the use of a computer
algorithm based on fixed point theorems. Effectively, the results at -tach
individual lock are exactly like the single lock case, but tney
incorporate the fact that the equilibrium at each lock must exist jointly
with equiiiorium in the system as a whole.

Model Ope-ration and Use

The workings of the algorithm can best be illustrated in a simple
two-lock system example. Without loss of generality, assume that the two
locks in the system have identical capacities and supply (tonnage-delay
cost) relationships as shown in Figures 3a and 3b. Now suppose there are
three potential movements desirous of using the sytem and again for
simplicity's sake assume the movements are all of the same commodity. Let
movement number one consist of- one ton, have a gross rate savings of $4.00
per ton, and be desirous of using only Lock 1. Let movement number two
consist of five tons, have a gross rate savings of $1.00 per ton, and be
desirous of using only Lock 2. Finally, let movement number three consist
of three tons, -have a gross rate savings of $3.50 per ton, and be desirous
of using both Lock 1 and Lock 2.

To determine the system equilibrium (i.e., the equilibrium at each
lock consistent with each other) the algorithm begins by computing the xO
equilibrium at each lock assuming that there is no delay costs anywhere
else in the system. This is illustrated in Figures 4a and 4b. First,
notice only movement three appears in both demand curves as it is the only
movement deirous of using both locks. From the figures it is readily
apparent that at Lock 1, all four tons demanding lockage will use the lock
and incur a.lay costs at that lock of $2.00 per ton. Similarly, at Lock 2
only the three tons of movement three will use the lock and incur a delay
cost of $1.50 per ton. Here movement two will find it cheaper to divert
from the waterway to its next cheapest alternative mode, as the delay
costs incurred outweigh the gross differential it enjoys.

Note that while each lock is in equilibrium indiviually,
collectively a systematic equilibrium has not necessarily been achieved.
This is t'-e case because the equilibrium level of delay costs at each lock
was deri.'d upon the assumption of zero delay costs at the othe!" lock.
The equiL:ria just computed are, however, upper limits on te i;ystem
equilbr-z'. levels of delay. That is, any mutually consistent eqilibria 01
for thne :i locks must be less than or equal to those just 2onputd, as it .9

was ' that no delay costs are incurred by lock moveme its 'ven if
they ':3 through other locks.

he nxt step in the algorithm is to pose the quetio: "hat ou]d
be te e- -;_1.ibrium levels of delay costs at each lock vio~n tK:t th e ther
loc,< a, _ ivel of delay cost equal to its just 2cnput e I ;n. :' iT ?"
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The derivation of the two new equilibria is depicted in Figures 5a and
5b. Since movements one and two use only Lock 1 and Lock 2 respectively,
their demand for use of each lock is unaffected by delay costs elsewhere

in the system. However movement three can only withstand lower delay

costs at each lock. Since it has a gross rate savings of $3.50 and by
assumption incurs delay cost of $1.50 at Lock 2, it can only withstand
$2.00 of delay costs at Lock 1. Similarly, since by assumption it incurs
$2.00 of ceiay cost per ton at Lock 1 it can only withstand $1.50 of delay
costs at Lock 2 before diverting. Hence the new demand curves are formed

as depicted in Figures 5a and 5b. The resulting equilibrium at Lock 1
again shows all four tons will move at a delay cost of $2.00. At Lock 2
only movement three will move and incur a delay cost at that lock of $1.50.

Now, as the two equilibria just computed were based on the assumption
of "maximum" delay costs elsewhere in the system, they must be a lower
limit on potentially consistent equilibrium. That is, any mutually
consistent equilibrium levels of delay costs at Lock 1 and Lock 2 must be
greater than or equal to $Z.00 and $1.50 respectively. But we have
already demonstrated above that the upper limit on consistent equilibrium
delay costs are $2.00 and $1.50 at Lock 1 and Lock 2 rCspectively. Hence,
it must be true that $2.00 and $1.50 are the mutually consistent
systematic equilibrium delay costs. (If at this point the upper limits
and lower limits weren't the same, the algorithm would continue by
computing a new upper limit on the quilibrium delay costs by assuming that
delay costs elsewhere in the system were equal to their newly computed
lower limit, and so on, until either the upper limits equal the lower
limits or no further improvements can be made on their agreement).

The ccmputation of net benefits is now readily completed. Movement
one, consiztlng of one ton, has a gross rate savings of $4.00, but incurs
delay costs of $2.00 per ton at Lock 1 and hence has a net transportation
rate savings of $2.00 ($4.00-$2.00) per ton. Movement two diverts from
the wateray and consequently receives no benefits. Movement three is the
"marginal" movement as it has a gross rate savings of $3.50 per ton and
incurs total systemic delay costs of $3.50 per ton ($2.00 at Lock 1 and
$1.50 at Lock 2) and hence receives zero net benefits per ton. The total
net transportation benefits are then $2.00 in this example.

To find the incremental benefits attributable to a change in the
system (f-r example an increase in the capacity of Lock 1) one only need
compute thie resulting new systemic equilibrium attained and compare net
transp ._ion benefits. System wide changes caused by altering the

charact-r .ics of a component of the system are explicitly accounted for
in the nr- systemic equilibrium.

.Th ':tual algorithm used to evaluate potential changes in lock
capacit:, and operating characteristics in the Upper Mississippi River
System i a computer implemented extension of that just demonstrated in
the two 1:cck example. The thirty-four locks in the system are modeled
using t:;e capacities and tonnage-delay relationships explained in
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Section 2 of this appendix. Additionally, since many different commodity
types move through the system, each having a different lock specific per
ton '',lrly cost of delay, the gross rate savings of each potential
movemt: are converted to the number of hours of delay they represent at
each system lock. Consequently, the systemic equilibria estimated by the
model are expressed in units of tons and hours of delay. To compute
transportation benefits, the hours of delay are reconverted to commodity
specific costs using data developed in this section and netted from the
gross rate savings of the non-diverted movements. Equilibria are o
estimated for traffic demands in the years 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005, 2010,
2020, 2030, and 2040. Benefits for intermediate years are then
interpolated from the years actually computed to determine average annualnet transportation benefits. This procedure was adopted to hold downo

computer costs as the algorithm in its present computer format is quite
expensive to operate. A complete Fortran listing of the basic computer
program follows along with relevant input data used in the evaluation of
each scenario.
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W WATER SUPPLY 0

Dr. W. R. Summitt, Supervisory Economist

Economic and Social Analysis Branch-Planning nivision
*Southwestern Division

Water Supply for municipal and industrial uses has been an important

program area for the Southwestern Division since the 1940's. This program

interest follows the intense local and regional concerns for dependable water

supplies, in the southwest (a region which includes high plains and other S.

areas with limited rain fall and many water quality limitations on water

sources).

By 1982, the Southwestern Division had developed 63 lakes with about 6.6

million acre-feet of water supply storage and an estimated firm 7ield of 2,691

million gallons per day. The projects range from over 400,000 acre feet at a

large lake to as little as 33 acre feet of storage in one of the smaller

lakes.

This program materialized because of broad public support for water

supply from Corps lakes and the ability of the Districts in Southwestern

Division to properly plan, design, construct operate projects and to execute

workable arrangements with local and state interests.

Southwestern Division developed expertise in both Division and District

offices and offers central support capability in the Economics Branch of the

Planning Division. This provides a single unified effort and methodology to

be applied uniformly across district boundaries yet minimize the coordination

effort. It also permits an experienced professional staff to be maintained in

a technical area where specialized skills are required. .0

More than 50 water supply studies have been performed by Southwestern

Di-ision, for project formula i[n and evaluation purposes. These studies

r include new project water needs, urban studies water needs, and possible

reallocation storages at existing lakes for water supply purposes. To

properly evaluate water supplies and demands requires appropriate

methodologies and techniques to fully assess future water demands. Outlines

of three major aspects needed in an assessment of water demands include (1)

Water Use Forecasting, (2) Water Conservation, and (3) Price Elasticity nf

Demand.
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V.1

WATER USE FORECASTING
Outline

A. Obtain base data

Primary sources

1. Water use by type user (sector, where available)

2. Any historic water use

3. If gross water use only, get estimated use by sector

IS

. Secondary sources

-"- 1. productivity values

2. recirculation rates

3. current use rates

B. Select forecasting methodology

1. Extrapolate, based on historical t"... total-

2. Use statistical technique

3. Perform by sector, & sum to total

4. Combination of above

C. Forecasting Water Use

1. By sector (include WC efforts already in use)
Municipal, Commercial, Industrial, & Other

2. By sector (with additional WC efforts)

D. SWD Forecasting Methodology

1. Municipal = population X use rates.

2. Industrial = employees X use rate x productivity x recirculation.

3. Power = provided by FERC to year 2000
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A complicating factor in forecasting M use for a large area is need to compare
water demands with water supplies by water producing or water supplying entity
(city, town, RWD, etc).

E. Advisable to minimize forecasts, for example:

50 cities
4 sectors

200 forecasts w/o added WC

inside 200 " w added WC-low flow shower 0

200 w added WC-low flush toilets

200 w added WC- aerators on faucets

outside
200 w added WC effort
1000

plus ? industrial

plus ? power

-38
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WATER CONSERVATION ANALYSIS
Outline

A. Water Conservation (WC)

* -- 1. Under Principles & Standards - WC includes actions to:

" * (a) reduce the demand for water

(b) improve efficiency in water use and reduce

losses and waste,

(c) improve land management practices to conserve water.

" The term does not encompass any storage facilities for the
development of new water supplies."

2. Under Principles & Guidelines

same as P & S ? Yes .. practically so.

different from P & S ? adds (d) Increase the Supply ...

3. Corps W/S W/C Procedures Manual, 4/80 IWR WC defined as " any

beneficial reduction in water use or water losses."

"' WC includes:

(a) achieving reductions in water use,
-S

(b) achieving more efficient use of existing supplies,

(c) providing new supplies.

B. WC Measures ( Manual Table 3-1)

1. Types - regulatory practices

- management practices

- educational efforts
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2. Potential Problem in Evaluating WC Effects

-Some WC efforts readily measurable

- Some WC efforts not readily measurable

(educational, mang't, & regulatory)

C. SWD Efforts of Evaluating WC

1. Type of Users

a. municipal - WC efforts inside & outside residential uses,

b. industrial - WC " irform of recirculation of water.

-. c. power - no special WC efforts noted.

2. Municipal

a. inside - assume 3 additional WC efforts of low-flush toilets,

low-flow shower heads, & aerators on faucets.

b. outside - assume some reasonable reduction in outside or seasonal

water reduction in outside or seasonal water use (10-20%) without

adversely affecting physical or esthetic appeal of lawnsshrubs, etc.iS

3. Compare with versus without uses

a. baseline uses (without additional WC efforts)

b. Uses with additional WC efforts

D. Which W/C efforts are to be evaluated? Who decides?

1. Locals - identify those currently used and those likely additional ones

2. If locals do not identify, evaluate potential reductions of some practical

additional WC efforts.
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E. Report & Display Procedure

' a. Compare water supplies versus baseline water uses

* b. Compare water supplies versus uses with added WC efforts

c. Display tables of M & I water

- Average day use and Capacity

- Maximum day use and Capacity

In conclusion, SWD has included water supply in many projects since

the late 1940s. The policy for proper evaluations has changed significantly

since begun, including Principles and Standards, and presently the March 12,

1982 Principles and Guidelines. SWD's capability to accept and apply new

policy and work with other entities has been demonstrated through the years.

*0
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Water Supply Price Elasticity

Outline 6

A. Introduction

1. Define " elasticity " "sensitivity to price change."

2. Why this concept important ? Because if we raise the price enough...

demand ( Q taken) will decrease.

It has been identified as a way to reduce the demand for water.

B. Concept of Elasticity

I. elasticity is the ratio of the relative change in the quantity demanded to

the relative change in price.

point, arc
2. types of elasticity - price, income, cross, etc

- demand and supply

3. degrees of elasticity: elastic-unitary-inelastic

Elastici' must be distinguished from the slope of the line.

The formula for:

slope

elasticity 9
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C. Previous & Present Efforts

1. Theoretical - Demand curve can be derived

- Elasticity can be calculated

- Procedures Manual indicates it will be used

2. Practical

a. Full demand curve for water not known

b. Do not have true market conditions prevailing

c. Pricing water usually ... to cover costs

d. Elasticity of demand for water can be calculated

e. Do not know where the point is on the.D curve.

f. Therefore, we use surrogate data

- time series

- cross sectional

- other

D. Problem Related to Use of Price Elasticity for Water

1. Inadequate data

a. no change in Price and Quantity recently

b. no full Demand curve is known

2. If D curve unknown and Elasticity calculated, then as a practical matter...

don't know where point on D curve is

3. Actual basis for pricing water is uncertain

a. frequently not directly related to cost (esp. MC)

b. usually related to variable costs
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c. sometimes water is a revenue generator

d. price should be such as to cover all costs

e. If greater quantity of water is required because of new customers...

who should pay?

4. Variable charges to different users

a. larger users get lower unit cost

b. inside city lower than outside city limits

c. type of customer (residential, commercial, industrial)

d. size of meter

e. seasonal rates versus non-seasonal

5. Use of surrogates not fully satisfactory

a. cross sectional (at one point in time)

b.' time series (coverage through time)

c. other (inside vs outside users)

6. When Price is changed .. Is reaction a SR or LR response?

E. Conclusions

1. Demand for water is negatively sloped.

2. Price elasticity of D for water is generally inelastic.

3. Price elasticity of D for water varies from place to place, V S k -. -0

4. Frequently data are not available to know full D curve.

5. To date.. .surrogates provide our best estimates of price elasticity of
D for water.
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TABLE 36

PRICE ELASTICITIES

Demand Section Elasticity Source

Residential -0.225 1

Domestic -0.26 2

Sprinkling (West) -0.703 1

Average Day -0.3953 2

Maximum Day -0.388 1

Commercial-Industrial -0.10 3

Government -0.25 4

Source: 1. Howe and Linaweaver, 1967.

2. Burns et al, 1975

3. Hanke and Davis, 1974

4. Roussos and Flack, 1977

Source: U.S. Dept. of Commerce
Office of Water Research & Technology

"Achieving Urban Water Conservation. A Handbook" Sept 77
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Water Supply/Conservation Pertinent References

1. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Institute for Water Resources.

a. April 79- An Annotated Bibliography on Water Conservation.

b. April 79- The Role of Conservation in Water Supply Planning. :"-

c. April 80- The Evaluation of Water Conservation for Municipal and
Industrial Water Supply, Procedures Manual.

d. Feb 81- The Evaluation of Water Conservation for Municipal and 6
Industrial Water Supply, Illustrative Examples.

e. May 81- An Annotated Bibliography on Techniques of Forecasting Demand

for Water.

f. May 81- An Assessment of Municipal and Industrial Water Use Forecasting
Approaches.

g. May 81- Selected Works in Water Supply, Water Conservation and Water

Quality Planning.

h. Sept 81- Water Supply/Conservation, Proceedings of the Environmental
Advisory Board.

i. Jan 82- Analytical Bibliography for Water Supply and Conservation

Techniques.

2. U.S. Dept of Commerce, National Bureau of Standards. S

April 81- Proceedings of the National Water Conservation Conference
on Publicly Supplied Potable Water.

3. U.S. Dept of Commerce S

Sept 77 - Achieving Urban Water Conservation, a Handbook.

Sept 75 -Proceedings of Conference on Water Conservation and Sewage
flow Reduction with Water-Saving Devices.

Oct 73 - Suburban America: Population Dynamics as Related to Water

Resources Planning.
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Dec 71 - Pricing and Efficiency in Water Resource Mgt.

Nov 71 - Forecasting Water Demands.

July 71 - Improvement of State Water Right Records.

4. State of California

Mar 77 - Proceedings of Governor's Drought Conference.

5. U.S. Water Resources Council

Jan 80 - The Inventory of Federal Assistance Programs for Urban Supply

Systems.

6. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Nov 78 - Proceedings, National Conference on Water Conservation and
Municipal Waste water Flow Reduction.

July 75 - Systems Analysis for Wastewater Reuse, A methodology for Municipal
Water Supply Planning in Water-Short Metorpolitan Areas, Vols I & II.

Feb 74 - Renovation of Secondary Effluent for Reuse as a Water Resource.

7. Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors

April 81 - Water Supply Conservation: A Study Manager's Viewpoint.

8. U.S. Water Resources Council

Dec 79 - Procedures for Evaluation of National Economic Development (NED)
Benefits and Costs in Water Resources Planning (Level C); Final Rule.

9. Office Chief of Engineers

Feb 82 - Planning Guidance Notebook, Chap 7, Water Supply.

10. U.S. Water Resources Council

March 82 - New Principles and Guidlines, Part

11. Land Economics

Feb 79 - Urban Residential Demand for Water in the U.S.
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WATER SUPPLY/CONSERVATION PLANNING AIDS

by

James E. Crews

INTRODUCTION

The objective of Corps participation in the area of municipal and
industrial (M & I) water supply is to insure a reliable supply of
fresh water, adequate in quantity and quality for urban and rural
needs. National policy, as defined by the Congress, has been .i
evolving over a number of years and is still being clarified and
expanded by legislation. This policy recognizes a significant
Federal interest in the long-range management of supplies, but
assigns the financial burden to the users.

Like Federal policy, water supply and water conservation planning
techniques and tools have been evolving over the years. From
initial simple predictions of supply and demand, the task of
determining deficits and evaluating project proposals now involve
complex procedures, many of which hfve been computerized. The
maturation of aids for Corps planners has helped to develop the
history of Corps involvment in water supply and water
conservation planning. The more important techniques and tools

- will be discussed, emphasizing their applications.

CORPS WATER SUPPLY PLANNING HISTORY

Water Supply Act of 1958

Prior to 1958, storage for M & I water supply in Corps projects
was authorized on the basis of individual project proposals. With
the enactment of the Water Supply Act of 1958, a period of
joint-venture development of water supply at multi-purpose
reservoirs by Federal and non-Federal interests was introduced.
The 1958 Act carefully avoided a shift of responsibility for
water supply costs from non-Federal interests to Federal
interests.

L

Presented at COE Economic and Social Analysis Workshop in St.
i Louis, MO., Sept. 1982

1 Sr. Civil Engineer, Institute for Water Resources, U:S. Army
Corps of Engineers, Ft. Belvoir. VA. 22060
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During these early years in the development of water supply
projects. available tools and techniques centered on the
hydrologic or supply side of the equation. The demand side was
essentially the concept of "demand = population * a constant
water use rate". 6

t.-WS, 1965

In 1965, Public Law 89-298 authorized a Federal and non-Federal

cooperative study [the Northeastern United States Water Supply
(NEWS) Study] to prepare plans to meet the long-range water needs '
of the Northeast. The legislation also authorized Federal
construction and operation and maintenance of certain major
single purpose water supply facilities that previously would have
been the responsibility of non-Federal interests; however, the
appropriate Federal role in implementing the recommendations of
that study has yet to be established. The Corps policy
recommendation was to use the 1958 Act cost-sharing formula but
to allow single purpose reservoir construction.

The NEWS Study was one of the first studies to treat supply
management and demand management on an equal basis. The NEWS
Study also looked at the disaggregation of water useage to
analyze future water demands. This work lead the way for the
locical shift from predicting (guessing) future demands to . -

forecasting (explaining) future demnds..

Urban Studies Program iS

In the early 1970's, the Corps inaugurated the "urban studies
program". This program looked at the combined water problems of
mejor metropolitan areas and revealed that by and large the
ccmple: governmental structures of these areas and the
interreoional competition for resources precluded optimal
development, use, and management of water resources.

One of the more important water supply planning aids to come out
of the urban studies program was the development of a computer
program called MAPS (Methodology for Areawide Planning Studies).
MAPS is a multi-purpose program which can be used for preliminary
design, cost estimating, simulation, and economic analysis.

New Era

In 1977, the Carter Administration prompted a shift in Federal
water resources planning which emphasized water conservation. The -
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army (Civil Works) set forth an
Army policy for the incorporation of a water conservation clause
in Federal water supply contracts. This clause required the
approval of a non-Federal water management plan prior to
purchasing storage in a Federal reservoir. (The Reagan
Administration later rescinded this polic)y.

In response to then recent drouahts and the Administration's
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emphasis on water conservation, the Corps initiated efforts to
integrate water conservation into its activities. These efforts
have led to the development and publication of new tools for
water supply/conservation planning; namely, a procedures manual
for evaluating water conservation measures, better techniques for

-" forecasting water demands, and handbooks illustrating the
applications of these aids.

- Section 22 of Public Law 93-251. 1974, authorized the Planning
Assistance to States Program Wherein the Corps may cooperate with
any state in preparing comprehensive plans for drainage basins in
the state. Today, in many states, the Section 22 P rogram is
focusing on water supply and conservation, including leak
detection in distribution systems, determination of water supply
deficiencies, development of estimates for system repair and
rehabilitation, analysis of delivery system adequacy and safety,

- and estimation of benefits and costs of demand reduction
programs.

The Corps is also involved in implementing projects to control
natural salts and salinity intrusion in rivers and estuaries;
conducting a study o4 the depletion of the Ogallala aquifer;
providing emergency water supplies when drinking water
contamination threatens public health or when drought threatens
the lives of humans and livestock; and preparing drought
contingency plans for Corps reservoirs.

These programs have influenced the direction of new Corps of
Engineers water supply/conservation research and has helped to
implement a new R & D subprogram devoted to water supply and

*- conservation planning.

In summary, with regard to municipal and industrial water supply,
-* the Federal Government has had a historical role in reservoir

construction, technical and financial assistance, and emergency
preparation and response. In all of these, the Corps of
Engineers has played a significant role and has developed the
techniques and tools to plan and manage America's future water
resources.

SPECIFIC WATER SUPPLY/CONSERVATION PLANNING AIDS

As can be seen from the generalized flow chart of Figure 1, there
are numerous ways of analyzing water resource problems (Shahane,
1976). The first level represents the type of water system; the
second stage, the factors affecting the systems; the third stage
decides the mathematical function: the fourth step relates to the
analytical techniques involved in the analysis; at the fifth
level, a specific goal is reached; and in the final stage, the
results are achieved.

Many types of mathematical relationships, concepts, and models
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hz5.e been developed over the years dealing with M &, I water
supply in the areas of economics, water quality, hydrology,
hvdraulics, social science, and policy. Most of these, however.
are developed independently and usually in responce to specific
water resource problems and, in turn, need an adequate
understanding of the isolated events that required their
development. A number of reports have been published in which
comparisons have been made of various computer programs. Of
special interest are the following:

1. "Critical Review of Currently Avai'able Water
Quality Models", by P.S. Lombardo.

2. "Models and Methods Applicable to Corps of Engineers
Urban Studies", by 3.W. Brown, M.R. Walsh, R.M. McCarley, A.J.
Gree,. Jr., and H.W. West.

"Interdisciplinary Models of Water Systems", by A.S.

Shahane.
4. "Computer Programs in Water Resources", by C.S. Chu and

C. E. 9owers.
5. "HEC Models for Water Resources System Simulation:

. Theory and Experience", by A.D. Feldman.
6. "An Assessment of Municipal and Industrial

2. Water Use Forecasting Approaches", by 3.3. Boland, D.D. Baumann,
-.* and B. Dziegielewski.

Relying upon these reports and other- Cor.ps-publications, the more
*. important planning aids will be discussed; namely, HEC-5, Water

Balance Guide Manual, MAPS, MAIN III System, and Water
- Conservation Procedures Manual.

HEC-5

The HEC-5 program was designed to simulate the operation of
multi-purpose, MLlti-reservoir systems represented in a river
network. Practically any demand for water from a reservoir system

can be simulated including flood control, water supply to
- municipal, industrial and/or agricultural users, hydropower, and

.- - instream flow maintenance for water quality. The program
- *, classifies these water uses into two general categories: flood

control and conservation. Conservation use refers to all non
flood control uses. The simulation may be performed using

- one-hour or larger time intervals. Streamflows must be provided
to the model. The program then operates the system of reservoirs

- . to best meet the specific flood control and conservation
- requi rements.

The HEC-5 program may be used to determine both reservoir storage
requirements and operational strategies for any water control
needs. The performance can be measured in terms of violations of
flow limitations or resultant expected annual flood damage and
net benefits. A similiar procedure can be used for water supply,
however, benefit calculations are currently limited to flood
control and hydropower. Individual reservoir storage for water

- SLIDP1 demands can be optimized automatically by the program to
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determine the required storage to meet a specified demand or the
maximum reservoir yield that can be obtained from a specified

[* storage.

The reallocation of user storage in existing reservoirs is another
• " multi-purpose application of HEC-5.

The HEC-5 program has proven to be an effective planning tool
which can simulate the operation of 10 reservoirs, 15 control
points, 11 diversions, and 5 hydropower plants. For more
information the reader is referred to Feldman, 1981 or the HEC-5

• . programmers manual (HEC, 1979).

*7 Water Balance Guide Manual

In 1980 HEC prepared a water balance guide manual to assist
- planners in the preparation of water supply use studies. A water

balance identifies and quantifies the sources and uses of water in
a geographic region for a specified period of time. Such an
understanding of the magnitude. location, and availability of
water over time is useful in identifying supply and use problems.
in assessing their severity, and in examining the supply potential

of a reoion.

Preparation of a balance provides as opportunity to assess data
availability and accuracy, and if t4wre data-are inadequate, to
pin-point where improvements can be made. In addition, knowledge
of supply and use as provided through a water balance can assist
in identifing opportunities for water conservation and their
impact not only upon demand but upon other parts of the hydrologic
system; a change in one part (reduced infiltration) may produce a
change elsewhere (reduced groundwater recharge).

The guide manual presents: a definition of a water balance:
examples of some of izs uses; descriptions of the components; a
general procedure for computation; specific guidance on collecting

-. supply and use data, and on using methods which estimate
components where data are not available; examples showing how
water balance data can be presented; and information on the cost.
time, and personnel required for preparing a water balance S
(Hayes, et al. 1980).

: i MAPS

: To assist planners in producing a comprehensive array of
alternatives without sacrificing detail or incurring large costs,
WES developed the MAPS program. MAPS is a set of computer-based
models which perform water balance calculations and develop
planning level design and cost estimates. It can be used to
identify problems and measures, and then select the least cost
facilities to make up these measures. By computerizing the cost,
design, and flow balance computations, MAPS can save the planner a
great deal of wort, while allowing him to investigate a very large
number of alternatives.
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The principal role of MAFS in water supply Studies is in the
preliminary design and cost estimating of the facilities that
commorlv appear in a ter supply plan. namely. gravity and force
mains, pl.miping stations, open channels, tunnels, water treatment
plants, reservoirs, storage tanks, and well fields. In addition
to the preliminary design modules in MAPS, the program contaii- a

water distribution analysis program for studying complex: piping
-. networks. and modules that simulate the water balance for streams.

reservoirs, pipelines, and service area systems. The program also

contains modules to perform an economic analysis of a time stream
of benefits and costs, and a report generator to prepare summary
tables of costs, water use, or population projections for a study.

Efforts are under way to add modules for analyzing water
conservation. The input to the program is the type of information
usually available during the latter stages of a study.

The MAPS program has had extensive use in helping analyze

alternative water supply solutions for various Corps districts.
Verification studies have been performed on the program and

independently checked by others and, with a few exceptions, has
been found to be sufficiently accurate for planning studies.
(Walsk i. 1980. OCE. 1980).

MAIN III System

The MAIN III System is a flexible and comprehensive planning tool
for estimating and forecasting municipal water requirements.
Water requirements are estimated separately for the residential,
commerical/institutional, industrial, and public/unaccounted

- - sectors of the community. Within these sectors. requirements are
further estimated for individual categories of water uses, such as

metered-sewer residences, flat-rate-sewered residences, commerical
establishments, institutions, three-digit standard industrial
classification manufacturing categories. etc. Estimates are made
of mean annual. max: i mum day, and peak hour requirements.

The MAIN III System may be used to simultaneously project water
requirements for up to 24 separate years in addition to the base
year. Projections of water usage can be done in three distinct
ways or in combination: projection by internal growth models;

- - projection by e,.trapolitan of local historical data; and/or use
:-".-, of projections made e,ternal to the system. Obviously. the most

important capability of the program is the projection of urban
water requirements: however, an estimate of current water use can

also be obtained.

The models in the program were developed from date on 8 standard
metropolitan statistical areas and have been proven accurate on
communities tested. The program has been revised by the Corps and

made user-friendly. Efforts are underwav to field test the
program in existing Corps water supply studies.

Water Conservation Procedures Manual
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Water conservation is defined as any beneficial reduction in
water use or water losses. To help evaluate water conservation
measures and their impact on a communities water requirements. the
Corps developed a procedure that permits a consistent and balanced
trade-off between water conservation and increments of new
Supp1i es.

Figure 2 presents an overview of the general evaluation
procedure. Water conservation measures are identified by the
measure-specific analysis. These individual measures are then
evaluated against alternative water supply plans. Based on this
evaluation, water conservation proposals are developed which can
be integrated into water supply plans, yielding alternative water
supply/conservation plans. Finally the water supply/conservation
plans can be tested for compliance with the desired system
reliability. This procedure needs field testing. (Crews, 1981.
COE, 1980).

NEW TOOLS PLANNED OR BEING DEVELOPED

Under the Corps' water conservation and supply research and
. development program efforts are being made to provide additional
' planning aids. Some of these inclate:

1. A report on hydrologic methods and models for
analysis of water supply;

2. A report on the use of flood water for Qroundwater
recharge;

,. A handbook on methods of forecasting municipal and
industrial water use;

4. A procedures manual handbook on evaluating water
conservation;

5. A report on technology and procedures for
conducting groundwater modeling investigations;

6. A procedures manual for conducting conjunctive use
studies for water supply;

7. A report on establishing water supply reliability;
8. A report on how to evaluate e,:isting water

distribution systems; and
9. Modifications to MAPS.

SUMMARY

The Corps of Engineers has had a long history in the planning for
M & I water supply. It is only recently that methods and
procedures have been developed that oreatly enhance the Dlanning
capability of today's water supply planner. "0
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COAL PORT ANALYSIS

('Q BY

FRANK T. WOOTTON JR., P.E.

Chief, Planning Division

PRESENTATION TO BE GIVEN TO

THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ANALYSIS WORKSHOP

The port of Hampton Roads is strategically located approximately •

midway on the Atlantic Seaboard.

The area is a rapidly expanding region whose economy has

historically depended upon port and related activities. The natural

benefits of size, location, and ocean accessibility have been

responsible for the substantial commerce enjoyed by the port--one of

the most important harbor complexes in the world.

a
The authorized project currently serving Hampton Roads provides for

a channel 45 feet deep and 1,000 feet wide in the lower Chesapeake

Bay (Thimble Shoal) to Hampton Roads. In Hampton Roads, channels 45

feet deep with widths of from 800 to 1,500 feet provide access to

the Norfolk and Western coal-loading facility in Norfolk and the CSX

coal-loading facility in Newport News. Channels of lesser depths

are also maintained up the Elizabeth River. Maintenance of the

existing channels and anchorages inside Hampton Roads Harbor,

including permit dredging, requires the removal of approximately 4

to 5 million cubic yards of dredged material annually.

One major Hampton Roads Port Activity--the export coal business--has

been receiving world-wide attention. Because of its fine natural

harbor and its proximity to the Appalachian coalfields, Hampton

Roads is the nation's largest coal port, handling a majority of the

country's exports overseas.
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With the tremendous increases in the price of oil in recent years

and the apparent uncertainty of its supply, foreign countries are

converting to coal as a major energy source. The renewed

international interest in coal has resulted in a significant

increase in coal exports from the Norfolk and Western coal loading

facility in Norfolk and the CSX coal loading facility in Newport

News. In 1977, 26.6 million tons of coal moved through the port,

while in 1980, 50.1 million tons of coal were shipped from Hampton

Roads. According to the Virginia Port Authority, almost 50 million

tons of coal were shipped from Hampton Roads in calendar year 1981

even though coal movements were hampered by an extended coal miner's

strike. During the first eight months of 1982, 38.5 million tons of

coal have moved through Hampton Roads, and the Virginia Port

Authority anticipates over 50 million tons by the end of the year.

In fact, there is a chance that this may be a record year.

Once coal reaches Hampton Roads, it is stored in the cars which

transported it from the mines. Each car is classified according to

its particular type of coal, which allows control over how much of

each type of coal is mixed during loading operations to obtain the

required blend. It is interesting to see how the coal is actually

loaded on the vessels. The coal cars are positioned in rotary

dumpers which turn the cars completely over so that the coal falls

into transfer bins below the dumpers. From the transfer bins, the

coal is fed onto large conveyor belts, transported to the loading

tower, and deposited in the vessel.

As a result of the increase in demand for coal, several plans have

been announced for constructing additional coal loading facilities

in Hampton Roads. The A.T. Massey Coal Company, Inc., of Richmond
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is remodeling an inactive ore pier at Newport News. This third

Hampton Roads coar pier should be in business by the spring of 1983

to handle up to 12 million tons annually.

In 1980 Cox Enterprises, Inc., of Atlanta announced plans to build a

coal pier on a 350-acre Portsmouth site. However, since that time

Cox Enterprises and the Norfolk and Western Railway Company have

been engaged in a legal dispute over land ownership, postponing

plans for the pier indefinitely. Recognizing the immediate need for

additional coal facilities in Hampton Roads and the scarcity of

suitable land sites, Virginia's Governor Dalton proposed a bill that

would authorize the Virginia Port Authority to condemn the

Portsmouth site for a state-owned coal loading terminal. The

legislation was approved by the General Assembly in April 1981.

Originally, the proposed state-owned pier was expected to handle 27

million tons of coal a year. However, as a result of feasibility

studies consideration is now being given to reducing the annual

throughput to about 18 million tons.

More recently, Dominion Terminal Associates has announced plans for

the construction of another coal loading facility in Newport News

near the Massey terminal and the CSX facilities. This facility will

have a throughput capacity of 15 million tons per year.

Finally, plans have been announced for coal terminals at Pinners

Point in Portsmouth and on the 35-foot deep channel on the Southern

Branch of Elizabeth River !i Chesapeake, Virginia. Each of these

facilities are smaller scale and would be capable of handling 3 to 5

million tons annually. The feasibility of these small scale

facilities is still questionable since the larger facilities will be

ample for predicted increases in the demand for coal.
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S.Hampton Roads is making progress toward meeting the world's

*: increasing demand for coal. But, with or without the additional

coal loading facilities, there are problems which jeopardize the

position of Hampton Roads as a major coal exporter.

One problem which faces most U.S. ports is that the channels are not

': deep enough to accommodate the increasing vessel sizes. The trend

to build large "super" vessels has been overwhelming and has caught

the United States ports unprepared. Currently, east and gulf coast

ports are limited to fully loaded vessels in a range of 40,000 to

80,000 deadweight tons drawing 45 feet. Hampton Roads coal

terminals receive colliers in excess of 100,000 deadweight tons, but

these vessels cannot sail fully loaded due to draft limitations of

the existing channels.

On 2 February 1981, the Virginia Pilot Association checked the

*: drafts of vessels at anchor and found that there were 67 vessels

which could not load coal to maximam capacity. Coal transported

from the east coast to Europe in a 120,000 deadweight ton vessel

costs about $6.00 per ton less than in a smaller 60,000 deadweight

ton vessel. Therefore, existing channel limitations have an adverse

impact on the United States competitive position in the world coal

export market.

The capacity of a port to receive large coal colliers, load, and

turn them around without excessive delays has a major bearing on the

competitiveness of coal on overseas markets. Vessel delays, for

whatever reason, are costly. Before the coal miners' strike last

year, it was not uncoon for the queue of coal colliers awaiting

pier space in Hampton Roads to exceed 150 vessels. It is estimated

that each day a collier waits costs an average of $15,000; some 0.

colliers have anchored for several months. These delays translate
into increased waterborne transport costs to ship coal overseas.
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The solution involves a need for deeper channels to accommodate

super coal colliers, comensurate docking and berthing facilities to

permit quick loading and release of vessels, and a smoothly

operational interface between the carriers and coal interests. The

port has already made considerable progress toward reducing

.-' excessive vessel delays with the proposals for new coal loading

facilities and improved coordination between carriers and coal

interests.

Also, to help answer the port's needs, the Norfolk District has

responded to Virginia's request by completing a Congressionally

authorized study on the advisability of deepening these channels

serving Hampton Roads.

At this point, I would like to discuss in some detail the nature of

our economic studies for establishing the feasibility of channel

deepening in Hampton Roads.

The monetary benefits for the deepening project were based entirely

on waterborne transportation savings. In other words, deeper

channels allow larger vessels to transport coal at lower unit prices.

The quantification of the annual waterborne transportation savings

which would accrue from an improved channel depth required a

detailed analysis of commodities, trade routes, and vessel fleet

d istr ibut ion.

.... Our analysis showed that coal is the principal commodity which would

. benefit from deeper channels in Hampton Roads, and that coal from

Hampton Roads is transported to three principal areas: Europe,

Japan, and South America.
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In developing coal projections for Hampton Roads, we used a study by

S" Robert R. Nathan Associates, Incorporated entitled "U.S. Deepwater

Port Studies, Commodity Studies and Projections." This report was

prepared for the Institute of Water Resources in 1972, and at the

time of our feasibility studies provided the most complete look at

future coal movements from the United States. We also looked at

historical trends and other available sources for coal projections.

Based primarily on the Nathan study, we estimated total coal exports

from Hampton Roads to reach 50 million tons in 1990 (base year) and

remain constant over the life of the project. As indicated by the

slide, Hampton Roads coal exports have already reached 50 million

tons. It is significant to note that the amount of coal exports was

estimated to be the same with and without any channel improvement.

In addition to commodity projections, we had to look at the world

fleet and establish what the vessel size distribution would be for a

given channel depth. More specifically, vessel size distributions

were predicted for 1990 (base year), 2000, and 2040 based on careful

consideration of the following factors:

Trends in the world fleet.

Trends in Hampton Roads traffic.

Port constraints.

Trade routes. 0

Prospective tonnage.

Economics of large vessels.
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The following slides show the predicted vessel size distribution for

Hampton Roads coal movements to Europe in 1990 (base year) for the

existing 45-foot channel and an improved 55-foot channel depth.

Having established trade routes, coal export projections, and vessel

fleet projections, and utilizing vessel cost data provided

periodically by the Corps Water Resources Support Center, we

computed annual waterborne transportation savings.

To illustrate the method and for the sake of simplicity, lets

consider just two vessel sizes--60,000 deadweight tons and 120,000

deadweight tons. As shown on the following slide, there would be a

' savings of $6.00/ton using a 120,000 dwt vessel on an improved

* 55-foot channel instead of a 60,000 dwt vessel on the existing

45-foot channel. Since the estimated tonnage would be the same with

or without the project, this unit saving was then multiplied by the

annual tonnage to obtain the annual savings.

Of course, the complete analysis involved studying the complete

fleet distribution and computing the total average annual waterborne

transportation savings for various incremental channel depths. In

computing average annual savings, we considered the project life to

be from 1990 to 2040. The annual benefits and corresponding annual

costs were then compared for each increment to determine what depth

provided the most net annual savings (Subtracting the annual costs

from the annual benefits gives you the net annual benefits.) The

results of our economic analysis indicated that net annual savings

maximized at a depth of 55 feet.

" The following slide provides an economic summary of the recommended

55-foot portion of our project for Hampton Roads.

The estimated first cost (or construction cost) of this project is

" approximately $421,700,000, based on October 1981 price levels.
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The benefit to cost ratio for the Norfolk Harbor 55-foot Deepening

Project was estimated to be 3.6 to 1. The 3.6 to 1 benefit-cost

ratio was based on metallurgical coal and did not include the recent

development of the world-wide steam coal market. With the potential

" " developments which I previously mentioned, the port will have the

capacity to handle greater quantities of steam coal. As port

developments occur, the benefit-cost ratio will change. But, in

order to give you a point of reference, consider this--if an

additional 40 million tons of steam coal could be handled through

Hampton Roads annually , then the benefit-cost ratio would become

about 6.0 to 1.

Our studies show that with every foot of increased draft, the

typical using collier would be able to load another 5,000 tons of

coal. If channels in Hampton Roads are deepened to 55 feet, some of

the deeper draft vessels could carry an additional 50,000 tons per

collier. In the past it has been estimated that the movement of

each additional ton of export coal would reportedly bring another

* $18.42 to the state economy.

The 55-foot deep channel project would include the following:

a. A new Atlantic Ocean Channel would be dredged off Cape

Henry, 1,000 feet wide and approximately 11 miles long. This

,_ channel would actually be dredged to 57 feet to compensate for

greater wave action in the open ocean. Since natural depths in this

area are about 50 feet, no dredging has previously been required for

our existing 45-foot project.

b. The depth of Thimble Shoal Channel would be increased from

45 feet to 55 feet below mean low water over its existing 1,000-foot

width. This channel would be about 13 miles long and include

-.-. adequate protection for the Thimble Shoal Channel Tunnel.

c. The depth of the Channel to Newport News would be increased

from 45 feet to 55 feet below mean low water over its existing

800-foot width to the coal terminal at Newport News, a distance of

about 5 miles.
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d. The depth of Norfolk Harbor Channel would be increased from

45 feet to 55 feet below mean low water over its existing 800- to

1,500 foot widths to the coal terminal in Norfolk at Lamberts Point,

a distance of 9 miles.

e. Three fixed mooring anchorage facilities would be

constructed, each capable of accommodating two large vessels

simultaneously. Depths of the anchorages would be 55 feet below

mean low water. The concept of fixed mooring anchorages is new to

Hampton Roads. Currently, vessels anchor in the free floating

position. Because of tide and wind fluctuations, this method of

anchoring requires a large circular area for one single vessel.

During the feasibility study, consideration was given to providing

additional circular anchorages. However, the recommended fixed

mooring concept is a much more feasible plan from both an economic

and environmental standpoint. With the fixed mooring concept, six

vessels can be anchored in an area which could accommodate only one

large vessel in the free floating position. Thus, the fixed mooring
facility involves less dredged material to be removed and

accommodated at a much lower cost.

The Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors, one of our primary

review echelons, has recommended that the channel deepening be

accomplished with disposal of all suitable material in the ocean.

All unsuitable material would be taken to Craney Island Disposal

Area. Craney Island, located in the heart of the dredging activity.

has served as a valuable confined disposal area since 1955. It is
S

approximately 2,500 acres in size and already contains more than

140,000,000 cubic yards of dredged material. Through intensive

management of the site, it should continue to serve as a disposal

area well into the next century.

What is the status of the Feasibility Report? Well, the report and

all related documents have been reviewed by Mr. William R. Gianelli,

Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil Works. The Secretary's

letter report is being coordinated with the Office of Management and
'..

Budget prior to transmitting the reports and pertinent documents to

Congress. 67
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Due to the urgency and national importance of this project, $2.6
K. million was included in the President's Fiscal Year 1982 budget for

Continuation of Planning and Engineering studies and an additional

$3.3 million has been included in his proposed budget for Fiscal

L Year 1983. Continuation of Planning and Engineering is a new but

-" important study category to the Norfolk District. Its biggest

advantage is that it allows preconstruction investigations prior to

i-- Congressional Authorization of the project as reco mended in the

* feasibility stage. Thus, by eliminating the normal wait for

*i Congressional Authorization and subsequent funding for Advanced

Engineering and Design, Continuation of Planning and Engineering

expedites the preconstruction process of this urgent project.

These preconstruction planning studies are necessary before

construction can begin. In this stage, detailed engineering and

design studies would be conducted. In addition, we would conduct

extensive environmental investigations to determine impacts from the

proposed deepening. In this regard, the project has recently been

model tested using the Chesapeake Bay Model, an actual physical

model of the entire Chesapeake Bay system. The results of these

model tests will be evaluated and tell us the effects of the

"" deepening on estuarine circulation in Chesapeake Bay, including the

effects on salinity and the oysters in the James River.

As we envision it now, emphasis will be placed on completing all

detailed environmental and design studies for the 55-foot project

over the next 3 years. This would enable us to initiate S
construction in Fiscal Year 1986. There is, of course, the

potential for initiating at least some increment of the project at

an earlier date in accordance with possible arrangements involving

innovative financing. The Commonwealth and Assistant Secretary of .

the Army for Civil Works have already discussed these possible

arrangements. Under our current plans, the project will probably be

constructed in two 5-foot increments--from 45 to 50 feet in

Increment 1 and from 50 to 55 feet in Increment 2. Actual O
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construction time is currently estimated at 3 years for deepening to

50 feet and an additional 4 years to the ultimate 55-foot depth.

* " Hopefully, we can shorten the construction time. Also, it is

important to note that in the interest of exporting coal, the

outbound lanes on each increment would be dredged initially. This

W)uld of course further expedite use of the project.

In concluding, I would like to share with you some of the lessons we

learned during this investigation. There were a number of problems

which surfaced ranging from disposal of dredged material to the need

for extensive environmental studies. However, in keeping with our

economic theme, I want to emphasize two problem areas in the

development of our economic studies. Specifically, we learned

lessons in establishing both coal projections and fleet size

distributions.

With regard to coal projections, we found that the world coal market

is very complex and the development of reliable projections is

beyond the scope of a normal Corps feasibility study. For this

reason, I would emphasize to those of you who are or will be

conducting a similar study to be aware of this potential problem.

It is most important that a comprehensive coal study be available

for your study. If this is not the case, consideration must be

given to contracting for such a study, which will be quite expensive.

With regard to vessel size distributions, we found that they were

just as much a factor in determining waterborne transportation

savings as were the coal projections, even though development of our

fleet projections were not based on any sophisticated projection

techniques. To give you an idea of how sensitive waterborne

transporation savings are to the vessel size distribution, consider

the impact of shifting 20 percent of say 50 million tons of coal
from the 80,000 dwt vessel to the 150,000 dwt. This would result in

an increase in annual savings of $40 million. Thus, since

navigation projects could be sensitive to not only commodity

tonnages but also vessel fleet distributions, emphasis should be

placed on sensitivity analyses for both variables.

This concludes my presentation. I would be happy to entertain your

questions at this time.
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I •INTRODUCTION

Data on U. S. flag ships which have Oeen placed into

the Marine Manaaement System computerized Economics

and Planninq System residing on the GE Time-Sharing

Network, and now readily accessible for economic analysis.

These costs represent estimates based on first and second

quarter 1982 current operating costs. The second hand ship

costs are unrefined estimates, and additional input is

anticipated during the next month, to refine these numbers.

Foreign flag ship construction and operating costs are

presently being developed. Certain ship3 are not included

herein because they do not exist in the U.S. fleet; are

- - presently not contemplated for construction; or are not a

representative international vessel. These vessels are:

9,000 DWT - General Cargo

2,400 TEU - Containership

2,800 TEU - Containership

3,000 TEU - Containership

SEABEE - (There are only 5 Seabees

worldwide - 2 USSR, 3 U.S.).

LASH - (There are 26 over 10,000 DWT,

W- . 4 Liberian flag, 1 Dutch flag,

2 German flag, 19 U.S. flag).

The time charter rate is developed for new and second hand

vessel costs using the following assumptions:

a) Seventy percent financing for 15 years at
-- 15%.

b) Current operating costs (manning, insurance,

provisions, repairs and miscellaneous) at no

escalation.

c) Zero taxes.
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Additionally, the residual value of a new ship is assumed to

be 25% of original cost at the end of 15 years, and the
second hand vessel is assumed to have a residual value ofS 10% of purchase price.

"* Cost data, ship and voyage characteristics and sample runs

are included in Exhibits A, B and C. The data that is now

. available in the computer is summarized as follows:
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SI. DEVELOPMENT OF DATA

This report provides data on ship operating costs

and characteristics as well as voyage cost and charac-

teristics for both U.S. and foreign flag operations. The

data included herein in table form include the following:

1. Ship Costs

A. Capital Investment

-€ 1) Ship Cost - new and second hand

2) Annual Finance Charges (70% financing at l5z
for 15 years)

3) Residual Value (25% on new vessels, 10% on
second hand vessels)

B. Operating Costs

1) Wages

2) Subsistence

3) Stores & Supplier

4) Maintenance and Repair

5) Insurance

6) Other

C. Total Costs

1) Annual Cost (A&B above)

2) Time Charter Equivalent Rate

2. Ship Characteristics

A. Deadweight

B. Cubic Capacity

C. LOA (fleet)

D. Beam (fleet)

E. Draft (fleet)

F. TPI (tons per inch)

- . G. Horsepower

h. Speed

I. Fuel Consumption (Sea/Port - HVF and Diesel )iL)
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3. Voyage Costs

A. Port Charges (Per DWT or Per Container)

B. Fuel Prices (HVF and Diesel Oil)

4. Voyage Characteristics

A. Distance-One-Way

B. Port Days (Loaded port and discharge port by

ship type)

C. Draft Limit (Load port and discharge port)

5. Vessel Types

The following vessel types are provided:

Dry Bulk - Foreign Flag - 15,000 DWT, 25,000 DWT,

35,000 DWT, 40,000 DWT, 45,000 DWT,
50,000 DWT, 60,000 DWT, 80,000 DWT,

100,000 DWT, 120,000 DWT, 150,000 DWT-
U.S. Flag - 25,000 DWT, 80,000 DWT-

13 ships in total

Tanker - Foreign Flag - 25,000 DWT, 35,000 DWT,

40,000 DWT, 50,000 DWT, 60,000 DWT,
80,000 DWT, 90,000 DWT, 120,000 DWT,
150,000 DWT, 175,000 DWT - U.S. Flag-
same sizes - 20 ships in total

Container Ships - Foreign Flag - 600 TEU, 1000 TEU,
1200 TEU, 1400 TEU, 1600 TEU, 2000
TEU, 2400 TEU, 2800 TEU- U.S. Flag -

same with exception of 2800 TEU ship

which is not included - 15 ships in

total

General Cargo - Foreign Flag - 11,000 DWT, 14,000 DWT,
16,000 DWT, 20,000 DWT, 24,000 DWT,

30,000 DWT - U.S. Flag same - 12 ships

in total

6. Voyage Itineraries

Sixteen hypothetical voyages have been provided, namely:

Trade Type One-Way Distances

Bulk Voyages - 1500 mile, 2500 mile, 5000 mile
and 10,000 mile
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Tanker Voyages 1500 mile, 2500 mile, 5000 mile
and 10,000 mile

Container Voyages 1500 mile, 2500 7ile, 5000 mile
and 10,000 mile

General Cargo Voyages 1500 mile, 2500 mile, 5000 mile

and 10,000 mile

The above information is provided in detail in Exhibits A-I
through C-20 appearing at the end of the report.

IiI DEVELOP[4ENT OF BREAKEVZN TIME CHARTER RATLS AIED T R\NSPORAION 

COST PER TON RATES

In order to make a ready comparison between marine trans-

portation alternatives, transportation costs are reduced to

time charter rates and/or freight rates.

Time Charter Rates - A time charter rate is expressed in

terms of dollars per deadweight per month. It represents

the rate at which an owner of a vessel will lease the vessel

to a shipper for a given period of time. Port charges, canal

tolls, cargo handling costs and fuel costs are not included

in this rate. The rate reflects only the cost of hiring

the vessel. A time charter may be for a single voyage or

for a period of six months, one year, five years or longer.

For example, if an 80,000 deadweight vessel is offered at

$8.00/DWT/Mo. for a three-year period, the charter would

pay $8.00 X 80,000 DWT equals $640,000 per month.

Freight Rates - A freight rate is expressed in terms cost

per cargo ton delivered. The freight rate relates to a

specific voyage and includes all transportation costs,

including port charges, cargo handling and fuel costs.

The shipper is not seeking to hiLe a ship but rather wishes

to contract for the transportation of a specitic quantity
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of cargo on a specific voyage. The shipper is seeking to

contract for a single voyage "spot" charter. For example,
suppose the shipper wishes to move 50,000 tons of coal

from Hampton Roads to Rotterdam. The ship owner quotes

$12.00/ton (normally through a broker). Thus, for a fixed

price of 50,000 tone X $12.00, the shipper will pay

$600,000.

fII~l Development of Time Charter Equivalent Rate

The time charter equivalent rate provides a single

number which incorporates the cost of the ship, terms and

amount of financing, vessel operating costs (manning),

provisions & stores, insurance, maintenance and repair and

miscellaneous charges. The time charter equivalent rate

has been developed on a breakeven basis and represents the

rate a ship owner must get to cover all operating costs and
pay off his ship financing.

In order to develop the time charter equivalent rate for

each of the selected vessels and operating costs, the

Marine Management Systems Time Charter Analysis Program

is accessed by the simple command, 
RUN TIME.

The system permits calculation of breakeven time charter

rates by solving for a required 0% rate of return. A ceilin.;

* . time charter rate of $20.00/DWT/Mo. was input into the proj rails

to avoid excessive run-up of CRU's (Computer Resource Units) in

performinq calculations. This ceiling, however, is too low ror

the smaller vessels (i.e., under 80,000 DWT), and therefore,

the user of the system merely adds a 0 to the vessel DWT

input, and, of course, the resulting T/C rate must be adiustcui

by movinq the decimal one place to the right.
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We have included one example of the various cost and cash

flow schedules that can be provided by the system following

the 25,000 DWT bulk time charter case.

The time charter analysis program, although specifically

designed for tanker and dry bulk vessels, can also be used

for containerships. The results for containerships is shown

as $ per TEU per month. The TEU capacity of the vessel is

shown in place of DWT. In order to accommodate containerships,

two zeros are added to the TEU equivalents (with the exception

of the 600 TEU vessel, where three zeros are added). The

results developed are then manually adjusted as shown in the

Exhibits.

A quick examination of the time charter equivalent rates

shows that the rates go down significantly for larger

vessels as well as for foreign flag versus U.S. flag.

111.2 Development of Freight Rates (Transportation Cost Rates)

The freight rate provides the basic unit for comparison of

transportation alternatives and is also the specific unit

for determining the cost/benefit associated with specific

port improvement programs.

Port improvements ultimately provide cost benefits in marine

transportation in only two ways, namely:

- increasing the size of vessel that can call on
the port

- reducing port turnaround time

There are, of course, additional benefits to the port such

as increase in throughput, but this will not impact the

cost of transportation unless one or both of the benefits

mentioned above are realized.
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By developing the transportation cost per ton associated

with different size vessels and duLferent port turnaround

times, the cost per ton differences associated with these

factors can be developed, which when multiplied by the

annual throughput at the particular port, will provide

the potential savings associated with specific port

improvement projects.

In order to develop freight rates (transportation cost) per

ton, we need to bring together speciric data on ship charac-

teristics, voyage characteristics, voyage costs and ship

operating costs. The ship operating costs have already

been developed and reduced to a time charter equivalent

rate. Ship characteristics, voyage characteristics and

voyage costs must be gathered. These are then stored in

computerized data files in the MMS Economics & Planning

System.

IV. DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTERIZED DATABASE

A file is created for each ship and voyage. The ship data

files are straightforward and self-explanatory with the

exception of the container vessels (Ship #'s 300-305).

Here the data had to be input in a certain way so that

when the data is used, results in terms of TEU's, rather

than DWT, can be provided.

Item #5, Summer DWT, represents the numJber of TEU's multi-

plied by 10. This number is used to calculate port charqes

based on the port costs stored in the voyage file. Port

costs include stevedoring and cargo handling costs, as well

as normal port charges and dues.
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Items #9 and #10 are not actual cubics, as is the case :,;r

non-container vessels. These cargo cubics are derived vaiues

to assure that costs are developed on a TEU, as opposei to-

DWT basis. The computer programs permit cargo restriction

by cubic. Therefore, a stowage factor of 40 is shown in
the voyage file and the cubic is derived by multiplying 40

times the TEU capacity of the vessel (i.e., a 600 TEU vessei

has for the purpose of calculation 24,000 cubic feet of

capacity). The actual vessel DWT is shown in Items 21-

(Winter DWT) and #22 (Tropical DWT) of the ship file.

The breakeven time charter (Item #29) rate has the decimal

moved one place to the left to offset the extra digit adde .

to the number of TEU's. The ship cost shown in each file

(Item 418) is based on second hand ship costs, as well as

operating and financial costs.

The voyage files are also self-explanatory, again with the -

exception of the container voyages where the stowage factor

(Item #32) is used specifically for calculations; and port

charges have been adjusted by moving the decimal point to

the left to reflect the fact that the number shown for DWT

in the containership file represents 10 times the number or

actual TEU's on the ship.

The case examples in Exhibit E show how ships, voyages an(J.

operating costs can be brought together to provide trans-

portation cost/ton as well as voyage summaries. Thu ke'c"

information provided by the analysis shows:
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Cargo/Voyage

Days/Voyage

Voyages/Year

Annual Cargo Delivered

Annual Voyage Costs

Annual Charter Costs

Total Costs

Cost/Ton

In the case of the containerships, the resulting trans-

portation cost/ton is, in reality, transportation cost per

TEU. S

The voyage summary shown for the containership has been

modified so as to provide costs on a per TEU basis. The

restriction due to vessel cubic and the Summer DWT shown

are directed results, so as to arrive at the proper cargo

DWT (which, in this case, is the number of TEU's).
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SCHEDULE 1

SHIP COST PROFILE

CHARACTERISTICS

Ship Name: Speed Loaded:
Ship Owner: Speed Ballast:
Flag: Fuel Consumption

HVF Sea HVF Port
D.O. Sea D.O. Port

-?~

Ship Type
Delivery Date
Crew:

Nationality and Number Officers
Nationality and Number Crew

Total

OPERATING COSTS
A. Annual Wages

Deck Engine Radio Deck Engine
Officers Officers Officers Crew Crew Stewards Other Total

Basic Wages
Benefits
Overtime
Total Annual
Comp.

Total Crew Costs
Other Costs*
Total Annual _l_!

Cost

B. Subsistence:

C. Stores & Supplies:

D. Maintenance and Repair "
Annual
Special Survey Allowance Total

*Repatriation, Training, etc.
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L Schedule 1 (Continued)

E. Insurance

Hull & Machinery
Protection & Indemnity "'
War Risk _,__

Total

F. Other Operating Costs*

Total (A through F) _

G. Ship Construction and Capital Costs

Ship Costs: (if available)
Estimated Original Cost ."
Estimated Current Market _ _

H. Financing

Current Actual (if available)
Amount of Loan

Interest Rate (%)
Term (years)

' Type (level payment)

I. Depreciation

Type
Years

J. Tax Rate

DA

*Identify

.84
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VOYAGE ANALYSIS CALCULATION SHEET (SIMPLIFIED)

VESSEL :_______ ___DATE __________

BALLAST VOYAGE: _________CALC BY:_________

LOADED VOYAGE _________

TIME ANALYSIS DISTANCE SPEED CARGO TONS HANDLING RATE TCTAL DAYS

BALLAST SEA _______

LOADED SEA _______ _____

LOAD PORT

DISCH PORT

CANAL______ __

TOTALS___________ __

FUEL CONSUMPTION CONS LT/DAY TOTAL DAYS TOT CONS. $/LT FUE':L COST

BAL SEA: HVF/BKRC_________ _____

* . DIESEL OIL

* ~LD SEA: HVF/BKRC___ ___ _____

DIESEL OIL ______

PORT: HVF/BI(RC __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

DIESEL OIL

CANAL: HVP/DKRC ______ _ _ _ _ _ ______ _ __ _ _ _ _

DIESEL OIL _ _ _ _ _ ______ _ _ _ _

ETOTALS _____

CARGO CALCULATION TYPE CARGO _________

DEADWEIGHT TONS__ _______

LESS WATER & STORES ________

LESS BUNKERS____ _____

LESS RESERVE BUNKERS: _______________

* CARGO DEADWEIGHT______

CUBIC CHECK

VESSEL CUBIC (CUFT) _________

vCARGO STOW4 FACTOR _________

-COirT CUBIC LIMIT _________
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SREVENUE Frio $

FRT RATE $/TON x CARGO rONS ,_ GROSS FRT S_ _

OR WORLDSCALE

* WS RATE x WS FLAT: x CARGO TO.4S-. "

COMMISSION I x GROSS FRT $ - COMMISSION S

- NET FRT S

VOYAGE COSTS $

CANAL TOLL $: REG TONS x CANAL RTE LD $/RT - _ _

x CANAL RTE $/RT _ _ "

LOAD PORT CHARGES $ -

DISCH PORT CHARGES $ "

-'- ADJUSTMENTS $

-'-'- FUEL COSTS $

TOTAL VOYAGE COSTS $ - _ _

NETBACK $ - (NET FRT LESS TOT VOY COSTS)

NETBACK $ " TOT DAYS - NETBACC S/DAY

EQUIV TIME CHARTER RATE

(NETBACK S/DAY x 365) . (12 x DWT) - $/DWT/MO

PROFIT CALCULATION

SHIP COST: S/DAY x DAYS " $ •-_
12 OR

OR $/DWT/MO x 36-fA x DAYS " $

VOY PROFIT $ - NETBACK $ LESS SHIP COST " $ P

$ PROFIT/DAY VOY PROFIT $ T DAYS -s/DAY____
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EXHIBIT A-1

DATA FILES

(AMENDED 9/27/82)

U.S. FLAG

SHIP FILES

BULK & TANKER SHIPS

(RATES PER DWT/MO.)

T/C Rate T/C Rate
Ship # Ship Name New Second Hand

Flag DWTZ Zy

100 us 25K Bulk $ 37.60 $ 22.59

101 us 80K Bulk 19.63 10.85

200 US 25K Tanker 37.93 23.60

201 US. 35K Tanker 31.84 19.05

202 US 40K Tanker 30.00 18.00

203 US 50K Tanker 25.72 15.29

204 US 60K Tanker Z1.74 12.87

205 US 80K Tanker 17.42 10.38

206 US 90K Tanker 16.31 9.65

207 US 120K Tanker 13.84 8.04

208 US 150K Tanker V9.23 6.98

209 US 175K Tanker 11.58 6.48

CONTAINERSHIPS 9

(Rates Per TEU/Mo.)

Fla TEU's

300 US 600 TEU $1,894.00 $1,224.00

301 US 1,000 TEU 1,253.00 808.00

302 IS 1,200 TEU 1,115.00 688.00

303 US 1,400 TEU 1,057.00 644.00

304 US 1,600 TEU 992.00 598.00

305 US 2,000 TEU 875.00 521.00 •

307 US 2,400 TEU 805.00 463.00

Rev. 1

89 12/08/82 S
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EXHIBIT A-2Q

SHIP FILES

(CONTINUED)

GENERAL CARGO

(RATES PER DWT/MO.)

T/C Rate T/C Rate

Ship Ship Name New Second Hand

Flag DWT Zp

400 US IlK General Cargo $ 87.42 $ 57.21

401 US 14K General Cargo 76.29 48.01

402 US 16K General Cargo 73.81 45.20

403 US 20K General Cargo 57.98 34.77

404 US 24K General Cargo 56.19 33.37

405 US 30K General Cargo 50.49 29.23

VOYAGE FILES

Voyage # Voyage Name

100 1,500 Mi. - Bulk

101 2,500 Mi. - Bulk

102 5,000 Mi. - Bulk

103 10,000 Mi. - Bulk

200 1,500 Mi. - Tanker

201 2,500 Mi. - Tanker

202 5,000 Mi. - Tanker .4
203 10,000 Mi. - Tanker

300 1,500 Mi. - Container

301 2,500 Mi. - Container

302 5,000 Mi. - Container 4
303 10,000 Mi. - Container

400 1,500 Mi. - General Cargo

401 2,500 Mi. - General Cargo

,' 402 5,000 Mi. - General Cargo

403 10,000 Mi. - General Cargo

Rev. 1
90 12/08/82
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EXHIBIT A-3
ITINERARIES

Voyage Number 400 401 402 403
Voyage Type Gen. Cargo Gen. Cargo Gen. Cargo Gen. Cargo

Distance - Loaded 1500 2,500 5,000 10,000
Distance - Ballast 1,500 2,500 5,000 10,000
Bunker Distance 1,500 2,500 5,000 10,000

' Port Days - Loaded 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
Port Days - Discharged 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0

a. Q

Fuel Price - HVF 180 180 180 180
Fuel Price - D.O. 300 300 300 300

Port Charges LD/DWT $25 $25 $25 $25
Port Charges Disch/DWT 25 25 2i 25
Draft Limit - Load 70 70 70 70
Draft Limit - Discharge 40 40 40 40
Cubic Foot/Ton 50 50 50 50

Rev. 1
N 12/08/82
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The remainder of this memorandum describes the development of the

exhibits. 1

II. EXHIBIT A - U.S. FLAG SHIP OPERATING AND CAPITAL COSTS REDUCED

TO TIME CHARTER EQUIVALENT RATES

The enclosed statement provides the development of the time

charter equivalent rates associated with the selected ship,

operating and capital costs. The time charter analysis program

is used and is accessed by the simple command, RUN TIME.

The system permits calculation of breakeven time charter rates

by solving for a recuired 0% rate of return. A ceiling time

charter rate of $20.00/DWT/Mo. was input into the programs to

avoid excessive run-up of CRU's (Computer Resource Units) in

performing calculations. This ceiling, however, is too low for

the smaller vessels (i.e., under 80,000 DWT), and therefore,

the user of the system merely adds a 0 to the vessel DWT input,

and of course, the resulting T/C rate must be adjusted by moving

the decimal one place to the right.

We have included one example of the various cost and cash flow

schedules that can be provided by the system following the

25,000 DWT bulk time charter case.

The time charter analysis program, although specifically

designed for tanker and dry bulk vessels, can also be used

for containerships. The results for containerships is shown

as $ per TEU per month. The TEU capacity of the vessel is

shown in place of DWT. In order to accommodate containerships,

two zeros are added to the TEU equivalents (with the exception

of the 600 TEU vessel, where three zeros are added). The

results developed are then manually adjusted as shown in the

exhibits.

. .°.
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1: -HIP Cf-Tc S ~ c::

1I- TYPE LOAN I OP 2 '

14 L rfl r',NTEF' FTE =1

" mOuriT OF L OFRN =7 CllC''

I. LO i TEFf'. YF' =715

Fi.mEt4T: I'FNN9IL 2.EMI-fNNU4L. *1'MONTHLT

17 -HIP LIFE YF!P.f

I:- -HIP "AL END CNFP 7~' 1_ 75 Ci (10

I'- TA',' kFi r.

0T rPF LEFPPEC ! OF R

MflrIFY LINE NlUrIEP: '

T - PiTE GPEAiTEP THN 1.20

INFIIT -fHFOL'LE PEO: IF

PFFT 17FLC 611TH MODIFICAiTIONS
mODI FY LI NE NljT :ER: ?1

I 'HRIFTEP' PIT=751'

inriI F Y L I NF NUlMPT P:

PPP' EF'EN T-Cf FATE er) NET CACH FLOW= .. E 4

INPU.T -CHErILILE FEO.': 7F

r'FPFF4T rALC WdITH r'1IIFICFTION-
PMfltIPY LINE NIIMPEP: 78~

r4Clfl EF OFFP T: S 0.Y=~,~'( '

M1OIr I F' L I NE NUMrP.EF: 71

I -IP COC T S.=~ll~~lr

* MlIIF. LINE NlMtIFF'I5

Mrlt'IF'I L INE NUMlPEP:71I

I- 'HIF ARL END' CHHP= rllfll5

mlr I F'y L INE NlrlEP:,7

Prl FVEN T/C PAqTE -(- NET 1IACH FLO'- .Ec?-

I NF'kIT -HFTUILE PEfP::F4~
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'EPEAT CALC ,lITH ,ODIFICATIlN.

MODIFY LINE 4UM1BER;? "

1 "::HR'TER DWT

.MIIFY LINE T'IMFNEP: : 1 ' '9,

B NON ESC OPP :ST s,'YP=75150ofO ooc> 'o

MOD'IFY LINE NLIMBE .:1.

12 SHII O ZST S =1210000

.MOIFY LINE NUM'1.EP: ;5

15 AMOUNT OF LORN =t771:'1"11'"0i""

MIDIFY LINE NUMBEP:7;EF:

19 SHIP VAL END CHAP -7275OOOOO

MODIFY LINE NUMBER:
?

lB, EVEH Tx'L RTE ,0 NET tri FLDOId 19. 65:

IIUT S';EDLLE P'EO:

FEPERT CALC IITH MODIFICATIONS
MODIFY LINE NUMBER',778

8 NON EEC_: OPP C*ST S.,Y!C=;4450000

MODIFY LINE NUMBER:71

12 :HIP COST S =.44000000

MODIFY LINE NUM:EP':;15i

15 AMOUNT OF LOAN S="3(s,0 01)00

MODIFY LINE NUME : 18

1' 1' VAL END CHA' =7440:10:61

LEk EVEN T. FATE 0 NET CAH FLOS'J,= I 0. 4A .AI.f

INLIT CHEDILE 'E9:-"

INEJUT 'CHEDLILE PE':
Lo,

r..

"L " " • t



REPEAT CALC WITH MODIFICATION
MODIFY LIN4E NUMBER:-P1
I CHARTER DWT -7120319

MODIFY LIME MUMBERIs I"X-oa8'  O "r

8 MOM ESC OPR CST $.YP-75893000

MODIFY LIME MUMBER '.12

12 SHIP COST S -?145000000

MODIFY LIME MUMBERz?15

15 AMOUMT OF LOAN S-101500000

MODIFY LIME NUMBER:?I8

18 SHIP VAL END CHAR -736250000

MODIFY LIME NUMBER:' S
BRK EVEN T'C RATE (0 MET CASH FLOW)- 17.0305

INPUT SCHEDULE PEO:';

REPEAT CALC WITH MODIFICATIONS
MODIFY LIME MUMBERS8'

9 NOM ESC OPR CST S/YRC5323000

MODIFY LIME MUMBER:'I2

7'12 SHIP COST S -'60000000

MODIFY LIME MUMBER:15

15 AMOUNT OF LOAN S-'42000000

MODIFY LIME MUMBEP'18

18 SHIP VAL END CHAP -,6000000

MODIFY LIME NUMBEP:

BRK EVEN T'C RATE (0 MET CASH FLOW)- 9.5654 ).nd jtj, 0
INPUT SCHEDULE PEQ:'
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K:REPEAT CALC WITH MODIFICATIONS S qLAc

MODIFY LINE MUIDER2I'1

" " 11

ao• o

I CHARTER DWIT N'12OOO,

MODIFY LINE NUMBERS?$ -8

8 NON ESC OPP CST S/YR-76175000

MODIFY LINE NUMBERS?12

12 SHIP COST S *?00000000

MODIFY LINE NUMBEP:715

15 AMQUT OF LOAH $T56000000

MODIFY LINE NUPBEPillS

18 SHIP VAL END CHAR 120000000

MODIFY LINE UMBER:'?

BRK EVEN T,C RATE (0 NET CASH FLOW)- 11.5397'

INPUT SCHEDULE REQG?R

REPEAT CALC WITH MODIFICATIONS
MODIFY LINE HUMBER8".,

8 MON ESC OPP CST s'YP-1'5535ooo

MODIFY LINE NUMBEP :1I

12 tHIP COST S -78000000

MODIFY LINE NUPMBER'?15

*15 AMOUNT OF LORN s'19600000

MODIFY LINE NUMBER:18

18 SHIP VAL END CHAR 0'1200000

MODIFY LINE NUMBER$'

BPX EVEN T-C RATE (0 NET CASH FLOW)= 6.6866 ,

* INPUT SCHEDULE EOS:

100,.::, io



REPEAT CALC WITH MODIFICATIOM

MODIFY LIME MUMBEP:'1"

I CHAPTER DWT I)000

MODIFY LIME NUMBEP: T8

8 MON ESC OPP CST S/YR-'75230000 3 0 00 0 -r

MODIFY LIME MUMBER:?12

12 SHIP COST S =?100000000

MODIFY LINE NUMBER2"15

i AMOUNT OF LOAN $=70000000

MODIFY LIME MUMBER:'18

18 SHIP VAL END CHAR a- 5000000

MODIFY LINE MUMBER:l 3
Dfl EVEN TzC RATE (0 MET CA H FLOW)- 5.0:485

INPUT ;CHEDULE REQC' R

REPEAT CALC WITH MODIFICATIONS
MODIFY LINE MUMBER:?8

SNON ESC OPP CST It/YR-4810000

MODIFY LINE MUMBER,'12

12 SHIP COST S =40000000

MODIFY LINE NUMDER:'15

15 AMOUNT OF LOAN Ss1 80I)000')

MODIFY LINE NUMBER:118

18 SHIP Vt END C HAR ='4000000

MODIFY LINE NUMBER:-

K EVEN T'C RATE tO MET CASH FLOW- 2.9 2 2 ." .

INPUT SCHEDULE PEG:'

USED 645.97 UNITS
BYE
00646.48 CPU 0001.49 TCH 0026.45 PC

OFF AT 1234EDT 08/,20-82
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EXHIBIT B

SHIP AND VOYAGE DATA FILES
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III. EXHIBIT B - SHIP AND VOYAGE FILES

A file is created for each ship and voyage. The ship data
files are straight forward and self-explanatory with the

exception of the container vessels (ship #'s 300 - 305).

Here the data had to be input in a certain way so that when
the data is used, results in terms of TEU's, rather than DWT

can be provided.

Item #5 Summer DWT, represents the number of TEU's multiplied

by 10. This number is used to calculate port charges based

on the port costs stored in the voyage file. Port costs include

stevedoring and cargo handling costs, as well as normal port

chargeS and dues.

Items #9 and #10 are not actual cubics, as is the case for

non-container vessels. These cargo cubics are derived values

to assure that costs are developed on a TEU, as opposed to DWT

basis. The computer programs permit cargo restriction by cubic.

Therefore, a stowage factor of 40 is shown in the voyage file and

the cubic is derived by multiplying 40 times the TEU capacity of

the vessel (i.e., a 600 TEU vessel has for the purpose of

calculation, 24,000 cubic feet of capacity). The actual vessel

DWT is shown in items #21 (Winter DWT), and #22 (Tropical DWT) -
of the ship file. The breakeven time charter (item #29) rate

has the decimal moved one place to the left to offset the extra

digit added to the number of TEU's. The ship cost shown in each

file (item #18) is based on second hand ship costs, as well as

operating and financial costs.

The voyage files are also self-explanatory, again with the

exception of the container voyages where the stowage factor

(item #32) is used specifically for calculations; and port

charges have been adjusted by moving the decimal point to the

left to reflect the fact that the number shown for DWT in the

containership file represents 10 times the number of actual

TEU's on the ship.
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IN U -VIF NO.- - 101

PE C
1 H IF' NO -11

2NIHME: LI: :kFL
7HIP CODE H HVF

4 '7HIP TYPE -E:L[

5 I .fMMEP E'IJT =.1

E -EPA? CR-:EED LDl= Hit
..-ERY CR7EEr' B:L= 1.i'
D P: DFPT (CLSIIU'Ml 45-3

9 LIC'UItD CUB-IIC 2 1 (11-,a1i.
11-' GRAIN ':LBIC = 317'Ci
11 Hl.. FLIEL C7:EA'= 133
12 HY--FU-EL POP-*T'DE= 5. ':i
13'': DIEC.EL C-7EA..D =Iil.p

14 EDIEC:-EL P'ORT--'D=
15 CEZRPT -

16;: PR NAiM A RT
17 IAI RT EP tI CTRC= u

1OH IF CO'T S.
19 TONO/- .- INPiCH -13

36PANAMA DWT =

C1 WINTER EiIIT 793
32 TROPICAL EiI.,JT =441

2 LIE E 11.1T-
.-.4 FHINkER CAP LT=

c ,OFER COIT' DAY =11

CF INAN C HC, DAY= 1430

2"- Ffr EM TIM CH= I02

I05



_% . - .

INPUT S:HIP NO. '207

REC 1: = 10
I SHIP NO = 207.
2 NAME: US120K TANKER
- SHIP CODE = HVF
4 SHIP TYPE = TANKER
5 SUMMER DWT = 120319.
6 SERV SPEED LD= 16.00
7 SERV SPEED BL= 17.00
8 DRAFT (SUM> = 51.75
9 LIQUID CUBIC = 4756339.
10 GRAIN CUBIC = 4756339.
11 HV FUEL SEA/D= 128.00
12 HVFUEL PORT/D= 20.00
13 DIESEL SEA/D = 0.
14 DIESEL PORT/D= 0.
15 SUEZ NRT = 0.
16 PANMA NRT =. C
17 WATER & STRS = 250.
18 SHIP COST S = 60000000.
19 TONSINCH = 254.
20 PANAMA DWT = 0.
21 WINTER DWT = 117033.
22 TROPICAL DWT = 123605.
23 SUEZ DWT 0.
24 BUNKER CAP LT= 0.
25 OPER CSTXDAY = 14584.
26 FINRN CHG/'DY= 19679.
27 OPER DAYS-"YR = 350.
28 BRK EY TIM CH= 9.57
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-II

IMPLIT :HIP NO. ?302

REC :; = 15
I SHIP NO :Crg2.
2 NAME: US 1200 TEU
3 SHIP CODE = HVF
4 SHIP TYPE = CONTAINER
5 SLIMMER DWT = 12000.
6 SERV SPEED LD= 22.00
7 SERV SPEED BL= 24. 01
8 DRAFT (SUM) = 34.00
9 LIQUID CUBIC = 48r00r0.
10 GRAIN CUBIC = 48010.
11 HV FUEL SEA'D= 171. O0
12 HVFUEL PORT/D= 13.00
13 DIESEL SER/D = 0.
14 DIESEL PORT/D= '.
15 SUEZ NRT = 0.
16 PANAMA NRT = 0.
17 WATER & STRS = 150.
18 SHIP COST S = 28000Woo.
19 TONS/INCH = 0.
20 PANAMA DWT = 0.
21 WINTER DWT = 26663.
22 TROPICAL DWT = 26663.
23 SUEZ DWT = 0.
24 BUINKER CAP LT= 0.
25 OPER CST'DRY = 15164.
26 FINRN CHG/DRY= 9183.
27 OPER DAYS/YR : :350.
28 BRK EV TIM CH= 66.90
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..

INPUT SHIP N1O. ?405

REC-, = 25
L...I SHIP.NO 45

2 NAME: US3OK GEM. CARGO
3 SHIP CODE -HF
4 SHIP TYPE = GEN.CARGO

5 SUMMER DWT = 30000.
6 SERV SPEED LD= 18.50
7 SERV SPEED BL= 19.50
8 DRAFT (SUM) - 36.00
9 LIQUID CUBIC = 1600000.
10 GRAIN CUBIC = 1600000.
11 HV FUEL SEARD= 124. 00
12 HVFUEL PGRT/D= 16.00
13 DIESEL SEA/D - 0.
14 DIESEL POPTD= 0.
15S UEZ NRT -.

16 PANAMA NRT - 0.
17 WATER & STRS - 150.
18 SHIP COST = 40000000.
19 TONS/INCH - 0.
20 PANAMA DWT = 0.
21 WINTER DWT - 30000.
22 TROPICAL DWT = 30000.
23 SUEZ DWT - 0.
24 BUNKER CAP LT= 0.
25 OPER CST/DRY = 13178.
26 FINRN CHG-'DAY= 13118.
27 OPER DAYS/YR = 350.
28 BRK EV TIM CH= 29.23

1.08
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* .. - T *--.* .-. * -.. . . - -- . .~

0

IrPiUT ','ni rio. '102' 0

REC NO. 4
1 VOYAGE'riINBEP = 1 02.
2 NAME: BLILK-500 M I.
.I DI.ST LOADED = 5000.
4 DI.3T BALLATT 50':1 :" .
5 EKR DIST LD PORT = 50r.

- 6 EKR DIST INTP PORT= 0.
7 FPEEBD ZONE DIST = '.

8 CANAL DI.TANCE = O.
9 CNL DYS = 60iK DWT= ,.
10i: C:ANAL DAYS > 6':0000= r,.

11 PORT DAYS LD = 2. f0r0
2i LOAD FATE 1000 T/D= O.

13 PORT DIAYS DIS:CH = 2.00
14 DISCH RATE TH T/D= O.
15 FUEL PRc ,. C $'L= 180.0"1
16 FUEL PRICE HVF $/L =  180.00
17 FUEL PRICE DO $/'LT= 30'0. 00
18 SUEZ PATE LD $/PT = 0.
19 SUEZ PATE BAL S-toRT= 0.
20 PANAMA PTE LD $/'RT= O.
21 PAMAMP RTE P:AL - .
22 PORT CHO LD $= 0.
2:3 PT C:HO L'i $/DI.dT= 0. 150
24 PORT CH' DI.'CH S= 0.
25 PT C:HG DC:H $/EiDT= 0.500
26 DRAFT LIM LD PORT = 40.00
27 RFPT LIM D'C:HG PT= 70.00
28 DRAFT LIM CANAL = u.

29 LOADING PORT ZONE =

3: INTERMED PORT ZONE=
?1 FREEBOARD ZONE -

32 -TOWIA'"E FACTOR = 36.00
33 CARGO RESTRICTION 0.
34 ZTAND. SCALE $/LT= O.
35 IOPLDSCRLE FLAT = 0.
36 DIAYS IN CANAL BRL 0.
37 SOURCE PRICE $.LT= 0.
38 VOY DE'CRIPT
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PEC HO. 1 1
I .''1'3E F: rIE F --

. ri~~~irE OnT I E P s cr
-iT LOKiEr i':ii

I, DIT E:PL LfT I) '":I'

~E: P DI ITF, F'OFT=
*FPEEP.1 :OriE DIll T

i: rIiL ItZ~ I E.C '

I 1 FfJFT I; -' L It Oft L
I L L F T E I C, I) I

* . . I - F P T r'~ I:cH =.

* .14 El* H FPiTE TH T D'= '

1 5 F1-EL F PC IJ 9' C I. L I I- I'll
I~ FL FR I CE H i. L I 'H i

1 FUEL FRF-I CE DO 1. LT=
H iE: FPiTE LI' 1 F-T=

Vz, ~'E P FT E FR L idf Tr=
FS R. HiF T E LI' f P1T= .

I. FF1iFtiH- PTE IFiL
FOFT I HGI L 11 1.= i

P. T 'Hf; L 11 S ri. r = '::

4 FOPT tHS G, 111CH T.
FTI & l- 3 DFOFT 4

FT ':HGT LI I CPORI~T= :,'1

* ~~:F~- M HISFT H

r; -F- T L Ir M I-RNFIL=
LORiDIr4' F-OPT Z-51HE

Pi1r1FFED PORT

I TO'.!,7IiE FF111TOP KC

l TFitHi'. >I4LE 1 LT=

. - 'LJ* rFLPFP

P1 F i,'JFL FH

T LT=
9PIP



-OD 
0

-z 000 0 00 0000 0>

z 000
Uc 0

-z~ ~~~ cO 00 0000 0

0c0 000 0

0zCC 0 00
c C * * TO

N~(t0 0

COO 0 0 0 000

c! C C * * T

0 CC

C c

-- ~ ~~~ CC, 0 00 0

E- EZ -a:

0 0 .
-~~~~ -- CC 0U 00 0

4) C c

0~L 00U,

00

-- CCC C N

-CC.

CCC 0 0 n0



:w-. 77.,

MI ITINERARY

Voyage Number 400 401 402 403
• .oyage Type Gen. Cargo Gen. Carqo Gen. Cargo Gen. Cargo

"istance - Loaded 1,500 2,500 5,000 10,000
.4istance - Ballast 1,500 2,500 5,000 10,000
-;nker Distance 1,500 2,500 5,000 10,000

,rt Days - Loaded 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0

:ort Days - Discharged 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0

>iel Price - HVF 180 180 180 i80
uel Price - D.O. 300 300 300 200

--ort Charges LD/DWT $25 $25 $25 $25
" ort Charges Disch/DWT 25 25 25 25
'aft Limit - Load 70 70 70 70

-, raft Limit - Discharge 40 40 40 40
- -u. Ft./Ton 50 50 50 50

13.
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0

IV. EXHIBIT C - CASE EXAMPLES

The case examples show how ships, voyages and operating costs

can be brought together to provide transportation cost/ton as

well as voyage summaries. The key information provided by the

analysis shows:

Cargo/Voyage

Days/Voyage

Voyages/Year

Annual Cargo Delivered

Annual Voyage Costs

Annual Charter Costs

Total Costs

Cost/Ton

* In the case of the containerships, the resulting transportation

cost/ton is in reality, transportation cost per TEU.

The voyage summary shown for the containership has been modified

so as to provide costs on a per TEU basis. The restriction due
C

to vessel dubic and the Summer DWT shown are directed results,

so as to arrive at the proper cargo DWT (which, in this case,

is the number of TEU's).
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TRA.1ISPORTATIM COST

QITME CMARER C

up-.e Voyaqe *fil'e Oprt~q ( :-I ~a

-' VOYAGE COST &CARGO VOYAGE COST
RG3AG DAYS.

VOYAGIDAY VOYAGE DAYS

CPTING DAYS/YAR OPAIG DAYS/Y7A

SA. LO RG=z;

R~,In RETUFN TINE CHARTTER RATE

* -%I ~CARTER CCST

* ANNUAL CAPITAL

(-CA'ATI- t

O~L NNALCST TOTAL ANNU41AL COST
TRNPRA*"UA C7STS/TO4 TRANSPORTATION COST S,'TG

ORtLOSC.;*E RATE WORLDSCALE RATE

TC-24
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FIN TFflNC T

TPNC Tr I t..:3E VT 54"' Ek5

MRFIINE MifwIcE MEt N 7 T El M TrAT. fOPF0 TAi'.T IOt,'C 00,;OR-

H IP 140. 1'1

OPEP C:T NO. 7 1

CHIP U:"@:1 EAUl9U vOYAE F10 -5 1:1)(11n

MiODC:CHIP 0', .OF OFEF

L CHAP PTE T il-IT MIOt = I

L CHRPTEF TEFM=5

E'CfILkTIOrI F'COTC :' FE T=7

~:::C 1::::.E. i.L IC, .t' L'JL -DELETED

YO( 'F = 11.95
ANN4IUAL L'0 9&~.-

FAIIUAL VO/ COCT =7'?E..

CO CT ECICAL

AG INNUAL E^C C 'OY CCC T= 74".
AfliI I L C HFF C T o6s~
TOTAL (OCT S 17"~.
IFARIC COC T .

MIOPE CLIM4

FIAL . 0' LOMIl FOFI LOll! 0' 1,j-H - I TOiTAiL
EA lAIC I
POFT DA'Y- 2. 1..
rANAL LA C '

TOTAL IFAK YIA

FUEL (OCTc~1I ClC,>C.

POPT CHHFCEC "t. Ici''. 41% * C, .45

'FANAL CHAFG CUtI'
TOTAL V'SOY CO'TC 1& ( 77 fl. &$5$. 4 1 t. cI74

LOKf'I N3 I; A

FECTFlCTIOI DUE TO:
LOAD' FOF'T bFAFT6

LEC IIATEF 7 C TllF:
LEECFI*F
LE,. -EEFAE flirO E? ' '. 9'
:H' C [wlT. -

EIf4 1 16



S

TDNC:T 16: ')EDT U, E4 K-

MARINE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: - TPAN:PPOTATION ':a:T FPrOG

CHIP NO. "'-02

VOYAGE NO. 7 ?(,

OPEP C :T 140. 7 1

CHIP : ' 12':'' TEU
VOYAGE : CONTAINE-P-501:I)MI.

MOOS: SHIP .V YOR OPEP

CHAR RTE .,DoIT MOS= . .'u

CHARTER TERM= 75

ESCALATION cosT: : BRAE $= 6

CARGO T'PE: I.LI i.DPR, BUL, 7-

PORT CHG . V '
OY $ 7

CARGO DWT = 120'.
DAYS VOY = 24.15
VOY YR = 14.49
ANNUAL LAYDN= 17?cI.

ANNUAL VOY COST = 169'5544.
May CST ECAL

RVG ANNUAL ESC OY COS'= '544.
ANNUAL CHAR CST t 92.76-.
TOTAL COST S = -6.::,4.
TRA ' COS;T 5. T = 150:.43

MORE' 'SUM

VOYAGE SUMMAPRY
BAL.VOY LOAD FORT LOAiD ' ['D : DIH PT TOTAL 5

EA DAYS E:. 7 ' 9.5 •, . ii. 2
PORT DAYS U. .U U"

FINAL DAYS '. U. U. ..
TOTAL DAYS 3. n. .5 C. n 24.2

FUEL COST 267188. 711.). 291477. 7',) 2.57.7:.
PORT CHARGES( . 24 ::(. (C. 1:
'RNAL CHARGES (. U. . ,
TOTAL VOY COSTS 267188. 247:2.:'. 291477. .t,70,:. 172Tn . S
LOADING :UMMARPY

: UMME P DoIT I a 'I.
RECTPICTION DUE TO:
VE:EL CUBI C

LOADED D, T
LE-S IATER : CTOrEC I'."
LESSZ BUNk(ERS 1 .am7.
LESS RESEPVE BRE' .. 27'
CARGO DIT 12'').

MOPE" :TIM

NEl CHAP PTE S rT MO=: 1 .40

ANNUAL CHAP i::T = 15244274.
TOTAL COST '5 = -3.-,::.
TP.AN: COST S T = 1

'-. 
. :-:I

MOPE- 7

I ':ED 3.4 UNIT"
'JN TRNC :T
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GENERAL REFERENCE

DEEP DRAFT NAVIGATION
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This topic is a current issue in the on-going 2ERH
review of a harbor deepening project planning study in the
Pacific Ocean Division. It has many aspects, and is an
example of a general problem encountered in other areas of
the economics of water resources planning and development.
Essentially, the topic can be reduced for discussion
purposes to the question, "How do we reconcile the
difference between engineering design criteria specifying 6'
below the keel for harbor depth requirements, and the
operational reality in which ships using the harbor
routinely use only 2.5' below the keel?" this difference
must somehow be incorporated into the benefit-cost
calculation framework, or we can wind up either missing
something, double counting, or being internally inconsistent
in the analysis--that is, "comparing apples with oranges."
Let's start with the 6' under the keel criterion.
Presumably this represents a reiatively risk free situation.
That is, if this rule is followed there is practically no
chance that damage will result from "not enough water under
the keel. " But the shippers are willing to pay (or willing
to t3ke some of this risk) in exchange for the economies of
scale gained by loading the ships to a greater draft. To a
rational shipper, the gains (transportation cost savings)
are at least as great as the risk (or probabilistically
expected value of damages) involved.

ip

The rate structure and economic analytis involved is
probably somewhat complex if we tried to account for all of
the factors involved but the key relevant principle is that
the shippers aye taking a risk and are willing to pay for it
since they are receiving benefits to compensate for this
risk. Consider the following hypothetical data:

Existing channel/harbor depth = 35'
"Safe draft (re engineering criteria 35'-6' - 29'
Actual draft (usual practice) = 32.5'

Draft Average Cost Per Ton

29 0' $16.00
32. 5' $15. 50
34. 0' $14.00
37.5' $13.00

With a proposed harbor deepening to accommodate new 
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vessels which will operate at 34', there are a number of
approaches to conceptually calculate the benefits involved

Approach 1: This approach has been supported by BERH staff
in reviewing a harbor deepening analysis in POD. Benefits
are costs without the project (using "actual draft" costs),
less costs with the project (project required is 40', or 34'
+ 6' under the keel safety requirement), or $15. 50 per ton

less $14.00 per ton, or $1.50 per ton. But this does not
reflect a true comparison of without-project and
with-project conditions, It compares "apples with oranges"
and incorporates internally inconsistent logic.

Approach 2: Change the engineering criteria and recommend a
harbor with a 36. 5' draft. Use 32.5' draft costs vs 34'
draft costs, for a benefit of $1.50 per ton, to be compared
with a less expensive project than approach 1 requires.

Approach 3: Use actual without-project vs with-project cost
data, but incorporate an estimate of the risk cost component
incurred by the shipper. In the attached graph, Curve 1
represents the marginal revenue, expressed as $ per ton per
incremental foot of draft (averaged out over the long term),
associated with damages incurred as a result of exceeding
the risk free draft. With rational shippers operating at
32. 5', this can be viewed as the point such that gains from
additional draft are more than offset by expected damage.

In other words this is the operational point at which
marginal cost = marginal revenue, all other things being
equal. The risk cost component, on a per ton basis, can be
calculated as ,the area under Curve 2 up to 32.5' of draft.
For the one marginal cost curve drawn on the graph, this

amounts to about $.74 per ton. Using this figure as a risk
component of total transportation cost, and adding it to the
cost per ton without the project of $15.50 (using the actual
draft of 32.5') yields a total effective without project
cost of $15.50 + $.74 = $16.24 per ton. The benefit using
this appToach becomes $16.24 less the cost per ton with the
project.

These are just three possible ways to deal with the p
issue addressed here The above ideas are presented with
the hope that they will fuT'ther stimulate thought and
Ir1sight into dealing with this and other similaT' problems
encoun tered in the economics of water resources planning.

1
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Risk Component of Vessel Operating Cost

1.00

Curve 1
Marginal Revenue (MR)
(Transportation S .vings/Ton Per Foot of Draft)

50 MR=MC=$.42

urve 2
Marginal Cost (MC)
(Risk/Ton Per Foot of Draft)

0

0(29) 1(30) 2(31) 3(32) (32') 4(33) i(34)

Feet of Draft over "no damage draft"
(Actual draft in parentheses)
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THE EVALUATION
OF

AGRICULTURAL FLOOD CONTROL PROJECTS

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Accurate economic evaluation of the effects of flooding of agricultural

areas is essential in determining the feasibility of agricultural flood
control projects. This paper attempts to identify the major steps in this
evaluation procedure and discuss state-of-the-art methodologies that may be

employed in the analysis.

B. The -ocedures that are discussed herein relate to the guidance provided

by the Principles and Standards NED Evaluation Manual. In the last section
of this paper, a discussion of the proposed Principles and Guidelines and how
they differ from the P&S is presented.

II. Three economic problems associated with water and the use of land and water

resources in agricultural production are:

A. Cost of damage to crops and pasture.

1. Loss of net returns from reduced yields because of flooding.

2. Loss of production inputs because of flooding.

B. Variation of associated cost.

1. Future conditions w/o project may result in poor soil drainage con-
ditions that may require more cultivation and more horsepower.

2. Require continuation of costly drainage systems.

3. High maintenance and replacement costs for drainage or flood control

systems.

C. Impaired productivity or use of the land resource. Restrict cropping
patterns to crops tolerant of flood and/or wet soil conditions.

III. NED BENEFIT

Measured as increased value of output to the nation or reduced cost of main-

taining a given level of output.

- Reduced production and associated costs.

- Reduced damage costs from floods.

- Value of increased crop production.

- Economic efficiency of crop production (locational advantage).
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IV. COLLECTING BASIC DATA AND DETERMINING FUTURE CONDITIONS.

N A. Identify current land use, cropping patterns, and yields.

1. These data are flood-free, i.e., conditions in the flood plain in
years in which no damaging floods occur. These yields will reflect other
factors that may affect production such as drought, soil fertility, pro-
duction practices, and the threat of flooding.

2. Data will be stratified, i.e., developed for segments of the flood
plain with significantly different cropping patterns, hydrologic conditions,
etc.

*. B. Project future land use, cropping patterns, and yields.

1. With and without project

2. Flood-free

3. Stratified

- Future cropping patterns and yields will be consistent with soil capabili-
-* ties and with water management and production practices accounted for in

the production cost analysis.

" Increases in yields due to future improvements in technology shall not be
included in the evaluation of intensification benefits, but may be included
in damage analysis.

C. How do we collect these base data and determine future conditions?

1. Interviews with farmers and other watershed residents are very
important. Interviews should not be confined to flood plain farmers.
Data collected outside the flood plain can serve as a basis for estab-

"" lishing with project conditions.

2. Agronomists and soil scientists can provide data on the capability
of the various soil types, and the effects on production of various water
management alternatives.

3. Most universities as well as USDA have developed typical enter-
prise budgets that can be modified to reflect conditions in the area
being studied.

4. In conducting these interviews and collecting these data, only
forms approved by OMB shall be used, and each individual survey shall be
a part of the supporting data. To my knowledge, the Corps has not
developed any agricultural survey forms that have been approved. However,
SCS has two OMB-approved forms that we have been using ns our basis for
form approval in LMVD.
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SCS-WS-6 FORM APPROVED
6-72 OMB NO. 40-R3804
FILE CODE WS-14 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE

DRAINAGE QUESTIONNAIRE

Respondent Farm Location Reach

Years on Farm Size of Farm

Watershed Interviewer Date

Problem Area Land Use

Future Production Without Drainage Future Production With Drainage Remarks

Crop Acres Yield/Acre Crop Acres Yield/Acre

1. What are your drainage problems?

2. How often are you unable to plant a crop due to lack of adequate drainage?

3. How often do you need to make a separate planting due to lack of adequate drainage? __

4. How often are you unable to harvest a crop due to lack of adequate drainage?

5. How much lime do you spread on problem area?

6. Would you use a different type and rate of fertilizer with adequate drainage? YesgNoO

7. If yes, what changes would you make?

Remarks:
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V. J-OP PRICES AND PRODUCTION COSTS

A. Crop prices.

1. The NED manual states that prices issued by the WRC (Current
Normalized Prices) will be used to evaluate NED agricultural benefits.
Adjustments may be made to reflect quality changes caused by floods or
droughts. For other crops (CNP's not published), state average prices
over the three previous years will be used.

2. a. Historically, there have bee i some problems with the use of
these CNP's. First, the latest prices used in five-year weighted average
are more than a year old when they are used in an analysis. Also, the
prices used in the five-year average are not in constant dollars. The
use of a CNP based on a weighted average of the season average price (in
historical dollars) for a five-year period in a crop budget with produc-
tion costs based on current market analysis does not meet the criteria of
all economic analyses being based on current real prices.

b. These problems have been recognized for several years and
correspondence between OCE and LMVD concerning this problem has been
ongoing since February 1980. In July 1980, OCE met with USDA to discuss
the problems with the CNP's. USDA agreed that these problems should be
addressed and solutions sought.

c. In June 1981, LMVD developed a methodology for revising CNP's
to make them compatible with other price levels being used in project
analysis. Current normalized prices were calculated using current (constant S
dollars) while continuing to correct for the effects of short-term abnormali-
ties by the use of a normalizing procedure. This was accomplished by putting
the actual season average prices over the five-year period in current dollars
using the implicit price deflator for total GNP. Revised Current Normalized
Prices (in current dollars) were calculated as weighted averages of the

average season prices (in current dollars) over the five-year period. S

d. In July 1981, LMVD recommended that each of our Districts use the
methodology discussed above to revise CNP's for respective states and to use
these revised CNP's in the evaluation of all agricultural studies and in
FY 84 budget submissions.

e. Recently received explanation of the computational procedures
used by USDA to compute CNP's for FY 83 indicate that the procedure described
above has been adopted by USDA. Explanation of this procedure reads in part:

(1) The season average prices for the base period (1977-81) are
deflated by the implicit price deflator for the Gross National Product (GNP) 5
into constant (1967) dollars. Other deflators (such as the Index of Prices
Received by Farmers) were deemed unsuitable because they confound infla-
tionary adjustments with short-term changes in prices due to market forces.
The weights ..................... are used to derive a weighted average of the
1977-81 "real" price, i.e., a normalized price expressed in 1967 dollars.

,0

(2) The weighted average "real" price is then multiplied by the
implicit price deflator for the second quarter of 1982 in order to express
the planning price in "current" 1982 values.
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f. Examination of the table which shows the five-year season
average prices and the CNP's indicates that the season average prices
were converted to 1982 dollars before they were averaged, rather than
as described above. Regardless of which procedure is used, the results

will be the same.

g. Current normalized prices to be used in FY 83 will be expressed
in terms of the general price level in the economy as of the end of the
Second Quarter of 1982. 0

B. Production costs.

1. Production costs should be analyzed and crop budgets prepared. All
costs will be included:

a. Costs of equipment ownership and operation;

b. Production materials;

c. Labor and management;

d. System Operation, Maintenance, and Replacement (OM&R); and

e. Interest payments.

2. The quantification of production costs follow:

a. Purchased inputs will be valued at current marked priced (i.e.,
for FY 83 should be based on general price level as of end of Second Quarter
1982 to be compatible with CNP's).

b. Labor (operator, family, or hired) costs will be based on the
prevailing farm labor rates.

c. Management will be valued at 10 percent of the variable produc-
tion cost (excluding the cost of land and capital improvements).

d. Interest on operating capital shall be calculated at project

discount rate.

VI. INUNDATION REDUCTION - AGRICULTURAL CROPS

A. Damage Function/Calculations

I. The NED Manual states that one will develop periodic flood damage
factors for the intervals that match the hydrologic data. It further states
that historical flood damage information should be gathered through inter-
views with flood plain farmers and damage factors developed from these data.
If unsufficient data are available in a given project area to develop adequate
damage factors, proxy values may be generated by using crop budgeting.
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Techniques. S ince suff ic ient historical data are not usuallv available,
the remainder of this discussion will deal with synthesizing damages to
agricultural crops using budgeting techniques and hydrologic period-of-
record data.

2. Calculate flood damages for each crop based on the without project
crop distributions, yields, and budgets and the characteristics of flood-
ing over a historical period-of-record. A composite acre (a mix of various
crops within a given flood plain reach expressed in percentages) may be
used in determining flood damages to crops; if this approach is used, the-S
flood plain should be stratitied for zones having a significantly different
mix of crops, yields, production practices, etc. Cropping patterns, yields,
etc., must reflect conditions in the flood plain in years in which no flood
occurs.

3. One computer model available for crop damage analysis will be pre-
sented later in this discussion. The output of this model (Computerized
Agricultural Crop Flood Damage Assessment System ... CACFDAS) includes
damages by crop for all floods in the period-of-record and the total crop
damages per peak acre flooded.

4. The next step in damage calculations is to determine average annual
damages.

a. Determine average annual cleared acres flooded through integra-
tion of elevation-area flooded and elevation-frequency curves ..id computation
of the area under the resulting area flooded-frequency curve. Partial dura-
tion-frequency curves should be used in this step of the analysis. Partial
duration-frequency curves are based on all events above a selected base
value (i.e., elevation at which flooding of cleared land beg'ins) whereas
annual frequency curves are based on the lacgest flood each year. Since in
agricultural crop damage evaluation, seasonality is critical and recurrent
flooding must be accounted for in the analysis, partial duration-frequency
curves must be used.

b. Determine average annual damages by mul-iplying average annual

acres flooded times crop damage per peak acre flooded. Average annual
damages may also bc' determined by dividing total crop damages from all
floods during the historical period-of-record by the number of years of p
record. The longer the period-of-record, the closer the results of these

two methods should be.

B. Essential Information for Crop Damage Determination

1. Cropping patterns, yields, and budgets. As discussed earlier, this
information must be based on years in which there were no floods (i.e., flood-
free) and must be stratified for reaches of flood plain where there is
significant difference.

2. Hist(orical Period-Of-Record Hydrologic Data. Historical period-of-
record hydrologic data are required to determine fol Lowing flood characteristics:

a. lime of Year. Time of year (i.e., seasonality) of flooding is
critical to iccurate estimates of crop damages. For instance, a flood lasting
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for 1 5 days in January would caise no damage to soybeans, whereas a
flood in August of the same duration would destroy the crop on those
acres flooded.

b. Duration of Flooding. Duration of flooding is also very
important to crop damage estimates. Unless floodwaters ha., a hich

velocity, floods of short duration such as one or two days will
probably cause very little damage.

c. Recurrent Flooding. Determination of whether flooding has

occurred previously during the year and whether or not it was a damaging

flood is also critical to crop damage estimates. For instance, a flood
occurring in September on soybean land would cause no damage if a flood

in August had already destroyed the crop. A flood occurring in July on p
land that was initially in corn, but had been replanted in soybeans
because of a previous flood in May would not cause the same amount of

damage as it would if it were the first flood of the year.

d. Elevation of Flood. The elevation of the flood determines

how many acres will be flooded and therefore how much damage is incurred.

3. Frequency Curves. Frequency curves are required to determine
* iprobability of flooding and average annual acres flooded. As discussed

earlier, partial duration-frequency curves should be used.

4. Stage-Area Curves. Stage- or elevation-area curves are required p
to determine acres of cropland flooded for given elevations. Stage-

area curves are integrated with stage-frequency curves to obtain area-
frequency curves. The area under this integrated curve is the average

(or expected) annual acres flooded.

C. Model or method for determining damages.

1. One model that is available for determining flood damages to

agricultural crops and is being used in the four Districts in LVD and

by several Districts outside LMVD is the Computerized Agricultural Crop

Flood Damage Assessment System (CACFDAS). CACFDAS utilizes historical

flood data on daily basis, current budget data, present cropping patterns

and production techniques including crop replanting and substitution, as

. well as other relevant data to assess damages to crops.

2. Outputs from CACFDAS include acres flooded over the historical

period, total damage by crop, and damage per acre flooded.

3. CACFDAS is a very flexible tool and is easily adopted to changing

conditions in various areas of the country.

VII. INUNI)AlION REDUCTION - OTHEIR A(;RICUTI.IRAL PROPERTIES

* A. The term "other agricultural properties" incrludes physical flood plain

improvements associated with various farm tnturprises and the agr cultriral

-onniun ity such as rurralI resiclent iii comrrrrc ini, aind industrial; barns.

equipment sheds, and gra in bins; fences, dira inage ditches, -,nd roads and

bridges; equipment, etc. 142
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B. Steps in determining damage to other agricultural propert its.

1 . Inventory Damageable Flood Plain Improvements. IdentiIv the
location, type, number, and value of other properties. In the case of
properties such as rural residential, commercial, and industrial, the
value of contents, construction type, and first floor elevation should

also be determined.

2. Determine Damages to Flood Plain Improvements. The deturo)inanion
of damages to flood plain improvements will be based on hnistorical data

and/or simulation. Some methods of determining this are:

a. Interviews with flood plain residents, farmers, etc.;

b. Field reconnaissance; and

c. Simulation based on structure type, elevation, and value;
elevation of various frequency floods; and depth-damage relationships.

3. Determine Average Annual Damages. This is accomplished through
integration of elevation-damage relationships with elevation-frequency
data.

C. Seasonal occurrence of flooding is generally not considered important
and adjustments are not made for recurrent flooding in a given \'ear.
Annual frequency curves are generally sufficient for this analvsis.

D. Level of detail, especially in the inventory phase, may vary considera-
bly depending on the importance (i.e., relative magnitude) of the benefit
category to the evaluation.

VIII. INTENSIFICATION

A. Intensification benefits are the value of a plan to activities which
are thus enabled to utilize their land more intensively and thus increase

net income. An example would be a shift from lower to higher value crops
(i.e., soybeans to rice) and/or higher crop yields. Intensificaiton
benefits can also result from project-induced reductions in production
costs. 0

B. The following discussion identifies steps to be followed in the
reevaluation of intensification benefits:

I. Determine the frequency of flooding at which flood risk ceases to
influence farmers' decisions on type crops, production practices, etc.
This will be based on knowledge of the study area and on interviews with
farmers and other agricultureal exyerts. The elvat ion of this flood
frequency will be used as one zone of stratificat ion.

14
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- . Current and projected flood-free land use (cleared, woodel, other
,d cropping patterns will be identified for all stratifi.d segments of
the flood plain for both without and with project conditions based on the
same sources (i.e., interviews, etc.) as discussed above. Flood plain..
stratification will be based on the frequency of flooding developed abov ,
as well as other factors which would cause significantly cropping j)attcrns,
yields, and/or production practices.

3. Current and projected flood-free yields will be developed for the
stratified segments of the flood plain for both with and without project 0
conditions. Increases in yields due to future improvements in technology
shall not be included in the evaluation of intensification benefits.

4. Detailed, crop specific, production budgets will be developed for
each flood plain stratification for with and without project conditions.

5. Differences in net income without and with project will be determined
for each stratified segment of the flood plain for each selected time period.
Some of the factors causing these differences in net income may be:

a. Farmers' decisions because of reduction in flood risk.

(i) Changes in cropping patterns (i.e,, shifting from lower to
higher value crops).

(2) Increased production inputs (e.g., additional fertilizer
could increase yield levels).

(3) More effective planning and timing of operations.

(4) Increased land leveling. This might provide better drain-
age and increase yields. It might reduce production costs by increasing
efficiency of equipment.

(5) Construction of additional drainage works. Reduced flooding, ""
improved outlets, etc., might induce farmer to construct additional onfarm
drainage which would lead to increased yields.,

(6) Reduced production costs. Production costs could be reduced
by increased equipment efficiency, reduced cultivation requirements, etc.,
because of project.

b. Yield responses without changes in production practices. These
-increased yields might be realized because of increased efficiency of exist-
ing drainage works due to project providing a better outlet, etc.

6. Benefits will be the difference in net income with and without for
current acreage of all crops and/or increased acreage of basic crops.
Benefits will be reduced by the increase in remaining damages because of the
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lure intentsivt usc. The ten (10) basic crops are: rice, corn, wheat,
cotton, pasture, hay, soybeans, mile. oots, and barley.

7. Benefits for increased acreage of other crops will be the
efficiencv gained in the project area compared to typical lands in the
',%'RC Assessment Subarea (ASA).

a. Identify cropland areas in which increased acreages of other
crops will occur due to project measures. The proportion of these crops

in the project areas shall not exceed their proportion in the protected

areas of the ASA. The NED benefit is the difference between the cost of
*- producing the output in the project area, and the cost of producing the
* same output on the protected areas elsewhere in the ASA.

(1) Identify the characteristics such as length of growing

. season, quantity and quality of water available, soil fertility, etc., that
are superior to those in other areas of the ASA producing the crop on which
benefits are being claimed.

(2) Determine the projected increased acreage and production of

the crop in the project area.
" . a .

(3) Determine the cost of producing the crop in the project area.

(4) Identify, within the same ASA as the project, an area in
which significant acreage of the crop is currently being grown and whose

yield represents the average in the ASA.

(5) Determine the cost of producing the same volume of the

crop in the area selected in the above paragraph (protected area of ASA).

(6) Determine the net income in the area selected above
(protected area of ASA) if the cropping pattern shifted to some composite

of the ten basic crops.

(7) Calculate the benefits as the difference in producing the
crop in the project area versus the selected area in the ASA plus the
difference in net income in the selected area of the ASA with the composite
of the ten basic crops and in the project area without the project.

b. Benefits must be adjusted by remaining flood damages.

IX. PROPOSED P(; REVISIONS TO NED MANUAL - AGRICULTUl.W. FLOOD CONTROL

A. The procedures presented in the preceding discussion are in acyordance0
with the Principles, Standards, and Procedures. On 9 September 1982, .:RC
met and agreed to repeal the Principles, Standards, and Procedhires and
replace them with the Principl Us ani Guide Ilines (PI,;). (Upon approval of

the P&; by the President, a notice of action will be p1 aced in the Feldlera

Reegister. Repeal will be effect ive 120 davs after the not ice is- pub iished. -0

,. "le P&C has madu some signi f icallt changes in NI]) eval 1a1t Il of ag',r i-
cultural pro2cts. The PSi; is relatively vaguc ill idc iedires to be o I lowe d
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and field offices have not had timc to tailor current methods and/or
develop new ones that are compatible with the P&G.

C. Some of the changes in procedures for evaluation of agricultural
projects include:

1. Provision of a test to determine if another crop may be
evaluated as one of the basic crops. Basically, if a determination
is made that the production of other crops (other than 10 basic crops)
is limited by the availability of suitable land, these crops may be
treated as basic crops when measuring intensification benefits.

2. Change in the definitions of the benefit categories. The P&G
states that agricultural benefits are divided into two mutually exclu-
sive categories, depending on whether there is a change in cropping

pattern.

(a) Damage reduction benefits. Benefits that accrue on lands
where there is no change in cropping pattern between the with and with-
out project conditions.

(b) Intensification benefits. Benefits that accrue on lands
where there is a change in cropping patterns.

3. Consistent treatment of benefits from technological changes
by allowing them to be counted in all appropriate cases. P&G states
that increases in yields due to future improvements in technology may
be included for both benefit categories when realization of these
yield increases are dependent upon installation of the project.

4. Changes the basis of management costs inproduction cost. P&G
states that management cost will be estimated on the basis of type of
farming operation. Normally, at least six percent of variable production
cost. P&S said 10 percent.

5. Provision of an alternate procedure based on changes in market
value of land for use in estimating intensification benefits.

D. Problems with agriculture evaluation as described in P&G.

I. In many instances, P&G is very vague. For instance, the Corps
has always used flood-free concept when dealing with yields, cropping
patterns, etc. This allowed for the separation of flood damage
reduction heaefits and intensification benefits without double-counting.

2. If we do not use the flood-free concept, but go to average yields,
etc., the information possibly could be biased by recent weather cycles

(i.e., a dry cycle, no flooding, or a wet cycle more than normal flooding).

3. The mutually exclusive definitions seem to be very misleading.
Intensification often occurs on lands where no cropping pattern change
are present. The farmer intensifies his operation and increases yields
because of the project without changing cropping patterns. on the other

,' hand, there are damage reduction benefits on lands where cropping patterns
change because of the project.
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4. Efficiency benefits are defined as the difference between the
cost of producing the other crops in the project area and the cost of
producing them on other lands in the ASA plus the net income that
would accrue from production of an appropriate mix of basic crops on
those other lands. This seems to be in error; the latter component
of the benefit should be the difference in the net Lncome that would
accrue from production of an appropriate mix of basic crops on those
other lands and the net income in the project area without the project.

II

I
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COMPUTERIZED AGRICULTURAL CROP

FLOOD DAMAGE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM

1. Vicksburg District's major objective in designing this program was to 0

develop a computerized procedure to quantify agricultural crop flood losses.

2. The CACFDAS utilizes initial crop distributioLIs, computerized crop budget

data, subsitution of alternative crops, damage duration data, and daily his-

toric hydrologic data to compute flood or inundation damage estimates to

crop. The program utiilzes historic gauge readings from the time of gauge

installation to the present. Analysis of these data results in output of

estimated damages based on current technology, yields, and price levels.

3. The program utilizes daily flood events in computing flood damages for

each individual crop. This gives the program sensitivity in dealing with

different dryout periods for lands at different elevations within a flooded

area. The program will handle multiple floods in any year, and allows for

specific crop replanting and/or crop substitution.

4. There are three major factors affecting crop losses. These are time of

year that flooding occurs, flood depth, and length of time that a particular

crop is actually flooded.

5. In order to determine the effects of crop flooding at different stages of

plant development, the growth cycle was divided into four stages. Stage I is

from planting to germination. Stage II is from emerging plant to the five-

leaf stage. Stage III is from five-leaf to blooming, and Stage IV is from

blooming through harvest. The following table shows the duration in days that

causes damage for different crops at the four stages of development.
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FLOOD DURATION IN DAYS THAT RESULTS IN LOSS

Crop : Damage by Stage of Plant Development
I II III IV

Cotton 2 2 2 2
. Soybeans 3 2 4 4

Wheat 4 2 2 2
Corn 3 4 5 7

- Grain Sorghum 3 4 5 6

6. Crop losses are expressed in three ways. The first is increased produc-

tion costs that arise from replanting crops or repeating field operations

after a flood event. The second is crop yield reductions. Research has shown

that planting dates have a significant impact on yield levels. For example,

*research at Mississippi State University has shown that the optimum planting

dates for cotton are from about 30 April through about 15 May. Plantings

*after 15 May will result in significant yield reductions in a "normal" year.

The same relationship of yields to planting dates is true for all other

crops. The third way in which crop losses are expressed is reduced net

returns. Reduced net returns result from a combination of increased produc-

tion costs and decreased yields.

7. As with any simulation model, some assumptions must be made. For the

CACFDAS these assumptions are (1) the availability of up-to-date crop budgets

that include all costs of production, (2) crop distributions and yields for

each crop are knownt. With this yield and crop distribution data, current

prices can be applied to determine gross revenues. Revenues trom crops arc

assumed to be the only source of income. Net returns are then calculated as

the difference in gross revenues and total production costs.
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8. The following table illustrates a budget for soybeans typical manage-

ment. Thc budget contains sequential field operations and the associated cost

of each operaLion. Also shown are expected yield, product price, and gross

and net revenues.

ESTIMATED COST AND NET RETURNS PER ACRE
(Soybeans, Typical Management Practices)

Item . Unit Price Quantity Amount

Cs)
Income

Soybeans bu 6.19 25.00 154.75

Total Income 154.75

Direct Expenses
Common Labor ltr 2.65 0.14 0.37

Operator Labor ltr 2.65 1.69 4.48

Special Labor ltr 2.65 0.23 0.61
Treflan lb 5.85 1.00 5.85
Seed lb 0.17 66.00 11.22

Dyanap pt 0.90 4.00 3.60
Apply Herbicide-Air ac 1.65 1.00 1.65

Dinitro lb 2.28 0.60 1.37

Haul bu 0.03 25.00 0.85
Special Equipment ac 4.00 1.00 4.00
Equipment ac 3.34 1.00 3.34

Tractor ac 6.47 1.00 6.47

Interest on Capital ac 1.78 1.00 1.78

Total Direct Expenses 45.59

Net Returns

Above Direct Expenses 109.26

Fixed Expenses

Special Equipment 6.19 1.00 6.19

Equipment 6.5() 1.00 6.50

Tractor 8.82 1.00 8.82

Total Fixed Expenses 21.51

Total Specified Expenses 67.1)

Net Returns
-Above Specified Expenses 87.6)
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- * 9. The following illustrates the format used to input budget data and other

specific crop data such as calendar date and Julian date for each field opera-

tion, expected gross revenue by harvest period, and duration in days that

cause crop damage. The example used is for soybeans typical management.

iS
FLOOD DAMAGE TABLE

SOYBEANS TYPICAL MANAGEMENT
Expected Net Returns: $ 87.65

Gross Returns: $154.75
Production Cost: $ 67.10

: : Day Operation Operation Duration

Operation : Date : Number Cost Revenue Resulting in
Flood Damage

($) ($) (days)
Fixed Harvest Cost 1 Jan 1 6.19 0
Disk Harrow (twice) 20 Mar 79 5.54 0
Disk & Incorporate

(twice) 5 Apr 95 9.56 0
Field Cultivate

(twice) 17 Apr 107 3.82 0
Row Condition I May 121 3.15 0
Plant

(inc. trailer) 14 May 134 15.05 3
Apply Herbicide-Air I Jun 152 5.25 2
Cultivate Early 5 Jun 156 3.10 4
Cultivate Late 19 Jun 170 2.06 4
Cultivate & Post

(late) 30 Jun 181 4.09 4
Cultivate Late 17 Jul
Interest on Oper-
ating Capital 17 Jul 198 3.84 4

Combine & Haul
1st Period 6 Oct 279 1.53 43.33 4

Combine & Haul S
2nd Period 21 Oct 294 1.15 32.50 4

Combine & Haul
3rd Period 4 Nov 308 1.26 35.59 4

Combine & Haul
4th Period 18 Nov 332 1.20 34.05 4

Combine & Haul
5th Period 2 Dec 336 U.32 9.28 4

Harvest Rate: Ist Period: 28 percent 3rd Period: 23 percent
2nd Period: 21 percent 4th Period: 22 percent

5th Period: 6 percent
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10. In addition to the budget data discussed in the preceding paragraphs,

data on the initial crop distribution, alternative crops, planting dates for

initial crops and replant crops, dryout periods, and the flood history must be

input to the program. The initial crop distribution is that set of crops that

are assumed to be in place during the first flood of the flood year. Alterna-

tive crop data provide information that allows the program to replant the ini-

tial crop or substitute another crop when flooding has destroyed an initial

crop, or flooding conditions extend past the normal or usual planting date for

the initial crop. Planting dates for initial crops are the assumed normal

planting dates and usually coincide with the optimum planting date for each

crop. Last date for crop replant sets the time limit on replanting crops,

because a crop planted after this date is assumed to have insufficient time to

reach maturity in a normal growing season. The dryout period consists of the

number of days necessary for the soil to dry sufficiently to allow field

operations. The flood history consists of daily gauge readings that show

stages and acres inundated on that date.

II. The following paragraphs contain an example of one flood event on a given

area. The area is assumed to have an initial crop distribution of 45 percent

cotton, and 45 percent soybeans. This initial crop is usually determined by

field surveys or other methods. Gross revenue and net revenue for cotton are

$444.44 and $147.10, respectively. Gross and net revenues for soybeans are

$154.75 and $87.65, respectively.

12. Figure I below shows the starting and ending date for this flood and the

acres inundated on each day during the flood. This illustration also shows
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FLOOD DAMAGE TABLE
COTTON TYPICAL MANAGEMENT

Expected Net Return: $147.10

Gross Returns: $444.44
Production Costs: $297.34

Day : Operation : Operation Duration
Operation Date Number : Cost : Revenue : Resulting in

Flood Damage

($) ($) (days)

Fixed Harvest Costs

Picker I Jan 1 39.17 0
Stalk Shredder 2 Jan 2 3.88 0
Chisel Plow

(twice) I Mar 60 6.28 0

Disk & Incorporate 13 Mar 72 6.63 0
Disk Harrow 20 Mar 79 2.77 97.20 0
Field Cultivate 27 Mar 86 1.91 0
Disk Bed 1 Apr 91 2.08 0

Disk Bed
& Fertilizer 5 Apr 95 11.22 0

Row Condition 10 Apr 100 3.15 0
Plant & Pre

(inc. trailer) 25 Apr 115 20.11 1

15. Although 67.5 acres of soybeans were flooded, no damages resulted from

this flooding. This is because the critical duration for soybeans typical

management is 0 until day 134 (see Flood Damage Table, Soybeans Typical

Management, presented earlier).

16. Total damages for Band I are $16,490.25 ($6,561.00 + $9,929.25).

17. Band 2 had a total area of 250 acres flooded. This means that

112.5 acres each of cotton and soybeans were flooded. Damages to soybeans are

still $0. Damages to cotton were $10,935.00 in operational damages and

$16,548.75 in net revenue damages. This is a total for Band 2 of $27,483.75.
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18. Band 3 had a total area of 100 acres flooded. With the assumed crop dis-

tribution, 45 acres each of cotton and soybeans were flooded. Soybeans still

had no damages. Operational damages for cotton were $4,374.00, and net reve-

nue damages were $6,619.50. This was a total of $10,993.50 for Band 3.

19. Band 4 had a total area of 300 acres inundated. This area was inundated

for only 1 day, but for day 118 the critical duration for cotton typical man-

agement is 1 day. Based on the crop distribution there were 135 acres each of

* cotton and soybeans flooded. Soybeans still experienced no damage. Opera-

tional damages for cotton were $13,122.00 and net revenue damages were

$19,858.50. This was a total of $32,980.50 for Band 4.

20. The program will provide damage totals by band and a total for the entire

flood. Total damages from this flood were $87.948.00.

21. After all the damages have been calculated for the flood, the program

determines how the crop distribution changes due to the destruction of

360 acres of cotton. To determine whether the cotton can be replanted or

another crop should be substituted, the program checks the last date for

replant for cotton. The last date for replant is day 145. The flood ended on

day 120, so with 10 days for dryout, there is still time to replant all the

damaged acres to cotton. The crop distribution of the area would remain the I

same, except that 360 acres of the cotton would be cotton replant which would

experience yield reductions due to the later planting date.

22. The program has three levels of report output that can be utilized. The

brief mode reports damages per flood year and summaries for each reach. The

normal mode outputs damages for each flood, for each year, and for each reach
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being analyzed. The debug mode gives very detailed information including all

the reports in the normal mode plus data down to the band level within each

flood.

23. Data changes required to modify the program for use in other geographic

areas are straightforward. Data required are (1) crop distribution data,

(2) crop budgets for specific crops, (3) crop substitution sequence, (4) last

date for replanting activities, (5) crop flood damage-duration data, and

(6) digitized stage-area data. Area agricultural universities should be able

to provide these date.
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T. Background: Flooding in Central Appalachia

The Williamson Daily News headline of 5 Mar 79, "Tug Fork Problem May be
the Worst in U.S.", summarizes a complex reality. Central Appalachia
represents a large share of the nations coal resources, it is founded on the
geological results of the Pleistocine age, subsequent upheaval of the earth's
surface and consequent erosion. Harry Caudill describes the landscape as
"wrinkled. . .intricately comparted, affordi-I "Isolation for decades and the
illusion of isolation for more than a century." Hills with about 1,000 feet
of relief, sharply dissected and characterized by alternating layers of
limestone, sandstone, shale and coal, support an economy founded on coal,
timber and marginal agriculture. The same hills offer fundamentally poor
foundation conditions, so building is essentially limited to valleys or
hilltops. When the Central Appalachian area went through its most rapid
settlement and development period (late 19th Century and early 20th Century)
with the coming of railroads and paved highways, the settlement and
development pattern clung to the protected valleys. Highway and rail beds are
in the valleys.

Overlay this wrinkled landscape with a human landscape founded by
Scotch-Irish and English settlers, who were looking for isolation, estranged -o
from organized society, mostly Protestant and white. Caudill writes of
sustained migration into the Kentucky mountain wilderness Sollowing the
Revolutionary War until about 1812 when the flow declined. Subsequently,
waves of development beginning in the late 19th Century to harvest timber and
coal were facilitated by the coming of the railroads and the buildup of the
nation's industrial sinews. Rail, coal and timber are capital intensive
industries, requiring management, capital-access and organization far removed
from the isolated independent character of the human landscape. Ownership,
control and management were vested in the corporate structure required to
facilitate capital intensive technology. This control extends to surface and
mineral rights, resulting in mostly outside ownership of the land and to the
political a~d economic power of interests far removed from Central
Appalachia. These trends are visible in every part of the American economy
from agriculture to health services as the logical institutional outcome of
capital intensive technology. Therefure, they are only repeated here to help
describe these influences in an unexpected corner of human experience.

1. Harry Caudill Night Comes to the Cumberlands, Atlantic--Little Brown
Books, 1963 p. 19.
2. Caudill, p. 10.
3. See John Fetterman, Stinking Creek, Dutton Paperback (1970), for an
intimate description of a small mountain community in Appalachia, and Rebecca .
Caudill, My Appalachia, for a personal reminiscence. Miss Caudill writes of
"her ch4kJdhood, when the snow was clean, before the mines came, before the
bitterness and bloodshed began, when poverty was a book word, when poor didn't
know they were poor and in Appalachia pride and dignity filled a half empty
stomach."
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Settlement in the valleys, ownership of land by outside interests and

the wrinkled landscape combine to form a peculiarly difficult set of problemn
resulting from a natural component of the hydrologic cycle. Water evaporaten
to the atmosphere and returns as rain. Rainfall varies from gentle showers t S
raging downpours. After a raging downpour Central Appalachia suffers floods.
If the people were not there, if the coal and timber were not there, if the
railroad and highways were not there, and if cities and villages and strip
settlements were not there, periodic floods would only affect the ecology of
Appalachia. Because all of these are there floods bring havoc, suffering and
heavy damages.

One way out would be to declare that all development and habitation
relocate to flood free sites. Another is to contain and control floods. Both
solutions entail heavy costs and difficult problems of implementation. Even
worse, the "do nothing" choice, entails even more difficult and intractible
costs. The coal, timber and other natural resources of Central Appalachia
fuel America's economic process. The nation has, however, successfully
obtained the benefits of these resources without paying the whole bill. A
result is that Central Appalachia contains a disproportionate number of the
nation's defeated people, a scarred landscape, piled with refuse, an expensive
and mounting bill of flood losses, a festering conflict between management and
labor and between the haves' and have nots, a miserable level of housing and
therefore lower capability to meet the nation's pressing energy needs.

Flood containment and control brings additional problems, if reservoirs

are sought, due to heavy relocation costs (people, homes, transportation
routes and other inpristructures) and displacement of access to coal reserves.
Other structural solutions (flood walls, flood proofing buildings by sealing
and elevation) bring not only costs due to construction, but potentially
serious difficulties resulting from flood events which exceed the design
criteria.

A response to the flooding problem then entails a sophisticated require-
ment for design and implementation. The research reported here, undertaken by
the Institute of Water Resources and several contractors attempts to add an
assessment of the human costs due to flooding in the Tug Fork Valley of
Central Appalachia, an assessment of potential impacts if voluntary relocation
is undertaken, and finally, an assessment of the social nature of the
communities which are affected by floods and from which flooded residents
might voluntarily relocate.

The 1977 Flood

In the time of year when the redbuds and dogwoods are blooming, and the
leaves unfolding to canopy this wrinkled landscape, on April 4, 1977, 45
counties in four Appalachian States were struck by flooding. These 45
counties produced over 162 million tons of coal in 1974, reporting 54.7
percent of production of the four states and 41 percent of coal production in
the Appalachian region. The 45 counties contained a population of 1.47
million people and this population is increasing due to expanded coal

* production.
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Of the 45 county disaster area, the Tug Fork Valley suffered the moat

serious impacts. Within 30 hours, up to 15 inches of rain were dumped by a
series of cloud bursts on frozen ground near the headwaters of Tug Fork. An
the deluge moved down the valley flood crests exceeded known records.

-. Williamson West Virginia had a flood crest of 52.3 feet, more than 25 feet
above flood stage. Flood losses exceeded $100 million in Mingo County, an
amount larger than the total personal income earned by Mingo County resident..,
in the entire year of 1973. Total losses in Tug Fork Basin approached $200
million.

Tug Fork is located within 7 counties of West Virginia and Kentucky.
Coal is king in the the Tug Fork Valley. Daily, 16 unit trains laden with
coal exit the valley moving north, west, and east. Thirty thousand people
reside in the valley and 10,000 live in the flooded area. Over 100
communities or places (none over 4,000 population) are scattered in a linear
fashion along the Tug River.

Previous Attempts to Alleviate Flooding

A large regional flood in 1957 brought survey studies by the Corps in
the Upper Kentucky, Upper Cumberland, Upper Lilky, Big Sandy and Tug Fork

Basins. A reservoir system was authorized and subsequently constructed in th,
Big Sandy Basin. A major cut off project is under construction to alleviate
flooding in Pineville, Kentucky, and to provide a new transportation corridor
and to facilitate community renewal. The project is managed by the Kentucky
Department of Highways with Corps of Engineers and other agency participation.
In the Tug Fork, local protection by flood walls was installed at Williamson
in 1963 and later for the Appalachian Regional Hospital In West Williamson.
Reservoir sites were found to entail very heavy costs, difficult
implementation, and limited effectiveness in the Tug Fork, and therefore, non-
have been constructed. A path-breaking analysis of non-structural flood
damage reduction management (through flood proofing by elevation of existing
structures in Matewan) was c3nducted by Huntington in 1970. Meanwhile, the

Tug Fork Basin has experienced four major floods since the 1957 event
climaxing with the April 1977 flood. That flood topped the flood wall at
Williamson by several feet and created the disaster that not only resulted In
$200 million in damages but also a $150 million disaster recovery program
primarily financed by the Federal government. With the exception of about 60
homes which were completely destroyed by the flood, the disaster recovery
operation fundamentally placed people back in the same situation that they .0
were in before the 1977 flood. The Appalachian Regional Commission has moved
to implement a region-wide flood warning and evacuation system, which will

serve to reduce the threat of flooding to loss of human life and can partial1:
reduce flood damages.

The IWR Study S

The Huntington District was engaged in a restudy of the Tug Fcrk
flooding problems when the 1977 flood occured. Following the flood recovery
efforts, the District moved (by legislative directive) to develop a
comprehensive solution to the flooding problems. That is, the solution shoull
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be uniformly effective valleywide. A small part of that effort found its wI,

to this study. IWR proposed to conduct a study with five major elements:

1. Human Cost of Flooding
2. Housing Analysis
3. Community Analysis
4. Social Profile
5. Evaluation of Impacts of Flooding on Coal Mining Productivity

The studies were conducted by IWR staff and through a contract with
Cornell University. Economists and sociologists worked together to generate
the data base and analysis which would satisfy study objectives. The purpon,-
of this study was to develop a broader assessment of the human costs of
flooding and to facilitate implementation of voluntary relocation. Both
flooding and the solutions to flooding involve real economic, social,
environmental, and political costs. The challenge is to find solutions which
are rational, implementable, and practical.

.0
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II. Findings of the Human Resource Costs Approach

0

A. Quantifying Human Resource Damages

Three forms of human resource costs are documented as damages of
flooding in this study. These costs involve impairment of individuals and
households which reduces their capacity for productive participation in the
economy. The impairment processes are: (1) phychological trauma,
(2) attrition of household financial asset position which reduces financial
capability and changes outlook, and (3) reduction in productivity of coal
miners. The economic consequences of psychological trauma and reduced coal
mining productivity are estimated. The process of household financial asset
attrition and adjustment response behavior are quantitatively traced, but the
economic loss is not estimated. This would have required substantial
additional research which could not be fitted into this study frame.

1. Psychological Trauma

Responses to survey questions from people who were in the 1977 flood
reflected twenty-two factors indicating the psychological impact of the flood.
Adverse psychological impacts were then rated in terms of severity and were
summed for each surveyed household. The scores, then arrayed into a
three-level scale comparable to levels corresponding approximately to the
American Medical Association three-level scale of psychological impairment,
results in the following distribution:

Level I - i to 9 points (39% of households);
Level II - 10 to 12 points (32% of households);
Level III - 13 to 20 points (29% of households).

The assignment of household trauma score levels to individuals in those
households was accomplished in the following way:

Level I - 84 households 181 individuals;
Level II - 114 households 369 individuals;
Level III - 80 households 291 individuals.

The levels of psychological trauma measured in the survey of 1977 flood
victims and matched to the three levels of AMA psychological impairment scale,
were then set to corresponding Veterans' Administration disability
compensation payments for comparable median percentages of impairment. The
annual compensation values, multiplied by numbers of individuals at each
trauma level of impairment, were as follows:

Level I - 181 individuals x 0 compensation = $0
Level II - 369 individuals x $132 6 .60/yr = $489,515.00/yr
Level III - 291 individuals x $4315.20/yr = $1,255,723.00/yr

Total Compensation = $1,745,238.00/yr
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The 225 households of Levels II and III are representative (based on sampl,.
characteristics) of the 5300 residences actually damaged by the 1977 flood.
The estimate of $1,745,000 per year for psychological damages averages $8,,
per household.

How long did the trauma effects persist at the levels measured?
Indicators for the trauma scale were directed to any time or duration within
the interval between the 1977 flood and the survey. Some of the effects
reported by respondents lasted even less than the first year, and many peop!,
had recovered by the end of the second year. However, many effects were nti.
active at the time of the survey, slightly over two years after the flood,
may continue indefinitely. The response to a question on "Back to Normal?"
confirmed such continuing effects.

If the rates measured are applied strictly for two years (thus assumin.,
that effects of shorter and longer duration cancel out) the total of $18,000
trauma costs per household is substantially larger than the approximate $900
per residential structure of property damage incurred in the 1977 flood.
Applying the $18,000 to the 5300 homes damaged or destroyed, there is a totaV
psychological trauma damage amounting to $95,000,000. These losses exceed
total residential property losses by about 50 percent, and compare with tota!
property losses of 127 millions, business losses of 45 millions, and
emergency/recovery costs of 26 millions.

Two alternative approaches to valuation give quite consistent results.
They were developed independently of the above estimate. First, the approaol'
used to allocate the Buffalo Creek out-of-court settlement for a flood causo1
by a dam failure was adapted to Tug Fork. The result for the 1977 flood wan
$93,000,000. Second, evaluation was made based upon a Life Event Social
Readjustment rating scale and workers compensation awards which produced a
range of estimates from 18 million dollars to 164 million dollars - midpoint
91 million dollars.

2. Coal Productivity Loss

The objectives of this study unit were to estimate the adverse impacts
of flooding on coal mining productivity - that portion of the variation in
coal produced per coal miner when other major sources of variation are
accounted for. The direct disruption arising from physical damage to mines,
equipment, and coal transport systems was included in property losses. Othe!
more pervasive impacts on productivity stem from the long-run attrition in
housing quality, diminishing availability of public services, and lowered
quality of life. The productivity costs of the latter impacts alone are at
issue here.

Analysis. The impact of flooding on coal mining productivity was evaluated I
means of a regression model of productivity data from 43 Appalachain counti'".
Output per employee was compared with flood damages per capita for the recor.
flood in each county and the percent of coal produced by surface mining.
Productivity is much higher in surface mining than in deep mining. The mod,!
was calibrated from data for 43 Appalachian counties which produced at least
one million tons in 1975 (an averaged 5.4 million tons. The following tablf
shows the summary statistics.
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Flood of Record Effects on Coal Production in 43 Appalachian Countlen

(PCSURF)
Tons Produced, '75 Employment Tons/EMP % Surface Mininv S

Average 5,451,791 2,350 2,333 52.5

Standard Dev. 588,941 307 1,432 4.9

(FLCAP)
" 1970 Pop. Affected *Damages from *Per Capita

by Flooding Record Event Damage of Record Flood

Average 7,653 $4,087,000 $ 534

Standard Dev. $4,886,000 $1,255

1975 Dollars

Two measures of association were attempted, both show modest relationships
the proper direction.

Correlation Coefficients

Per Capita
Flood Damage - .18451

Tons - .25820 .23025

Surface .50538 - .02738 - .48151

Tons per Fl. Damage Tons
Employee per Capita

One interesting thing about the data is that the largest coal produ,"
counties show a negative correlation with productivity. Higher productivi'
is associated with the percent of surface mining and negatively correlated
with flood damages per capita. Regression results are about as expected.
per capita flood damage variable shows a coefficient of the correct sign w
a modest degree of significance (a coefficient which rejects the null
hypothesis at a .90 probability).

The regression format is as follows:
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S
Tons per employee f (annual tons produced, per capita flood damage

from record event, and percent of coal produced from surface mining).

The statistically significant variables are abbreviated in the summary

below:

Average Value Standard Dev.

TON/EMP 1,926 - .002 (FLCAP) X 1 $534 FLCAP 1255

(1.4)

F 3.97 + 2.1 (PCSURF) X= 52% SURF 32

(3.0)

The regression using flood damage per capita shows a stronger statistical

relationship than does regression on total flood damages and emphasizes a need
to reduce the flood hazard in the most severely affected areas. The

elasticity of the flood damage per capita coefficient is -.03639, indicating
that a one percent reduction in flood damage per capita would result in a S
3/100 percent increase in productivity per employee, or an average increase of
9 tons per employee, worth about $20 a ton or $180 per year. In the average

county this would amount to $428,000 additional product per year.

If these results are applied to the Tug Fork counties, the potential
impact of flood damage reduction in improving coal mining productivity is S
17,103 tons per year for each percent decrease in flood damages. Since the

" flood damage vrriable is based on the record flood, reduction of the 1977
flood by 75 pe. cent would result in extra production of 1,282,725 tons per
year worth an excess of $25 million annually. Since this extra production can
be achieved without additional inputs, the value of the product is a net
increase in national output and income.

Conclusion. That much of the coal production loss estimated in this study is
attributable to impairment of miners as a human capital resource is strongly
suggested by arguments and results of both the study of trauma damage and the
study on household disruption, which provide a context for this estimate.

The Tug Fork area has natural environment problems coupled with the

"boom to bust" cycle of an extractive economy which have, together, led to a
harmfully low level of living for its people. Although they contribute a

fundamentally necessary and valuable resource which supports the standard of
living of Americans elsewhere, citizens of this valley must live in
communities that provide sub-standard public services (or none). Many of them
also live in houses which fail to meet national standards of decent, safe and
sanitary. One third of them live in locations at flood risk. Their ability
to move is rigidly constrained by housing supply, topography, shortage of
flood-free sites, unavailability of land, and their own low incomes.
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Five severe floods in the last 20 years have been one of the major

cumulative factors working on attrition in housing quality and quantity, in
public facilities infrastructure (lost or not developed) and in the human
resource capacity of labor and the population at large to participate
productively in the economy toward self-maintenance and regional development.

The communities cannot fully recover from successive floods and maintain

a high quality and variety of public services conducive to their own
productivity unless State and Federal governments act to help create a minimum
stable base of housing and basic public amenities once and for all free of
flooding destruction. Their need, present mitigative costs and an inequity
across geography and income classes, can be solved by a non-structural
strategy which combines genuine relocation opportunities in decent housing
with comprehensive flood damage reduction.

2. Household Financial Disturbance Results

The purpose of this unit of investigation is to identify the extent to
which the ability and willingness of households to participate productively in
the economy is affected by flooding experience and to derive some logically
expected human capital resource and dependency consequences of those effects
which may recur to the national economy. This unit also furnishes some
description of data distributions and relationships underlying the findings

- reported in the investigation units on psychological trauma and labor
productivity in coal mining.

Flood experience variables including damages to home, whether forced to
leave home, time out of home, depth of water in home, and loss of sentimental
objects -- were related to psychological and physical variables on family's
state of mind, charges in health, specific stresses, and family health score.
These experiences were already shown to have had moderate to strong impacts on
respondents' perceptions of their families' well-being.

Assuming the established psychological impact content of the flood
experiences, those flood experience indicators were then related to household
financial response variables -- including savings level, credit c2,!gations,
purchasing behavior, changes in forms of insurance, and requests fok services
and financial assistance from private and public organizations and programs.
With the exception of purchasing behaviors (where results were negligible or
equivocal) a number of adjustive financial responses imposed by the flood were
moderately or strongly indicated. There is sufficient suggestion in these
data to warrant future systematic investigation into the aggregate effect on
the economy of the imposed changes on households glimpsed in this probe.

As a summary check on effects persisting two years beyond the flood,
well after property damages, business losses, and emergency recovery costs had
been tallied, survey respondents were asked if their families were "back to
normal". The question was intended to encompass both the psychological
self-assessments and the household economic indicators in a general estimate
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or outlook. The negative responses indicating that households had not

returned to "normal" are shown below as they are related to the major flood

experiences: I .tl 7: - Effect of four Filtrie., ev on "_Th it,rP_ Vr.to .%ormAl.*

. " No Yes

Da.'e to Home

g____one 9.7 90.3
Little 0.0 1030.0

-' i'- d ra te 21.5 76.5

evere 38.0 62.0
Butned 52.4 47.6

Camsa - -.52 at .000

Forced to Leave Ho e

so 22.9 77.1

Tea 30.2 61.8

Came - -. 35 at .12

Tiae Out of Home

I Day or Less 11.1 88.9

2 Days to I Week 20.5 79.5
I Week to I Month 36.1 63.9
1 Plonth to 6 Monthe 43.8 56.3
Over 6 Fonthe 11.1 88.9
Permsanently 55.3 44.7

Cama * -.42 at .000.

Loss of

Sent!uental Obiects

so 12.1 87.9

... 42.3 57.7

Csam * -.68 at .C0

In summary, there is implication in the data of this study unit
(supported by the psychological trauma damages estimate) to suggest quite
strongly that human resources impairment persists long after public program
monies have been spent for emergency services and "recovery". The effective
capacity of people for normal participation in the economy may slowly

decrease, following deterioration in the private property base and social
infrastructure through which they must act to achieve productive ends. In

short, with successive floods there is strong suggestion of a downward
"ratchet" effect, a cumulative decline in the human resource capacity of
individuals. There is reinforcing confirmation for this in much general data
on the valley over the last twenty years of flood history.

A downward drift in wealth, psychological outlook, perception of

opportunity, and economic choice follows recurring severe floods, even as
government and privately supported flood recovery costs mount. This situation
indicates a substantial federal advantage for investing funds either to
control floods or to assi3t the resettlement of flood-threatend households co
flood-free locations.
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There is some specific point in judgmental concensus (if not in precise
measurement allowed by study time and funds) where the recovery cost of floodn
becomes a welfare burden on behalf of an increasingly depleted human resource,
and ceases to be an investment in genuine recovery. Investment in a permanent
state of recovery is necessary to establish the productive capacity of a

viable, confident, and capable socioeconomic system of people able to achieve
and maintain living conditions which approach at least minimum national
standards of well-being.

B. Non-Structural Plan Implementation

1. Relocation Opportunity Housing Analysis

The objectives of the housing analysis study unit are to provide
information on the housing stock, housing preferences, and propensity of
people to move.

It is assumed that a major component of adjustment to flood risks will
be met by providing new housing in the valley which would enable residents in
the floodplain who are at greatest risk to have the choice of moving to a new
location where risk is reduced or eliminated.

The information provided should enable Corps planners to make some
inferences about future non-structural approaches and provide basic data for
some of the necessary planning decisions. Most critically, data on housing
type preferences and the specific aspects of willingness to move will allow
identification of those kinds of households likely to respond to new housing
opportunities, thereby guiding plan implementation resources to those segments
of the population where effectiveness will be maximum.

Current Housing Stock. The recent history of housing in the Tug Fork
River Valley is one of frequent flood damage and destruction of a diminishing
supply of housing that stands in contrast to the history of housing policy in
the United States at large. There is a critical shortage of decent, safe, and
sanitary housing that meets national standards and fundamental policy.

Forty-eight percent of the housing in the sample for this study
(stratified by frequency zone) is in the zone where flooding has an expected
recurrent interval of once in 20 years, or more frequently. Another 20
percent is in the 50-100 year zone and 28 percent is in the 500-year zone or

above. This reflects the historical fact that individual initiative alone -
against topographical problems of site development and pattern of corporate
land ownership - rarely has any option but to build on the valley floor. As
the data indicate, nearly three-fourths of residences are within the 100-year
floodplain.

Four attributes of housing quality (beyond condition of structure and
materials) were tested for relationship with flood frequency zones. Tenure
(owner-renter), number of rooms and presence of bathroom were all found to
vary by zone, although they are not linearly related to zone. The fourth

characteristic - lot size - does seem to be nearly linearly related. Lots are
smaller (therefore housing density higher) in the higher-frequency zones,
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while more lots larger than one-half acre are located in the lower frequency
zones. The design of both public information efforts and effective incentives
for voluntary, self-selective relocation should take into account these and
other zone-specific differences.

About 70 percent of floodplain residents are home-owners and 33 percent
presently have mortgages. Many mortgages are rather short-term (10 to 12
years) because valley residents tend toward inability to maintain the value of
their home at parity with their mortgage balances. Bankers also report that
the average loan-to-value ratio is 20 to 30 percent.

There are a number of clearly identifiable factors responsible for the
critical deficiency in both supply and quality of this housing inventory.
Interviews with more than 50 officials in both the public and private sectors
converged on the following obstacles and problems:

- Lack of suitable and available land for individual purchase;

High site development costs due to (1) topography, (2) lack of
infrastructure, (3) corporate land ownership;

Absence of even a small building industry, and lack of skilled
construction workers;

- Lack of long-term mortgage financing mechanisms;

Lack of adequate transportation routes for movement of
materials;

®R
Government regulations which the area cannot meet because of
topography, economic, and labor constraints.

At present, the only alleviation of the housing situation described here
is the modest expectation of less than 2,000 units. These are being provided
by the efforts of HUD under Section 8, and by FMHA under Section 502, with the
supplementary assistance of the West Virginia Housing Development Fund and the
Kentuck Housing Corporation. Distributed across two states, few will be in
the Tug Valley.

Housing Preferences. A number of indicators concerning satisfaction
with present homes and neighborhoods were assessed. Present homes were
considered ideal by 26 percent of t,. residents. Another 32 percent expressed
a need or desire for a more elaborate home in some respect, while 14 percent
replied that their ideal was simply a "decent" home. Eight percent stated
that, ideally, they wanted a home safe from flooding.

Neighborhood attachment was examined in a number of facets to help
interpret responses of stayers and movers. Aspects of neighborhood
orientation asked about included:
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What does it mean to you?
How satisfied are you?
How often do you talk with neighbors?
Would you miss it if you moved?
Would you want neighbors to move too?

The total content of responses indicated that neighborhood ties are quite
strong. But about half of the 66 percent of the valley residents villlng to
move are indifferent as to whether any of their neighbors might move with
them. Apparently it is neighboring relations - not particular neighbors 
that matter to them, whether in their present locations or in new ones.

The specific house type preferences expressed included one dominantly
expected result and one surprise contradiction of conventional wisdom (held by
some local officials as well as outsiders) about the area. About half of the
respondents' first choices were for a small, one-story, single-family,
detached house. This simply affirms what is typical for the area and for

-" non-metropolitan Americans at large. About one-fourth chose a rustic,
A-frame, mountainside house which is not presently common in the area. About
15 percent rejected all five house types shown to them. The surprising result
was that only 3 percent chose the mobile home. This may be a strong
indication that they (and perhaps -esidents of other valleys) do not like
living in "trailers" as is often asserted. This finding indicates that the

. present abundance of mobile homes is an outcome of unavoidable necessity, not
*. free choice. Both garden apartments and high rise structures were also nearly
" completely rejected.

Propensity to Move. Respondents in the 278 households of the survey
were asked this question: "If decent, affordabe housing were available to you
outside the floodplain, would you be willing to move?" More than 66 percent
answered "yes." Why this majority contradiction of the pervasive myth that
people living in the floodplain are not willing to move out of it? It is
mostly due to the absence of affordable housing in floo4-free sites, so they
haven't frequently moved. Behavior is heavily constrained by obstacles, but
preferences are not. What most of the people want - are willing to do - is

• blocked off by three major obstacles. Small and dwindling supply of housing,
S". especially outside the floodplain, has already been discussed and its six
• " primary causes identified. A second obstacle to individual action is low

family incomes, a pervasive constraint against many inclinations to
self-betterment besides decent housing in the region. And third, there is a
lack of long-term mortgage financing available, partly because of
earlier-mentioned federal regulatons which often make qualification difficult
in this area.

Conclusion. It is clear that the housing realities of the valley show
many dimensions of both need and opportunity which might be successfully met
by voluntary relocation and other non-structural measures. It is equally
apparent that no single agency has the sole ability to bring housing and flood
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control policy together. The Corps of Engineers has both the opportunity and
the lead capacity for developing an innovative organizational arrangement with
the Appalachian Regional Commission and housing agencies and organizations at
all levels (public and private) to plan and administer a long-term housing
development and relocation assistance plan which would greatly reduce
long-term flooding risks and re-house an area long suffering from very poor
housing.

2. Community Analysis

Objectives: The specific objectives of the community analysis for the
valley were: (1) to assemble an inventory of populated places which are
predominantly too small to be described in U.S. Census sources; (2) to develop
a social profile consisting of several factors each of an economic, social,
political and historical kind; (3) to identify the formative influences of
present community organization and (4) to assess adaptability and capacity to
respond to government assistance for flood damage reduction through a
non-structural, voluntary relocation opportunity plan. The general objective
of this study unit, like that of the housing analysis unit, is to provide
planners with information which will help them to identify both feasible
components and constraints toward development of a voluntary relocation plan.

Residential Place Inventory. By a research procedure of intersecting
various maps, aerial photos, field inspection, and interviews, 103 named
residential places were identified. They are distributed with a fairly even
density in a strip development throughout the 130 miles from Ft. Gay to Welch,
at an average interval of two and one-half miles, comprising a population of
about 10,000 persons within the outer limit of the floodplain. Most are

-. unincorporated and few have public facilities and services.

Social Profiles. In the social profiling process, some widespread image
points about "Appalachia" were confirmed for this valley in particular: Labor
participation is about two-thirds the national average, median family income
is correspondingly depressed, and educational attainment level is low.

The Dun & Bradstreet credit limit, aggregated for rated firms in 22
towns in West Virginia and nine in Kentucky amounts to per capita availability
of $36,238 in the former and $4,906 in the latter. In West Virginia six towns
alone account for 99.4 percent cf credit and in Kentucky two towns absorb 92
percent. Among listed "D & B" businesses in the Valley 20 percent are coal

*... mines, 12 percent are manufacturing or construction, 15 percent are
wholesalers, 40 percent are retailers and 10 perccit are service providerp.
Most businesses are branch and not locally owned. In this context, local f .rm
turnover (starts and failures) is rapid. Most businesses are also
overwhelmingly sited in the floodplain.

Historically Formative Influences. One of the major influences which
has shaped community and social organization as well as perspectives on life
in the valley is the single-industry dominance of coal mining. Tt began to
effectively shape the physical and social arrangement of the valley during
World War I, when the
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industrial production of Eastern cities generated a vast demand for coal. The
dominance of the coal companies created a number of realities which remain as

* greater or lesser residues today.

First, in response to the national market demands large firms bought a
large portion of mineral and surface rights on the land. The resulting
ownership in large blocs limits its development for housing. Second, the coal
industry offered high wages but erratic employment, because the industry has
been characterized by frequent sharp cyclical downturns. Third, the coal

• .': companies - whether to provide infrastructure for maintaining a viable labor
force or to control and exploit a vulnerable population - as one wishes to

- interpret history - often built company towns providing housing, goods and
services. Benign or malignant, it induced dependence.

Cyclical employment, living conditions, work requirements and safety
*- " problems also generated a violent era of the labor movement - and yet another

contact with large-scale organization in the form of unions. Railroads
.' created another experience of dealing with large organizations controlled

outside the valley.

More recently, the people of the valley have had other experiences of a
" post- industrial kind in common with more metropolitan Americans everywhere.
. The Kennedy/Johnson social welfare programs brought federal funds, new

organizations, and a small share of wider American prosperity to a small but
active segment of the local population. The lasting effect of those

*. experiences has been rising expectations about many aspects of local life not
presently at parity with minimum national standards.

. The weight of these experiences since World War II, not so different
* . from that of more affluent metropolitan Americans, is evidence squarely

against a major dimension of the Appalachian stereotype. Despite the material
conditions and economic depression of the area, it is not an isolated
backwater of unsophisticated "hillbillies." The people can organize to assert
their interests on specific issues, as they did in early unionization, and as
they have with greater frequency and variety in the last 20 years. However,
they have not, and cannot alone, overcome the intersecting problems of nature,
history, and structural problems of industry, economic3, and community which

- extend into and originate in American society at large.

*" Capacity to Respond to Assistance and Change. This study unit evaluated
adaptability to change and capacity to respond to the complexities of planning
and development in a constructive, participating manner. Two empirical
generalizations result which reassure prospects for success of the extensive
interaction necessary to plan and implement a voluntary non-structural
program. One generalization is that people are attached to the Tug Fork
Valley, not to their particular locale or community of residence. The other
is that there are potential resources in individual characteristics and
organizational experience adequate to implement a voluntary relocation
strategy.

Pevple are not attachel to the immediate community or site of residence
for n ,.t,. of reasons. First, they commute long distances to work, in large
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numbers; and they live at such remote locations because the scarcity of 0
housing makes residential change hard to achieve. Hence they often don't live
where they do because they wish to stay. Commuting also diffuses their
familiarity across many communities. A second reason for diffuse attachment
is that civic orientation and political decision-making have historically been
focused at the County level, rather than the community level. A third reason
is that business, professional, fraternal and religious organizations do not
coincide with municipal or community boundaries.

The resources for local leadership assistance and organizational
competence are also suggested by several clear indicators. One indiration of
response capability is the residents who are identified as "cosmopolitans" in
this study. They are professionals and managers who either belong to 0

long-estatlished families of the area or have migrated in as branch empltyees
of non-local firms. Many corporate policies encourage employee civic
responsibility. This may be especially likely in the Tug Fork area if an " -

opportunity to improve community facilities and services is perceived.
"Cosmopolltans," in short, are a pool of potential local talent.

Another indication which suggests response capability is the experience
of people who have interacted with Federal, regional, and State governments to
implement welfare and development programs during the last 20 years. Above
the municipal or community level, the area actually has a fairly dense system
of formal organization and professional expertise. A fully designed strategy
of coordination would probably be a sound administrative investment.

Conclusions. This assessment has evalua.ed the characteristics of
residents, organizations and institutional bases and communities.
Historically shaping experiences show the potential for positive response and
adaptation to change. They suggest several opportunities and constraints for
planners. First, contrary to physical community appearances, most of the
populatlnn have extensively experienced the process of urbanization. They are
very mach linked into national American culture through coal, unions, Federal
programs, large educational sector, migrant professionals, and TV. This fact
means that a voluntary relocation program should be perceived as collaboratton
in common goals, not as outside intervention.

Second, most of the floodplain -esidents would move to an affordable
flood-free location. This is a doutht,-edged truth. Providing safe and
affordable housing along with a reasonabie sy3tem of supporting community
services is a formidable objective.

Finally, there is a constraint stemming from the understandable focus on
the potential of coal mining to solve m ost problems toward achieving the good
life. When the aftermath of a flood has been cleared away and the losses
accepted, not many people have developed an insight into tU- rcl. that
cumulative flooding costs actually play in blocking wealth accumulation and
trends toward a more diversified economy.
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The wider, more complex linkages among single-industry oscillation,
flood losses and threat, depressed income, and lack of' public infrastructure
for "take-off" must be locally understood if help is to be received in a S
partnership working toward change. .
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III. Implication of Findings

This study has produced estimates of flood damages due to the
psychological trauma experienced by persons exposed to the flood, and damages
due to reduced coal mining productivity. The estimated $95 million loss due
to psychological trauma shows the serious human consequences of the 1977
flood. To put this in perspective, residential property losses were estimated
at slightly over $40 million. Forty-seven hundrc' homes were damaged, 600 of
them totally destroyed. Property losses of $9,000 occurred to houses whiuh
averaged only $11,000 in value. Therefore, the cost due to psychological
trauma exceeded resident al losses. Physical losses to all categories of
property totallEd totalled $126.6 million. We believe that this analysi &
establishes a logical argument that non-property flood damages are a
significant nomponent of total damages and that they should be evaluated.

Our analysiL of the impact of flooding on coal mining productivity shows
that elimination of the flooding would result in a net increase of about $25
million in coal output from the valley. The Tug Fork Project damage survey
showed 5OU workers were out of work for periods from two weeks to eight months
due to the flood. .wcr mines have no. reopened. Our estimates of adverse
productivity impacts are cast in the context of long run differentials in
productivity, since we used data from years in which there was no major flood
or strike.

LO
Thus flooding has substantial adverse economic impacts in excess of

property losses and emergency costs. In the Tug Fork case, there is another
category of impacts for which no estimates have yet been made. That is the
cumulative impact ct' five major floods in 20 years on the local public
sector's ability to deliver public services. There is a negative reinforcing
cycle wort-lng back from tne very low property vales in the flood plain which
tend to l.mlt revenues to local government, and on the other hand the special
additional cost wri,,7h tne community which must bear because of their flood
prone location and the occurrence of frequent major floods. One example, for
instance, is that the health services office put in operation at Materwan ju 3t
a year before the 1977 flood. The facility required a heroic effort by the
City Council and Mayor to obtain funds, build a buIlding and recruit health
service proposals to the community which had no o'!ier comparable health
facilities. Yet the building was lost in the flood and two years later no
replacement had been implemented. This is a small example of a large problem.
One of the results is that the Tug Valley has a very low level of locally
provided public services--a deficiency which results in no solid waste
management program and pervasive dumping of waste material. along the roadside
and stream banks.

The second major element of the study was to evaluate the feasibility
and impacts of voluntary relocation and rehousing programs. Here we found
that a substantial majority of the residents were willing to participate i1
voluntary relocation. The problem may be, under wht conditions? Since thz
Huntington District. is identifying flood free alternative sites costing
out developmpnt conts, there is evidence that this f pe of strate ,y Is
physically feasible. Public action to acquire thr, site, (which are in large
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part owned by outside firms) is likely to be necessary. However, there are
several examples where large mining companies, businesses and other groups
have found a way to provide housing sites. Then the problem is to find site
developers and housing firms. This will require either outside firms or
development of the capability in the valley. Given housing, the next problem
is financing. Again, significant structural changes must be made to move to
the position of available, long-term low down payment and reasonably low
interest loans. Next, people living in $11,000 houses are not likely to be
able to afford even modest new houses in new sites which are likely to cost In
excess of $50,000 for the house and the site. However, there are many hounl,,
assistance programs available from HUD which, along with relocation assistan'v,
payments may close the gap in financial feasibility. Finally, if the new
homes are built to subdivision standards and a full set of public servic
required, local taxes are going to have to increase substantially. Some HUD
programs may mitigate this problem but clearly it could become a majur
stumbling block. If the rehousing program is a success, not only will there
be a sharp reduction in flood losses, but the Tug Fork Valley community will
begin to achieve some parity in housing quality with other comparable
communities of the United States. Housing benefits may ultimately exceed
flood damage reduction benefits.

Since the Tug Valley housing is located in a linear strip aloiig the
river, many types of communities are evident. After Williamson, the largest
community of about 4,000 population, and Matewan, about 1,200 population,
community size quickly declines to a great number of very small communities
with place names. There is limited tradition of active local decision making
at the town level -- because of a history of county level decisions, the
prepondence of outside large-scale organization influences, i.e., the coal
companies, the unions and federal programs. People commute long distances to
work. Political organizations seem to focus on Valley rather than town
issues. All of these factors suggest that people can relocate without a
strong sense of community loss.

These studies suggest some guidelines for implementing mixed structural
and non-structural plans. First, a project of this magnitude will involve the
best that Federal, State and local government have to offer. It will test
some of the program criteria (which tend to be written without areas like Tug
Fork in mind). Tug Fork has a limited record of accomplishing complex public
objectives by its own leadership. That leadership must be stimulated and
developed. Rehousing 2,000 families is a job which directly affects about 20
percent of the Valley population. New communities and a new community support
mechanism will have to be developed. The Federal and State governments must
work as partners with local communities. If the rehousing can be
accomplished, substantial improvements in the quality and quality of life in
Tug Valley would be likely. The Valley would be more productive and
competitive. Environmental quality and life quality will improve.
Communities will be able to more nearly master their own destiny. The Nation
will gain more coal and reduce a dead weight drain for resources to supply
social support services to people who cannot compete. Central Appalachia can
assume a positive role in national development.
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V. Conclusions
mp

The human costs of flooding are large and have been quantified. In the
Tug Valley they are almost double losses to residential property. Flooding
can also increase the long term requirements for social service support by the
Federal and State governments. These expenditures are necessary and
unavoidable given the needs, but seldom act to change peoples ability to
compete.

Voluntary relocation is one of the potential solutions to the Tug Fork
flooding problem. Benefits are due to reduction of flood damages and to
improvements and housing. An important byproduct will be communities which
can finance and deliver a more comprehensive set of public services and
thereby maintain cleaner, safer communities. We have found that voluntary
relocation can be implemented. A large majority of the people are willing to
move away from the flooding hazard. They can form new communities without a
great sense of loss of the old community. Tug Fork residents have moved--from
the hollows to the highways--and from Tug Fork to industrial cities and
return. Therefore, voluntary relocation cannot have serious adverse impacts.

Rehousing 20 percent of the Tug Fork community is a large task. The
Valley is not now equiped with the kind of development, financing, and house
building industry to accomplish the task. Development of this capability,
largely from Valley resources (people and managerial capacity) should be an
important element of the implementation strategy. Many program regulations
will have to be altered to rationalize this rehousing strategy. Rules written
without Tug Fork realities in mind will have to be revised. But regulatory
flexibility in this case of humane and national interests would be both
prudent and efficient.

S
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A review of Discount Rate Models for Evaluating

Water Resource Projects

I. Introducton

Under current procedure, the future benefit stream of a water project must be

converted into its present value for comparison with its present and

* anticipated costs in a benefit/cost ratio. This ratio must exceed unity for

most projects to be recommended for Congressional authorization. Obviously, a

high discount rate would tend to discourage water projects more severely than

other projects since most water projects are high in initial costs and long in

' payback periods. For over a decade, the discount rates used for water

resource planning have been based on the long-term Treasury bond yields and

are determined every July by the Water Resources Council in consultation with

the Treasury. The official rate was 4 5/8 rercent when the current procedure

was put into effect in 1969. Except for 1973, the official rate has increased

since 1969 by one fourth of one percent every year and now stands at 7 5/8

percent for fiscal 1981.

The determination of an appropriate discount rate for public investment

projects has beeai and will continue :o be a subject of intense debate. A

joint Congressional committee hearing was held on the subject in 1968, from

which many important ideas and formulas on discount rates were presented,
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which are still popular today. However, there is no agreement in past and

current discussions as to what is the best way to determine a discount rate

that would satisfy the economic efficiency criterion. While academic

discussions of the subject continue, pressure is mounting for reform of the

rate which is deemed too low compared with the current rate of inflation.

Then-President Carter proposed such a reform in 1977, but failed to carry

through, having reversed his position. While the new administration has not

yet taken any formal stand on the discount rate policy, the discount rate is

expected to be subject to high-level policy review.

The lack of agreement on an acceptable procedure and a single discount rate

over more than a decade is largely due to the complexity of our economic

system. Unlike the situation in a simplified competitive economy, there is

more than one interest rate in a mixed economy because the capital market is

imperfect and there is divergence between public and private values. The
-0

rates of return, including interest rates, can be quite different from one

business to another - reflecting the differences in risks and uncertainty,

taxes, and institutional constraints. Since a representative rate of interest

cannot be directly observed in the market, various models were constructed to

explain the differences and to infer what may be considered a reasonable

estimate of the appropriate interest rate.

The dis-.ount rate models selected for review here may be identified under

: "' categories: the social rate of time preference model, the cost of

.4-Lrowing model and the opportunity cost model. Before the review some

definitions of the terms used in this paper are presented.
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1. "Discount rate" refers to the rate for use in converting future values

.-. (benefits or costs) into their present worth. In a purely competitive

* economy, the discount rate is assumed to be identical with the market interest

., rate or the rate of return.

2. "Interest rate" refers to the cost of borrowing money, expressed in

percentages of the principal. Under the assumption that an investor must earn

*. as much as the cost of borrowing money measured by the interest rate, the

market interest rate is advocated by many writers as the appropriate discount

rate for the analysis of public projects and hence, interest rate is used

synonymously with "discount rate" in the context of public investment

analysis. In other words, when the term, interest rate, is used

interchangeably with the discount rate it is implied that the interest rate

chosen (usually market rate adjusted for risks and inflation) is - or should

be - the discount rate. To avoid confusion, this paper uses the term,

interest rate, in its common-sense definition: the cost of borrowing money.

3. "Rate of Return" refers to the money return on invested capital

(fixed assets). As used in the literature, it represents the profit margins

on an annual basis, before or after taxes.
mp

IT. Determinants of Interest Rate

Since interest rate is a crucial consideration in the determination of an

191
appropriate discount rate for public investment analysis, it may be helpful to
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say a few words about how interest rates are determined, as explained in

economics literature.

The classical economic theory holds that interest is the price of borrowing

money or the reward for saving. The interest rate equates the supply of funds

saved by households to the demand for funds by businesses and households. In

other words, the equilibrium rate of interest is determined in the competitive

economy where the supply of saving by households equals the demand for

investment by businesses.

A new theory of interest emerged after the Great Depression of the thirties.

The new theory is an important part of the Keynesian general theory of income

and employment which has had considerable influence on contemporary fiscal and

monetary policies of the United States. The theory holds that the rate of

interest is determined by the demand for and supply of money. On the demand

side, the demand for money is determined by the marginal efficiency of

investment (or profitability) which must exceed the rate of interest for

investment to take place. On the supply side, the supply of money is

determined by the liquidity preference and the quantity of money. The

liquidity preference is found relatively stable over time. The q'uantity of

money, on the other hand, is determined by the monetary authority and the

central bank through its control over open market operations, reserve

requirements and other factors.

The important thing to remember from the new theory is that under a less-than-

full employment condition, the Government can increase the money supply, thus

lower the interest rate and stimulate the investment demand, rather than

192
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*" leaving the market to seek its own equilibrium. In recent years, the

Government has played an increasingly decisive role in both the financial and

capital markets and thus exerted much more influence on the market interest

* rate than ever. We will complete this introductory section by providing a

glimpse of the trends in various measures of return to capital, cost of

capital and discount rate.

Chart 1 is a geographic presentation of such measures, including the official

WRC discount rates for water projects. Several observations may be made:

(1) Between 1970 and 1978, there was a stable relationship between the

official WRC discount rates and the private and Treasury long-term, and

Treasury constant maturity bond yields as a group. (2) Between 1970 and 1978,

the official WRC discount rates were not found to be lower than 2 percent

points of the Treasury bonds at constant maturity. (3) The rates of return to

manufacturing corporations showed an average of 6-7 percent during the period

1970-78, with a sharp decline in 1973 and 1974. (4) The official WRC discount

rate of 6 3/4 for fiscal 1978 coincided with the average rate of return for

manufacturing. (5) The bond yields and interest rates rose sharply since 1978 S

and are continuing to rise, reflecting the effects of inflation.
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III. Impacts of Interest Rate on Benefits, Costs and the Benefit/Cost Ratio W

The interest rate directly determines the amount which must be deposited each

year to repay a project. The interest and ammortization factor converts a

capital investment cost into annual costs. Interest rates also determine

future values. Benefits in future years are discounted to present values at

the appropriate interest rate and converted to average annual equivalent

values to be compared with annual costs in the B/C ratio.

Ip
The impact of increases in interest rates is to increase annual costs

approximately in a linear relationship with the change in interest rates and

to reduce the annual value of future benefits by considerably more than a

linear relationship. Thus the benefit/cost ratio is impacted in both

parameters in an increasing function.

These impacts are magnified by the length of time in which benefits are

increasing, by the ratio of first costs to annual operation costs, and by the

design life for an investment project. Projects which have a high initial

capital cost show a highly sensitive reduction in the benefit/cost ratio as

interest rates increase. Future benefits are sharply reduced by increased

interest rates. Long design life is at an increasing disadvantage as interest p

rates increase.

p

The fundamental influence on future benefits is shown in Figure 2. The

present worth of a dollar's worth of benefits at some future time is (1+I)t,

where I is the interest rate and t is time. The fraction declines by a

compound rate and asymptotically approaches zero. At year-10, a dollar is

t95
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worth about 74 cents at 3 percent, 52 cents at 7 percent, 38 cents at 10

percent and less than 30 cents at 13 percent rates.
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The following tabulation shows the impact of various interest rates on the

average annual costs of a project costing a million dollars for construction

and $20,000 annual operation and maintenance (0&M). The changes in annual

costs are approximately linear with respect to the interest rate.

* Change in
Interest Int. and O&M Total Interest Annhual
Rate Ainrt. _____ Costs

0 10,000 20,000 30,000

3 31,650

3 31,650 20,000 51,650

4 38,430

7 70,080 20,000 90,080

03 29,927

10 100,007 20,000 120,007

3 29,993

13 130,000 20,000 150,000
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The following tabulation shows the impact of various interest rates on the

average benefits of a 100-year project in which benefits increase on a

straight line from 0 at the beginning year to $1,800,000 per year at year 100.

fre.

Interest Rate Discount Factor Average Annual Change in Benefits
_ ___Benefits ,.

0 0.5 900,000
535.680

3 0.2024 364,320

91,260
7 0.1517 273,060

75,114
10 0.10997 197,946

41,490
13 .08607 156,456

There is a non-linear relationship between change in the interest rate and

change in the average annual benefits accruing from future increases in

benefits.

The following tabulation shows the impact of various interest rates on the

average annual benefit/cost ratio of the project shown in the preceding

paragraphs.
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Interest Rate Annual Benefit/Cost Ratio

Benefit Costs

0 900,000 30,000 30

3 364,320 51,650 7

7 273,060 90,080 3

10 197,946 120,007 1.6

13 156,456 150,001 1.005

Interest rate has other important impacts on project design and choice between

alternatives. Increase in the interest rate will drive the design of projects O

towards short life and high O&M. This can easily be shown in the following

tabulation. It shows one project costing one million dollars for construction

and $20,000 annual O&M over a 100-year economic life compared to a $250,000 O

first- cost project designed for a 30-year economic life with $100,000 annual

O&M costs. We assume a straight line growth in benefits reaching $1,800,000 a

year for the first project and $540,000 a year at year-30 for the second

project.

19
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J

100 year project 30 year project

Life Cycle Costs
(not discounted) $3,000,000 $3,250,000

Life Cycle Benefits
(not discounted) $90,000,000 $8,100,000

Average Annual Values ($000)

" 100 year proJect life 30 year project life

Interest late Costs Benefits B/C Ratio Costs Benefits B/C Ratio

0 30 900 30.0 108 270 2.5 "1

3 52 364 7.0 113 241 2.1

7 90 273 3.0 120 193 1.6 V&

9 120 198 l.i 127 165 1.3

13 150 156 1.04 133 142 1.07

While the numbers are contrived to show a point, the message is important.

High interest rates make short-term projects appear to be preferable and fa,,or I
the designs which require more O&M relative to first costs.

Finally, high interest rates reduce the economic merit of hydropower versus

less capital intensive thermal projects which use expensive fuels.
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The following tabulation shows a series of 50-year project alternatives which

" provide the same benefits and therefore would be selected on the least annual

costs basis.

Project 1 2 3 4

* First Cost ($000) 1,000 500 250 100

AnzIAa1 O&W ($000) 50 100 150 200

Life Cycle

Cost ($000) 3,250 5,500 7,750 10,100

(Undiscounted)

Annual Charges ($000)

Interest Rate

0% [5 110 155 202
3i89 119 159 204
7 122 136 168 207

10 UQ 150 210 210
13 180 165f 182 213
20 250 _am 220
30 350 250 230
35 400 275 238
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A

While the comparison has been run into extraordinarily high interest rates,

there is a moral. High capital/low O&M projects stand to lose their advantage

in discounted annual charges as the interest rate is raised. The most

expensive life cycle cost project (project 4) which costs over three times as

much as project 1, becomes the optimal selection at a 35 percent interest

rate. The encircled figures show the optimal selection between the

alternatives at various interest rates.

To summarize, using higher interest rates not only increases annual costs, but

also reduces future benefits by an even larger amount and thus adversely

affects the benefit/cost ratio. High interest rates bias decisions away from

the high capital/low O&M projects in favor of a higher ratio of O&M to

capital. Projects of long-run benefits lose their appeal and short-lived

projects are encouraged. Finally, selection of alternatives (particularly

hydropower) is biased against high capital-low O&M technologies. Why does the

interest rate attract so much policy attention?

The appropriate interest rate, to be used in evaluating and formulating

Government investment programs has been and will continue to be subject to

much debate. The economics profession continues to play an important role in

keeping the issue and the debate from abating. However, the impact of the

interest rate used in planning Government investment programs is so direct and

pervasive that economic advice is rarely the sole criteria for policy

decisions. It is at heart a fundamentally philosophical basis on which most

political and policy factors make their claims and ultimately their decisions.
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The economist's argument is simple and direct. Capital resources can be used

for public projects only by denying other potential investors or consumers the

use of their resources. Unless the resources (concrete, steel, labor, etc.)

are and would continue to be unemployed in the absence of the Government

project, there is a positive price. Capital resources would normally generate

returns to investors and alternative users and, therefore, Government projects

should be undertaken only when they yield competitive returns. The interest

* rate is the market's indication of value which capital resources generate in

competitive uses.

It is easier to articulate the general argument for the correct rate of

interest than to determine the exact number. The capital market is not a

perfectly competitive market, and, therefore, one has to cope with a large

number of observable interest rates. They reflect institutional factors and

other factors which must be adjusted to compute the pure interest rate:

n- R, + risk + inflation + institutional + taxes

where L. - market rates of interest

and R, pure interest rate t0

That is, one has to account for risk, inflation and institutional and tax

factors to come to a position from which a recommendation, and ultimately a S

decision about the appropriate interest rate would follow.
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In a later section of this paper a number of empirical estimates based on

various models which represent economists' recommendations for tackling the

direct interest rate are presented.

IV. The Social Rate of Interest Models

a. Political Decisionmaking

Marglin (1968) argued for the social rate of interest based on choice by

political decisionmakers. He argues that political decisionmakers are the

only legitimate institutional representatives who can fully reflect the

interests of future generations. Therefore, they should select projects (and

indirectly signal the implicit interest rate) based on information given by

the planning agency about rates of return from the alternatives which meet the

objectives of the public programs. Other writers have argued that it is not

the interest rate but the level of investment made which would control the

distribution of benefits and costs between generations. Marglin argued for a

low interest rate (about 3 percent real rate).

b. Pure Social Rate

Arrow and Kurz (1970) represent a group of theorists who have developed a

theoretically optimal social rate of interest in the context of a growing

economy. They view the problem of selecting a proper discount rate as one of

making simultaneous optimal investment choices now and in the future. A

dynamic programming approach is suggested to solve for the optimal investment

over time taking into consideration the natural rate of growth of the economy
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and the fiscal instruments available to the public authority such as debt and

tax policies. The proper interest rate under this theory approximates the

rate of growth of the economy, or the natural rate of interest.

Following this logic, the planning interest rate should be derived from short-

run interest rates.

V. Cost of Borrowing Models

The current discount rate is based on the average long-term Treasury bond

yields as determined every July by the Treasury Department. The rate

represents the costs of borrowing to the Treasury. Prior to 1969, such costs

were determined on the basis of the coupon.rate rather than actual yields.

The coupon rates remained at the low level of 3 1/4 percent for many years

although investors could raise the yield by buying the securities at less than

face value. Under intense pressure and after a rather extensive Congressional

hearing, a new rate of 4 5/8 percent based on yields was established to become

effective for FY 69 with provisions to rise by not more than one-fourth of 1

percent annually. The rate has gone up every year since except for FY 73 and

stands at 7 5/8 for FY 81.

Critics of the current practice cost advocates argued for rates between 7 and

10 percent instead of the initial rate of 4 5/8 percent proposed for FY 69.

However, such arguments were rejected for three reasons: (I) The real rate of

return from marginal private investment and real yields to savers were in the

neighborhood of the WRC rate; (2) If the initial change were too large, it

would entail disrupting adjustments to planning programs, particularly .)n cost
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sharing arrangements. It would be impractical and undesirable. (If the

proposed new formula were based on the average June prices of Treasury bonds, 0

then the FY 69 rate would be 5 1/4 percent, a difference of 2 1/4 percent from

the 3 1/4 percent then in existence. Thus the new rate was set at 4 5/8

percent, limiting the change to 1 3/8 percent); and (3) The degree of yearly

fluctuation in the discount rate needs to be dampened, not accentuated.

Critics of the current procedure were concerned not only with the level of the

discount rates but took issue with the conceptual basis of the present

procedure. They contended that the current formula is indefensible except for

its simplicity. They argued that borrowing cosLs to the Treasury are

merely financial costs, or budgetary concepts and the real costs are

the inputs or resources that would have remained in the private sector for

consumpton and investment in the absence of Government borrowing and S

investing. In short, it is the opportunity cost of capital and not the

financial cost of borrowing that should be considered in discount rate

determination. More on this later.

The current procedure seems to perform rather well over the years. It seemed

to work satisfactorily at least until the current upsurge in interest rates

and continuous inflation in the economy. This personal impression may be

supported by the following observations: (i) The initial rate of 4 5/8

percent may have been low to its critics, but represented, nevertheless, a 42

percent increase or 2 1/4 percent higher than the previous coupon rate of 3

1/4 percent, (2) the discount rates have somehow caught up with other

indicators of the costs of capital due to the annual adjustment mechanism.
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(3) from the development agency's viewpoint few projects were turned down on

account of B/C ratios at the authorization process; it was during the

appropriations process that actual investment irL water resources projects

experienced declines, (4) the Administration may be reluctant to adopt a

higher rate, as in the case of President Carter, in order to retain certain

flexibility or for political reasons. In other words, there is a strong

* tendency to maintain the status quo.

The GAO Model. A variant to the cost of borrowing approach to discount is the

theory that the taxes foregone should be added to the costs of borrowing at

the capital market to reflect the costs to the Treasury. It is based on the

assumption that the Government would lose tax revenues it would have collected

from businesses and individuals if they were not denied the opportunity to

invest by virtue of the Government investment. The proposal was presented by

GAO at the 1968 hearings.

The GAO discount rate formula as illustrated in its report to the Joint

Economic Committee in January 1968 was determined by basing it on the current

interest cost of borrowing long-term money (4.0 percent in this illustration),

plus foregone taxes totalling 4.9 percent, and minus income taxes collected on

Government interest payments at 1.4 percent, resulting in 7.5 percent as the

borrowing cost to the Treasury. The complete procedure is fully explained in

Appendix III of the original report and is reproduced and appended to this

paper for ready reference.

In an alternative method, GAO came up with 7.6 percent as the cost of

borrowing. This method was on an aggregate basis, assuming a composite

corporate and personal tax rate of 50 percent and a taxable return of
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10 percent on any money not borrowed by the Government, and subtracted from

above the taxes on Government bond interests. p

What would the discount rate be if the GAO method were applied for the year

1978 (a year before the surge in interest rates)? Taking one-half of the

*i difference between the official WRC rate and Government long-term bond yields,

and add this to the WRC rate as the cost of Government borrowing, equals

S approximately 7.5 percent (obtained from Chart I), plus the estimated taxes

foregone of 5.0 percent (same number used by GAO), and minus 1.4 percent for

taxes on Government bond interest. This would yield an estimated

11.1 percent as the cost of borrowing to the Government for FY 78.

While the GAO-proposed formula reflects a position advocated by some

opportunity cost advocates, some economists argued that the GAO formula has

* left out many other taxes such as state and local sales and other indirect

- taxes. The main criticism, however, was that the narrow focus on costs to

Government in the GAO approach should be broadened to reflect the costs to the

economy. To compute the costs to the economy in the manner of the GAO

illustration, the overall opportunity cost of incremental Governmental

borrowing to the economy represents the sum of the opportunity cost that is

. lost due to Government borrrowing in each relevant sector. The computation is

* shown as follows:
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Source of Funds Percent of Relevant
Incremental Opportunity (1)X(2)

_ _ __."_Borrowing Cost % %

Displaced corporate investment 50 15.0 7.56
. Displaced non-corporate investment 25 8.5 2.23

Displ. owner-occupied housing const. 15 4.8 0.72

Newly stimulated savings 10 3.3 0.33

Overall Opportunity Cost 10.68

rounded 10.7%

Source: Testimony of Arnold C. Harberger, in Economic Analysis of Public
Investment Decisions: Interest Rate Policy and Discounting Analysis, Hearings
before Joint Economic Committee, 90th Congress, 2nd Session, 1968. p. 62.

In all the proposed formulas, the results of computation can vary

significantly not only because the basic data (such as the initial bond yields

chosen) are different, but also because the definitions, the weights, and the

assumptions can vary widely from one model to another and even from one author

to another using the same model. Substantial research is necessary if the

various models were to be comprehensively updated by using currently available

data. 209
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VI. Oportunity Cost Models

The following section outlines three major positions (and interest rate

estimates) advanced in the literature. The first application by Seagraves

(1969) is based on corporate bond yields adjusted for risk and taxes. The

second approach by Stockfisch (1968) is based on pre-tax rates of return fromS{.

assets in the private sector. The third approach by Haveman (1968) is based

on weighted private sector interest rates on household savings and business

investment.

Adjusted Corporate Bond Yields (Seagraves & Hanke)

Corporate bond yields approach by J.A. Seagraves*(1969) started out with an

average yield on Class A corporate bonds and adjusted for risks, corporate

.iprofit and property taxes and obtained so-called marginal productivity of

capital. The MPC was further adjusted for added savings to derive the social

rate of discount in money terms. A social rate of discount was obtained after

adjustment for inflation. The result as shown in the following table yields

8-13 percent as the discount rates.
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The author offered the following comments on his computation: (1) The Class

A corporate bond was chosen because such bond is subject to state and local

taxes and its price has been more stable than the equity stocks. (2) He O

favors a moderate risk factor for Government investments just to be "fair" to

enterprises that are not as diversified as the Government portfolios. The

risk factor was inferred from a study's finding that the average standard .07

deviation for returns to equity in large industrial firms is about 3 percent.

(3) The effects of taxes were based on studies by Baumol and Stock ;ch under

various assumptions. (4) The author was in favor of removing the 'luence of

inflation on the discount rate; the inflation factors represented own view

at the beginning of the Nixon administration.

Seagraves did not explain the nature of the negative adjustment for added

saving. This adjustment, known as the Harberger effect, also employed by

Hanke in his model which will be discussed later in this paper, was explained

by Hanke as follows: An increase in Government spending, with taxes held

constant, will result in a small increase in the rate of interest. This will

result in a reduction of private investment and an increase in current

savings. Consumption and investment are not permanently lost, however, they

dre only delayed. The value of National income foregone by these delays is

estimated by taking the appropriate rates of interest times the reduced amount

*[ of current investment and consumption. This loss (deferral) will cause a net

reduction from the nominal yield on private capital production of

approximately 1.5 percent (Seagraves, 1961).

Using the same model but substituting the values on the yield of AAA corporate

bonds and on expected inflation, Hanke came up with the real rate of discount

ranging from 8.5 to 10.5 percent as of December 1978. His computation
212
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The Opportunity Cost of Capital, December 1978

Yield on Corporate AAA bonds 9.3 %

Private Sector Risk Premia 3.0

Corporate profit and property taxes 4.3

Opportunity Cost in Production 16.6

Adjustment for added savings -1.5

Nominal Public Rate of Discount 15.1 15.1

Expected Long-run Rate of Inflation -4.6* -6.6*

Real Public Rate of Discount 10.5 % 8.5 %

• Estimates made by the author as of December 1978; all other estimates

taken from Seagraves' 1970 article.

Sources: Steve H. Hanke and James Bradford Anwyll: On the Discount Rate
Controversy, in Public Policy, Vol XXVIII, Spring 1980, p. 181.

The model is relatively easy to understand although most of the other

parameters are difficult to determine without making arbitrary assumptions

with respect to tax structure, losses from added savings, and inflation

expectations. This explains why Hanke has to rely on some of the values that

were determined by different authors a decade ago when he estimated a new

discount rate for 1978. Assuming two different figures from official

publication (The Statistical Yearbook of the United States, 1980), 8.7 for

yield on corporate AAA bonds rather than the 9.3 used in Hanke's 1978 estimate

and also employ the (GNP) price deflator of 6.8 percent for 1978 instead of

the inflation factor of 4.6 percent in his calculation, we would end 1p in a

lower real rate of discount in real terms, or 7.7 percent compared witn

Hanke's 10.5 percent as the upper limit.
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Rate of Return on Earning Assets (Stockfisch)

The Opportunity Cost Model OC2, as argued strongly by J. A. Stockfisch, the

rate of return on earning assets (asset-based earning) should be the basis for

the social rate of discount. The following steps were used in the calculation

of the social rate of discount, which is a weighted average of the rate of

return on investment in assets in the private sector:

1. 15 percent rate of return for manufacturing and 10 percent for

regulated utilities.

2. Allocate the business investment in plant and equipment 70 percent to

unregulated sector and 30 percent to regulated sector and use these rates to

determine the weighted rate of return to business investment to be 13.5

percent.

" 3. Add 1.5 percent to the weighted rate of return for property

taxes. The resultant 15 percent represents the overall rate of return in the

corporate sector.

4. As determined by separate studies, the importance of corporate and

-° non-corporate sectors is 60 percent of the non-corporate sector and 40 percent

of the corporate sector. It is also found that the rate of return in the non-

corporate sector is about 10 percent.
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5. Weight the 15 percent corporate return and the 10 percent non-

corporate return at 40 and 60 percent, and we obtain an overall estimate of 12

percent as the rate of return before corporate and property taxes for

investment in the entire private sector.

.1

6. Subtract the inflation rate of of 1.6 percent from above to obtain

the real opportunity cost of return of 10.4 percent.

This opportunity cost model agrees with the basic theoretical concept

that private sector activity is displaced and its returns foregone when public

investment diverts real inputs from the private to the public sector.

Criticism of this approach is fundamentally concerned with the fact that the

model requires many basic judgment factors used to identify the location of to

define and to weight the private sector's rate of return.

Market Rates for Household Savings and Business Investment (Haveman). The

proponent of this model, modestly labels it as the "preferred" opportunity

cost model on grounds of both the soundness of its analysis and its

susceptibility to empirical verification. Accepting the proposition that

efficient public zxpenditures must demonstrate a social rate of return at

least as great as that of the alternative spending which is sacrificed, the

theory assumes that public expenditures are financed through taxes. Hence, it

is the private spendir which is displaced by these taxes which represents the

opportunity cost of the public expenditures. Because the incidence of Federal

taxes falls on both consumers and businesses, both consumption spending and

investment spending get displaced. Thus, the social rate of discount must
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reflect the private sector interest rates which govern both household

consumption decisions (time preference) and business investment-borrowing

decisions (rates of returns before taxes). Estimation of this rate requires

that the bundle of Federal taxes be traced to its source in the various sub-

*'q -sectors of the household and business sectors, and the observed interest rate

* in each of these sub-sectors be weighted by the relative amuont of spending
JI

displaced in each by the imposition of Federal taxes. The proper discount

ate, then, is the value of private sector spending which is displaced because

of :axes implicit in the public investment expenditure. According to

Havemi.I's computation, this rate was equal to 7.3 percent for 1966. The

author explained that this rate is two points higher than the 5.3 percent

calculated for 1955 by Eckstein using the same model. The difference was due

"* the data sources which were not available in 1957.

It would be hard, if not impossible to rerun Haveman's model using the latest

data sources because many data are simply not readily available and numerous

assmptions must be made based on one's judgment in order to compute the social

rate of discount under the grand weighting schemes required by the model. But

more important is the argument that correct discount rate could be correctly

inferred from the exceptionally complicated structure of interest rates which

can be observed in the market.

Eckstein 's Compromise. Eckstein (1958) offered a compromise which has

considerable merit, although in 1968 testimony he appeared to move toward the

opportunity cost arguments. Basically his compromise allows a low planning

rate offset by a b/c cutoff to raise the yield of projects actually brought

into the construction budget. At the time of his book, he derived a 6 percent

opportunity cost to canital. He proposed a 3 percent planning rate and a 1.3

16 rra*B/C rate cutoff or a 2.5 percent planning rate and a 1.4 percent cutoff to Pd
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produce an average rate of return to about 6 percent. This position would

allow long-lived projects to be formulated and evaluated at the favorable

rates.

VII. Summary of Discount Rate Estimates, Original and Updated

This section provides a summary of the original estimates and updated 1978

estimates of the discount rates reached by the various approaches reviewed S

earlier. Updated estimates for some of the opportunity cost models were not

calculated because of the substantial effort that would be involved in
0

recomputation.
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Summary of Discount Rates

. Model and Proponents Original Estimates Our Estimates for '78

Social Rate of Interest

Marglin N/A1  3-5 %
Arrow Short-term rates 2  5-8 % 5-10 %

Cost of Borrowing

Treasury Bond Yields 4 5/8 % 7 5/83

-'.. GAO 7.5 % 11 %

Opportunity Cost

2
Seagraves (AAA Bonds) 8-13% ('69) 8-10.5%
Stockfish (physical assets) 10.4% ('69) N/A
Haveman (displaced private 7.3% ('68) N/A

spending)

Eckstein and Krutilla 6 % ('68)4 NA

1. Agencies would submit reports based on sensitivity runs of various rates

2. Adjusted for inflation, risk and institutional factors

3. OMB recently estimated cost of borrowing to be 13.5 percent.

4. Estimates in Eckstein's testimony before the 1968 Joint Economic Committee

Hearings, see Hearings, p. 56. (See Hearings, p. 56).
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Except for the procedure currently in practice, all other models have many

practical problems in estimating the risk factor, tax impacts, inflation, and

institutional factors for determining the discount rate. For instance tax

impact analysis is particularly troublesome. According to one recent study

based on reports by companies to the SEC, some of the Nation's largest

companies paid practically no 1980 U.S. taxes by virtue of investment tax

credit, foreign tax credit, and other tax provisions. The report concluded

that the average tax rate paid by the 20 largest commercial banks (all but one

of which had U.S. profits) was -0.9 percent. The study's findings simply

indicate that it is extremely difficult to calculate the effective tax rates

even for corporations filing returns with the SEC - not to mention the

theoretical and practical difficulties of ascertaining the effective tax rates

for individuals as a result of income tax changes. Several models of the

opporunity cost variety make the claims of basing on "empirical data" or

"susceptiblity of empirical verification" are, in fact based on incomplete and

"*'" highly aggregate data with numerous ambiguous assumptions - and in many

instances, on secondary sources of information.

"- One way of avoiding the interest rate controversy would be to change the

evaluation rules to an internal rate of return basis. All projects generating

non-discounted benefits would have a positive rate of return, however small.

*. Such a policy would do away with the B/C analysis at a program-approved

interest rate and, unless a higher rate of return was established as

- acceptable, none of the critics would be mollified.
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In practice, the internal rate of return can also be faulted because it may

not provide a unique optimal scale of development. Depending on the path of

benefits and costs, several scales of development may generate the same rate

of return.

VIII. Conclusion

The discount rate is crucial to project evaluation as it affects the capital

intensity, the scale of development and the feasibility of public works

projects. A higher discount rate would discourage large, capital intensive

and long-lived projects in favor of small, less capital intensive and short-

term projects. Application of a high discount rate to projects which, because
0

of their technical nature, require large-scale development may lead to

underdevelopment.

'S

In theory, an ideal rate of discount when applied to all public and private

investment decisions, would correctly allocate the resources of the Nation

between public and private, and between present and future generations. Since

.- such an ideal rate is not directly observable and available, various concepts

and methods have been employed and inferences made in search for an

appropriate rate of discount. We will comment on these diverse concepts

briefly.

a. The social rate of interest model views the discount rate primarily 9

as an allocater of investment between present and future generations. Arrow

adds a new dimension to this concept by suggesting a dynamic programming

format in which variable short-term interest rates, present and future options

220
and the needs for a growing economy are considered simultaneously.
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b. The present procedure uses the average yield on long-term Treasury

Bonds as the discount rate. It is simple to use; however, the current trends

since 1978 indicate that the Treasury is increasingly relying on short-term

bonds and other instruments in the financial market as a way to finance

deficits. As the Federal Reserve is reluctant to increase the money supply in

*' fear of fueling inflation, the current competition between the Federal

Government with private business for funds in the same market has caused the

long-term bond market to deteriorate. While the implications of the new

trends in Federal financing are unclear, the real interest rate (lowest risk

and without inflation) has climbed from a long-run value of about 3 percent to

5-7 percent, in part due to the severe disruptions to savings and investment

patterns resulting from persistant high inflation and unemployment.

c. The basic thrust of the opportunity cost models is that private

*investment is displaced by public investment and that the expected rate of

return to the displaced private investment should be the basis for a properly

designed rate of discount. Since the expected rate of return of a private

enterprise reflects elements of risk, taxes, and inflation as well as a normal

return to investment, various attempts have been tried for removing many

effects to arrive at a real rate of return. A variant of the opportunity cost

model ts the belief that the effective interest rates facing individuals in

various income tax classes corresponding to Government tax increases (or

decreases) for financing project expenditure should be the basis for

discounting.

The opportunity cost models appear to have the support it many economists who

4W view the problem of selecting a discount rate to be the determination of the

yields that alternative private investment can generate. This position, to 121
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the degree that it is based on the notion that Government borrowing completely

displaces private borrowing, is - to a substantial degree - faulty. The

current Council of Economic Advisors has presented papers recently arguing

that the displacement theory is not supported by empirical proof. In the

meantime, the Nation is suffering from low productivity from human and natural

resources. As pointed out by Marglin (1968), many Government investment

projects complement rather than displace private investment and some

Government investments represent re-investment of returns from previous

investments.

Realizing the conceptual as well as the practical measurement problems of

determining an appropriate discount rate as discussed earlier, the choices

are: to mainain the status quo, to raise the present rate or to reduce it.

The last option is ruled out in the present planning environment although the

measured productivity in the U.S. economy (Abramovitz, 1981) and the rates of

return for U.S. manufacturing corporations and non-financial corporations have

been on the decline (Holland and Meyers, 1979) in recent years.

Maintaining the status quo would impose no burdens on planning. It would give

the President and Congress flexibility in selection of projects according to

the preferences of the decisionmakers.

A moderate increase in the present rale would be more in keeping with the

current trends in interest rates and bond yields and with the reality that

there is stiff competition for Federal funds for defense and other Federal

programs. A rate higher than 10 percent has considerable appeal, but may be

difficult to justify because: (i) the real rate of return, as seen in
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S," Chart 1, was 7 or 8 percent on average for the past five years and (2) a

higher rate would result in accentuating the inflation expectations and

disrupt program planning.

An alternative to changing the present rate may be to raise the B/C ratio 4

cutoff for above 1 for funding priority but to keep the present discount rate.

-4
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ILLUSnuhATON oF' rALCULN-13N OF '-1_T,,.L C-OST

M1 THL COVF'.RN:T.NT OF BCR!'.4wED FtJNRT

The~ cuirenr: intere:,t cosc of borrowin1g long-
term moncy iJs approxirvitety 5 percent.. The nzoving
av'ernge rat z?ecified by/ Se'nate D',cuienc 97 is ciir-
renrtly altit 3.2 p>,ri7'1it. .1lereoro, a vate uf in-
tcre-rt approx1i.atc' !!. ,'y betweeni 5.0 a~nd 3.2
could be' %i.-d for iIniia consideritioi as~ the Gov-
erment c_-a. of beirrow .2diincy. 4.O'L

Add !, this cost:to

1.Corporate ti'xeZL ror.agonc: by thc Coernmnrt
if tl. averaigc colorr.tj i.cttkn onl IIi'PSt-.

mnt is 12 pcL-"enL t.(fore tic ,f1 the

fraCL~on of doaltars borrowicd "y the GWv vn-
tn2n %hich wouljd h.ivc goir.! I!LO C')L ornLc

invustmont is 65 neic euf:2 , andif tit, i'nLar-

2. Personal Ca.'c foregone by th! ocirc;
if the avernpc~ return on pro1pTieovULih11 ,

per.-onal 1eoA>poci'inv'.w" ,CLC.

mnoiy bojrrowecd Ly the G4Lvr-.nnc:;-L i..1c I L v

aCcrrpo-,it, mirvgtnc. rnic' of 20 p~:

3 (a aL, x c~'. s I~ f .o .' t ~ -w vCj 11 e UY I G tt- fl' 011

(ii.Qnds pw'i~cL !na 411 pct:.'nt of -
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APPENDIX III
Page 2

profits after taxVe, and if the assump-
tions as zo corporate cirnings nd the

marginal tax rate shown above un.-cr

(1) arc applicable. The mnrginal corno-

rate tax rate is assumed to be 40 percent
therefore 60 percent of corporate earn-
ing' 1s assumed available to the corpo-

ration for payment of dividends.

(.3) (.4) (.12) (.65) (.6) .6"

(b) Personal taxes foregone by the Govern-
ment If the corporate investment is
financed ,y bonds rnther corpo-ny-
rate carnings, if COporate bonds carry
an interest rate of 5 percent, if the
fraction of dollars borrowed b, the Gov-
ernment which would have gone into cor-
porate investment is 65 Percent, and if
the composite marginal tax rate applic-
able to Individuals is 30 perc'nt.

(.05) (.65) (.3) = l.0

() Actual overall financing arrangements
by corporations will generate tax. rFve-
nues under both (a) and (b), therefore
the cost to the Covernment mty ba as-
sum" d to be somewhere betweeni .6 rer-
cent and 1.0 percent, say about

Subtract Frnm this cos,,:

1. Inceme taxes collected on Government in-
terest payments, if investment in burvds
(see rate above of / percent) arc divided
between corporations and individuals in such
a way that the tax ri'e is 35 percent.

(.04) (.35) - . f.,

Cost to Covernment7.5
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APPENDIX III

rage 3

MEM0C0 II

On an aggrcgate basis, n similar result may be
corputed AssuMtIg a compo:Att enrporate ond personal
rr.arginal tax r.te, of 50 percenrt and a taxa.ble re-

turn of 10 percenL on any money not borrowed by the
Gover.ment.

(.5) (.1) 5.0%

Cost of Goverr.ment borrowing (see explanation
under Method I) 4.0%

Less taxes on Govzrnient bond interect (.04)

(.35) (see explanativa under Method 1) -1._4%

Cost to Governmcnt 7.6%

lVf rious economfits have e:,:amined rates of return before

t,%xes in L,-,C pri.vate sectur. Stockfisch (see footnote on
pa:ge 7%,a-ie at an averaget- of 13.5 percent. Stingler,
National B-Ittau ot Standards, determiiief a rate of 14 per-

cent. V-"rritions in this .s=timate result from constdera-

tion of differing time periods, weightinjg, etc. Our

estimate of i2 percent mscd for this appcndix is somewhat
crrnservativc in comparison with the recent experience

ncted 1,y these economists.

c. Raymond Goldsmith's "Flow of Capital Funds in the Post-

war Economy," Naticnal Biureau of Economic Research, V:65,
:.ere a tallk' of gross c.tpital consumrprion by majcr seg-

mcirs or thec economy is shc, n. We ore interested here in
cakpital comnvrimp'ion for purposcs of procitctive invc-trnL-nt.
hos hous.-hold borrowing ran be excluded as inve ti:rzit in

consumption 'irh would %I-:o resulc "tom j'ay .ent by the

G(,vcrnML ,LL to a tor invfived in Government prograrr.z.
SLat,: art' L,cni. capital (onzur'MptiOn ca, bc left cour of
tlti.s conjid,.EtLion. The corporate :.iarc ,f the r,,uinder
Is apprc:.-i.itcly 65 percent.

A table of r.rg!n.l tax rates for various income levels is
contained .n a scuoy don,' 1y the Institut.e for Defenne

Analyscs for thu Office of Kcomiomtc Opportunity, as
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APPENDIX III
Page 4,

summ rizee l in "R-11 6, Federal Poverty Prog ra., As ess m en t
4nd RecounJendno.atir," January 1966. hiis document ShoW.

that the avernge rm, tnal rate Is app-oximately 30 per-
Cent for the hLgher income levels, from which personal
incotuw-produciit investments tend to origitiace.

4This is a rough composite marginal rate for corporate and .
personal taxpayers that provides approximately for the
separate estimates shown in 1, 2, and 3 for Method I.
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As the following table illustrates, thc Treasury's borrowing

costs have been steadily on the risc, with the iMarch 1901 TrearzUry

rate at 13.12 perc ent.

-

Ao tU.S. Treasury C'britant

Maturity Yiclc Rates
(1958-31) (nzu a)

Year Rate Year Rate Year Rate

nI

19SU 3. 22 1966 4.92 1974 7.56
" 1959 4.33 19b7 5.07 1975 7.99

). • 960 4.12 1968 5.65 1976 7.61
1961 3.80 1969 6.e7 1977 7.42
1962 3.95 1970 7.35 1978 8.41-
19(,3 4.00 1971 6.16 1979 9.44
1 1964 4.19 1972 6.21 1980 1l. 46

- - 19%15 4.28 1973 6.84 1901(Maz. ) 13.12

a/Departnient cf the Treasury, Board of the r'eral Teccz-ve System
-Capital M.arket Ra es. s-

0I
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VOL. 70 NO. 2 RATE OF RETURN TO CAPITAL

TABLE I -EsTMATED REAL RATES OF RETUR FOR MANUFAC-URNG CORP RATIONS
AND ALL NoNFmJANciAL CORPORATIONS, 1946-78

(Shown in Percent)

Manufacturing All Nonfinancial

Aflter-Tax Before-Tax After-Tax Before-Tax
Year Return to Return on Effective Return on Return to Return on Effective Return on

Investors Capital Tax Rate Capital Investors Capital Tax Rate Capital

1947 -0.6 9.4 55.7 16.8 -5.I 7.0 52.1 14.6
1948 2.5 9.6 44.6 17.7 2-2 9.0 44.2 16.1
1949 18.3 10.1 37.9 16.1 17.1 8.4 38.7 13.7
1950 28.7 8.3 58.2 20.1 17.7 7.2 55.4 16.1
1951 20.9 7.7 63.4 21.0 13.0 6.3 61.5 16.2
1952 16.9 7.0 57.7 16.5 14.7 5.9 56.5 13.6
1953 -2.5 6.3 61.3 16.1 -0.7 5.2 59.3 12.7
1954 56.9 6.6 52.9 14.0 42.6 5.7 51.7 11.9
1955 34.9 8.7 52.8 18.5 24.4 7.3 50.8 14.8
1956 4.7 7.0 53.9 15.2 1.9 5.9 53.2 12.7
1957 -13.5 6.5 52.4 13.7 -10.6 6.0 51.3 11.5
1958 39.6 5.1 51.0 10.4 33.8 5.0 49.4 9.8
1959 10.8 7.8 49.5 15.5 8.3 6.4 48.4 1 2.4
1960 -2.6 7.2 48.5 13.9 0.3 6.1 46.9 11.4
191 25.2 6.8 49.5 13.4 22.1 6.0 47.2 A1.4
1962 - 10.5 8.9 44.8 15.7 -7.3 7.7 41.7 13.1

!963 21.2 9.5 45.0 17.3 16.7 8.2 41.6 14.0
1964 14.8 10.8 42.1 18.8 13.1 9.3 38.7 15.2
1965 10.6 12.6 41.4 21.5 8.2 10.3 37.6 16.5
1966 -13.1 12.5 41.3 21.4 -11.6 10.2 37.5 16.3
1967 20.9 10.7 39.5 17.6 14.7 9.! 36.5 14.3
1968 5.2 9.7 44.8 17.6 4.7 8.3 40.9 14.1
1969 -13.6 7.8 461 14.5 -14.5 7.2 41.9 12.4
1970 -0.1 5.8 43.1 10.1 1.7 5.9 39.8 9.8
1971 11.0 6.3 43.6 11.2 10.1 6.2 39.0 10.1
1972 14.5 7.8 41.5 13.4 12.4 7.1 36.8 11.2
1973 -20.8 7.0 46.3 13.! - 19.7 6.5 40.0 10.9
1974 -31.4 2.7 66.4 8.0 -31.9 4.3 47.9 8.2
1975 22.8 5.3 39.7 8.7 21.4 5.5 37.7 8.8
1976 16.9 6.3 43.7 11.2 17.4 5.8 40.0 9.7
1977 -12.9 6.7 43.8 12.0 -11.7 6.1 39.8 10.1
1978 -3.3 6.7 44.0 11.9 -4.7 6.0 41.0 10.2
1947-50 12.2 9.4 49.1 17.7 8.0 7.9 47.6 15.1
1951-54 23.1 6.9 58.8 16.9 17.4 5.8 57.2 13.6
1955-58 16.4 6.8 52.5 14.5 12.4 6.1 51.2 12.2
1959-62 5.7 7.7 48.1 14.6 5.9 6.6 46.1 12.1 .1
1963-66 8.4 11.4 42.5 19.8 6.6 9.5 38.9 15.5
1967-70 3.1 8.5 43.4 15.0 1.7 7.6 39.8 12.7
1971-74 -6.7 6.0 49.5 11.4 -7.3 6.0 40.9 10.1
1975-78 5.9 6.3 42.8 11.0 5.6 5.9 39.6 9.7

Average for the Period 1947-78
Mean 8.5 7.9 48.3 15.1 6.3 6.9 45.2 12.6
Standard

Deviation 18.8 2.1 7.3 3.6 15.8 1.5 7.2 2.4

SOURCE:
The American Economic Review, Papers and Proceedinqs,

May 1980, page 321
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* THE EFFECT OF INTEREST RATES ON THE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

* OF THE GREGORY COUNTY PUMPED STORAGE FACILITY
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THE EFFECT OF INTEREST RATES ON THE ECONOMIC PNALYSIS

OF THE GREGORY COUNTY PUMPED STORAGE FACILITf

As a rule raising the discount rate under whicr, a project

alternative is analysed has ar, adverse effect or, the

feasibility of the alternative, i.e. an alternative vianle at

a low rate may not be viable at a high rate. The Pri,,iary

reason for this is that benefits are essentially fixed while

annual costs increase because of higher interest duriag c,-

struction arid/or arortization of the project costs.

Hydropower projects are a, exception to this rule because

of the way project benefits are determined. This car! be

demonstrated using the econ.:,mic analysis of the Gregory C:ur ty

Pumped Storage Facility which is pr: ,,sed by the Omaha

District.

The prooosed site is lo:0cated on the left bark rf th,--

Missouri River in Gregory County, South Dakta as s ho wr in

Fioure I. The forebay of the project would be -r, the plateau

about 600 feet above the surface of the afterbay, Lake Frrnc:;.E

Case. Peaking power from the pr,-ject would be supoliec t-, the

Miccont inert Area Power Pool (MAPP.) To-tal capacity w,-,ud .

-2.6-O MW. S

The pro- _ect wo, uld be built in two stages of 1, 180 tW each

as shown in Table 1. This was done to "reduce interest du-i,,

cornstruct i,r, ard tetter, match the f-,recast need for oea'.i g

oower i, MAPP. The total cost of the project in 198C 0,-,itars

wculd be $1,842,891,000.
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TABLE I

GREGORY COUNTY INVESTMENT COSTS ($000)

Stage_!_ Staoe- 2 Total

1985 $ 3,117 $ 3,117
1986 9, 834 9, 834
1987 62,278 62,278
1988 153,876 153, 876
1989 159,932 $ 2,240 162,172
1990 231,317 15,232 246,549

* 1991 117,402 91,056 208,458
1992 40,109 15i,394 191,503
1993 159,963 159.963
1994 112, 995 11 2,995
1995 102,537 102,537

*1996 78_ 68978689

Total $777,865 $714,106 1,491,971

Interest During
Construct ion at
7 5/8% 172,792 167,265 340,057

Mitigation 10 8g3 _10.863

Total Cost $961,520 $881,371 $1,842,891

Total investment costs of Stage 1 would ne $961, 520,000

as shown in Table 2. (Since the ecoromic analysis of both

TABLE 2'

SUMMARY OF STAGE 1 ANNUAL COSTS ($000)

Total Investment Costs $961, 520

Annual Interest and Arortization 75, 224

Pnnual M&R 1,711

Annual Pumping Cost

Unescalated 35,350

Escalated 65, 384

TOTAL ANNUAL COST

Unescalated $I 12, 285

Escalated $142, 19
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Stage I arid Stage 2 are almost tne same orly Stage I will be

discussed for the sake of simplicity. ) Annrrual i rterest and

aricrt izat ior, cver 50 years at 7. 625 percent would be

$75,224,000 ard annual M&R would be $1,711,000.

Arnual ouriDirig costs are the erergy which is used during

off peas hours to purn the water irtc. the forebay. Two costs

are shown. The first, $35,350,000, is the cost in 1982 dcllars

without forecast increases in the real orice .f electricity

produced by c, al-fired plants. The secona cost, $65, 384, 00o

does take foreecast increases into accourt. It is sirno'

5, 350,000 multiolied by 1.85, the real fuel c,-st escalation

factor for coal. The real fuel cost escalaticr, factor was

calculated usirg the cmoound annual real fuel orice escala-

t ior, sn,:wr ir Table 3. Ccal is corpounded forward to the ero

of the project life aro ther, disco.unt ed back to the first year

of project operatior usirg the project's interest rate, 7.625

TABLE 3

COMPOUND ANNUAL

REAL FUEL PRICE ESCALATION

ANNUAL INCREASE IN

PERCENT OF REAL FUEL COST

TIME INTERVAL OIL COAL

1980-1985 .8 9.55

1985-1990 2. 93 1. 66

1990-2'010 4. 12 0. 61

20i0-2030 0 0

per- -'et. Thus, the real fuel cost escalat ior factor car

.11



change because of the interest rate and the t irning of the

project life.

There are two total annual costs for Stage 1. The first,

$112,285,000 is based on unescalated annual oumping costs

while the second, $142,319,000 is based on real fuel cost

esca I at i on.

Table 4 summarizes the annual benefits of Stage 1. The

annual capacity benefits is essentially the annual interest

-- -- and amortization of the oil ard coal-fired alternatives,

$29,512,000 and $165,047,000 respectively. Because coal-fires

olants are relatively expensive to build their annual cost is

high while that of oil is low.

TABLE 4
,

SUMMARY OF STAGE 2 ANNUAL BENEFITS ($00)

Annual Caoacity Benefits $ 29,512 $165, 047

Annual Energy Benefits

Unescalated 66,466 4@, 893

Escalated 152,875 75,E52

Total Annual Hydropower Benefits

Unescalated $ 95,978 $205,94C,

Escalated $182,387 $240, 69

There are two sets of annual energy benefits, unescalatec

oil and coal and escalated oil and coal. The unescalated

energy benefits ar'e the energy costs of oil- and coal-fired

plant operation without forecast real price increases for oil

and coal. The escalated energy benefits assume real fuel cost

escalation and are the unescalated benefits multiolied bv
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factors, by &.3 for oil and 1.85 for coal. How these were

calculated was discussed above. Thus, f ur anr, ual erte r'0y

benefits and total annual hydropower benefits are shown.

TABLE 5

STAGE 1 BENEFIT-COST ANALYSID ($000)

Annual Net Benefits

Unescalated $-16.307 $ 'D E,55

Escalated $ 40,068 $ 98,380

Benefit to Cost Ratios p

Unescalated .9 1. 8

Escalated 1.3 1.7

IRR

Unescalated 6.41 16.3

Escalated 11.89 16.5

Net Present Value

Unescalated $-85,532 $751,741

Escalated $343,598 $787,611

Teble 5 shows the Staoe 1 berefit-cost analysis. Annual

net benefits are all positive except for urescalated oil which

in any case is the least likely alternative. Escalated coal,

the most likely alternative, is the hihest. The benefit to Si

*. ccst ratios show the same relationship exceot that unescalated

coal has the highest B-C ratio. Except for unescalated oi

the internal rates of return are all above the discount rate.

Finally the ret present values are all positive except fo r

unescalated oil. Thus on the basis of the most likely alter-

native, escalated coal, ard two of the other alternatives the
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project is feasible at the authorized interest rate of 7.625

percent.

Figure 2 shows how the B-C ratios change with the dis-

count rate. Those of unescalated and escalated oil behave as

one might expect ir that they drop below I in the range of

rates between 3 and 16.25 percent (3 percent, approximately

the real rate of interest, 7.625 percent; the authorized rate

at that time; 10.1 percent, the FERC composite rate; 14.5

percent, the Treasury 30 year rate at that time; and 16.35

percent, the AAA utility rate at that time). The unescalated

and escalated coal ratios, however, remain about the same over

the range and are feasible even at 16.25 percent.

Fioure 3 shows the annual net benefits at various

* discount rates. Again those of oil drop throught the range.

Those of coal, however, do not drop but rise through the

range.

Figure 4 shows the net present values. Again those of

oil drop to below $0. Those of coal also decrease but do not

approach $0 in the range.

Finally, figure 5 shows the IRRs at various interest

rates. In this case the IRRs of both coal and oil increase or

are flat over the range. What is more interesting is that the

IRRs change at all since it is cafined as the interest rate at

which the present value of the stream of negative (costs) and

positive (benefits) cash flows equal 0. Obviously, the method

used for calculating the IRRs was not correct.
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TABLE 6

STAGE 1

REAL FUEL COST ESCALATION FACTORS

INTEREST RATE OIL COL
3 2.57 1.88

7. 625 2.30 1.85

11.1 2.14 1.83

14.5 2.03 1.81

16.25 1.98 1.81

Why did the annual net benefits, the B-C ratios, the net

present values, and IRRs change over the rarne! They changed

because both the costs and benefits changed with the interest

rate. On the cost side the annual interest and amortization

increased with the interest rate because of the higher IDC and

arnortization factors. The urnescalated pumping cost does not

change but the escalated pumpirg cost, which is based or coal,

decreases slightly. This is shown in Table 6.

Or the benefits side the capacity benefits increase

because of the IDC and arortizatior factors of oil and coal

' . fired plants. This is shown in Table 7. Coal in particular

TABLE 7

STAGE CAPACITY FACTORS

"'INTEREST RATE OIL COAL

3.0 .63 .58

7.625 1.00 1.00

11.1 1.32 1.41

14.5 1.65 1.89

15.25 1.82 2.17
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increases substantially because of the magnitude and timir, of

construct ion costs.

Unescalated energy benefits remain the same and escalated

energy benefits decline with the interest rate as was shown in

Table 6.. Coal declines only slightly because the major real

cost increases are near term. Oil drops substantially because

the laroest cost increases are more far term. Thus, wher, the

various measures are computed costs and benefits both increase

substantially. In the case of coal annual costs increase less

than annual benefits so negative annual net benefits are rot

calculable in the range and probably above.

To calculate a valid IRR and NPV a different aproach ,

should be used. This entails taking the previously presente-

data and stripping the interest rates from the analysis so

only the actual cash flows are left. The cash flows for Stage

1 and the coal fired alternative are shown in figure 6. The

top of the figure shows the negative cash flows (the costs of

buiIding and operating Stage 1). The bo ttori shows the

posit ive cash flows (the cost of building and operat ing the

coal-fired alternatives). Since the econormic life of a coal-

fired plant is only 30 years a replacermert would have to be

built during the period. Figure 7 shows the net cash flows of

Stage 1. Except for a brief period of pro-,ject construct ior

the cash flows are all positive. It also shows that the coal-

fired alternative is more expensive than the pumped storage

facility to build and its initial cash flows are ouite high.
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Figures 8 and 9 show the escalated negative, positive and

net cash flows of Stage 1. Because the real fuel cost escala-

tion for both cash flows is based on coal there is little

difference frorn the unescalated cash flows but for compplete-

hess they should be included.

TABLE 8

NET PRESENT VALUES ($000)
'I

INTEREST RATE STAGE 1 TOTAL -
PERCENT UNESCALATED ESCALATED UNESCALATED ESCALAE

3.0 1,058,231 1,142,194 1,931,995 2,026,967

7.625 587,587 617,111 1,013,233 1,039,700

11.1 471,301 487,578 776,755 789,674

14.5 412,646 422,663 650,951 658,368

16.25 391,370 399,380 604,176 609,981

100.0 101,510 101,537 107,573 107,596

500.0 13,535 13,535 13,546 13,456

Table 8 and figure 10 show the net present values of

Stage 1 and the total project. At the authorized rate of

7.625 percent the net present value of Stage 1 is about

" $600,000,000 and that of the total project is about

' $1,000,000,000. As the irterest rate increased the NPV de-

creases but even at 500 percent does not become negative. At

600 percent it still is not negative and above that the NPV is

nc, computable. This is riot unexpected given the nature of

the cash flows which are mostly positive with a relatively

* rinnor ccmponent.
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Because the NPV is positive at all interest rates a valid

IRR cannot be calculated if benefits are based on the coal

fired alternative.

Gregory Courty deronstrates the two rajo r d i fferences

between the econoric analysis of hydropower and other water

resource projects. First, the benefits as well as the costs

change with the interest rate. Because of this increase a

hydrooower project may not be infeasible at any r ioher

interest rate using the B-C ratio and arnual net benefits

criteria. Arid second, an IRR is not calculable for some

hydropower projects because a valid IRR arid NPV analysis

requires a stream of net cash flows unaffected by interest

rates.
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I. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Interest is the price that must be paid to obtain resources now rather

than in the future. Interest is positive because resources available in the

present are usually more highly valued than equivalent resources available in

the future. The values of equivalent goods and services available at two
points in time can be compared using compound interest.

The interest rate used in the economic analysis of water resource
investments is called the "discount rate." The higher the discount rate, the
more discounted (reduced) is the value of future goods and services compared
to equivalent present goods and services. Conversely, the cost of amortizing

a water resource investment is increased.

The official discount rate now in use was adopted in 1968 by
administrative rule of the Water Resources Council and was reaffirmed by

Congress in the Water Resources Development Act of 1974. Under the rule and
the act, the official discount rate is based on the yields of U.S. Government
bonds, subject to a limitation on annual changes of one-fourth of 1 percent.

Since the official discount rate is based on the nominal cost of Federal
funds, it includes an inflation "premium." However, the economic analysis of
public investments involves measuring anticipated benefits costs in "real."

terms, i.e., independent of inflation and deflation. From the standpoint of
economic theory, the discount rate should also be a real value. The greater
the inflation rate and the more sustained the inflation, the more inflated is

-+ the official discount rate and the greater is its inconsistency with other

economic analysis principles. As a result, average annual benefits are
reduced and average annual costs increased disproportionately.

There is widespread agreement that the existing formula for the discount

rate is incorrect, and that the discount rate should be a real rate.

However, the proper magnitude of the discount rate to be used for public

investment analysis is difficult to estimate because real interest rates in
the economy are masked by differing levels of risk, the effects of taxation,

inflationary expectations and other factors. Consequently, the proper public

sector discount rate remains a matter of intense debate. Proponents of the
'opportunity cost of capital" theory hold that public investments should
provide a real return at least as high as that provided by the private
investments displaced by public taxation and borrowing. On the other hand,
proponents of the "social interest rate" theory argue for a low discount rate

suitable for promoting public investment, assuring long-term economic growth
and meeting the needs of future generations. Compared to the use of a low
"social" discount rate of, say, 3 percent, the use of high "opportunity cost"

* rate of, say, 8 to 10 percent signifies that society is less willing to

sacrifice today's consumption opportunities to invest for the benefit of
future generations.

It is clear that the magnitude of the discount rate affects the
for lation of water resource projects. Most Federal water projects are

capital-intensive (i.e., a high proportion of costs are incurred early), have
a long design life and generate benefits which grow over time. A
comparatively high discount rate affects those characteristics in the
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following ways. First, future benefits would be more deeply discounted and

early costs would increase in importance. Consequently, project features
-" would be more likely to involve substitution of deferred or recurrent costs

for first costs, as in the substitution of beach nourishment operations for
structural shore protection, or the substitution of dredging for levee

construction to maintain flood channel capacity. Second, long design life
would offer little advantage in generating benefits. Consequently, a

-_-" reduction in design life which enables savings in capital costs would be

* . encouraged. Third, any project purpose which fails to provide immediate

benefits would be more difficult to justify. For instance, projects with
long-term economic development effects, however substantial, would fare poorly

compared to projects of which the benefits are based on immediate deliveries,
immediate savings or immediate protection. Finally, projects for which
benefits are based on market or demand values (such as navigation and flood

. control) would fare poorly compared to projects for which benefits are based

on capital-intensive alternative costs (such as hydropower or water supply).

The magnitude of the discount rate also affects the number and size of

recommended water projects and the potential cumulative level of investment in
- water resources, The effects of a comparatively high discount rate would be

* as follows. First, the comparative decline in benefits and increase in costs
would mean that last-added increments to scale and or extent of some projects
would no longer be justified. For instance, in a flood protection plan

* certain reaches would be excluded or the level of protection reduced. In a

waterway improvement plan certain reaches would be excluded or the navigable
capacity reduced. Second, for some projects the benefits would no longer

exceed the costs, even after reformulation, and the project could not be
recommended. For instance, it is estimated that application of a 10 percent
discount rate to the current backlog of pending Civil Works projects could

- reduce the number which are economically justified by as much as half, even
after reformulation. Third, by promoting projects with relatively high
operation, maintenance and replacement costs compared to first costs, a high
discount rate would eventually result in the allocation of a proportionately
smaller share of the water resources budget to new investments.

In 1974, Congress did not foresee the high rates of inflation and nominal

interest which have prevailed since that time. Although limited in its rate
• - of change, the discount rate has followed the nominal cost of Federal

borrowing upward from 4 5/8 percent in fiscal year 1969 to 7 5/8 percent in
fiscal year 1982. If the high financial interest rates such as those which

~.'. have prevailed recently were to continue, the official discount rate would
." continue to rise for years and would remain relatively high indefinitely.

The 1974 act attempted to limit variation in the discount rate by
limiting annual changes to one-fourth of I percent and by "grandfathering" the

discount rates applicable to most projects authorized prior to 1969. These
small and frequent variations in the discount rate create added cost because

annual reanalysis is required, and create uncertainty in programming and
budgeting because discount rate increases can adversely affect the feasibility

- of recommended projects. In addition, for most projects, decades can pass

between completion of a survey report and completion of advanced engineering

* and design. During those decades the official discount rate can change
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substantially. Consequently, the cumulative changes in the discount rate,

along with changes in physical and economic conditions and in other policies,
contribute to the need for extensive replanning of "old" projects. At the same

time, projects with "grandfathered" interest rates become controversial as

their economic performance under the current rate is cast in doubt.

In the final analysis, the magnitude of the discount rate has a
significant effect upon the types of water projects to be built and the

potential cumulative level of investment. However, any analysis of existing

- - and alternative methods to compute the discount rate must address not only its

magnitude, but also the uncertainties and inconsistencies which can result
from dependence on nominal interest rates.
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II. INTRODUCTION TO THE DISCOUNT RATE 0

The Functions of Interest

According to economic theory, interest performs two closely related

functions. First, interest is the price that must be paid by borrowers to
induce savings; interest is positive because of "time preference," the

preference of individuals and institutions for control of resources now rather

than in the future. Second, interest is the measure of the minimum return on
investment necessary to justify borrowing or diverting resources from

alternative investments; it measures the "opportunity cost of capital," the
cost of foregone investment or consumption opportunities.

The perfect market economy is a i economy which is riskless, tax-neutral

and inflation-free, and in which information is costless. In the perfect

market economy, there would be one economy-wide interest rate at which time

preference and the opportunity cost of capital (i.e., supply of savings and

the demand for savings) would be equalized. Each potential investment,
whether public or private, could be evaluated to ascertain whether its return
exceeded the economy-wide interest rate. However, the economy of the United

States is not perfect, and there are many observed rates, each rate reflecting
different risk, tax liability, quality of information and inflationary

expectations. Although each household, corporation or institution has a
different interest rate, these different rates are, in theory, equivalent to
the underlying interest rate after adjustment for inflation, risk, taxes, etc.

Benefit-Cost Analysis and Discounting

For Federal water development agencies, "benefit-cost analysis" is the

method of economic analysis used for the evaluation of proposed investments.

Federal agencies have used benefit-cost analysis since the landmark 1936 Flood

Control Act, in which Congress stated that the Chief of Engineers may

recommend Federal participation in flood control projects "if the benefits to
,=. whomsoever they may accrue are in excess of the estimated costs...."

The interest rate used in benefit-cost analysis is called the "discount

rate." The values of future goods and services, whether received as benefits

or expended as costs, are reduced, or "discounted," using the discount rate to

find their equivalent present values, or "present worth." The discount rate
is used to provide a common-time basis for comparing present and future

benefits and costs and to develop plans which maximize net benefits through

time. The discount rate should equal the underlying real interest rate,

expressing simultaneously time preference and the opportunity cost of capital.

The further in the future a good or service is to be available, or the

higher the discount rate, the more heavily the future good or service is
discounted and the less its present worth. As shown in Figure I, $1.00

available in 25 years is valued at about $.30 using a 5 percent discount rate,
but at only about $.09 using a 10 percent discount rate. As shown in Figure

II, an income stream of $1.00 per year approaches a present worth of $20.00 at

a 5 percent discount rate, but approaches only $10.00 in present worth at a 10
percent discount rate.
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Benefit-cost analysis is a form of "economic analysis," and consequently

deals with "real" values, i.e., values independent of changes in general price

levels and the value of money due to inflation or deflation. ("Financial
analysis," on the other hand, treats "nominal" or observed values which

reflect price levels). To provide a proper basis for comparing values in
benefit-cost analysis, both the discount rate and the values of anticipated O

benefits and costs should be measured in real terms, independent ot inflation.

Under current procedures for computing benefits and costs, all present

and future costs and benefits are measured in real terms. The discount rate

is then used to convert construction costs and future benefits and costs to
their present worth as of the "base year" at the beginning of project 0

operation. Using the discount rate, costs incurred during construction are

"brought forward" to the base year by charging compound interest from the date
the costs are incurred, and subsequent costs and benefits are discounted to

present worth as of the base year. In effect, the early costs are increased

and subsequent costs and benefits are reduced. Using the same discount rate,

these values may then be converted to annual equivalents using interest and :

amortization (I&A) tables. (The values have the same proportions whether

compared in terms of present worth or annual equivalents). The ratio between
benefits and costs is the benefit-cost (B/C) ratio. A project with a B/C

ratio greater than 1.0 (i.e., of which the annual benefits exceed the annual

costs) is generally considered economically feasible. The project design
which provides the greatest excess of annual benefits above annual costs is

called the "National Economic Development (NED) Plan," and may be recommended

unless certain other project specific considerations such as human safety or
environmental protection justify a deviation.

Concepts of the Public Sector Discount Rate

According to economic theory, the discount rate for the economic analysis

of public investments should equal the underlying economy-wide interest rate,

the "real rate of interest." One of the challenges of public investment

economics is to estimate the real rate of interest. To derive this
theoretical interest rate, most economists favor one of two theories: the
"opportunity cost of capital" theory and the "social interest rate" theory. 0

The "opportunity cost of capital" theory holds that public investments

- must provide a real (economic) return at least as high as the private

investments displaced by public taxation and borrowing. The advantage of

using this con'pnt is that it disciplines public investment by requiring
competitive returns. The disadvantage of this concept is that the returns to

be expected from the business and nonbusiness investments actually foregone

cannot be determined. Available data pertains to average rates of return.
The average opportunity cost of capital is usually recognized as being quite

high (say, 10 percent) because private investors attempt to obtain a high rate

of return after allowing for risk and taxes consequently, the upper limit of

the real return on investments actually foregone is about 10 percent.

Proponents of the "social interest rate" theory argue for a low interest

rate to promote investment, assure long-term economic growth and meet the

needs of future generations. They recognize that public investments may
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generate significant indirect or secondary effects which are irrelevant to
private investors, and that since future generations cannot participate in
today's decisions, society may exhibit a time preference different from that
of individuals. One way to estimate the "social interest rate" is to adjust
the yields on low-risk corporate or Federal bonds for inflation and taxes.
Over the years this rate has usually been in the I to 3 percent range.

There is a third widely espoused approach to the public sector discount
rate, the "cost of Federal borrowing" approach. This is a budgetary approach
to public investment with little basis in economic theory. Proponents of this
approach argue that the return from public investments should at least offset
the cost of governmental borrowing to finance the investment. The discount
rate would vary with the interest rate on Federal debt instruments having the
same time to maturity as the payout period of the investment, say, 50 to 100

. years. The major disadvantage of this approach is that although Federal
- borrowing is risk-free, the cost of Federal funds is a nominal rate, highly

variable and dependent upon monetary policy and inflationary expectations.
Because it is a nominal rate with no basis in theory, it has little support
among economists as the basis for the discount rate. In addition, the Federal
Government has not issued many long-term securities for a number of years, and
the cost of Federal borrowing must be extrapolated from the yield rates on
shorter-term securities, now approximately 13 percent.

Because the assumptions, data and methods used in these three concepts
are quite different, they yield quite different estimates of the appropriate
discount rate. The "social interest rate" estimate is approximately 3
percent; the "opportunity cost of capital" estimate is up to 10 percent; the
cost of Federal borrowing has ranged from 2 to 15 percent. Furthermore, due
to the complexity of the national economy, estimates using the same general
concept differ among themselves. Finally, these estimates, like conditions in
the overall economy, change over time. Because there is no agreement on the
proper discount rate, it has remained a subject of contkoversy for decades.

..
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III. EFFECTS OF THE DISCOUNT RATE ON THE CIVIL WORKS PROGRAM

In the final analysis, the magnitude of the discount rate has a

significant effect upon the types of water projects to be built and the
potential cumulative level of investment. However, any analysis of existing
and alternative methods to compute the discount rate must address not only its
magnitude, but also the uncertainties and inconsistencies which can result
from dependence on nominal interest rates.

The Official Discount Rate

The official discount rate now in use was adopted in 1968 by "
administrative rule of the Water Resources Council and was reaffirmed by
Congress ir the Water Resources Development Act of 1974. The rule and the

act: (a) it the discount rate at 4 5/8 percent for fiscal year 1969; (b)
based the discount rate for subsequent fiscal years on the effective yield
(annual dividend divided by market value) of U.S. Government bonds with 15
years or more left to maturity; (c) limited annual changes in the discount 0
rate to one-fourth of 1 percent; and (d) retained a 3 1/4 percent discount
rate for all authorized projects for whic' %atisfactory assurances of local

cooperation had been received by 31 December 1969 (i.e., "grandfathered" the
project discoint rates).

The current method for computing the discount rate has three important gel

features:

(1) It is based on the nominal cost of Federal funds in financial

markets rather than a measure of real interest. Under current
procedures for benefit-cost analysis, the benefits and costs prior to
discounting are measured In real terms, but the official discount rate,
which is a nominal rate, includes an inflation premium and is

inconsistent with other economic analysis principles. Because of its
dependence on nominal rates, the existing method of computing the
discount rate is considered by many to be lacking in theoretical

justification and inappropriate for evaluating water resources

investments.

(2) It has risen continually. In 1974, Congress did not foresee the

dramatic effect of linking the discount rate to the nominal cost of
Federal funds. In the 1960's the nominal cost was 3-4 percent and
approximated the real cost of fund,. The range which prevails today is

12-14 percent, and includes a large inflation premium. Consequently,
the official rate has risen over the years, from 4 5/8 percent in fiscal
year 1969 to 7 5/9 percent in fiscal year 1982. At some time in the
future the official rate will reach the nominal cost of borrowing, and

would surpass the cost of funds ,should nominal rates decline. Clearly
the present method will produce a relatively high discount rate for
years to come.
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(3) It varies on an annual basis. While the discount rate should
vary from time to time to reflect underlying conditions in the

economy, many consider changes which are both frequent and small to
be unnecessary and administratively burdensome.

Effects of Discount Rate Magnitude on Project Formulation4

Application of a relatively high discount rate in evaluating public
projects implies that society is relatively unwilling to sacrifice present-day

consumption opportunities to gain future consumption opportunities, and also
that the return on foregone investment opportunities is quite high. By
contrast, use of a relatively low discount rate implies that society is
relatively willing to forego immediate consumption and alternative investments
for the benefit of future generations. The higher the discount rate, the
shorter the time horizon for project planning and the greater and more
immediate the desired return on public investment.

Effects on Benefits and Costs

For any project, the pattern, or "stream" of costs over time differs from
the stream of benefits. Consequently, the effect of the discount rate on the
present worth and annual equivalent of costs is different from its effect in
the present worth and annual equivalent of benefits. The different effects
have implications in turn for the selection of project scale, features and
purposes.

Table I shows the effect of the discount rate on the values of a
project's benefits and costs. The annual values of first ;osts (i.e.,
investment costs) are equal to the interest and amortization charges computed
using the discount rate. Consequently, changes in the annual values of first
costs are approximately proportional to changes in the discount rate. In S
contrast, the values of benefits or costs which do not occur until some time
in the future (such as one-time replacement costs) or which increase over time
(such as the long-term benefits of waterway improvement projects) are more
severely discounted with an increase in the discount rate, and will decrease.
(At a very high discount rate, the values of future benefits or costs are so
heavily discounted that a further increase in the rate has little further 0
effect.) In the case of benefits or costs which are constant over time, the
effects of discounting and of annalizing present worth would exactly offset
each other. Consequently, discounting is irrelevant and is not used for
constant annual benefits and costs.

A relatively high discount rate not only penalizes plans with high first S
costs or with benefits which grow over time, but also removes the economic
advantage of a long design life. However, high first cost, benefits which
grow over time and long design life are precisely the characteristics of the
traditional Civil Works projects. Consequently, the higher the discount rate
used in project evaluation, the less likely is a traditional project to be
recommended. ,
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TABLE I

ECONOMICS OF A TYPICAL PLAN 1 AT THREE DISCOUNT RATES

Value at Value at Value at

0% D.R. 5% D.R. 10% D.R.

Construction Cost and Interest

During Construction, $M 500 553 611

Annual Costs, $M

Interest and Amortization 10.0 30.3 61.6
Operation and Maintenance 10.0 10.0 10.0
Total 20.0 40.3 71.6

Total Discounted Benefits, $M 2500 784 384

Annual Equivalent Benefits, $M 50.0 42.9 38.7

Net Annual Benefits, $M 30.0 2.6 (32.9)

Benefit-Cost Ratio 2.50 1.07 .54

_ 5-year construction period; 50-year project life; initial benefits $30M;

undiscounted benefits in year 50 $70M; construction cost $500M; annual O&M

costs $10M.
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For example, the proposed Big Wood River and Tributaries project was
evaluated in 1976 at a 6 1/8 percent discount rate and in 1981 at a 7 5/8

percent discount rate. As shown in Table II, benefits and undiscounted costs
rose about 57 percent overall. However, because of the change in the discount
rate the annual equivalent (interest and amortization) of the first cost rose
95 percent. As a result, net benefits rose only 42 percent and the benefit-

cost ratio declined from 3.07 to 2.53.

Effects on Project Features

The higher the discount rate used for project evaluation, the greater is
the inducement for the project designer to delay costs (thereby minimizing

their present worth) and to capture benefits quickly (thereby maximizing their
* present worth). As the discount rate rises, recurrent costs, which are
* affected by the discount rate little or not at all, will be substituted for

capital costs. For example, with a 5 percent discount rate, a construction

cost savings of $100 could justify incurring an additional $5 per year in
operation and maintenance (O&M) costs, whereas at 10 percent, the $100

* construction cost savings could justify an additional $10 per year of O&M 6
costs.

At the Cape May Inlet, New Jersey, two groins are the preferred method to
achieve an improvement in beach erosion protection if the discount rate is 7
percent or below. However, as shown in Table III, at a discount rate above 7
percent, the amortized cost of the groins exceeds the recurrent cost of
nourishing the beaches with sand impounded by the inlet jetties, and beach
nourishment is preferred. This is true even though the real, undiscounted
life cycle cost of the groins is much lower.

Because at a high discount rate recurrent costs are more likely to be
substituted for capital costs, "nanagement plans" with low first costs and few

s'. uctural features would be selected more frequently. In addition, because
the values of nonmonetary environmental attributes are not discounted while
monetary values are discounted, a high discount rate would make it more worth-

while to preserve and enhance nonmonetary attributes.

Effects on Project Scale or Extent

Often a high discount rate will necessitate a reduction in the scale or
extent of a project. A high discount rate reduces the present worth of the
"last-added" future benefits while increasing the present worth of the last-
added increments to capital cost. Coiise-quentiy, with an increase in the

discount rate, project scale, such as the level of flood protection or the
dimensions of a navigation channel, may need to be reduced until the last-
added benefits equal the last-added costs. In other cases, the geographic
area affected by a project must be cedkced. For instance, duvelopment, of
marginal reaches of a waterway may no longer be justified, or margilna reaches
affected by floodflows of a certain river can i longer be protected.
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TABLE II 0

PROJECT ECONOMICS, 1976 and 1981, BIG WOOD RIVER AND TRIBUTARIES IN THE

VICINITY OF GOODING AND SHOSHONE, IDAHO

1976 1981
Prices, Prices,
6 1/8% 7 5/8%

Discount Discount Percent

Rate Rate Change

Construction cost (first cost) 2,450,000 3,840,000 +57

Annual cost:

I&A 150,500 293,000 +95

OM&R 7,000 9,300 +33 2 :6

Total 157,500 302,300 +92

Annual benefits:

Flood reduction - present development 433,610 688,170 +593 4

Flood reduction - future development 40,340 60,790 +513

Reduced cost of floodproofing 8P900 16,490 +85

Total 482,850 765,450 +59

Net benefits 325,350 463,150 +42

Benefit-cost ratio 3.07 2.53

Source: Walla Walla District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

1 Price levels used in most computations of costs and benefits iacreased more

rapidly than general price levels.

2 The labor component of OM&R costs did not rise as quickly as construction costs

and other materials costs. As a result, overall OM&R price inflation was relatively

low.

3 Projected beginning of operation was delayed 5 years. As a result, real value of
"present development" increased slightly and the period of growth in future damages

was reduced by 5 years. Overall, change in flood reduction benefits was 56 percent.
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A plant to pump floodwaters impounded behind a levee near Yazoo was

authorized at a 2 1/2 percent discount rate. Using that discount rate, the

optimum plan would pump 25,000 cubic feet per second (cfs) of water and
provide net annual benefits of $18.7 million per year. However, as shown in

Table IV, at a discount rate of 7 5/8 percent and the same price levels, the
optimum plan is smaller (17,500 cfs) and the net benefits are only $5.1
million. The smaller plan provides less flood protection behind the levee.

Effects on Project Purposes

Most Civil Works projects are multipurpose projects with a variety of

benefits. Projects and purposes vary in their capital-intensivity, the

pattern of their benefits over time and their design life; consequently, the

discount rate can be expected to have varying effects.

With regard to flood damage reduction, very few plans for which the

benefits are principally "future development" benefits which growing over time
are justified at a high discount rate. Flood protection projects with
substantial immediate benefits, on the other hand, are less adversely
affected. As the B/C ratio of a flood protection plan declines toward 1.0

- with a rise in the discount rate, the level of protection or geographic extent

of flood control projects may be reduced. Flood warning systems, flood plain
regulations and other management activities may be substituted for structural

solutions. Recurrent costs, as in the case of dredging to maintain flood
capacity, may be substituted for capital costs, as in the case of levee
construction.

Navigation is a project purpose which is clearly affected by the discount
rate. In particular,' for large waterway development projects it takes decades

for traffic to grow; consequently, at a high discount rate the navigation
benefits which lie far in the future would be too severely discounted to
offset the construction costs. Navigation projects which are based to a large
extent on immediate benefits are not as severely affected. Projects which
require little initial investment but have substantial annual costs, such as
clearing and snagging or emergency dredging, would not be as severely affected
as more capital-intensive projects.

The effects of the discount rate on a shore protection project depends on

the nature of the project. Capital-intensive projects and projects which rely
on slowly developing recreation benefits are adversely affected by a high
discount rate, while projects involving beach nourishment (a recurrent cost)

or which generate immediate benefits are relatively unaffected.

For certain purposes the benefits are measured by the cost of alternative

investments to provide the same outputs. For example, the benefits of
hydropower, water quality and municipal and industrial water supply are

usually calculated based on the costs of alternative sources of energy, water
pollution control and water supply, respectively. The same interest rate is
applied to a proposed project. If the alternative is as capital-intensive as
project costs allocable to that purpose, the economic feasibility of that

purpose may be unchanged. Consequently, purposes with benefits based on

alternative costs are less severely affected by a high discount rate.
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"Later, the Water Resources Council appointed a Task Force to study new
principles and standards, and that report was completed in the Fall of 1971.

On the basis of that report the Council published proposed new principles and
standards in the Federal Register for public comment in December of 1971, and
held hearings on them throughout the country in Spring of 1972. No further

publication or public participation, or consultation with other entities

occurred until, suddenly in September of this year the Council announced new
principles and standards which differ markedly from those which were proposed

in 1971.

"A new formula was prescribed by the Council for determining the discount

rate which is to be applied to Federal and federally assisted water resources

projects. The rate, which is to be established initially at 6 7,8% and which

may vary by 1/2 of one per centum per year, is to be based on the average

yield of all interest bearing marketable securities of the United States, both

long and short term, outstanding at the end of the fiscal year preceding such

computation. This formula differs markedly from the previous formula adopted

by the Water Resources Council in 1968.

"The committee is greatly concerned with the effect this new discount

fotmula would have on the justification of water resources projects that are

essential to meet the needs of future generations. The higher the discount

rate, the less future benefits are worth when discounted to present-day

values. Thus, the formula encourages* capital-intensive projects which

provide for immediate or early near-future benefit returns, and lessens the

opportunity to build projects which are designed to satisfy tile needs of

future generations. While this approach may be appropriate for private

business, it is not a satisfactory basis for public investment which should
concern itself with planning for resources projects designed to meet the

resource needs of future generations. Other objectives such as assistance to

chronically depressed areas such as Appalachia and the Upper Great Lakes

Region, and the preservation of a viable natural environment may also bear

significantly on the discount rate determination. Use of the higher discount
rate would foreclose opportunities which would otherwise be available when

future water resources needs of the Nation become even more critical than at

present. Indicative of the effect of the proposed discount rate is a rough

calculation relating to 377 active authorized projects of the Corps of

Engineers. Only 176 of these, or about 47%, would remain justified at the

proposed discount rate of 6 7/8%......"

Source: U.S. Congress, Committee on Public Works, Report on the Water

Resources Development Act of 1973 and the River Basin Monetary Authorization
Act of 1973, House Report 93-541, 93d Congress, Ist Session, October 3, 1973.

-O

*So in original
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Because they are capital-intensive and have a long design life,

multipurpose reservoirs are sensitive to the discount rate. The effect of the
discount rate on any particular reservoir also depends on the pattern of

benefits over time of the project purposes. With a high discount rate, the

present worth of benefits attributable to water supply deliveries, flood

protection or recreation use which begin far in the future will be reduced.
On the other hand, hydroelectric power, flood protection of existing

developments, water quality enhancement and water supply activities with
immediate benefits or payback are not as adversely affected. The major

overall effect of the discount rate on multipurpose reservoirs is to change
the cost allocations and the scale. At a high discount rate, last-added costs

will be allocated to purposes with benefits which are based on alternative
costs or which are immediate; purposes with far-off benefits will be reduced

in scale and extent. In addition, some reservoirs will be reduced in scale as
capital-intensive features are replaced by alternatives such as water
conservation or nonstructural plans. Some reservoirs will no longer be

justified.

Effects of Discount Rate Magnitude On Potential Cumulative Level of

Investment

For a number of reasons, a high discount rate reduces the potential

cumulative level of investment. First, a high discount rate implies that the

level of investment per project will be reduced compared to investment under a
low rate, both because the scale of recommended projects is reduced and

because recurrent costs are substituted for capital costs.

Second, since most Civil Works projects are capital-intensive and involve

benefits which grow over time, the number of recommended projects is also

likely to be reduced at a high discount rate. For instance, the congressional

committee reporting on the 1974 Water Resources Development Act (reference 15)

estimated that, had the interest rates applicable to projects authorized prior

to 1969 not been "grandfathered" by Congress, 176 (47 percent) of 377 active
Corps projects would no longer have been economically justified at a 6 7/8
percent discount rate. Hanke (reference 5) reported that, without

*.? reformulation, only 6 of 17 Bureau of Reclamation projects investigated would
61 be economical at an 8 1/2 percent rate, and only 3 would be economical at a 10

1/2 percent rate. In 1981, a number of Corps of Engineers divisions estimated

the benefits and costs for 13 authorized Corps of Engineers projects1 at 3

different discount rates. At the authorized rate (3 1/4 percent in all but

case) all 13 are economically justified. Without reformulation, only 9 are

justified at a 7 5/8 percent discount rate, and only 3 are justified at a 10
percent rate.

'Bradley Lake, Bonneville Power Units, Strube Lake, Randleman Lake, Big Pine

Lake, Onaga Lake, Burlington Dam, Little Dell Lake, Maalaea Small Boat Harbor,
Cedar River Harbor, Eldred and Spankey Levee and Drainage District, Kake
Harbor and Red River Basin Chloride Control.
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For this report 224 authorized projects awaiting construction
appropriations and 89 recommended projects awaiting authorization were

surveyed. Results are displayed in Table V. Highlights of Table V are as

follows:

o Among the 88 projects economically justified at a

grandfathered rate, only 48 are justified at the current
rate, and only 21 are relatively certain to remain justified

at a rate of 10 percent.

0 Among 213 projects without a grandfathered rate, 19 are no

longer justified at current rates, and only 106 are

relatively certain to remain justified at a 10 percent rate.

In effect, the recent rise of the discount rate has already had a

dramatic effect on the number of pending projects. Should the discount rate
be increased to 10 percent, as much as 59 percent of the existing backlog

would be uneconomical without reformulation. It is estimated that, even with

reformulation, nearly one-half of all pending projects could no longer be
recommended at a 10 percent discount rate.

Since the discount rate affects both the size and the number of pending

projects, it places an upper limit on the potential cumulative level of

investment. If the discount rate were high enough it, rather than budgetary
constraints, would limit the annual investment budget. Even if the annual
water resources budget is constrained by the availability of funds rather than

the discount rate (as in the case today) the discount rate still affects the
level of investment over time because it affects the mix of capital costs

versus recurrent costs which must be financed out of the budget. In all
cases, the higher is the discount rate, the lower is the potential level of

investment.

Effects of Discount Rate Variability

Although economic conditions are not static, small and frequent

variations in the discount rate create added uncertainty in programming and
budgeting and added administrative cost because of the need for annual -.
updating. In addition, for most projects, decades can pass between completion

of a survey report and completion of advanced engineering and design. During
those decades the official discount rate can change substantially.
Consequently, the cumulative changes in the discount rate, along with changes

in physical and economic conditions and in other policies, contribute to the
need for extensive replanning of "old" projects. At the same time, projects
with "grandfathered" interest rates become controversial as their economic

performance under the current rate is cast in doubt.

2.
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TABLE V

SENSITIVITY OF BENEFIT-COST RATIOS OF PENDING

CIVIL WORKS PROJECTS TO THE DISCOUNT RATE

Total BCR>1/O@ BCR> 1.0 BCR> 1.4

Number Applicable @
Type of Project Surveyed Surveyed Rate 7 5/8% 7 5/8y 1

By Status of Project:

- authorized, grandfathered, awaiting 100 88 (88%) 48 (48%) 21 (21%)
constructinn appropriations

- authorized, not grandfathered, 124 105 (85%)2 105 (85%)2 51 (41%)

awaiting construction appropriations
- Recommended, awaiting authorization 89 89 (100%)2 89 (100U,) 2  55 (624)

By Project Type and Major Benefit3 :

- Local Flood Control 114 100 (88%) 83 (73%) 33 (294)
- Flood Control Reservoir 26 23 (88%) 18 (69%) 8 (31%)
- Water Supply Reservoir

3  19 16 (84%) Ii (58%) 3  0 (00% 1,3

- Hydropower Reservoir
3  21 21 (100%) 19 (90%)

3  13(62%) 
,3

- Beach Protection 19 17 (89%) 17 (89%) 13 (68%)
- Deep Draft Channels and Harbors 33 33 (100%) 32 (97%) 26 (79%)

- Shallow Draft Channels 15 13 (87%) 12 (80%) 9 (60%)
- Small Boat Harbors 18 16 (89%) 15 (83%) 10 (56%)
- Other 48 43 (90%) 35 (73%) 15 (31%)

For All Projects: 313 282 (90%) 242 (77%) 127 (41%)

Source: Programs Division, Office of the Chief of Engineers.

IBCR >1.4 @ 7 5/8 percent is used as a proxy to indicate potential lack of

justification at a discount rate of 10 percent. Some purposes, particularly
those with benefits based on alternative cost, will not be as adversely
affected as indicated.

2Applicable rate is 7 5/8 percent.

3 Most projects are multipurpose and provide more than one type of benefit.

Only the major benefit is listed. For instance, among the five "water supply"
reservoirs which are not justified at a 7 5/8 percent discount rate, water
supply benefits comprise from 30 percent to 77 percent of benefits. Although

In each case water supply benefits are based on alternative costs, the

presence of other purposes and benefits explains much of the decline in the

BCR's.
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APPENDIX A:

EXCERPT FROM THE COMMITTEE REPORT ON THE 1974

WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT ACT

"SECTION 80

"This section enacts into law the interest rate formula used in the

formulation and evaluation of water resource projects as established by the

Water Resources Council in 1968. It also enacts into law the so called
"Grandfather" provision adopted by the Water Resources Council to determine

the applicability of the 1968 formula to previously authorized projects.

"The use of a discount rate in benefit-cost analysis had its origin in

the National policy expressed in the 1936 Flood Control Act that Federal

participation in the provision of flood protection is justified if the
benefits exceed the cost. However, prior to 1953 there was no standard
procedure in use to compare projects of the various Federal Agencies. Though

not consistent for all agencies, a rate of 3% was generally in use for the
period 1936-1952. Between 1952 and 1959, the discount rate was based on the

formula prescribed in BOB circular A-47, issued on 31 December 1952, which was

the average rate of interest, or coupon rate, paid by the Treasury on
marketable securities which had terms to maturity of 15 years or more. This

coupon rate varied from 2.5% in 1953 to 3.25% in 1968.

"In 1965 the Congress enacted into law the Water Resources Planning

Act. The purpose of that act was to encourage the conservation, development,
and utilization of water and related land resources of the United States on a

comprehensive and coordinated basis by the Federal Government, States,

localities, and private enterprise with the cooperation of all affected

Federal agencies, States, local governments, and others concerned.

1"To achieve this goal of comprehensive and coordinated planning, the

Water Resources Council was established, composed of the heads of the various

Federal agencies involved in water resources. One of the specific duties

assigned to the Council by the Congress was the establishment, after

consultation with other interested entities, and with the approval of the
President, principles, standards, and procedures for Federal participants in
the formulation and evaluation of Federal water and related land resources.

One part of these principles and itandards is the discount rate fonnula to be

used.

"On December 24, 1968 the Water kesources Council adopted a new formula

for computing the interest rate to be used in plan formulation and evaluation

for discounting future benefits and c,)mputing costs in the preparation of

comprehensive regional or river b;isin nlans and the formulation and evaluation
of Federal water and related lad rc' ,r:es projects. This fonula is based
on the yield rate of marketable secuci iles which at the time )f computation

have 15 or more years remaining to aatarity. The current rate (July 1973) on

this basis is established at 5 5/8 percent.
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Summary

Application of a relatively high discount rate adversely affects the

economic justification of capital-intensive projects with long design lives or
with benefits which grow over time. The adverse effects are less severe for
projects with benefits based on alternative costs, with a high proportion of
recurrent to capital costs, or which are limited in scale, extent or design
life.

A high discount rate reduces the potential cumulative level of
investment. Not only is the size and capital-intensivity of each project

reduced, but also fewer projects can be recommended. For instance, if a 10
percent rate were applied to all pending projects, over half would not be
justified without reformulation and it is estimated that nearly half would not
be justified even with reformulation. Finally, over time the use of a high

discount rate would increase the proportion of the budget allocated to
recurrent costs rather than investment costs.

The official discount rate now in use is based on nominal interest rates,

and changes on an annual basis. During periods of sustained inflation, the
official discount rate rises to include an inflation premium, becoming

. increasingly inconsistent with other enconomic analysis principles. In
addition, the variability of the official rate adds to uncertainty in plan
formulation and in programming and budgeting.

Any analysis of existing and alternative methods to compute the discount
must address not only its magnitude and also the uncertainties and
inconsistencies which can result from dependence on nominal interest rates.
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMeNDATIONS

INTRODUCTION

It has been recognized that many water resource projects have generated

significant unintended and uncompensated for benefits and costs due to the

interdependence of project elements and external economic activities and

that these external effects, especial the beneficial external effects im-

portant to the local communities, the affected regions or to the nation as

a whole, are sometimes difficult to trace and measure. To explore what can

be done to remedy the situation, the Institute of Water Resources called a

meeting of 14 consultants and Corps personnel on 21 September 1981 in Wash-

ington during which 9 papers were presented and major issues in evaluating

external effects were discussed. A brief summary of the papers, major

issues discussed, and recommendations are-as follows.

SUMMARY OF PAPERS PRESENTED (in order of presentation)

1. Evaluation of External Effects of Water Resources Projects

(James Tang). This paper was mailed to the participants

in advance providing the background of the meeting and out-

lining the major issies for discussion. The paper observes

that economic literature is biased toward external diseconomies

and the issue of external economies has received little

attention. WRC's final rules on evaluation of external ef-

fects are reproduced in the paper for ready reference.

2. External Effects and NED Evaluation (Frank H. Bollan).
lThis paper, presented by Dr. Bollman who took a major role ir.

preparing the WRC's final rules, reinforces the notion of

national economic development (NED) benefits as the concep-

tual basis for evaluating external economies and diseconomies.

Only an improvement in production efficiency (as indicated

by a shift of the production curve showing an increase in 9

output by same amounts of input or the same amounts of out-

put can be produced by lesser amounts of input) may be
295
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counted as external economies. The shift in the production

possibility or schedule or in the utility function of an

individual may not be confused with a movement along the

same schedule which represents a relative change in factor

combination due to price change and seldom represents an

improvement in efficiency or in consumer satisfaction.

Several computation examples are given.

3. Decisions, Externalities, and the With and Without Conditions

(Brad Fowler). Observing that evaluation of external effects

is difficult for various reasons such as the ex post nature

of external effects, unable to subject to experimentation,

and magnitude of the problem and others, the author suggests

that it is important to search for and identify all signifi-

cant impacts with and without the projects and to sift through

the various definitions to determine their appropriate ex-

ternality, NED, transfer or regional character.

4. External Effects And Regional Impacts (Robert L. Leonard).

The author provides an excellent literature review and traces

how the concepts of external effects were treated in public

" -:policy statements from the 1958 Green Book to the 1980

Principles and Standards. External effects are discussed in

economics literature under two different contexts: under the

general equilibrium theory, external effectp refer to the

impacts emenating from direct interdepenuence among producers

or consumers, while under the context of a developing economy

or the theory of industrialization, both direct and indirecr

(those transmitted through the price system) impacts ire r.

cognized as important. The author believes that tl-.- current

definition of external effects is consistent with *',. equi-

librium theory's basic assumption and attempts o broaden
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this concept to include pecuniary externalities may not be

consistent with the competative character of the U. S.

economy.

5. A Case Study of Potential External Benefits from

the McClellan-Kerr Navigation System, Preliminary Observations

(Samuel Ben Zvi). Following a discussion of the concept of

technological external benefits, the author described his obser-

vations of some of the projects effects which may be considered S
external effects under certain hypostheses to be further in-

vestigated.

6. External Effects of Water Resources Projects Construction

Activities (Art Harnisch). Major external effects both bene-

ficial and adverse should be identified and quantified where

possible. The range of external effects should cover not only

NED but also RED, OSE and EQ. The adverse or external dis-

economies when quantified will provide a measure of mitigation

funds which may be necessary during the short term construction

period. Mitigation of short-term, external adverse effects

could 'ead to long-term external benefits. Appendix A includes

a paper showing how external effects may be managed by mutual

agreement and monitoring between a hydro project owner and an

effected community.

7. Institutional Approach to Reduce Flood Damages Via Negotiated

Investment Strategy (NIS) (Art Harnisch). A negotiated

investment strategy as described in this paper may be a

valuable tool for managing external disetonomies.
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8. Comments on Gallispolis Lock and Dam Replacement, Ohio

River, Phase I Study (Thomas Odle). In commenting on the study,

the author presents a theoretical approach to congestion fees

and corrects some misunderstanding about the concept and im-

plications of congestion fee charges.

9. Lock Congestion and Pricing Policy (Ungsoo Kim). The economic

S"concept of lock congestion and its social costs and the basic

considerations for pricing congestion fees are examined in the

* - paper.

ANALYSIS OF ISSUES

The major issues in evaluation of external economies and diseconomies

that were discussed at the meeting or dealt with in the papers presented

are summarized in the following paragraphs.

1. Conceptual framework. As noted in the papers by Tang, Bollman

and Leonard, external economies in the context of the equili-

brium theory would exclude regional economic development benefits

and other social effects in the computation of NED benefits of

water projects. While it is possible to clarify the concept and

improve-the procedure and enable the planner to capture the ex-

ternal economies within the equilibrium framework as in the case

of the unforseen recreation benefits in the McClellan-Kerr

Navigation System and in the several examples cited in the paper

by Bollman, the issue remains to be what weight should be

assigned to the RED and OSE accounts. This is a political

decision. All the planner can and should do, as suggested in

Fowler' s paper, is to search for all significant effects, sift

them through the various definitions according to their NED, RED,

OSE and EQ characteristics and present the full story to the

decision-makers.
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2. Range cf External Effects. As pointed out in Harnisch's papfer,

the range of external effects extends beyond the NED account to

reach the RED, OSE and EQ accounts. To identify external effects

under each of these accounts can probably enhance a planning

study. Such a display was utilized in the formulation of a

negotiated investment strategy in the case study reported by

Harnisch.

3. Miechanism for managing external effects. What should be the

appropriate mechanism for handling external effects is an issue

that was not discussed at the meeting. The negotiated invest-

ment strategy and the monitoring system as described by Harnisch

et al may have considerable merits.

4. Congestion Fees. Congestion has increasingly become a problem

at many Corps locks and dams. The two papers presented here

-* "- attempt.to explain some of the basic concepts and issues in

congestion fees. Tentative conclusions are': congestion fees are

transfers and do not represent a gain in efficiency and,

charging a congestion fee is a temporary and not a permanent

solution to the problem of optimal efficiency.

RECOMENDATIONS

1. Papers presented at this meeting should provide sufficient in-

formation and insight into the complex subject of external

effects evaluation. Little can be gained by further research

into thet theory and procedures for evaluating external effects.

" 2. It is desirable to take another look at the impacts of the

McClellan-Kerr Navigation System from the viewpoint of external

effects along .the line suggerted in the paper by Ben Zvi.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This paper discusses the determination of an appropriate discount rate

for use in evaluating new planning and construction starts for water

resources projects. The importance of the discount rate stems from its use

in the discounting process, whereby a common time-frame is provided for the

comparison of the costs and benefits of a potential water resources project.

In general, the lower the discount rate applied to the evaluation of a
project's benefits and costs, the higher the Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR) of the

project. Therefore, the lower the discount rate used in the evaluation
process, the larger the number of projects that can be economically justified.

Because of this relationship between the discount rate and the economic
evaluation of public investments, including water resources projects, the

determination of an appropriate discount rate has been the focus of numerous
studies, academic articles, government directives and Congressional hearings

during the past several decades. Due to the complexities, both theoretical
and empirical, involved in the determination of the discount rate, no
concensus has been reached on exactly how such a rate should be determined.

However, the extended debate on the discount rate has resulted in the
resolution of some issues, with the effect that the appropriate discount rate
can be characterized by the following three properties:

(1) The appropriate discount rate should be determined by one of the

following three concepts:

(i) The Opportunity Cost of Capital - This concept specifies the
discount rate as that rate of return which could be earned if the funds .6
invested by the government had been left in the private sector, i.e., the

before-tax rate of return on private investments.

(ii) The Collective F ate Rate of Time Preference - This concept
specifies the discount rate as the rate at which society evaluates the

trade-off between present and future consumption, i.e., the after-tax rate of

return on private savings.

(iii) The Weighted Average Approach - This concept embodies the

earlier two concepts, recognizing that public investments at least
potentially displace both private investment and private consumption. The

discount rate is then a weighted average of the two rates denoted above, with
the weights determined by the relative proportions of investment and
consumption displaced by public investments.

(2) The discount rate should generally not reflect the effects of
inflation, since benefits and costs are normally computed in inflation-free

(constant) dollars. 9
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(3) There is no rate of interest observed in the marketplace that

corresponds to the discount rate. (It should be noted that under current
inflationary conditions, this would follow directly from (2) above. However,

even in the absence of inflation there are numerous easons this would still
be correct, most notably the existence of taxes and imperfect capital
markets.)

The approach taken in this paper for the estimation of the discount rate
is based on the opportunity cost of capital concept. The prime reason for
using this approach is not a belief in its correctness, but the recent
Council of Economic Advisers initiative and past Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) directives asserting that this is the correct approach for
determining the discount rate and that this approach, when properly applied,
yields a discount rate of 10%. The results of this investigation indicate
that this approach does not yield a 10% discount rate, that past empirical
estimates yielding 10% are generally both empirically and logically incorrect
estimates of the discount rate, and that as an empirical issue the three
approaches yield estimates over a much narrower range than has been
previously suggested, when all sectors of the U.S. private domestic economy
and the effects of inflation are correctly accounted for in the estimating
procedures.

Past estimates of the discount rate as the opportunity cost of capital
have generally contained two flaws. First, estimates of income have not been
derived from an overall syst!m of national accounts to insure that income is
correctly allocated between sectors of the economy and to eliminate the
possibility of double counting income. Secondly, estimates of the real rate
of return are usually derived by subtracting some inflation rate from some
computed nominal rate of return based on the Fisher equation relating real
and observed rates of interest. This adjustment does not yield a real rate
of return that is relevant to investment decisions.

The methods used in this paper to estimate the discount rate are based on
procedures developed in a series of articles by Laurits R. Christensen and
Dale W. Jorgenson. This procedure is based on the development of income,
wealth, production, expenditure a-d accumulation accounts of the national
economy, which serve as controls on private income, investment and
revaluation of wealth. Information from the National Income and Product
Accounts (NIPA), studies that have been incorporated int, NIPA, and some
imputations are used to determine before-tax income (or property
compensation) for the four types of legal organizations: corporate,
non-corporate, households and institutions. Implicit price deflators from
NIPA are used to create-a real series on capital stocks and depreciatior,.
These in turn are transformed to a current dollar series on capital itocks
and depreciation.

Development of these accounts and the income, capital stock and
depreciation series were accomplished for tte years 1948-1979. For, each year
and each legal form of organization it is possible to compute rates of return
as the ratio of current income less current depreciation to the current value
of the capital stock. This represents the relevant rate of return for
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investment decisions in an inflation free economy in the sense that it

computes the ratio of income to capital stock, with the capital stock valued

at current prices. The results of this analysis are shown in Table E-1. For

the U.S. private domestic economy, the average rate of return over this
period is 8%.

This result is also confirmed by other studies, which use different data
sources and methods, but are oriented towards the same issue. One example is
a study by G.M. von Furstenberg, B.G. Malkiel and H.S. Watson (1980)

entitled, "The Distribution of Investment Between Industries: A
Microeconomic Application of the 'q' Ratio" (6, 1980). The focus of this
study is not the determination of the real rate of return, but rates of
return are computed in this study as a by-product of the determination of
industry q-values. (An industry q-value is the ratio of the market valuation
of its assets to the current replacement of those assets.) They state, "In
spite of their crudeness, the impression that real after-tax rates of return
on total industry assets generally average less than 6 percent in the United
States is overwhelming. I' is also broadly compatible with previous
estimates . . . for the no-financial corporate sector over the period
1952-1976" (6, 1980). The previous estimate they refer to is a study by G.M.
von Furstenberg (10, 1977) which implies a comparable rate of return of 4.7%
on the replacement cost of total assets. Although not presented here, the •
after-tax rate of return in the corporate sector implied in this analysis
would be about 6-7%. Use of replacement costs rather than investment
deflators would lower this figure somewhat.

The conclusion of this paper is that based on the opportunity cost of
capital approach, the appropriate discount rate is significantly less than S
the 10% advocated by OMB and CEA. In fact, over the 1948-79 period of
analysis the yearly rate of return in this study is as high as 10% in only
two years. The results of the present analysis suggest that a discount rate
in the neighborhood of 8% is most likely at the upper end of the spectrum of
the candidates for the discount rate. (In general, the possible errors in
the data base and the computations presented in this analysis tend towards an
upward bias of the estimated rate of return.) For example, publicly owned
but privately used capital is excluded from the capital stock, although
income derived from publicly owned capital assets is at least partially
captured by the income computations. Inclusion of these publicly owned but
privately used capital assests would lower the estimated rate of return,
although the overall magnitude of this impact is unclear.
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TABLE E-1

BEFORE TAX REAL RATES-OF-RETURN BY SECTOR
(Percentage)

Private
Domestic Non- House-

Year Economy Corporate Corporate holds Institutions

1948 8.05 14.91 10.03 3.28 -1.65
1949 7.28 13.40 9.91 2.26 -1.38
1950 6.87 15.55 5.35 3.54 -1.92
1951 7.37 15.42 7.57 3.04 -1.36
1952 6.83 13.70 6.36 3.74 -1.31
1953 7.06 13.38 7.98 3.35 -1.22
1954 7.10 12.68 6.79 4.88 -1.29
1955 8.15 15.41 8.74 4.19 -1.09
1956 7.94 13.88 10.31 3.76 -1.17
1957 6.90 12.88 8.36 2.99 -1.37
1958 6.17 11.58 4.99 4.27 -1.23
1959 7.39 13.84 7.77 3.86 -1.14

* 1960 7.42 13.14 6.55 5.25 - .93
1961 7.32 13.26 6.14 5.16 - .89
1962 8.22 14.85 7.70 5.30 - .77
1963 8.63 15.58 8.34 5.38 - .87
1964 9.33 16.49 9.33 6.28 - .59
1965 10.13 17.94 8.92 7.01 - .44
1966 10.33 17.86 9.17 7.27 - .15
1967 9.89 16.03 10.44 6.56 - .10
1968 9.01 15.97 7.00 6.28 .02
1969 9.18 14.58 7.66 7.41 .30
1W70 7.82 12.24 7.02 6.17 - .35
1971 8.13 12.70 7.25 6.39 - .19
1972 8.58 13.19 6.72 7.39 - .04
1973 8.44 13.08 5.60 7.71 .34
1974 7.67 10.52 8.24 6.27 .08
1975 7.96 10.59 11.10 5.26 - .34
1976 7.48 11.71 5.97 5.87 - .14
1977 8.69 12.66 7.54 7.30 .37
1978 8.28 12.23 7.30 6.81 .30
1979 7.75 11.30 6.95 6.52 .21

Average 8.04 13.83 7.78 5.34 - .64
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ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ANALYSIS FOR

(N MILITARY PROGRAMS:

THE FORT BUCHANAN, PUERTO R1C2 '-

•. -.." REALIGNIENT STUDY

CIO' Alan V. Galdis*

Introduction

In the spring of 1976, the U.S. Army Forces Comand (FORSCON)

requested that Mobile District's Planning Division conduct a study of

Fort Buchanan, Puerto Rico. The purpose of the analysis was to identify

and evaluate the potential impacts associated with various realignment

actions being considered for the base. The objective of the study was

to describe the anticipated effects of proposed actions in sUfficient

detail to allow FORSCOM to make an informed decision about tcl-, future c:-

Fort Buchanan. The results of the study would also indicate if an,,- or :e

proposed actions constituted a major federal activity requiring an

environmental impact statement. This paper reports on the conduct of L e

study and suggests the potential for continuing cooperation between social

scientists and military program managers.

* " background

in the mid 1970's, the Department of Defense was inv'sti -t::nc a

to r-_ducc its costs while maintaining .ilitary capabilities. .

. ese objectives, the agency decided tc concentrate its euc: :- ,..v

reuce overhead and support e-:pe:nos, and it conidered base rc,.,:,:>t-

as -a.r o.-.pnents of these cost reduction ::.-u-. * ter :

t es the Departent Cf A..rmy tVor-ir;d that rc r

:]-' ,i cs:-:di7ate f-r fur-ther anasis.,':.>..v:..:: - . , .

--.,t -, n--s n asked Hobile Iistrict tc ,,nd'ct a detai I

-." o o pla-ns. The request was ,rsid< In c,-r' .
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Division completed the study in August of that year. An environmental

assessment, including the recommended alternative, was released by

FORSCOM in January of 1977.

Setting

Fort Buchanan is located in the San Juan metropolitan area on the

northern shore of Puerto Rico, which is the smallest of the Greater

Antilles chain of islands (Cuba, Hispaniola, Jamaica, and Puerto Rico).

The Antilles, Greater and Lesser, occupy an area of 1,500 east-west

miles and 900 north-south miles. The islands are considered as a

geographic unit with the Caribbean Sea its common link, but the area

is heterogeneous in terms of ethnocultural aspects. The people are a

mixture of Indian, African, and European lineages, and each island has

a history of plantation-based colonization by foreign economic and

political powers.

For the Fort Buchanan study, the entire island was identified as

the area of study. This was done because it was suspected that some

of the actions would have island-wide implications. In addition, much

more data was available, especially for non-Census years, for the island

as a whole than for any of its subdivisions.

As the study began, Puerto Rico was experiencing rapid population

growth as well as a general decline in economic well-being, two charac-

teristically interrelated phenomena. The number of inhabitants had

increased from 2.6 million in 1967 to 3.1 million in 1975, an annual

4rcwth of 2.3 percent. This rate of increase was more than double the

United States annual average of one percent for the same period. Both

per capita and median household income had declined in 1974 and 1975

.:ter annual rises from 1967-1973. The per capita figure fell by over

"S ,ercunt from 1973 to 1975, while household income lost 14 percent for

-e e period. Internal business volume fell in tandem with income,

"' . per -nt from 1973-1975. Unemploy:ent was touching 20 percent
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as the analysis began, and the island's consumer price index had risen

nearly 16 percent in both 1974 and 1975. In sum, the island had

experienced significant, sometimes severe recent declines in key

socioeconomic indicators.

The Puerto Rico Planning Board's forecast for 1976 provided both

positive and negative expectations. Price levels were e-:'ected to continue

rising, but at a less jarring 6 to 9 percent rate, Sharp reductions, of

about one-third, were expected in the total value of construction projects.

Unemployment in excess of 21 percent was forecast for the year. On the S
positive side, manufacturing employment showed signs of increasing, and jobs

lost as a result of permanent business closures were registering at lower levels

than had been projected. Personal income was expected to increase by about nine

percent, but the major portion -f this growth was projected to be a 40 percent in-

crease in transfer payments from the Federal government. Inconm from other sourcec

was to experience only a mild increase. Overall, some sectors of the

economy were forecast to realize mild advances during 1976, but conditions

were expected to remain generally difficult, due in some measure to heavy

.* reliance on the public sector as a principal stimulant of the economy.

In this uncertain and often gloomy socioeconomic setting, Fort Buchanan's

1,500 acres seemed almost pastoral. The base was a quiet area surrounded by

busy highways, burgeoning subdivisions and extensive commercial areas. It

offered large, open green areas with intervening limestone hills. Burglar

bars, in evidence nearly everywhere in San Juan, were conspicously absent

* on the base. As a work place for its 1,100 employees, it approached being p

ideal. This calm appearance, however, belied the fact that thousands of

people each week utilized various facilities on the base. These people

and their activities became the focus of the study when the alternatives

were analyzed. S

Lnpacts of Alternatives

The alternative realignment strat,-gies jeveloped >: FQ'7 incld d

two plans which would close the installationd .npvv .t:S i'

and II), one which would retain the r,;s- ,t a re, :&l < '. ti,_
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(Alternative III), and one which would maintain the status quo (Alternative

IV). Either of the closure plans would have had the following quantifiable

effects:

- Transferred about 150 military personnel off the island and eliminated

over 600 civilian employee spaces

- Eliminated over $5 million in annual salaries and reduced local

procurements by $4 million

- Required $17.6 million in one-time costs for actions at Fort Buchanan

and other affected installations

- Saved $8.5 million in Department of Defense (DOD) annual recurring

costs

- Moved about 200 families from base to community housing.

These numbers plus other military and civilian wage, housing, and

family size data were inputted to an analytical tool known as the Economic

Impact Forecast System (EIFS) which had been developed by the Corps of

Engineers Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL). This com-

puterized model (which was run by hand for this study due to its lack of

base data for Puerto Rico) was developed specifically to analyze the

community effects of military base realignment actions. The model produced

the following estimates of socioeconomic impacts on the island:

- Losses of $24 million in business volume

- Losses of $14 million in personal income

- Decrease of $2.5 million in housing expenditures

- Decrease of $9 million in non-housing expenditures

- Decrease of 620 local employees 0

- Decrease of $2 million in housing investment.

These figures represented a worst case scenario for Puerto Rico and also

showed impacts for only one point in time. Even so, the aggregate effects

on the island's total economy were minuscule. The negative iwpacts of
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closure seemed to affect only the individual employees whose jobs were

to be terminated.

There were other effects, however, which assumed greater proportions

than the analysis had initially shown. These impacts began to be

quantified in the later stages of the study, after closer inspection of

the total closure plans. With no base, there would be no commissary,

post exchange and other community support facilities. There would be

no recreation fields and no green space. These words assumed a new meaning

when it was discovered that there were nearly 70,000 residents of the San

Juan area who, for one reason or another, could use the support facilities.

These people and the military and eligible civilian employees spent almost

$15 million in fiscal year 1975 at the commissary. The beverage store had

sales of over $4 million, and the exhange system had net sales of $15.5

million on a volume of nearly two million customers. In addition, the

Army welfare system made $1.4 million from exchange sales. Obviously, the

impacts of closing the base were more pronounced than had been anticipated.

Further analysis revealed institutional impacts for the Navy at

Roosevelt Roads Navy Station. This installation, located at the eastern

end of the island, is a closed base requiring special identification and

vehicle decals for admittance. A weekly influx of thousands of additional

commissary and exchange customers would have created a security problem

for the Navy, not to mention traffic problems. Also, there would have

been increased congestion on the roads between San Juan and Roosevelt Roads.

There were institutional impacts for the Army to consider as well.

Fort Buchanan was a visible link to the mainland, continuing evidence of

the relationship between Puerto Rico and the Unites States. This meant

a great deal to many on the island, not only business and government officials,

but also retired military and civilian employees from both Puerto Rico and

the mainland. The Army also had a very favorable public image in the San

Juan area because it allowed iocal youth groups to use the recreation fields

on base.
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It became apparent that there was much more to this study than

quantifying the loss of a few hundred jobs. There were impacts which

were truly island-wide in their implications. Fort Buchanan played a I.

significant role in the life of the San Juan area, a role far beyond

the beauty of a few hundred acres and the livelihood of a few hundred

employees.

Interpretation of Results

When the study entered its final stages, the effects of all components

of the closure plans had been quantified. As noted earlier, the direct p

impacts on employment, income, and local procurement were detailed with a

high degree of precision. The indirect effects associated with closing the

community support facilities were analyzed in detail in order to produce

quantified impacts which reflected reality as closely as possible. This P

was done by estimating both current community facilities' usage and future

growth in the number of ellgible residents. Impacts had also been noted

for the Navy, and the institutional effects of all actions had been outlined.

In sum, there had been a thorough analysis of the proposed plans, an U

analysis which went beyond the obvious effects and explored both the direct

and indirect outcomes of each of the actions proposed by FORSCOM.

A close examination of the impacts showed that the major effects, the 0

ones which would make a lasting impression on the ccrnmunity, were those

which resulted from closing the commissary, exchange, and other support

facilities. The study clearly showed that the eligible residents would

have had considerable difficulty exercising their rights to utilize these S
facilities if the, had to journey to Roosevelt Roads. The N -v , too, would

have had difficulties dealing with the sudden influx of thousands of patrons

at a secured insta'lation. The Army would have been dealt a blow in its

communitv relations program if it closed the recreation fields. Si-nificant,

also, would have been the loss of the base as a revinder of the positdve

relationship between the United States and Pucrto Rio.

.All of the initially :-,on-quan t ifid m tnts of the closure l]ans had Si

potential negative effects. Vhen the : na!is provided aa indi otion of he
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severity of these effects, it became clear that Alternative III, the
reduced operation plan, was the least disruptive because, while it did

reduce the Federal government's annual recurring costs by $3 million,

it retained the commissary, exchange, and other such facilities at full

operational levels. It allowed retirees and other eligible residents

the opportunity to utilize their rights without having to resort to

elaborate entrance requirements, and it allowed the Army to keep the

recreational fields open and available for local use.

In August of 1976, Planning Division submitted its final report to

FORSCOM headquarters. After studying the report and considering the

implications of all plans, the document was released as an environmental .

impact assessment in January, 1977. The preferred plan was Alternative III.

Lessons

By utilizing the expertise--and the insight--of social scientists,

FORSCOM's program managers were able to obtain and assess valuable information

which might otherwise have escaped them. The Planning Division study team

took the plain statistics of reductions in employment and. procurement as well

as mission transfer data and produced a series of dollar impacts using the

EIFS model's algorithms. This could have been done by anyone who took the

time to study the model and its application procedures. -O

The other impacts were not so easily discerned. The raw data of

community support facilities' usage was not subject to manipulation by

a computer model, for there were delicate relationships existing between

the community and the base which no mathematical formula could simulate. -

Social scientists, however, are educated and trained to recognize these

interactions, and, although we cannot always model them successfully, we

can recognize and describe them. In many cases we can approximate O

numerically what the relationships might look like and what their effects

might be. For the subtlest of the correlations, though, mere discovery

and description are all that is possible
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Planning Division was able to define and in must instances quantify

the effects of community support facilities' usage. In so doing, we were

able to show what the impact of losing this usage would be for the

community. We believe that our analysis provided a valuable service to

FORSCOM by allowing them to assess the probable effects of this loss and

S"• act accordingly. They must have agreed, because in the following few

, years Planning Division was asked to study several other projects. In each

of these other studies, the role of the social scientist was much in

S"" evidence--as a seeker of obscured facts and a definer of relationships

. which others fail to notice. In many cases, these facts and relationships

make a difference; in a few, they make the difference.

mI
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE MILITARY HOUSING
ACCOMMODATIONS

Introduction

The objective of an economic analysis of housing
options for the military as conducted in Pacific Ocean
Division (POD) has been to determine the most cost effective
means of housing military personnel and their dependents. :O
In a nutshell, an economic housing study looks at usually
three or more alternatives to needed additional or upgraded
housing, and performs an analysis of the net present value
of costs of the alternatives. The calculations are
performed with the POD-developed computer program, ECONS,
designed especially for housing studies, although its
flexibility allows for other applications in the area of
benefit cost analysis. Perhaps the most unique and powerful
aspect of ECONS is the ability to perform prescribed
sensitivity analysis iterations, so that the validity of the
outcome can be tested for its sensitivity to potential
variation in the values of selected input variables or
groups of variables. The program also produces certain
output for graphics; study results of economic analysis of
military housing alternatives are no exception to the adage,
"a picture is worth a thousand words".

Outline Of The Process

The explanation of the study process will follow an
actual analysis completed by POD in August, 1982. In early -
1982, after having been involved in various housing studiew
for U.S. Forces in Korea and in Germany for the previous
two years, POD was tasked with the analysis of alternatives
for housing at Aberdeen Proving Ground (APG), Aberdeen,
Maryland. The Family Housing Office at that U.S. Army
installation had been faced with a need to do something 0
concerning over 1,000 inadequate government owned and
operated housing units for Non-Commissioned Officers (NCO)
personnel and their families. Two obvious optionu were
major renovation, and new construction. The best choice was
not immediately obvious and after consulting with the Army
Housing Management Office at the Office Of The Chief Of -S
Engineers (OCE) in Washington, D.C., the APG Family Housing
Officer requested POD to do the study. The study was
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conducted with the advice and assistance of a consultant,
Environment Capital Managers, Inc. (ECMI), of Honolulu,
Hawaii. ECMI had performed previous housing studies for POD
and had prepared both an ECONS users manual, and a data
collection handbook for the Corps Of Engineers. The
Aberdeen study was, in a sense, a field test of the users
manual and data collection handbook. Both of these
documents are for use in conjunction with a Department Of
Army Pamphlet on the same subject.

The results of the study are summarized in Exhibits
1-6. Exhibit 1 is an Executive Summary produced for the
report, to give decisionmakers a "quick and dirty" look at
the results of the study. Exhibit 2 is a summary output
table for the study, part of the computer output. It shows
for each year the net cumulative present value (including
appropriate salvage value calculations) for each of the
alternatives looked at in the study. Exhibit 3 is the
detailed output for the present value calculations. Exhibit
4 shows a portion of the selected sensitivity analysis
output. It shows what the ranking of the alternatives was
prior to the specified sensitivity test, and what the
ranking was after the test was conducted (more on this later
in this paper). Exhibit 5 is a portion of the report
discussing the findings of the sensitivity analysis tests.
Exhibit 6 shows examples of two graph formats which are part
of the program output.

"-"" After a data collection field trip to Aberdeen, the

basic data was formulated and organized for the present
value cost calculations for the four basic alteriiatives of
new construction, rehabilitation of existing housing, lease
rental of units on the local economy, and economy housing
(payment of housing allowances to the personnel involved).
The summary of cost variables used for these four
alternatives is shown in Exhibit 7, taken from the POD

W-. report on APG's Edgewood Family Housing Economic Analysis (a
separate report was also prepared for Chesapeake Gardens,
another APG housing area). Data collection involved
discussions with personnel from APG's Facility Engineer,
Comptroller, and Family Housing Office, as well as Real
Estate Division, Baltimore District, Corps Of Engineers.

Input data for the present value calculations,
sensitivity analysis, and graphics, was set up in ECONS
format, as shown in Exhibit 8. In the exhibit, header
information is shown through line (sequence number) 24. The
cost variable input data is shown in lines 27-59. The data
cover a 25 year period of analysis for the study. In line
33, the expense element for annual construction cost amounts
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for new construction is shown as total annual estimates for
the first four years, and twenty-one years of zero
expenditures (21*0). Each of the cost variables is
formatted in this way (in constant dollars).

Following the same format, input for various inflation
futures to be applied to selected cost variables is shown in
lines 63-72. These inflation rate guidelines were taken
from Department Of Army Program Budget Committee guidance.
In lines 65-66 of the input, the inflation factor variables
shown mean 5.1% from year 1 to year 2, 4. 73%. to year 3.
4.53% to year 4, 4.44% to year 5, and 4.5% annually
throughout the last 20 years of the period of analysis.
Lines 75-81 show selected salvage value factors to apply if
a project were terminated in a given year.

Lines 87-135 show input required for ECONS to perform
the present value calculations for the selected
alternatives. In the first example, the military
construction alternative is based on expense items 1, 3, 4,
6. 10. 13, 17, and 20. The discount factor statement means
that middle-of-year discount factors will be used to

* . calculate present values for all eight expense elements. An
indication of "*1" would have meant beginning-of-year
factors and a "*3" would have meant end-of-year factors.

* . The interest rate used is specified in line 30 as 10% per
year. and includes inflation (per AR 11-28). Inflation can

* . be excluded as in Federal water resources planning studies
by using zero inflation and a lower discount rate (a rate
that does not contain an inflationary component). Or the
10% rate can be used along with the statement "ADJU V,.
entered just before the rate statement (line 32), which will
account for differential inflation only, by adjusting
according to the appropriate inflation factor representative
of a "general" rate of inflation (if X = 2 in the ADJU X
statement, these "general" inflation factors would be taken
from the second inflation factor schedule entered in the
block of inflation input). The "price index" statement on
line 93 indicates that the first three variables will be
subject to the third inflation schedule in the inflation
input (3 3 3), or the OASD(C) MILCON inflation projection,
the next one is subject to the fou 'rth inflation schedule,
the next 3 are subject to the second schedule, and the last
is subject to the fourth schedule. The "residual" command

* * lines refer to the calculation of salvage value, which
applies only to the first expense element (construction
cost, used as a proxy for initial value). "Residual Name 2"
means that the second residual factor input schedule
applies. "Residual Discount 3" means that an end-of-year
discount factor applies in calculating the present worth of
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a salvage value. "Residual Price 3" means that the variable
for the applicable salvage value is to be subject to the
third inflation schedule entered. A series of commands
follows for the calculations for the other three
alternatives. 0

Lines 139-149 contain a series of commands to produce a
graph summarizing the study results. The "plot" commands
prescribe graph headings and tell which output results are
to be graphed. The "label" commands prescribe x and y axis
labelling information. The "legend" commands produce the
graph legend. '

The thirty-eight specifically prescribed sensitivity
analysis tests are contained in lines 153-569. In the first
sensitivity input command grouping (lines 153-161), the "run
title" command gives the header information to be included
in sensitivity analysis output. The "select iterations" 4
command indicates that all 4 alternatives will be included
in the sensitivity test. The "change" command indicates
that input cost variables 1 and 2 both will be changed to
check on the sensitivity of final project cost rankings to
such changes. The "limit" statement indicates that
sensitivity will be checked for changes from minus 100% to
plus 500%. The "time" statement indicates that the period
of analysis is 25 years. The "rank" statement means that
the program will keep making changes to variables I and 2
within the plus/minus range specified in the "limit"
statement until alternative 1 is the least costly. In this
case, as shown in the beginning of the sensitivity analysis @
output shown in Exhibit 4, even if the specified variables

were reduced to zero, alternative 1 would not be the least
costly. The output does show that after the cost elements
are reduced by 60%, alternative 2 becomes least costly. A
summary of selected output results from the sensitivity
tests performed is shown in Exhibit 5. a table extracted
from the report.

Background And Overview Of POD's Housing Study Program

In June 1980, POD was tasked by U.S. Forces Korea
(USFK) with developing an economic analysis, along with a
sensitivity analysis, for 884 additional family housing
requirements in Korea. A computer assisted study, using the
program discussed in this paper, was conducted which O'

resulted in the following ranking of alternatives (in order
of "mission effectiveness"): (1) U.S. Government Lease
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A

(constructed by the Korea National Housing Corporation); (2) W

U.S. Government Military Construction and (3) Payment of
Allowances (for procurement of economy housing). This third
alternative was dropped since it would fail to provide
additional housing assets. Korea already suffers from a
severe shortage of available housing. o

In December 1980, POD conducted additional studies for
USFK, finding again that the most cost effective alternative
was the U.S. Government Lease Program.

In early 1981, POD used the "know how" gained from the
Korea experience to implement the program for U.S. Army,
Europe (USAREUR). Studies were conducted for troop needs in
Dexheim, Germany, for USAREUR's FY82 program.

Additional POD work in this area since then has
involved an update of the 1980 USFK studies, the study for
family housing at Aberdeen Proving Ground, and an analysis
of unaccompanied housing for Fort Shafter, Hawaii (POD's
offices are located at Fort Shafter). There have been
indications that other branches of the service may be
interested in this program.

Concluding Comment

As noted above, probably the most powerful aspect of
the program ECONS is the sensitivity analysis routine. By "
allowing for the systematic testing of results for
sensitivity to input variables, the need for extensive data
support/confidence for non-sensitive input data is minimized
or alleviated. Fairly large amounts of such testing can be
accomplished with a great deal less effort than if a "hit or
miss" piecemeal approach were used with manual calculations.

This program can be used to arrive at net benefits for
other types of projects as well. The most obvious that
comes to mind is Federal water and land resource planning
studies. Benefit and cost input data could be formatted for
a series of alternatives for a given problem or need, and
ECONS could be used to calculate the net present value of
the specified array of alternatives, with sensitivity
analysis and graphical display of results.

There are a number of minor limitations to this

computer program, and a number of changes that could make
the output more useable, and the program easier to use. Its



use is now in the earlyj stages and ECONS will undoubtedly be
modified as user suggestions come forth. The housing studyj
program will most likely also continue to grow, as evidenced
in part byj a training program alreadyj underway, sponsored by
Huntsville Training Division, Corps Of Engineers.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Decision Objective

The decision objective of this study has been to determine the most
cost effective means of providing adequate family housing for 392 NCO personnel 0

currently residing in inadequate off-post housing at Washington Court and Lee

Court, Edgewood Arsenal area, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Aberdeen, Maryland.

Major Assumptions

Present value calculations utilized a discount rate of 10%,

reflecting current policy (Army Regulation 11-28).

Future cost growth (inflation) was assumed to follow Department of

the Army Program and Budget Committee (DACS-PBC) projected rates.

Structure life for both new construction and rehabilitation/

expansion was assumed to be 30 years.

Expense elements which would be the same for all alternatives were

not included in the analysis.

The period of analysis for the study is 25 years.

Alternative Courses of Action

Construction of New Housing Through the MCA (Military Construction

Army) Family Housing Program: This would take place over a 3-year period in
three phases, from FY1983 to FY1986. The site would be on-post at Edgewood S

Arsenal.

Rehabilitation/Expansion of Existing Housing: This would take

place over a 4-year period in three phases, from FY1983 to FY1987.

Lease Rental: This would entail the block leasing of housing

units on the local economy for the duration of the period of analysis.

Exhibit 1
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Economy Housing: This would entail the payment of Basic Allowance.

for Quarters (BAQ) and Variable Housing Allowance (VHA) to the individual

personnel. Housing would be obtained individually by the servicemember in the

local housing market.
0

Economic Analysis Results

The analysis indicates that the least cost alternative is Economy

Housing, with a present worth cost of $38.3 million. The present worth costs,

and their respective average annual equivalent values, for the four alterna-

tives in this analysis are:

S
Average Annual

Present Worth Equivalent *

Economy Housing $38.3 million $4.22 million

Lease Rental $42.2 million $4.65 million

Rehabilitation/Expansion of Existing Units $44.3 million $4.88 million

New Construction $52.9 million $5.83 million

* Based on 25-year period of analysis, and a discount rate of 10%.

The results of the analysis are depicted graphically on the following page.

Sensitivity Analysis Results

The sensitivity analysis revealed that the lease rental course of

action would be the least costly alternative if allowance payments were 14%

higher, if lease rent payments were 19% lower, or if utilities costs were 45%

lower. Rehabilitation/expansion would be the least cost solution if all

construction cost estimates were 50% lower than estimated. Determination of

the least cost alternative is not significantly sensitive to changes in any

other cost element groups. Since there is some doubt regarding the local

community's capability to support the requirements for military families

* presently residing in inadequate government quarters at Aberdeen Proving

* Ground, the lease rental and economy housing alternatives may not be fully

realistic
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"got solutions. For these reasons, further sensitivity tests were conducted

regarding the ranking of rehabilitation/expansion and new construction alone.

Recurring expenditures for maintenance and repair and utilities for newly

constructed units would have to be less than half those costs for upgraded

units in the rehabilitation alternative for new construction to be less costly

-- than rehabilitation. Similarly, if rehabilitation/expansion construction

costs were to be 72% higher than estimated, or if new construction costs were

to be 34% lower than estimated, new construction would be less costly.
o p.

If the rehabilitation/expansion alternative were to have a

15-year life cycle instead of 30 years as assumed in the analysis, a second

rehabilitation would be required, increasing the present value of the costs by

about 12% to $49.7 million.

Comment

This economic analysis alone is not a substitute for sound

management judgment. It has been an attempt to systematically quantify the

relevant variables involved in each of the alternative solutions for achieving

the decision objective. As such, it provides documentation that economic

factors bearing on the ultimate management decision have been considered. By

spelling out the costs of the different alternatives, a clearer picture of the

economic implications of each course of action provides management with

4 guidance for arriving at an intelligent choice and final decision.

Economic Analysis prepared
by: William T. Hunt

Pacific Ocean Division
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Building 230
Fort Shafter, Hawaii 96858

Phone: Area Code 808
438-2259
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TABLE 11-2

REQUIRED CHANGE IN COST ELEMENTS TO ALTER RANKINGS

Required Change1 /

Cost Element New Lease 0
Category Construction Rehabilitation Rental

Construction Costs (Variables 1 & 2) * -50% *

Property Disposal (Variable 4) *

Lease Rental (Variable 5) * * -19%

Allowances (Variables 6, 7, 8, 9) * * +14%

Maintenance & Repair
(Variables 10, 11, 12) * * * O

Utilities (Variables 13, 14, 15) * *-45%

Services (Variables 16,. 17, 18) * * *

Contract Administration (Variable 19) * * *

Administration (Variables 20 & 21) * * *

1/ Change in cost element which would result in indicated alternative being
the least costly alternative.

Insensitive: A change in the selected cost element group within the range

of -100% to +500% would not result in the indicated alternative becoming
the least costly alternative.

There is some doubt that the local community is capable of

supporting the housing requirements for military families presently residing

in inadequate quarters at Aberdeen Proving Ground (see Appendix D, p. D-l,

regarding DD Form 1379). For this reason, the lease rental and economy

housing alternatives may not be fully realistic solutions to the objective of

this housing study. In view of this consideration, additional tests were

conducted regarding the sensitivity of the ranking of just the rehabilitation/

expansion and new construction alternatives. Table 11-3 summarizes the

results of these sensitivity tests.

4n
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TABLE 11-3

SENSITIVITY TESTS, REHABILITATION/EXPANSION
AND NEW CONSTRUCTION

Cost Element
S.Category Required Changel/ .

Rehabilitation/Expansion +72%
Construction Costs (Variable 2)

MCA Construction Costs -34%
(Variable 1)

MCA Maintenance and 2/
Repair (Variable 10)

MCA Utilities (Variable 13) 2/

MCA Maintenance and
Repair and Utilities
(Variables 10 and 13) -59%

1/ Change in cost element which would result in new construction (MCA) being
less costly than rehabilitation/expansion.

2/ The rank order of the two alternatives is insensitive to this variable.
Even if maintenance and repair or utilities costs for new construction
units were zero for the entire period of analysis, rehabilitation/-
expansion would still be less costly.

Table 11-3 reveals that significant changes in key cost elements

would have to take place in order for the new construction alternative to be

less costly than rehabilitation/expansion of existing units. In the analysis

which produced the initial rankings, the recurring annual cost elements of
maintenance and repair, and utilities, were assumed to be 15% less for new

construction units than for either e.isting or renovated units. The required

percentage change figures in Table 11-3 refer to further reduction, in
addition to the assumed 15%, for the applicable cost elements.
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DAMAGE

A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF AVERAGE ANNUAL FLOOD

DAMAGES FOR A GIVEN CONDITION, OR FOR A WITHOUT-PROJECT AND

A WITH-PROJECT CONDITION WITH RESULTING BENEFITS

J .

William T. Hunt, Regional Economist

Linda C. Y. Chock, Computer Scientist
Michael S. Fenton, Computer Scientist

°I

Pacific Ocean Division

Corps of Engineers
October 1982
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DAMAGE

Summary

Damage computes average annual damages either for a
given hydrologically defined condition, or for two
separately defined conditions. When two conditions are
specified, the program treats the first condition as the
without-project condition and the second condition as the
with-project condition, and computes the difference as
inundation damage reduction benefits attributable to the
project. The program is oriented primarily to urban area
analysis and does not readily lend itself to agricultural
flood damage evaluation.

Required Input

Water surface profile data--Exhibits 1 and 2 show
coding sheet format for organizing data, and a sample water
surface profile data file.

Damageable property data--Exhibits 3 and 4 show coding
sheet format and a sample property inventory data file.

Standardized depth-damage data--Exhibit 5 shows a
sample depth-damage curve data file, annotated with
appropriate coding information. Exhibits 6 through 8 show .i
these curves graphically.

Outline of Process

The program calculates damage resulting from each flood
flow antained in the water surface profile data.

The program computes the area under the damage -

exceedence probability curve for the given condition using
the trapezoidal integration method (i.e., assuming straight
line segments between computed points), resulting in an
average annual expected value amount. Exhibit 9 is a
graphical depiction of this process. ".
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Damage computations are done by computing flooding over

the first floor of each structure/damage unit (the user may
specify more than one damage unit per strucure, as in the
case of several commercial establishments in the same
structure) by comparing the first floor elevation to the
flood elevation for the given flow at the stream station
reference location at which the structure is located. Once
the level of flooding is calculated, damages to all
structures and to residential contents are computed using
standardized depth-damage curve input data that relate depth
of flooding in the structure to damage (expressed as a
fraction of total market value). Damages to contents of
non-residential units are computed with user-specified
depth-danage data specific to the individual damage unit
(usually obtained by survey interview). In the damage
computations, the program interpolates/extrapolates, subject
to a built-in constraint limiting non-residential content
damage to 80% -of total content market value, unless
otherwise specified by the user in the property inventory
input data.

There are damage curves for structures, and for
contents, by building type. There are curves for high
velocity and low velocity flow zones. Zones and building
types are specified by the user. Exhibit 10 shows a sample
interactive session for a Damage computer program run.

Program Output

Exhibit 11 shows portions of output from the sample
N-' run. In addition to the output shown in the sample the

program generates input data for doing graphics with the
graphics program CEEGX.

Y*1

Limitations

The primary limitations of the current version of
Damage are related to the fact that the program has been
developed with typical flood plain characteristics found
within POD's jurisdiction in mind. The program tends to be
oriented to single story flooding, although basements can be
included with certain adjustments. Also, the program
calculates content value for residential units using
structure value as input with a built-in calculation based
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on a POD study for a residential flood plain in Hawaii
Finally, there are limitations associated with the
two-dimensional nature of the water surface profile and
property location data. While the program does not
automatically handle intra-floodplain peculiarities such as
ponding areas, swales, and localized flow diversions, th&
informed user can make separate Damage runs for these
conditions if sufficient information is available.

Further Information

The conceptual framework for this program grew out of
the use in POD of a program called Urbdam, introduced to use
in POD by Dr. James Dexter, who formerly used Urbdam in
flood control evaluation studies in St. Louis District,
Corps of Engineers. The conceptual design for Damage was
formulated by POD.Economist William Hunt. The program was
written by Linda Blake and Michael Fenton, POD ADP Center,
Engineering Systems Analysis Branch. It is currently
written in Fortran and is used on POD's Harris 125 computer.
For further information on Damage, contact POD Planning
Branch, Engineering Division (William Hunt 608-438-2259), or
POD ADP Center, Engineering Systems Analysis Branch (Michael
Fenton 808-438-9500).
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T DISASTFR STRFAM FLOOD DAMAGE RED ICTION STUDY'
T WATER SURFACF PROFTLF DATA FILE: ,SPTEST
T WITHOUT PROJECT
c 8 0
Y 1.5 2 5 10 50 1o 3 5,
S 120

: STA NO 1.5 YR ? YR 9 YR 10 YR 50 YR 100 YR 300 YR 500 Yi -.1
* ( SPF )i/

D 0 0 3 3 3 3.1 3.7 4.7 5.7
o 220 0 3.1 3.3 3.o 5.1 5.9 6.7 7.4
0 430 0 3.2 3.5 3.9 5.5 b.2 t.9 7.b
r) b;0 0 3.6 5.2 b b.P 7.2 7.7 .
1) 900 0 5 b.3 o.b 7.b b.3 8.8 9.3 -
n 1150 0 S.3 o.7 7.3 9.0 9.4 9.9 10.3
D 1490 0 5.b 7.2 7.9 9.4 9.b 10.4 10.9
n 1730 0 b.1 7.3 8.0 9.5 9.9 10.5 11.1

0 200o 0 b.3 7.4 8.1 9.6 10.3 1C.b 11.e
D 300 0 7.2 7.9 8.3 9.7 10.1 10.7 11.3
o 2630 0 7.9 8.b 8.9 9.9 10.3 10.9 11 .5
n ?nO 0 8.0 3.7 9.0 10.0 10.4 11.0 11.b
0 2950 0 7.9 P.8 9.2 10.2 10.5 11.0 11.b
n 3000 0 d.0 9.1 9.5 10.5 10.b 11.3 11.

- D 3050 0 8.6 9.6 10.1 11.0 11.3 11.7 12.0
D 3100 8 8.9 9.9 10.5 11.3 11.7 12.2 12.b
O 3260 0 9.2 11.0 11.4 12.1 12.( 12.9 13.3

D 3390 0 10.b 11.2 11.6 12.b 15.4 1b.2 t,?. q
D 3419 0 10.5 11.0 12.7 17.1 17.8 18.4 1h.9
D 3420 0 10.1 11.0 12.8 I8.0 18.8 19.b 20.4
D 34#40 0 10.b 12.8 12.9 ?0.3 ?1.0 21.b >.b
r) 3481 0 10.6 13.3 18.0 20.2 0.9 PI .6 ?Z.4
D 3535 0 10.2 12.8 17.9 ?0.1 0.8 ?1.b P.4

o 3700 0 13.2 15.7 19.3 21.2 21.8 P2.b ;3.2
n 3900 0 16.0 18.4 21.1 24.3 ?5.2 ?6.2 ?7.2
0 4070 0 19.0 22.3 23.8 P7.0 27.9 28.7 ?9.14
D 4150 0 22.5 25.8 29.4 30.4 30.9 31.4 1.9
D 1191 0 22.5 P5.8 29.4 10.4 "0.9 31.4 31.o

D 4199 0 24.1 31.7 30.5 31.8 32.3 13.0 73.7
1 -1200 0 20.7 27.2 28.1 ?9.5 30 30.b l1.b

n 4300 0 2b.4 31.7 31.0 31.9 32.L 33.2 1 j.C
D 4360 0 31.3 32.3 32.7 33.6 34.0 34.5 35.0
0 4520 0 32.8 33.7 34.2 35.8 37.2 36 .3 39.4 --

D 4640 0 33.2 34.5 35.6 36.1 39.2 39.8 40 .3
0 4732 0 33.2 34.8 36.1 39.0 40.1 11.9 113.7
D 4768 0 33.3 3t).1 144.2 47.1 48.1 48.7 g .9
D 4890 0 35.1 3t.9 44.0 46.9 47.9 49.1 50.3
D 4985 0 42.0 45.0 46.9 51.5 53. 4 S5.8 Sb.3
D 0 5215 0 *6.0 49.3 91.6 56.0 97.5 99.4 61.1
D 9360 0 S8. 4 60.7 62.2 66.1 67.9 70.6 73.3
"" 5385 0 68.4 70.7 72.3 7b.1 77.9 P0.7 3.4
0 5420 0 71.0 74.0 76.2 P1.4 83.9 A7.1 Q0.4
D 0 54C;0 0 70.8 78.3 78.9 79.8 82.9 6. 4 19,9
0 9510 0 71.1 78.5 79.3 81.7 84.b A8.0 l .b
D 5705 0 7b.4 74.b 90.4 83.8 85.2 87.b 00.u
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D 6065 0 3. 9 $5.9 87.3 922 2.( 93.6 5. .01
0 6300 0 91.5 q3.7 05.0 07.3 QS.2 04.9 1On.5
) 6500 u 95.8 97.5 9g .b 101.1 102.1 1n2.5 10 2.9
D 6760 0 100.0 101.0 l l.b 103.2 105.1 In5.1 1n,.1
D 6950 0 103.6 104.9 105.8 107.1 107.1 jn.3 107.4
D 7055 0 1)6.0 107.6 108.7 9nq.0 109.7 110.7 111.6
D 7215 0 109.5 110.7 111.5 113.8 114.8 11o.3 117.d 
0 73Q0 J 114.5 116.1 117.2 119.4 1?0.5 11.b 123.1
n 7580 0 119.2 1?0.5 121.3 123.4 1?4.4 1?5.8 1?7.2

- 0 7780 0 123.2 124.4 125.3 1?7.2 1?8.1 129.4 130.7
D 7940 0 1?6.2 127.6 128.5 130.4 11.2 112.1 133.1
n 8250 0 136.3 137.5 138.3 1Io.0 1Ju.B 142.2 143.6
D 8475 0 143.b 145.6 14b.8 149.6 150.9 194.5 154.1 0
D 8670 0 IS2.2 153.1 153.8 1r5.3 16 .1 157.1 158.2
q 8870 0 16b.5 168.1 169.2 171.7 172.8 174.0 175.1
D 9010 0 182.7 I83.5 183.9 I4.9 IP5.4 1b.0 186.7
D 9215 0 IQ7.2 1q9.3 19 200.5 201.2 2n2.1 202.9
D Q440 0 211.8 212.5 213 214 21LU.3 215.1 2'5.o
0 955 0 222.6 223.3 223.9 2?5.3 2?b.0 227.2 228.3 4

D Q670 0 230.4 232 232.7 233.9 234.3 214.9 2;5.b
O 9820 0 239.4 240.7 241.4 242.8 213.5 24 .5 245.5
0 9885 0 240.1 242.b 243.3 249.2 2c0.1 251.1 252.1
O 9915 0 243.3 245.5 246.9 250.8 251.4 252.3 253.2
D Q970 0 248.1 249.2 250.1 252.3 2c3.2 ?94.2 255.3
D 10140 0 262.1 263.2 263.8 265.2 265.8 2hb.5 267.2
0 10300 0 272 272.6 27S 274.1 274.7 275.5 276.3
D 10500 3 277.9 279.b 2P1.1 284.1 284.9 2q6.1 2R7.3
0 10700 ) 284.7 285.5 286 2A7.1 2A7.6 288.2 2lb.9
0 1na850 0 287.6 288.5 289 290.2 290.7 291.4 2o2.1
0 11040 0 299.8 290.5 291 2Q2.1 292.6 293.4 294.1
D 11315 0 294.9 295.3 2Q5.b 296.4 296.7 2q7.2 237.b
D 11550 0 300.7 301.5 302.1 303.3 304.0 304.8 305.6
O) 11730 0 304.2 305.3 306.0 307.4 307.9 308.b 309.3
D 11845 0 307.6 308.6 309.2 310.7 311.4 312.5 313.6
D 11945 0 313.5 314.6 315.3 317.0 317.7 318.5 319.2
O 12260 0 333.9 335 335.7 31b.9 337.5 318.4 339.3
D 12500 0 342.8 344.3 345.3 347.6 34b.6 349.5 350.4
D 12730 0 349.4 350.2 350.7 351.8 352.2 352.h 353.3
D 13020 0 359.1 360.1 360.7 362.1 362.7 363.5 364.3
n 14440 0 37b.6 377.7 378.4 379.7 3F0.2 380.9 381.5
D 13840 0 383.4 384.5 385.1 386.6 387.3 388.1 388.b
0 14200 0 385.0 386.0 386.8 388.0 388.6 388.9 3A9.3
o 15070 0 389.1 389.9 390.4 391.7 392.3 3Q2.9 393.5
D 155?0 0 389.9 390.5 3q0.9 391.8 392.3 392.8 3Q3.4 S

- 15980 0 393.3 394.3 395.0 396.6 397.4 3Q8.3 399.2
0 16260 0 398.6 399.5 400.0 401.4 402.0 402.b 403.2
D 16680 0 409.9 410.b 411.1 412.2 412.7 413.4 414.1
0 17060 0 420.2 421.1 4?1.7 423.1 U?3.8 424.5 425,1
D 17500 0 432.4 433 433.5 434.6 435.1 415.9 43b.b
0 17760 0 a43 444.0 444.4 445.4 445.7 446.1 4146.5 •
D 18050 0 453.3 454.4 455.1 456.8 457.7 458.7 4S9.8
D 18180 u 463 463.9 464.5 465.8 466.4 467.2 467.9
D 8580 0 473.3 474.3 474.9 476.3 477.0 477.8 478.5
0 18780 0 484 . 5 485.8 486.7 488.7 4A9.6 490.8 4Q2.0
D 19280 0 4Q.8 4q4.9 495.b 497.2 4q8.0 498.9 4Q9.8
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D OQ690 0 503.2 504.2 504.8 506.1 506.6 507.2 507.7
O 19980 0 512.7 513.b 514.3 515.8 5t6.5 517.3 518.1
o 20260 0 543.0 S,43.8 544.3 545.3 545.7 54b.2 51b.t
o 2n5o 0 S62.9 563.7 564.3 565.6 566.3 567.1 567.9
o 20750 0 573.0 573.9 574.5 575.9 576.4 577.0 577.6
o 21110 0 583.4 5A4.4 585.1 586.4 587.0 587.7 588.4
D 21510 0 603.7 604.6 b05.3 b06.7 607.4 608.1 b08.8
D 21910 0 b24.4 b25.b 626.4 628.3 628.9 6?9.b 630.6
D 22360 0 644.6 bI5.8 bb.b 648.3 649.3 6SO.1 65J.9
0 22700 0 b64.4 665.6 666.5 668.3 668.8 669.6 670.4
n 22980 0 685.5 b6.8 687.7 689.7 691.1 b9 2.3 693.4
o 23190 0 693.2 605.6 6Q7.2 701.5 700.4 702.0 7)3.5

D 23240 0 692.0 6q4.1 6?5.7 699.9 702.3 706.3 710.4
1) ?3280 0 690.4 692.1 6Q3.7 699.9 7n2.0 706.1 710.2
D 23330 0 h97.8 699.8 701.3 704.5 705.b 706.8 708.1
D 23550 0 703.6 70 4.7 705.4 7n7.1 707.8 708.b 709.4
o 24100 0 713.6 714.7 715.4 717.1 717.B 718.6 719.4
o 24550 0 723.3 72,4.3 7P4.9 726.3 7?7.0 727.5 728.0
O 24960 0 735.6 737.0 738.0 719.7 740.3 741.2 742.1
D 25370 0 745.9 747.7 748.9 791.7 753.0 754.3 795.5
T DISASTER STREAM FLOOD DnAAGE REDUCTION STUPY
T WATER SURFACE PROFTLE PATA
T WITH PROJECT (100 YR DESIGN)
C 3
Y 100 300 500
S 120

* STA NO 100 YR 300 YP 500 YR
* (SPF)
D 0 0 3.2 2.9
D 220 0 3.3 3.2
0 430 0 3.5 3.4
D 650 0 3.9 5.0
0 900 0 5.4 b.1
O 1150 0 5.7 6.5
) 1450 0 6.0 6.9
O 1710 0 6.6 7.0
D 2000 0 6.8 7.1
D 2300 0 7.8 7.6
r) 2630 0 8.5 8.3
D 2900 0 8.6 a.i
D 2950 0 8.5 8.5
o 3000 0 8.6 8.8
W 3050 0 9.3 9.3
0 3100 0 9.6 9.5
D 1260 0 9.9 lO.b
D 3350 0 11.4 10.8
O 3419 0 11.3 10.6
D 3420 0 11.3 10.6
D 1480 0 11.4 12.3
D 3481 0 11.4 12.8
O 3535 0 11.0 12.3
D 3700 0 14.3 15.1
D 3900 0 17.3 17.7
D "070 0 20.5 21.5
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D 4150 0 24.3 24.9
D 4151 0 24. 3 214.9
D 41Q9 0 26.o 30.6
D 4200 0 22.4 26.2
o 4300 j 28.5 30.6
0 4560 0 33.8 31.1 S
o 4520 0 35.4 32.5
D 4640 0 35.9 33.3
D 4732 0 35.9 33.5
0 4768 0 36.0 34.8
0 4850 0 37.9 35.6
O 49R5 0 45.4 43.4
D 5215 0 49.7 47.5
0 5360 0 63.1 S8.5
D 5385 0 73.9 68.2
D 5420 0 76.7 71.3
D 5450 0 76.5 75.5
D 5510 0 76.8 75.7
D 5795 0 P2.5 75.8
D 6065 0 00.6 82.8
0 6300 0 98.8 90.3
D 6500 0 103.5 94.0
D 6760 0 108.0 97.4
) 6950 0 111.9 101.1 S
D 7055 0 114.5 103.7
D 7215 0 118.3 106.7
0 730 0 123.7 111.9
D 7580 0 128.7 116.2
0 7780 0 133.1 119.9
D 7940 0 136.3 123.0
D 8250 0 147.2 132.b
r) 8475 0 155.1 140.4
D 8670 0 164.4 147.6
D 8870 0 179.8 162.0
D Q030 0 197.3 176.9
O 9215 3 213.0 191.2
O Q440 0 228.7 204.8
0 9585 0 240.14 215.3
0 9670 0 248.8 223.6
) 9820 0 258.6 232.0
- 9885 0 259.3 233.9
D 9915 0 262.8 236.7
o Q970 0 267.9 240.2 0.

* D 10140 u 2F3.1 213.7
0 10300 0 293.8 262.8
D 10500 0 300.1 269.7
D 10700 0 307.5 275.2
0 10850 0 310.b 278.1
D 11040 0 313.0 28U.0

- 0 11315 0 318.5 284.7
" 0 11550 0 324.8 290.6

D 11730 0 328.5 294.3
D O 11845 0 332.2 297.5D- 11945 0 338.6 303.3
0 12260 0 360.6 3P2.9
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0 12500 0 370.2 331.9
D 12730 0 377.4 337.6
D 13020 0 187.8 347.1
0 13440 0 406.7 364.1
D 13840 0 414.1 370.7
D 14200 0 415.6 372.1
D 15070 0 420.2 375.9
D 155?0 0 421.1 376.4
D 15980 0 4)4.8 380.1
o 16260 0 430.5 385.1
D 16680 0 442.7 395.8
D 17060 0 453.8 405.9
D f 17500 0 467.0 417.4
o 17760 0 478.4 428.0
D 1A090 0 489.6 438.0
D 18180 0 500.0 447.2
n) 18580 0 511.2 457.2
D 18780 0 523.3 468.3
D 19280 0 533.3 477.1
D 19690 0 543.5 486.0
D lq90 0 553.7 495.1
n 20260 0 586.4 524.2
0 20590 0 607.9 543.4
O 20750 0 618.8 553.2
D 21130 u 630.1 563.4
D 21510 0 b52.0 582.8
O 21910 0 674.4 603.1
o 22360 0 69h.2 622.6
D 22700 0 717.6 641.6
O 22980 0 740.3 662.1
D 23190 0 748.7 670.6
o 23240 0 747.4 669.1
D 23280 0 745.6 667.2
o 23330 0 753.6 674.6
D 23550 0 759.9 b79.3
O 24100 0 770.7 689.0
D 24550 0 781.2 698.2
D 24960 0 7q4.4 710.5
D 0 25370 0 805.6 720.8

II
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* PITEST: THIS TS A SANIPLF PROPFRTY INVFNTORY FTLF FOP USF AS A RENUIRED
* TINPUT DATA FTLF TO RUIN THE fi OAMAGE PROG)AM.
3 2 2 4 ;)5 1 IC 1300 S 6.1U 25 91.1 on.0 0.0 1.b 19.89594 1
3 2 ? 14 h0 I IC 1500 S h.14 25 49.7 20.4 0.2 1.11 3.2e'594 I
3 2 P b ?7 1 IC 295U S 8.2 P5 140.1 3h.0 9.6 12.n lb.0f,5cLi I
3 2 3 8 29 I IC 2960 S 6.3 15 15.7 9.6 O.b 6.? 9.4J$58C 2
3 2 3 8 29 1 2C 2960 S 6.6 15 15.7 514.0 0.6 1.7 5.8T763 2
3 2 3 6 28 1 4C 2970 S 7.S t5 4.9 7.6 0.4 1.3 o.14S723 2
3 2 3 6 lb 1 5C 2990 S 6.7 25 19.7 38.4 9.2 25.0 34.bl572 2 IL*
3 2 1 8 to I 4C 3000 S 7.9 25 19.7 10A.0 26 69 BIT572 ? 1?
3 2 3 3 10 1 3C 3000 S 3.2 25 0.0 5n.1 I In 57%514 2 2
3 2 3 3 12 I IC 3000 5 10.2 15 30.0 2?.? 4.8 4.8 7.2$614 ?

* 3 2 3 9 14 I IC 3000 S 8.0 PO 1.8 33.6 0.0 114.14 33.65595 ?
3 2 3 3 10 1 2C 3000 5 9.b 15 46.2 84.0 0.8 2A.P P's.uT59 ? 2

* 3 2 3 3 11 1 IC 300j S 9.9 15 30.0 120.0 10.1 3~0. 7o.2$ 73 3  ?
3 2 3 8 16 1 2C 3010 S 7.0 25 19.7 24.0 0 '40 932539 ? 1C
3 2 3 8 lo I 3C 3010 S 7.q 25 19.7 5.4 u.0 1.? 5.,,Q9 2
3 2 3 3 14 1 2C 3010 S 10.4 15 7.6 514.0 b.0 1?.0 54.0Tb53 ? 
3 2 3 3 13 1 IC 3010 S 10.3 15 12.7 610.8 1.2 1.2 7.2s5q7 ?
3 2 3 3 14 I IC 3010 S 10.A 15 7.6 49.; 2.2 31I.A 3b.btsq9 2
3 2 3 7 10 1 3C 3010 S 10.1 15 20.5 18.0 0.8 5.3 17.4;bl4 ?
3 2 3 7 10 1 2C 3010 S. 10.6 15 P0.5 20.a* 3.b 6.0 16.8T595 2
3 2 3 7 10 I IC 3010 S 10.6 15 20.5 108.0 7.o 13.R 88.b%561 2
3 2 3 8 lb I IC 3020 S 7.8 25 19.7 150.0 0 '45 93I539 2 Ic:
3 2 3 3 15 1 2C 3020 S 10.4 15 8.0 186.0 9.0 13q.6 1Ab.05562 2
3 2 1 3 15 1 I 3020 S 10.4 15 8.0 3.4 0.3 0.3 3.1899 2
3 2 3 3 5 1 2C 3030 S 4.2 25 0.0 6.0 1.2 3.6 6.0bo01 2 12
3 2 3 8 i 5 1 IC 3030 5 6.5 15 16.7 82.9 1o 50 q7%722 2 t
3 2 3 7 11 1 IC 3030 S 10.0 25 432.0 192.0 0.0 0.5 1.1v539 2 11
3 2 3 8 14 1 2C 3030 S 6.8 15 15.0 72.0 0 10 60%599 2 pn

- , 3 2 3 3 5 1 IC 3030 S 10.6 25 270.8 96.0 6.0 9.6 3u.0$601 ? I
* *. 3 2 3 8 14 1 IC 3030 S 6.8 15 15.0 102.0 0.0 1.0 4b.21699 p !
, 3 2 3 8 15 1 2C 3030 S 7.7 15 16.7 30.0 0.8 2.8 15.6563 2

' 3 2 3 9 39 1 IC 3030 S 8.8 25 58.3 37.9 0.6 18.6 31.0S571 2
S. - 3 2 3 8 13 1 IC 30140 S 6.6 15 15.0 4.9 .5 .5 50%54b

3 2 3 7 30 1 IC 3040 S 9.8 15 14.2 12.0 0.2 6.0 10.9%614 2 t
3 2 3 7 30 1 2C 3040 S 9.6 15 14.0 132.n 6.0 58.n 108.61565 P

- 3 2 3 8 12 2 IC 3040 S 7.3 25 48.0 4P.0 2.4 9.6 I.0T5Q9 2 ?O
" 3 2 3 3 10 1 IC 3050 S 11.1 15 46.2 28.2 0.3 6.? ?0.4$5pO 2 2t
" 3 2 3 7 12 1 IC 3050 S 9.5 15 72.0 0.0 a 0 Q% 2 11
I . 3 2 3 7 12 2 IC 3050 S 13.1 20 5.0 0.0 0 0 0 2 li
- 3 2 3 7 15 1 2C 3060 S 9.3 15 7.8 84.6 0.2 214.2 54.05563 2 t

3 2 3 7 15 1 IC 3060 S 9.8 15 7.8 42.0 b.0 1R.0 02.05893 2 &
3 ? 3 8 18 2 IC 3070 S 8.0 25 14.8 54.0 5 40 ROY599 2 IZ
3 2 3 9 5 2 1 3230 S 12.8 10 0.86 2 ?L.
3 2 3 9 6 2 I 3270 S 16.0 10 3.96 r
3 2 3 9 10 1 19 3280 S 12.8 10 2.40 2
3 2 3 9 1o 1 29 3300 S 12.8 10 2.40 2
3 2 3 9 7 S 1 3310 S 16.0 10 2.16 2?(
3 2 3 7 32 2 I 3320 S 21.Q 10 1.20 ?
3 2 ? 8 5 3 IR 3610 V 17.6 10 2.88 3 21

* 3 2 ? 8 1 2 I 3610 S 20.0 10 5.28 3 2?
3 2 3 IG 5 3 IQ 3630 S 1.4 10 1.56 3 1.
3 2 3 10 5 2 IQ 13660 S 14.4 10 1.5b 3 1

3 2 3 10 5 1 IR 3b60 S 14 .4 10 1.56 3

*. •Exhibit 4
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3 2 3 11 8 2 IP 3680 S 20.8 10 1.5b 3
3 2 2 8 30 3 IR 4000 S 21.6 10 2.76 3
3 2 2 8 30 1 IR 4000 V 20.0 10 2.76 1
3 2 2 8 30 2 IR 4000 S 20.8 10 2.76 A
3 2 p 8 9 1 IR 4030 S 30.4 10 1.44 3
3 2 2 8 13 'tIR 4040 S 23.P 10 1.3 
3 2 2 8 13 4 2R 4040 S 23.2 10 1.92 3
3 2 3 11 4 S IR 4050 S 22.4 10 1.68 3 ?.
3 2 3 1i 4 2 IR 4050 S 22.4 10 1.68 3 ?C
3 2 3 19 6 1 IR 5300 S 75.2 10 7.20 4
3 2 3 18 70 1 IR 5340 S 73.b 10 1.20 3
3 2 3 1 1 1 IR 539o V 71.2 10 10.32 3
3 2 3 19 16 1 6R 5480 S 64.0 25 16.80 U 3
3 2 3 19 38 2 IR 5500 S 64.0 15 12.00 14 -

3 2 1 19 38 1 3R S500 S 65.6 25 10.80 'S
3 2 3 19 27 1 IR 6110 V 80.8 10 18.00 4 2
3 2 3 41 20 3 IR 6240 V 84.0 10 6.36 4
3 2 3 41 20 2 IR 6435 V 84.8 20 6.36 'S
3 2 1 41 20 1 IR 6550 V 86.4 10 h.36 it
* THE PROGRAM ,TLL IGNORE LV4ES STAPTING WITH, AN ASTEPISK (*) IN CULUvN
* 1, SO THAT DOCUMENATION COMMENTS CAN BE ENTERED IN THE PROPERTY TNVE. TfRY
* INPt1T FILE, 3R ANY OF THE OTHER INPUT FILES USED TN THE DO nlAAE PPOrRAV.
* TwO EXAMPLES OF VERY USEFUL COMMENTS FOR USE TN DOCI-0FNTING PROPERTY I\VEN-
* TORY FILES AF (1) CENERAL NOTES REGAPDING SUCH THINGS AS PRICE LFVFL,
* CONDITION, ETC., AND (2) FOOTNOTES (FROM COLUMNS 79-80 OF IVVENTOPY ENTRIFS)
* AND DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION REGARDING SUBAREA UP PEACH BOUDARIES. IT TS
* ALSO A GOOD IDFA TO ENTER THE NAME OF THE FILE SO THAT HARD COPIES 'JILL

* BE BETTER REFERENCED.

Exhibit 4
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*1 2 3 . 56 7
*7 31567 F0123 467R901

2
34567

8
901234567F9

n 
123 

4
7901 2345e7F90123456789 r

1234567890

" T I , (Number of feet and number of building type curve sets, respectively)

-7- . : -e - -4 -3 -? -1 0 1 ? 3 4 5 F 7 9 1

S .. . ] , _ c o o .iR .25 .30 .34 .37 .39 .41 .43 .45 .47
SV C 0 . r, n 15 .17 .20 1.U 1.0 .1 . T 1 7.0- 1 .0 1.0 1.0 1 0 1.0

CS 0 0 n r, 0 1 0 n .26 .4f .51 .61 .67 .72 .76 .79 .11 .83
rv 0 0 n 0 .02 .04 .06 .11 .40 .8, 1.0 1.0 1.0-1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1 -

-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 --- 1- 0-T - -4 5 6 7 8

SS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .18 .25 .30 .34 .37 .39 .41 .4 .45 .47

"- -- -- 0 -- 0 ' 0 0 0 0-U 0 3-.4 - 10 .0 .0 '.0 1 .0
CsD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .26 .4C .51 .1 .67 .7? .76 .79 .El .81
cV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C .11 .4) .8S 1. .i1 .0 1 0 1.0 .0 1.0

. - -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 a - 3 4 -- 5-- 6- 104 -- -

SS C 0 , .. 0 0 0 0 .18 .25 .3n .34 .37 .30 .41 .43 .L 5 .4 _

SV 0 0 0 0 0 0 .23.43 .6 .81 1.0 1.071. 1.0 1.0 1 .0 1 .0
CS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .26 .40 .51 .61 .67 .72 .76 .79 .1.83
CV 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 .11 .40 .85 1. 0 o10i i .0 1 01.0 1.0 1.0

*- -7 -6 -5 -4- -2 -1 0- -7-
SS 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 .18 .25 .30 .34 .37 .39 .41 .43 .45 L47

SV 0 0 0 0 0 0 .01 .02 .13 .34 .45 .54 .61 .66 .71 .75 .78 .81 .F3

CS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .26 .4C .51 .0,I .67 .72 .76 .79 .81 .83
CV 0 0 0 0 0 0 010 0 .-. 6.6 82-87--43-.-q---5--.96

487 30
-
"  -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 01 i 3 4-5 60W 9 1- -3-

SS C 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 .18 .25 .30 .34 .37 .39 .41 .43 .45 .47
SV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .23 .43 .62 .81 1.0 1.0 1.c 1.u 1.0 1 .0 1.0
CS 0 00. 0 _ 0 0 n 0 0 .26 .40 .51 .61 .67 .72 .76 .79 .81_.P3

C V 0 0 0 - 0 00 0 .11 .40 .85 1,0 1.01.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

* 1 2 -- 3 4 5 6-- --
*?"L 67-(P 1234567S901234567P901234567P901234567PO'J1?3455789l 12 456789 ,I 134067d _

DDCTEST: TWIS IS A DFPTH DAM'ASE CURVE INPUT FILE FOR USE Feet of
Il A TEST RUN VIF THE FRVGRAM CALL-6- DNAGE.- IT C0NTAINS-STANDARD);

- 
- flooding-

IZFD DEPTH DAMAGE CURVES FOR STRUCTURES ANfY (CNTFNTS, BOTH F R HI over first

. * VELOCITY AND LV VELOCITY FL0_ ZVNE-S -DE-FI NED_6 THt USER. floor-
* THE CURVES RELATE FEET VF FLOODING eVER THE FIRST FLO(,R TO DAMAGE
* EXPRESSED AS A FRACTIZN OF TeTAL MARKET VALUE.

.... * THESE CURVES b NOT APPLY IN THE CASE Of NONRESIDENTIAL CONTENTS,

* WHOSE CONTENT DAMAGE DATA IS OBTAINED DIRECTLY (BY INTERVIEW, FOR
* EXAMPLE) AND EtNTERFD IN THF PRVPEPTY INVENTORY DATA INPUT FILE.
- ENTRIES THAT START WITH AN ASTERISK IN--COLUM-1 ARE FOP DCUMENTATIoN
* AND CUIDANCE ONLY, SUCH AS THE C,,LUMN NUMBERS AT THE BEC-INNING AND

*,END OF THE DATA PLOCK AoVVE, AND ARE ICNORED EY THE FROCRAM.
* N7TE: ALTHOUGH CLUMN HEAD INC CULIDELINES ARE INCLUDED AT THE TOP OF TIS
* SAMPLE FILE, THE CURRENT VERSION eF THE PROGRAr WILL NOT RUN IF THE DEPTH

* DA1MAGE CURVE INPUT DATA FILE STARTS eUT WITH A COM MENT ENTRY.

E2To . o.

[ ,Building Types:
u(Building types may be arbitrarily

10 wood on post and beam , set up by user. The building type
15 wood on concrete slab code entered in the property inventory

w10 wood on block foundation --data file isused by the program to

25 brick or block on concrete slab link up with the appropriate depth damage

30 metal building 4 curve)

35 reinforced concrete
40 other (can be explained in footi ote) jSFb1T-ictui--ldWveI6cfty -one

-high
CS-.contents. low---"----

LCV- high

"__Exhibit 5
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Sample Interactive Session

DO DAMAGE
BEGIN DAMAGE

AVERAGE ANNUA:. DAm'AgE AND bE'E Ii'S PRCGAN'

d2 = PROPERTY DAMAGF CALCULAIIC. DATA BASE
W6 = CALCULATION TRACI iDYPUG) FILE
HCW MANY WATER SURFACE PROFILE DATA SF'S? I Ch 2)

*2
ENTER RATIO OF ASSESSED STRUCTURh VALUE

TO MARKET VAL!IF
. ~ If structure values are entered as
ENTER PROJECT -- assessed values in the property in-

* DISASTER STREAM, ANYWHERE, U.S.A. ventory data file, they will be converted
ENTER PRICE LEVEL -- by the program using this variable.

* OCTOBER 1992 If market values are used, enter 1.0.
ENTER LEVEL OF PROTECTION --

_,_ 6£ YEAR . .;PROJEAR.__ DISASTER STREAM. ANYWHERE, U.S.A. *---H For ocumentation
PROJECT -- o DISASTERtio
PRICE LEVEL -- OCTOBER 1982
LEVEL OF PROTECTION -- 1t 0 YEAR
ANY CHANGES? (Y/N)
*N

WATER SURFACE PROFILES
INPUT FILE NAME ?

* ESPTEST
WSPTEST OPENED * User entry

FILE. STAGF DAMAGE CURVES

INPUT FILE NAME ?
*DDCTEST

DDCTEST OPENED

PROPERTY INVENTORY
INPUT -FILE. NAME ?
PITTEST
PITEST OPENED
ENTER STAgE-DAMAGE OPTION -- _ _

1 = LOW VFLOCITY Tses low velocity depth damage curves
2 = HIGH VELOCITY for all units, or high velocity curves
3-=-- _ USE- PROPERTY INVENTORY CODE for all units, or uses curves as indicated.

*3 in the ro erty inventory file.
STAGIE-DAMAGE OPTION -- USE PROPERTY INVE NTRY C OE
ANY CHAN3ES ? (Y/N)*N

CALCULATING DAMAGES ...

DISASTER STREAM FLCCD DAMAG REFUCIIO,,' STUDY
EATER SUiFACE PROFILE DATA FILE: 9'SPTESI
dITHOUT PROJECT

DISASTER STREAM FLCCD DAMAGE qEDUCPICN STI'UY
EArER SURFACE PROFILE DATA
dItH PROJECT (100 Y? Dr3IGN)

Exhibit 10
CALCULATIONS DONE
ENTER OPTION(STOP.DATA.CALC,REIih',GRAPHI ILIY
o':rv nn m 393



Sample Interactive Session

- > .- GENERATED REPORTS .
OUTPUT FILE NAME ?

* TESTOUT
TESTOUT OPENED
dHAT REPORTS DO YOU NEED?

1 = MINIMUM SUMMARYREPGRT
(ANNUAL DAMAGE TOTALS BY RETURN PRICu':

2 = FULL PROPERTY INVENTORY CALCULATIONS
(BY RETURN PERIOD)

3 = SUBTOTALS BY SUB-AREA
4 = SUBTOTALS BY RESIDENTIAL/NON-RES.

.5--= -SUMMARY. OF- STRUCTURES AND UNITS
*1

MORE REPORTS ? (Y OR N)

WhAT REPORTS DO YCU NEED?
*2
...ORE REPORTS .2 (Y OR N_)...-
*1

IHAT REPORTS DO YOU NEED?"3

MORE REPORTS ? (Y OR N)
*y

....AHAT REPORTS DO YOUNEED?_ .

MORE REPORTS ? (Y OR N)
*Y

WHAT REPORTS DO YOU NEED?
*5

.... ORE_.REPORTS _.. (Y OR N). . . . . .. .
*N

ENTER OPTION(STOP,DATA,CALCREPORT,GRAPH,EELP)
* STOP
FILES CONTENTS

.....TESTOUT_ REPORT FILE
d2 PROPERTY DAMAGE DATA BASE
W6 CALCULATION TRACES - DEBUGaING
PITEST PRCPERTY INVENTCRY INPUT FILE
OSPTIST 4ATER SURFACE PROFILE INPUT FILE
DDCTEST STAGE DAMAGE CURVE INPUT FILE

* User entry

Exhibit 10
394



Sample ouitput

PROJECT -- DISASTER STPEAb', ANY'lHERE, U.S.A.
PRICI LEVEL -- JCT09FP 1Q4?
LEVEL nF PROTECT.IW -- 100~ YFAP
PRnPFRTY INvF44TjPY INPUT FILF NAME -- PI7ERI
WATER SURFACE PinFTLF INPUT FILE .jAMF -- A9qPTL5T
STAGF-nAkMAGE CORVCS JwPUT FILE NAA1V -- DDCTEST
STAGF-DAMAGE UPrION -- USE PROPLEPTY TNVENflIt1Y CODrE

n)AmkrL -F WED0E Nr YD OA TA A ND A VrR AGF A qNUA L bfFF FT TS F UP
RES1 DF('T I AL AND Aflh-RE S TDFI.T I AL 11TROC TUPE!S A'i C LITE 4Tb

(UA~IAGE FSTIMATES T,1 il,0fl0'5)

DA'AAGFS i.T1HOLIT PPOJECT

RE~LU~kENCF STRUCTURE C 0 N1TF'..T TUTAL
INTFRVAL DAMAGE rA-I FL

2. h 473 1 1. 09 1 U I .;3 9
5 72.733 5 7 9. c9? R.329

10.0 33; .4 7 n 72Q. 17c 6c
5o.n 95b . 7 1 eI( 195. ? p 16b?.001
100.() b'9.boq 1216.8b4n R6.

300.0 75.39 40.956 2163'A91J

L)A*AFS A~I TI PRnJECT

RFCU:HRENCF SIRJCTIF CiJNJFAT TUTAL
INTFRVAL DA MA GE DA'A VMA GE

100o.0 n.000 n.no00 0.0o0
*300.0 222.689 487.97P 710.663
*.500.0 22A.74~9 508.617 737.362

AVERAGE ANNUAL BENJEFITS

'AVERA6E AWNJAL )A AALES
CnN1 I T I N STRUCTURES C n'J TE 'rS TOTAL

v.10 PPRITECT 1590.273 32'4.119 W . S 9 50
miITH P4OJECT 1.5ol 1 .11.Fo

BENEFIT 157.772 321.nOQ 4i7P.781

395Exhibit 1



PROJFCT -- DTSASTEP STRE-AM, ANY4HEPE, U.S.A.

LEVEL nF PRJTECTI oN -- in') YEARPROPERTY INVFNTJPY INPUT FILE NAP E -- PITE T .4

STAGF-DAMAGE OPTION -- USE PRUPEPTY INVENTORY CODE
(DAMAGE AqOJUT IN I THOUSANDS)

The following four pages of sample output show
the development of the detailed calculations

leading to the aggregate damage amounts. The
output for which there is a I in the last column
with the heading J# are for the without-project,
or first hydrologically defined condition. The
output pages with the 2 in the last column are
from the with-project, or second, condition.
These pages are just a portion of the test run
and show results for both residential and non-
residential properties (indicated in CR column).
The without and with-project results attached
cover roughly the same portion of the property
inventory data file.

Exhibit 11
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Sample Output

SUBARLA 1
DAMAGL-FRErUFNCY DATA A.ND AVERAGE ANNUAL bF4FFITS FOR
RESIDENTIAL AND NON-RFSTUEirTIAL STRIICTUPES AJD CUNIENTS

(DAMAGE ESTIMATES IN $1,000'S)
F-.",

DAMAGES ,ITHUUT PROJECT

.. " RECURRENCE STRUCTURF CONIIFJT TuTAL
INTERVAL DA4AGF D)AAGE DAMAGF

,.0 1.A .oo o.000 0.n0n
"" ?.0 0000 n.Oo 0.Otf

5.0 27,843 1'o930 40.773
- 10.0 f16.465 17.?66 b3.751

50.0 66.31S 4%. 196 111.911
100.0 70.176 5?.796 122.973
-00.0 75.695 1.3 1 140.036

- 500.0 10.06p 71.30? 151.1bl

DAMA F FS 8'TH PROJECT

RECIIRREMCE STRUCTURE CONTFNT TuTAL
INTERVAL L)AMAGF tA:iA3F I)A AA GF

100.0 0.000 .nUn 0.oo0
300.0 3.60 1O.Ib7 13.77h
S00.0 1S.924 11. 31 ' 27.?43

AVERAGE ANNUAL PENEFITS

AVERAGE ANNUAL DAMAGES
CONDITION STRUCTURES CnOITENvTS TOTAL

"/0 PROJECT 13.83A 7.03 20.BQ
.NITH PROJECT 1.057 0.071 n.121

BENEFIT 13.77Q 6,.992 20.771

Exhibit 11
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Sample Output

•AF-..DTSURARLA 2

rA4A.E-FREn.UENCY DATA A;D AVERAGE ANNUAL 8E'FFITS FOP
RESIDENTIAL AND NOW-RESTDENTIAL STkUCTURES A4D CONTFr, TS

(DANAGE ESTIMATES IN t1,000'S)

DAMAGES .WITHOUT PROJECT

RECURRENCE STPUCTURF COITENT TOTAL
INTERVAL. DAMAGE DAMAZ;F DA,AGF

1.9 0.000 0.000 0.000
$ 0.0 74.hig 267 3t41.691
. 12q.b97 51?. 137 641 .83S

10.0 163.66 629.712 793.380
50.0 359.520 944.05oQ 303.57Q
100.0 446.82J 1073.338 1520.3b?
300.0 c/47.17 1?2.632 1776.47R
900.0 610.706 132 .19Q 134.106

DAMAGFS WTTH PROJECT

RECURRENCE S1RJC TUWE CONITFNT TOTAL
INTFRVAL DAMAGF DA MA GE DAMAGE

100.0 0.00o O.0OO O.0o
300.0 107.1 bt a2 .00 Q 927. Q7;
500.0 112.881 446.571 559.5P

AVERAGE ANNIIAL PENEFITS

AVERAGE ANNJAL DAMAUES

CONlITION STRUCTURES CONkTENTS TOTAL

"/0 PROJECT 81.80? ?81.291 363.09q
WITH PROJECT 0.731 2.A71 1.60?

BENEFIT 81.071 779.4J20 35Q,49?

Exhibit 11
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Sample Output

SLJRAREA 5
-nAMAE-FPLC0ECY DATA ANn AVEkAGF ANttJL bF'jFFTTS FJP

RF,SIEITIAL AJD Nnl4-RF3TDFiJTIAL STRIUCTURES A'D) COM'TF!,T%
(I)AvAGF FSTIMATFS TN S1,0O0'S)

OAIAGF3 WTTHOIUT PROJECT

RECUkRENE Sl JCTtlkF CONTENT TOTAL
INTERVAL OAM,1GE DAYAGF D)AMAGF

().n.5 0. 0.000 0.000
0.$37 0.1Li

5.0 22.171 1.732 27.i1o-
10.0 32.SI6 32.'Iii 6/. 99_
50.0 39.058 5t.?4 1 914.?9Q
100.0 3c. 787 60.70R 100.1J94
300.0 "10.96P t4.174 105.1ol
or. .83; b6.b,2 t .3 9?

:YA'4AGFS ,1JTH PROJFCT

RECURRENCE STRUC TURF CON I E ',T TOTAL
INIERVAL OA'A A G FDAA,7 DA 9AGF

100.n ).00 0.OUO 0.(n00
300.0 1.791 A. nO 2,.7QQ
.,0.n 7.1114 0.930 t.051

AVERAGE ANNUAL RENEFITS

AVERAGE ANNJAL D AAGES
COND ITION ST rllC T)RE S CONTEN'TS TCOT AL

W/O PROJECT I0.5 6 7.1 3 8 17. 061
WITH PRnJFCT 0.0g1 0.035 0.12Q

BFNEFIT 10.1151 7.40'; 17.855

Exhibit 11
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Sample Output

SURAPEA '40
)A0Ar.E-FPEUFCY DATA AND AVERAGF AiNUAL 4F FFTTS FOP

REST )F TIAL A:JD NnN-RIESTDENTIAL STJCTUPES A"fr CONTFrNT"
(iA'AGF FSTI IATES TI 1.,000'S)

I)AN1AGFS A'ITHOU PROJECT 0

RECURRENCF STRJCIURE CO1'E\T TOTAL

-- INTFRVAL LA\AGF DAMAGE DAMAGE

1. n v.0 0.000 0.000

88.294 U7.960 135.85/4

9.0 92.820 49.793 142. h I
10.0 29. 79A 14?.613
50.n 92.820 40.793 14P.611
100.0 92.820 '49.793 1 q?.613

100.0 92.820 49.793 14?.613
S00.0 9?.82) /49.793 1 4?.613

DAAAGFS NTTH PROJECT

RECURRENCE STRUCIURF CONTF'jT TOTAL

INTERVAL UA',1;AGE D A, A GF DAMAGE

100.0 0.0on o.000 0.0
300.0 92.820 4 9.79 142.613
900.0 92.820 '4) 793 14?.61 3 0

AVEPAGE ANN IAL BENEFITS

AVERAGF ANNUAL DA ,AGFS

CNODITIO,4 STRICTUPES CONITENTS TOTAL

./O PROJECT 53.089 2A .529 81 . I6 L,

WITH PRnJECT 0.619 n.33? 0.951
------------------------------------ --------------- ---------

BENFFIT 52.470 2A . 193 8n.663

Exhibit 11
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Sample Output

DAMAGE-FREOUF7XY LAIA bNJP AVERALF APJ UAL t3JF__FTTS FUO
kFST0FTIAL STRIICTUPES AAD CLI'TENTS

(A MA,E ESTIM1ATES i W $1,00 S)

DAIAGES ViTTHUtJT PPOTECT

?FC(JRENZF STPJC1 JRF Co, JTF,'T TOTAL
INTFRVAL DAM ALF OA "4A GF L) A vA GF

1.5 0.000 n.o .O0n
. n ~ 91 14 31 4 O fi (11I 30. RQ6

5.0 115.191 50.525 1b .717
10.0 125.336 S32.1 7I ?o 7.51
50.0 130 .117A I 6. n 34 236. P

I 00.) 133.171 112.391 8r,
"00.0 119.?97 117.336 ?52.h21

-9U0.0 16.57? 121.??7 P57.797

)ANAGFj ,nITH PiiOJFCT

4

fRECUJRRN;F__ STRUCTIUE CCP '1F' t TUTAL
INTERVAL UA v.AGF' L A MA 16F r DA AGF

100.0 0.non 0.0)0 0.no
;00.0 111.611 b7.P01 1b9. 111
500.0 99. 93a 50.73? 150 .hb/

AVERAGE ANNUAL BENEFITS

AVFRAGE Ar:JAL .)AqAGFS

CONDITION STRUCTURES CONTENTS TOTAL

.,O PPOJECT b. 653 30 .o- q9.657
6ITH PROJECT 0.713 0.;b6 1.079

- .BFNFFTT . 5.638 9 . ;78
4

Exhibit ii
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Sample Output

nA"4GE-FREDUErCY DAT4 V ',FX AVFRAGF A"IJJUAL bF'4EFIS FOR
. 4n,-RFSToETIAL STRNJCTUPES AW) CONTF TS.

(DAw-AGE FST1MATES I t sO0S) o

I)A,4AGFS .ITHOI11 PROJECT 0

RECURREtNCF STPUCTJRF CONTF JT TOTAL
INTFRVAL jAvAGF OAMADF A A 6

1.5 0,0(1 0.000 o0 0
2.0 lJ.619 2o7.07c 341.691
c; . 157.9,40 525.0b7 662.60R10.1 210.o131 Rq. 9 57. 131-,

50,0 425.93S qsq. P1 1 1S. 090100.0 S16.136 1 121.444I 16140 .5bi '1

300.0 62P.063 IH 6.O11 1911 .607
500.0 6..b0 1'89.820 2078.694

r)A'4AGF JTTH PknJFCT

10

RFCURPENCE STRUCTtRF CO'JTFN T TOTAL
INTERVAL DA"AGF -AMAGF D A'iAGF

100.0 ).000 0. 000 .n00n
300.0 111.073 430.1,7 S41 .2.4 Q
s00.n 12,.9 in 457.8BS 5e6.6Q'I

AVEPAGL ANNUAL .BENEFITS

AVERAGE ANAL DAVAGES
CONDITION STRLICTURES CONTENTS TOTAL

. /O PROJECT 95.620 288.11? 363.q3?
x ITH PROJECT 0.78 2.Q4? 3.730

* BENEFIT 94J.832 85.310 3b0.20P

Exhibit 11
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Sample Output

PROJFCT -- DISASTER STPEAm, AY0,HERE, U.S.A.
PROPERTY INVENTORY INPUT FILF NAML -- PlITEST

OAIAArARLF PROPFRTY INVENTORY 6UAMAPY

NIJ1RrEP OF DAMlAGE LITIS NUMbFR OF STPUCIURES

RFSI- NONRFSr- RESI- N(IRFS I-
.DARAGE ZONE uENTIAL DENTIAL TOTAL DEN'TIAL DFkTIAL TUTAL

------------------------------ ------- ----- ----- ------- ------- -----
LOh VELOCITY 23 4? 65 19 25 U!

HIGH VELOCIlY 7 0 7 7 0 7
------------------------------- ------- ------- ------- ---- -- -------

TOTAL 3U 42 72 26 2s 51

4074

* "1

'1

."I
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C REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT BENEFIT ANALYSES FOR THE

COOSA RIVER NAVIGATION PROJECT

William F. Hearrean, Chief, Socio/Economics Branch
Mobile District



REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT BENEFIT ANALYSES FOR THE

COOSA RIVER NAVIGATION PROJECT

The purpose of this report is to estimate the regional development

benefits (RDB's) associated with construction and operation of the Coosa

River Navigation Project. Three entirely different methods have been used

by contractors to determine RDB's. Since methodologies for evaluating these

benefits from navigation projects are not currently developei extensively,

this approach was necessary for verification. One method analyzed RDB's in

three regions, and did not include the United States, while the other two

methods analyzed RDB's in four regions including the total United States. These

regions are shown of Figure 1.

The entire report from each of the three contractors is included as

attachments to Volume 8 of the Coosa River Channel General Design Memorandum.

These attachments provide details of each of the methodologies used. The United

States Army Engineer Institute of Water Resources (IWR) is developing a User's

Manual and models which will provide in-house capability for the Corps to

produce estimates of RDB's for other navigation projects.

Regional Development Benefits are defined as changes in personal income,

either plus or minus, brought about by construction and operation of the Coosa

River Navigation Channel. The same basic data were used as input for each proce-

dure. These data included a construction schedule by year, base year, and

projected tonnages of commodities receiving savings in transportation costs and

savings per ton for each commodity involved. Benefits were analyzed for four

regions making up the entire United States. These Regions include the 10-county

Coosa Region in Alabama; the Gulf Coast Region including counties in Mississippi,

Alabama, and Florida; the remainder of .ll counties in Alabama; and the remainder

of all States in the United States. These evaluations are based on changes in

personal income and employment from construction expenditures, transportation
savings, losses in hydroelectric power, and losses in rail revenue.
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Methodologies

Industrial Location Model Analysis (ILMA). This method was developed by

Plantec Corporation and bases the analysis on two major equally important

theses. One, the major transportation impact of the waterway is to connect

the Coosa Valley with economic areas characterized by higher projected growth

- rates than would be achieved in the Coosa Valley without the waterway. The

key analytical procedure is to calculate the differential growth and to

convert it into changes in output, income and employment. Second, the ability

of the region to realize this potential added growth due to the waterway, is

in its ability to compete. This is measured by location analysis which

- systematically evaluates the availability and costs of labor force, infrastructure,

-* and many other elements of siting required to analyze economic activity.

The approach used by Plantec generates f .rst round, or direct, impacts which

are increased by multipliers to account for indirect impacts. The multipliers

were estimated by the Bureau of Economic Analysis, United States Department of

Commerce with the RIMS input-output model calibrated for the 10-county Coosa

Valley area. Estimates of gross output, personal income and employment were

developed for Region I (Coosa Valley), Region II (Primary-Gulf Counties) and

Region III (Rest of Alabama). These evaluations are based on impacts from

construction expenditures, tr ,-ortation savings, losses of hydroelectric power,

and losses in rail revenue.

The method also generated two hypothetical, but possible, scenarios which

reflect moderate and maximum development of river-oriented industry. These

benefits are not included in the RDB's since they are not consistent with the

results of the other two methodologies. The Coosa Valley has a significant

opportunity to increase and modernize its economic base as a result of tailoring

its economic development strategy on sites with access to the Coosa River Naviga-

tion Project. The moderate scenario assumes two major riverside industrial

parks near Lincoln-Pell City (on the Interstate 20 and Southern Railroad between

*,-, Birmingham and Atlanta) and Childersburg, Alabama (near the current site under

development by the city of Childersburg and Talladega County). The industrial

parks would be completed within 25 years after the waterway is completed. The

maximum scenario accelerates development to be completed in 10 years and introduces

.13
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an additional industrial development site at Gadsden, Alabama. The analysis

does not include all potential development sites, but does focus on those

with the most likely, early potential.

Multiregional Variable Input-Output Model (MRVIO)-. This model was developed

by Professors Chong and Chung Liew at the University of Oklahoma and was used to

determine economic changes resulting from construction and operation of the Coosa

River Project. The MRVIO evaluates the impact of reductions in transportation

costs through the effects on trade flows and the etfects on the use of lower cost

inputs to the production process. Construction impacts are evaluated through the

effects on expenditures for items associated with construction. The model was

calibrated for four regions (covering the United States) and 31 industry sectors.

It provides equilibrium estimates of the impacts of construction expenditures,

transportation savings and lowered hydropower output on gross output, personal

income, and employment for each industry in each region. The primary technical

advantage of the MRVIO is that is simultaneously estimates changes in trade

flows and input substitution in response to changes in transportation costs.

l4iew, C. K., and Liew, C. J., "Use of a Multiregional Variable Input-Output

Model to Analyze Economic Impact of Transportation Costs," Transportation Research

Record 747, 1980b.

Liew, C. K., and Liew, C. J., The McClellan-Kerr Waterway and Region Economic

*. Development, idR, The Army Corps of Engineers, 1981a.

Liew, C. K., and Liew, C. J., The Economic Effects of a Proposed Water Shortage

on Oklahoma Economy, A contract report Oklahoma Water Resources Board, 1981b.

Liew, C. K., and Liew, C. J., "Energy Crisis and Interregional Trade Flows,"

1980 Proceedings of the Business and Economic Section of the American Statistical

Association Meeting, 1981c.
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Multiregional - Multi-Industry Model (MRMI). This model was developed by

Professor Curtis Harris at the University of Maryland2 and used by Urban

Systems in the evaluation of RDB's for the Coosa River Project. The model has

been successfully utilized (1) to compare program alternatives to complete the

United States Interstate Highway System, (2) to evaluate a segment of the

*Interstate Highway System, and (3) to evaluate the impact of port deepening

options.

The MRMI model is an econometric model based on a large number of industry

sectors and founded on county level data. It is, therefore, unusually flexible

in determining impacts by small regions and detailed industry sector and is a

national model. The MRMI operates in a recursive mode using estimates for time

f"t" to generate estimates fo time "t + n," to generate overall national estimates

which are consistent with independent forecasts such as the Inforum model at the

University of MarylanC-/and OBERS projections from Bureau of Economic Analysis,

Department of Commerce. The MRMI moves new investment to the region which has

the highest estimated profit available to that activity. The rate of adjustment

in new investment is buffered by the recursive model, and thus provides a more

realistic pacing in the change of output, income and employment than equilibrium

models. Input to the MRMI is construction expenditures, transportation savings,

and losses of hydropower.

4ee, for example, Curtis C. Harris, Jr., The Urban Economies, 1985: A

Multiregional, Multi-Industry Forecasting Model. Lexington, MA: Lexington

Books, 1973; Curtis C. Harris, Jr., and Frank E. Hopkins, Locational Analysis:

An Inter-regional Econometric Model of Agriculture, Mining, Manufacturing and

Services. Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1972; Curtis C. Harris, Jr.,

Regional Economic Effects of Alternative Highway Systems. Cambridge, MA:

Ballinger Publishing Co., 1974; Curtis C. Harris, Jr., "New Developments and

Extensions of the Multiregional Multi-Industry Forecasting Model", Journal of

Regional Science, 20:159-172, '980.

-4ee Clopper Almon, Jr., et al., 1985: Interindustry Forecasts of the

American Economy. Lexington, MI: Lexington Books, 1974.
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The MRMI model generated estimates of changes in regional output, personal

income, and employment for Regions I, II, III, and IV (rest of the United States).

The Urban Systems estimates are potentially valuable in illustrating the dynamics

of economic development. Evidence of relative price increases is included in

labor or other factors. Decreases in the rate of unemployment and the other

economic cost elements act to decrease competitive investment sectors in the

same region and in other regions.

Summary

The average annual equivalent benefits (personal income) as determined by

each method are shown on the two attached tables. Some of these benefits contain

transfers from other regions. Following the guidelines of the Water Resource

Council's Principles and Standards, these benefits are not included in the National

Economic Development analysis for project benefits. The MRMI method resulted in

some negative benefits in some regions, whereas the two other methods report net

positive benefits in all regional analyzed. Obviously, the MRMI method results

suggest net transfers from certain regions. One way of presenting the national

effects of the Coosa Project would be to exactly follow the existing guidance to

present only positive gains in each region and account for all transfers in the

transfer column. The other way is to present each method's estimates for each

region, sum the results and use the transfer column entry as an adjustment to

reflect unidentified transfers. The attached tables shows the results of both

procedures.

The impacts on employment and income resulting from each procedure are

shown on Figures 2 through 6. Figures 3 and 4 show the impacts resulting from

the moderate and maximum development of river-oriented industry as determined

by Plantec. Each figure shows impacts only and does not include any growth that

would occur without constructio. of the Coosa River Navigation Project.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IMPACTS OF COOSA RIVER NAVICATION PROJ.

COOSA VALLEY REGION-EMPLOYMENT (BASED ON ILMA METHOD-PLANTEC
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IMPACTS OF COOSA RIVER NAVIGATION PROJ.
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Targeted Industries

Average
Site Average

Industries Size Employment
SIC (Sensitive to Navigation Availability) (in Acres) (per Site)

34941 Automatic Regulating & Control Valves 34 218

35623 Other Rolling Bearings, Complete 43 247 S

33574 Communication Wire and Cable 35 91

34233 Files, Rasps & File Accessories & Other

Hand Tools 25 229

35857 Other Refrigeration & Air Conditioning
Equipment 26 263

37991 Automobile Trailers (Excluding Housing
Type Coaches) 21 106

24323 Softwood Plywood, Exterior Type 35 249

24326 Softwood, Venser 39 175

26217 Unbleached Kraft Packaging & Industrial
Converting Paper 150 393

28182 Miscellaneous Acyclic Chemicals &
Chemicals Products 102 277

33220 Malleable Iron Castings 41 289

34431 Heat Exchangers & Steam Condensers 28 249

35662 Speed Changers, Industrial High Speed

Drives, & Gears 30 224

36426 Other Nonresidential Electric & Non-
Electric Lighting Equipment II 255

37321 Inboard Motorboats (All Types) 38 242

34790 Coating, Engraving, and Allied Services 11 211

34945 Metal Fittings, Flanges & Unions for

Piping Systems [8 321

35481 Rolling-mill Machinery & Equipment 20 1)3

35314 Power Cranes, Draglines, Shovels &
Parts and Attachments 30 35

35595 Other Special Industry Machinery &
Equipment 26 227

36113 Other Electrical Measuring Instruments

& Parts 16 282

38513 Miscellaneous Ophthalmic Goods 8 J34

Source: PLANTEC Corporation, 1981.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Purpose

This survey of the Corps of Engineers construction workforce
has two primary objectives:

a. To develop an empirical basis for determining employment
benefits due to construction of Corps projects.

b. To develop an empirical basis for determining the socio-
economic impacts of the workforce utilized for Corps project con-

*" struction on local communities.

Payments to workers who would otherwise be unemployed (or
underemployed) in the absence of a Corps project are called em-
ployment benefits. The Corps uses employment benefits in its
benefit/cost calculations and has used them to influence priori-
ties for new construction starts during periods of recession.
These estimates have been attacked because they have in large mea-
sure been made with little empirical evidence to support them. A
major goal of this study, therefore, was to develop credible em-
pirical data for the calculation of employment benefits. A strong

i" indication of whether workers would be otherwise unemployed in the
* " absence of a Corps project is the length of time they have been
* unemployed prior to being employed on the construction project.

Therefore, this study has developed information on the prior
unemployment status of the contract construction workforce
employed on Corps projects.

Project construction brings short term residents to local com-
munities. These residents increase the demand for local public
services, often without equivalent increases in local revenues.
Communities sometimes request assistance to cure the alleged defi-
cit and to help mitigate social stress which often comes with an
influx of "outsiders." In order to manage these issues effective-
ly, planners must have some means of estimating the size and demo-
graphic composition of a population in-migrating into local areas
because of a Corps construction project. This report provides
these estimates.

The survey used to generate the data base which is presented
in this report was designed to be compatible with similar efforts
undertaken by the Water & Power Resources Service (formerly Bureau
of Reclamation) and Tennessee Valley Authority. The Economic De-
velopment Administration (EDA) undertook a major policy study
which investigated the impacts of EDA construction grant projects
on unemployment. Thus, the combined efforts of many agencies can
lead to a more sound basis for assessing the impacts of Federal

public works projects.

This study is based on a 51-project sample selected from 136
projects under construction during 1979. Over 65 percent of the
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plans and at projects located in other EDA designated areas. This
finding calls into question the rule restricting employment
benefits to only EDA areas with redevelopment plans.

While EDA areas are designated on the severity and persistence
of unemployment, it is likely that almost every local economy will
have some structural problems and a pool of individuals who are
out of work because of such imperfections. Survey findings show
that although previous unemployment in non-EDA areas is less than
in EDA areas, it is by no means trivial. This finding suggests
that employment benefits may legitimately accrue to non-EDA desig-
nated areas as well.

Adjustments to unemployment figures obtaired in the survey
were made to factor our seasonal, discretionary, and frictional
unemployment. Several tables were then generated using variables
w hich analysis had shown to be associated with previous unemploy-
ment of the workforce. From these operations a table estimating
previous unemployment of the workforce at Corps projects was gen-
erated (Table 1).

Esti.iting Demands on Local Community Services S

The survey revealed that a large majority of the Corps'
National construction workforce is composed of local workers (69.4
percent). White collar workers are much more likely to be non-
ccal than either skilled or unskilled workers. Projects in the

Western United States have higher proportions of non-locals
employed than projects elsewhere in the country. Based on limited
analysis, it appears that the proportion of non-locals employed on
a project remains constant over the course of the construction
project.

The proportion of the workforce at projects which is non-local

is most closely associated with factors which influence a re-
gions's ability to supply a pool of labor. For regions with
!-,aller populations the proportion of non-locals employed on a

project is greater. Regions which have higher rates to unemploy-

mer,t and which are EDA-qualified areas have a relatively greater
Fool of potentially employable local workers. These variables
show modest negative association with the proportion of non-locals
erPploy,.d on a project. Regression equations were developed which

rpredict the number of non-local workers employed on a project.
The o, ;utions are likely to offer a useful means of estimating the
rja,-r of nun-local workers a project will employ.

Ana ysis of the non-local workforce characteristics reveals
that, for the most part, non-local workers only expect to remain
at their prtsent, location until the project is completed. Most
workers brini dependents with them. Non-local workers, whether
accomiaried by dependents or not, try to locate as close as pos-
- ible to the project site . Workers with dependents are also con-
cerned with obtaining hou:ing adequate for family needs. Housirig
choi ces for these workers are more like ly to run to single family
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construction workforce employed at the 51 projects at the time of
the survey responded. The data base represents 4,089 complete re-
sponses from workers at a cross-section of Crops projects in vari-
ous stages of completion and localities in % -ied local labor
force conditions in 1979.

The following sections present the major findings of the sur-
vey. First are findings about the prior unemployment status of
construction workers employed on Corps projects. Next are find-
ings about the distribution of the workforce between local and
non-local workers, as well as other characteristics of the work- S
force which would be useful for identifying the demand on local

- community services associated with Corps construction projects.
Finally, an example is provided showing how findings from this
study can be used to calculate employment benefits, and to assess

* the demands on local community services.

Unemployment Status of the Workforce

Of 4,089 workers responding to the question, 39.6 percent re-
ported some unemployment immediately prior to beginning work on
Corps projects. Clear differences in previous unemployment status
were found among the workforce according to occupational group,
locality, and the project area EDA status. Previous unemployment
status showed no association with region or type of project. Un-
skilled workers are more likely to have been previously unemployed
than skilled or white collar workers, and skilled workers have
higher rates of previous unemployment than do non-local workers.
Projects located in EDA areas have higher rates of workforce
previous unemployment than do projects located in non-EDA areas.

Findings suggest that different factors are associated with
previous unemployment for unskilled, skilled, and white collar
segments of the workforce. For unskilled workers, remoteness of
the project areas, as well as the region's general level of con-
struction activity, are associated with previous unemployment.
For skilled and white collar groups, previous unemployment is re-
lated to an ensemble of socioeconomic factors which give a region
a less competitive edge; examples of these factors include EDA
designation, below average educational attainment, and low per
capita income. For all occupational groups the regional unemploy-
ment rate was strongly associated with previous unemployment.

Under current regulations, employment benefits are restricted
to projects located in EDA designated counties which have approved
redevelopment plans. These counties are a subset of all EDA coun-
ties declared eligible for EDA assistance; differing only in that
they have an approved redevelopment plan. Survey findings show
that significant numbers of otherwise unemployed workers are em-
ployed on Corps projects located in EDA areas, not only in EDA
areas with redevelopment plans, but also in the other EDA desig-
nated areas. In fact there was no statistically significant dif-
ference in the proportion of previously unemployed workers em-
ployed at projects located in counties with approved redevelopment
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Table 1. Estimates of Previous Unemployment

Percent of Workforce Previously Unemployed

Project Area
Location Local Workers

Unskilled Skilled White-Collar
LO

EDA areas with regional
unemployment rate of 6% 42.7 32.8 22.1
or greater

EDA areas with regional
unemployment rate of 32.0 25.7 22.1
less than 6%

Non-Local Workers

Unskilled Skilled White-Collar

All areas 32.0 21.3 22.1
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and mobile homes than are the choices of workers with no

dependents present.

In particular, the analyses suggest the following:

(1) Approximately 60 percent of the Corp's non-local work-
force is accompanied by dependents.

(2) A ratio of 1.24 dependents to each non-local worker was

computed. This ratio is independent of geographical area of the
country where projects are located.

(3) A greater portion of non-local workers occupy more temp-
orary types of housing (apartments, motels, boarding rooms, travel

f- trailers) than local workers.

(4) For non-local workers, nearness to project site seems to

be the most important housing choice location criterion.

(5) Less than one in three non-local workers intend to remain
in the immediate vicinity of the project area after completion of

the project.

Using survey data to calculate employment benefits and assess

community service impacts.

Employment Benefits

The IWR Study has empirically documented the previous un-
employment of the Corps construction workforce. The Table devel-
oped offers a means for estimating the employment benefits pro-
duced by a Corps civil works construction project. Inputs needed

to develop such estimates are as follows:

o Number of workers by skill designation

o Locality of workforce by skill

o Location of project in terms of:

County EDA status

Regional unemployment rate

Each of these information inputs is discussed in greater de-
tail below.

Number of Workers

An estimate of the number of workers to be employed on the
construction project forms the base for calculating employment
benefits. The methodology for deriving estimates of labor re-
quirements for projects is beyond the scope of the present study;
however, a number of sources for developing these estimates are
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available. Among them are statistics maintained by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics and WPRS on total dollar amounts of construction
for various types of heavy construction activities and man-years
of labor (Bingham, 1978; WPRS, 1980); and detailed statistics on
construction project labor requirements compiled by F.W. Dodge Co.
and made available in labor estimates produced by the Department
of Labor's Construction Labor Demand System (Department of Labor,
1977).

Locality of Workforce

It has been shown that the previous unemployment of the work-
force varies according to the variable of locality. Accordingly,
the proportion of the workforce which is local and that which is
likely to be non-local should be estimated. The regression equa-
tion in Table 3.12 of the survey report provides such an estima-
tion of total numbers of non-local workers. Using Table 3.2, es-
timates of the occupational skill category of this workforce canU be obtained. This Table indicates that for the national survey

the non-local workforce was composed of 15.1 percent unskilled
workers; 59.2 percent skilled and 25.7 percent white collar

workers.

Location of Project

Two inputs are required. First, the EDA status of the county
in which the project is to be constructed should be determined.
Second, a regional laborshed for the project should be constructed
using the procedure described in Section 1.3.1 of the report. The
unemployment rate for this region can then be obtained from state

*U employment or labor statistics departments.

, The information and estimate developed above can then be used
I n conjunction with the appropriate tables shown in Table 1 of
this summary to develop estimates of number of previously unem-
ployed workers. Appropriate wage rates can be multiplied by these
workers to yield estimates of employment benefits.

For example, assume a reservoir is to be constructed; assume a

three-year construction schedule. Labor requirements of construc-
tion are: year 1 250; year 2 = 700; year 3 = 300 workers.

The estimated occupational distribution of workers is as
follows:

Construction Year

1 2 3

Unskilled 55 154 66

Skilled 160 448 192

White Collar 35 98 42

250 700 300
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To compute employment benefits, perform the following steps:

a. Locality of Workforce

(1) Estimate total non-local workers using regression

equation:

Number year 1 = .213 (PEAK*) -8.9 = 44

year 2 = = 140

year 3 = = 64

(2) Estimate occupational breakdown of non-local

workers.

Construction Year

1 2 3

Total non-local workers by

occupational category 44 140 64

Number unskilled = 15.1% X

Total 7 21 10

Number skilled = 59.2% X

Total 26 83 38

Number white collar : 25.7% X

Total 11 36 16

Total 44 140 64

Non-local workers

(3) Estimate occupational breakdown of local

workers. Subtract non-local to obtain.

Construction Year

1 2 3

Unskilled 48 133 56

Skilled 134 365 154

White collar 24 62 26

Total 206 560 236

Local workers

*where PEAK : number of workers required for construction year.
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b. Location of Project

(1) EDA status: Assume county is located in EDA-
designated area

(2) Regional unemployment rate: 6.9%

c. Compute Previous Unemployment

(1) Estimate previously unemployed local workers.

Number
Previously

Year 1 Total local workers Values from Table 1 Unemployed

Unskilled 48 * .427 = 21

- . Skilled 134 .328 44

White Collar 24 * .221 5

(2) Estimate previously unemployed non-local workers

Number
Previously

Year 1 Total Local Workers Values from Table 1 Unemployed

Unskilled 7 * .320 2

Skilled 26 * .213 6

White Collar 11 * .221 2

(3) Repeat (1) and (2) above for construction years 2

and 3.
".-

d. Compute a Wage Bill for Previously Unemployed Workers.
Assume an "average wage" for occupational skill levels of
$8.00/hr, unskilled; $13.00/hr. skilled; $12.00/hr. white collar.

(1) Wage bill, year 1 x+y+z where
x = Total number of unskilled workers previously

unemployed * year 1 annual wage unskilled
= 23 * $16,640 = $382,720

y = Total number of skilled workers previously
unemployed * year 1 annual wage skilled

= 50 * $27,040 = $1,352,000

z = Total number of white collar workers previously
unemployed * year 1 annual wage white collar

= 7 * $24,960 $174,720
x+yez $1,909,440

(2) Compute wage bill for years 2 and 3 in same manner
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(3) Compute total wage bill for previously unemployed
workers by summing wage bills for years 1 through 3

(4) Add interest on wages paid to previously unemployed

workers.

e. Compute Average Annual Employment Benefits

(1) Total employment benefits total wage bill + total
interest on wages

(2) Average annual benefits = total employment benefits

* amortization factor. For example, total wage bill
in this example = $9,549,280, total interest on

wages = $887,190
amortization factor is .075914 assuming a 50 year

project

life at 7 5/8 % discount rate
average annual employment benefits $792,274.

Community Service Impact Assessment

The survey data analyses coupled with the comparative data as-

sembled from other construction worker studies provide a solid em-

pirical base to assess the demand on community services that a

Corps project is likely to produce. The procedure for performing

such an impact assessment using the survey data is shown in the

example below.

As a planner for a Corps of Engineers reservoir project in fi-

nal design stages, you have been asked by local governments in the
reservoir project area to provide an assessment of the impact of
the construction project on the community services in the project
area. There are several small towns in the vicinity of the con-
struction site and local governments are interested in identifying
the range of likely benefits and costs the construction project
will produce. What can you tell them?

Information provided by the survey can be used to perform a

community impact assessment. The first step in such an assessment
would be to calculate the number of non-local workers likely to be
employed on the project. Using the regression equation in Table
3.12, an estimate can be produced. Assume that the relevant data
for this equation were:

o Peak anticipated construction: 700

o Constant: 8.9

o Number of non-local workers 140

Next, using the ratio 1.24 dependents per non-local worker ob-
tained in Chapter 4, n estimate of 174 dependents is derived.
Total population influx directly associated with the construction
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project is thus estimated to be 314. Of the dtep hldt-ris, approxi-
mately 102 will be children and, of the c, 10i' childrt,!, 7' will be
school-age.

Housing needs of the incoming workforce car be projected using
Tables 4.1 and 4.6. Here, the expected non-local worker popula-
tion could be broken into 83 accompanied workers and £7 unaccom-
panied workers. Housing neeas of these grouTps as txpressed in

-.." Table 4.6 could be derived and matched with availabite supplies in
surrounding communities.

[ Data strongly sugFest tlhat th(. -or rt . o t- e e-l to
the project construction site will receive most of th' total popu-

lation infiux of' <4 Statecents or, the ac t riution of
this population among nearby corrm,rnt, w)u1,4 L.'V to L): condi-
tioned on separate assessments of surply of .ousin, well as on
local government policies to attr ct r ui cur jte i ricorrl ig
workers. Harnisch (1980) for example, fund that .nu commuinity
adopted an aggressive policy to attract ac many 'orwing workers

as possible. In this community, zoning r;triction. were relaxed
arid workcrs were exemptea from paying local property uaxes. Such
policies should be factored into any assessment.

Having identified total worker-dependent irf Io.x and having
made some judgment of settlement patterns informed Y the survey

data, as well as local conditions, an assessment of the impact of
this influx on existing community services - schools, sew ge sys-
tems, roads, etc. - can be made.

A method for performing this assessment developed by the
Seattle District involves the following steps:

(1) Make "without project" population forecasts for local
communities which are likely to be affected by construction-
induced population increases.

(2) Inventory the "people capacity" of community services of
these communities in relation to "without project" population

* forecasts.

-.(3) Allocate incoming populations to local commurities on the
basis of the survey data presented in this report, as well as on

* personal knowledge of the local area.

(4) Identify any shortages in community service capacities
* produced by, or worsened by, the influx oi construction workers

and dependents. Figure 1, showing how this information can be
graphically displayed, is modeled off of a commnuity impact study
prepared by Seattle District (Harnisch, 1980). A forthcominF IWh
report (Chalmers) provides detailed procedures for identifying,
quantifying, and displaying community service impa,-ts.

Data from the survey suggest that of' the 1 ) r, it-loca; work-

ers, 144 would remain in the local area aft,.r tl' 1.iroject is
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completed. (Table 4.9.) Of these 44 workers, 26 accompanied
workers are included representing about 81 persons, making a total

number of individuals who are likely to remain in the local after
completion of the project 99. This information can help local
governments plan on the character of capital expense outlays for

providing services to incoming workers.

Such information can provide Corps planners with the means to

assist local governments in planning for and managing impacts as-
sociated with a Corps construction project.

It should be noted that the uncertainty concerning such commu-

nity impacts is likely to be worse than the actual impacts them-

selves. For example, the "average" project in the current survey

had 124 workers employed at the time of the survey. Of these

workers, it is estimated that 40 were non-local. Assuming the

ratio of 1.24 dependents per non-local worker, the average

construction project brings only about 90 persons into the local

area. In most local project areas, a population influx of this

size would not produce appreciable community service impacts.
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Waterways Experiment Station

Dr. Victor Lagarde

Mr. William Hansen

Hydrologic Engineeing Center

Mr. Brian Smith
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Mr. John Fitipaldi

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Mr. John Loomis

American Waterway Operators

Mr. Bob Goodwin
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Mr. Paul Staedeker

ARGONNE Laboratory

Mr. Dick Winter
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Michael Kennedy

Illinois Department of Transportation
Bruce Barker
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